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Warning Pack the machine using durable packing materials and covers to
ensure electrical protection before moving.
Operating the machine without taking proper safety measures or
in an inappropriate place may cause damage to the machine or
personal death or injury.
If the door switch is removed, since the machine will not stop
even though the door opens during operation, the user may be
injured. Do not remove the door switch. Do not attempt to remove
the door switch by making an arbitrary decision.
Do not attempt to modify the equipment without prior consent
from Hanwha Precision Machinery Co., Ltd., or repair it in a
manner not stated in this manual.
Hanwha Precision Machinery Co., Ltd. is not responsible for
problems caused by machine repairs performed in a manner not
mentioned in this manual, or any modifications carried out without
prior approval.
Be sure to turn off the power switch and then close the air-valve
before performing maintenance or repair of the machine. If these
steps are not followed, personal injury could occur.
Adjusting the sensor or taking measures against an error while
the machine in in the ‘READY’ state may cause a user to be
injured. Press the ‘EMG’ switch to release the ‘READY’ state and
perform sensor adjustment and take measures against the error
after pressing the ‘STOP’ Button.
A system infected by a computer virus may make the machine
malfunction and cause damage.
We do not take responsibility for any damage to data due to an
infection by virus. Therefore, perform a virus check periodically to
prevent data from being infected.
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Preface

Preface
We sincerely thank you for buying this Chip Mounter (hereinafter referred to as the
“machine”) manufactured by Hanwha Precision Machinery Co., Ltd.
This machine is designed and configured to place electrical/electronic parts picked up
from a feeder on a PCB.
Do not use this machine for uses other than its original use.

Caution [Before operating this machine]


Before operating this machine, please read this manual and understand its contents.
Please keep this manual near the machine at all times so that it can be referred to as
necessary.



Users who have not received training on this machine should not use it.



Hanwha Precision Machinery Co., Ltd. provides a training program for operating this
machine. For details, please contact our SMT Global Training Center and local agent
designated by Hanwha Precision Machinery Co., Ltd.
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About Safety
In order to use this machine properly and safely, observe the rules and instructions
regarding safety mentioned in this manual.




ii

Basic items to be observed while using this machine are as follows:


In order to use the machine properly and safely, users must receive appropriate
training.



When performing machine inspection, part replacement, repair or internal setup,
turn off the power switch.



Repairs and maintenance of this machine not mentioned in this manual should
only be performed by a service engineer authorized by Hanwha Precision
Machinery Co., Ltd. No repairs or maintenance should be done by a customer at
their discretion. Otherwise, unexpected accidents may occur.



First, teach the machine after checking for safety around the machine and take
measures against any errors that occurred to the machine while not in its 'READY'
state.



Do not use the machine where inflammable gas is present or contamination is
severe.

Cautions to be exercised for safety are described in this manual as follows:

Danger

Indicates an imminently hazardous situation which, if
remarks following this symbol are not observed, will result in
death or serious injury. Therefore, instructions must be
followed without fail.

Warning

Indicates a potentially hazardous situation which, if remarks
following this symbol are not observed, will result in death or
serious injury. Therefore, instructions must be followed
without fail.

Caution

If remarks following this symbol are not observed, damage
to the machine, embedded program, data, etc. may occur,
or accidents involving personal injury may occur. Therefore,
instructions must be followed without fail.

Preface

Safety Precaution
Following labels described in each section are attached on specific position of this
machine. Follow the instructions on each label for operating this machine safely.
If a label has come off or has damaged, put a new one on a specific position referring to the
following figures. For ordering a new label or offering any comment, questions, please
contact to the business department or the local agent designated by Hanwha Precision
Machinery Co., Ltd.


Front View of the Machine
The following labels are attached on the front part of this machine.

Figurei.1

Safety labels attached on the front part of the machine

Do not open the door during operation.
Part where this label is attached contains
moving parts, it is very dangerous if the user
open the cover while operating.

iii
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As the current with high-voltage flows inside
the cover or in the area near the switch,
take precautions against electric shock.
Be sure to turn off the main switch in the
left-lower cover of the rear side before
maintenance.

Do not remove the safety device. It could
cause personal injuries or serious
problems.

Do not put a hand in during operation.
Part where this label is attached contains
moving parts, it is very dangerous if the user
disassembles any part or opens the cover
while operating.
Stop the machine before servicing.
Stop the machine before maintenance or
error troubleshooting.

iv
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Rear View of the Machine
The following labels are attached on the rear part of this machine.

Figurei.2

Safety labels attached on the rear part of the machine

Do not open the door during operation.
Part where this label is attached contains
moving parts, it is very dangerous if the user
open the cover while operating.

As the current with high-voltage flows inside
the cover or in the area near the switch,
take precautions against electric shock.
Be sure to turn off the main switch in the
left-lower cover of the rear side before
maintenance.

v
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Do not put a hand in during operation.
Part where this label is attached contains
moving parts, it is very dangerous if the user
disassembles any part or opens the cover
while operating.
Stop the machine before servicing.
Stop the machine before maintenance or
error troubleshooting.
Do not modify the door key.
Unauthorized modification of the door key is
prohibited. It may be dangerous.
Name Plate (Machine Name Plate)
Describes the model name, serial number
and basic specifications of the machine.
Check the pneumatic pressure and voltage
specified in the name plate and operate the
machine in compliance with the
specifications.


Internal Part of the Machine.
The following labels are attached on the rear part of this machine.

Figurei.3

vi

Safety labels attached to the inside of the machine at the front
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Figurei.4

Safety labels attached on the inside of the machine at the rear

Do not touch the head assembly.

Be careful of electric shock.
Turn off the main switch before performing
maintenance since fatal personnel injury
may occur. Be careful of the residual
current.

vii
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Do not remove safety function. It may cause
serious injuries and troubles.

Check before service.
Remove power & air-source only for
authorized personnel.

viii
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Operation of the safety interlock
This section describes the operation of safety interlocks manipulated to stop the machine
immediately under an emergency situation or for maintenance purposes.

1) EMG (Emergency Stop) switch
This is an emergency stop switch. Operation of this machine is immediately suspended
if this switch is pressed in case of an emergency.
Supply of all powers except for the power to a computer is ceased. The emergency
stop status can be released by turning the ‘EMG’ switch in the direction of the arrow
and pressing the RESET Button.

Warning

When the emergency shutdown has been applied, the
power supply to all of the machine’s servo motors is turned
off. However, the power supply to other components and
devices remains turned on. Exercise care when taking
measures against an error for the section to which power is
supplied.

2) Door Lock switch
If the door is open while this machine is running, the door switch is activated and the
system comes into the emergency stop status. The emergency stop status is released if
the door is closed. In order to resume the operation, press ‘READ’ Button on the
operation panel to release the emergency status, then press ‘Start’ Button.

ix
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Warning

If the safety sensor of the door is canceled arbitrarily, the
machine will not stop even though the door is opened
during operation, which could cause injury. The safety
sensor of the door must not be canceled arbitrarily.

Specifications of Machine
Applicable component sizes
Flying vision recognition system
The sizes of components applicable to this machine are prescribed in the following table,
and is applicable to general components usage as well.

x
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Tablei.1Applicable Component Sizes (vision recognition system)

Flying vision
MEGA FOV 16
mm

Chips

0402 ~ □ 16mm

IC, Connector

Less than □ 16mm, Lead
Pitch: More than 0.4 mm

BGA, CSP

Less than □ 16mm, Ball
Pitch: More than 0.4mm

IC, Connector
Upward vision
MEGA FOV 35
mm
BGA, CSP
Components

IC, Connector

Upward vision
MEGA FOV 45
mm

Less than □ 16 mm, Lead
pitch: More than 0.3 mm
Less than □ 32 mm, Lead
pitch: More than 0.4 mm
Less than □ 16 mm, Ball
pitch: More than 0.4 mm
Less than □ 32 mm, Ball
pitch: More than 0.5 mm
Less than □ 32 mm, Lead
pitch: More than 0.4 mm
Less than □ 42 mm, Lead
pitch: More than 0.5 mm
Less than □ 16 mm, Ball
pitch: More than 0.4 mm

BGA, CSP

Less than □ 32 mm, Ball
pitch: More than 0.5 mm
Less than □ 42 mm, Ball
pitch: More than 1.0 mm

Maximum Height Flying vision
Upward vision

10 mm
15 mm

The placement Speed
The following data concerns the speed of placement for each part. The actual cycle time
can vary depending on the size of PCB, frequency of the nozzle replacement, etc.

xi
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The pick and place cycle time
Tablei.2The pick and place speed

Classifi
cation

Speed

Chip

40,000 CPH(1608)

Memo

Remarks
Simultaneous Pickup Standard Fly Vision

In actual placement, the conditions that determine the cycle time may
vary depending on many factors such as the type of components, size
of PCB, placement position, etc. For more detailed information,
please contact our business department or the local agent.

Placement Accuracy
The placement precision for applicable components type is shown in the following table,
and is applicable to general components usage as well.
The degree of placement may be different according to the composition of options for the
camera used for recognition of parts.
Classification

xii

XY

R

Cpk

Remarks

Chip 0402

± 0.04 mm

± 5.00 °

1.0

Flying Vision MEGA
FOV24 mm, Mount
Offset

Chip 0603

± 0.08 mm

± 5.00 °

1.0

Flying Vision MEGA
FOV24 mm

Chip 1005

± 0.10 mm

± 5.00 °

1.0

Flying Vision MEGA
FOV24 mm

Lead IC 0.4
Pitch

± 0.05 mm

± 0.30 °

1.0

Flying Vision MEGA
FOV24 mm

CSP Ball 0.4
Pitch

± 0.05 mm

± 0.30 °

1.0

Flying Vision MEGA
FOV24 mm

QFP100 0.5 P

± 0.06 mm

± 0.30 °

1.0

Upward
Vision(FOV35mm,
FOV45mm)

QFP168 0.3 P

± 0.03 mm

± 0.30 °

1.0

Upward Vision(MegaFOV35mm)
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Classification

XY

R

Cpk

Remarks

QFP208 0.5 P

± 0.05 mm

± 0.18 °

1.0

Upward Vision(MegaFOV35mm, MegaFOV45mm)

QFP256 0.4 P

± 0.05 mm

± 0.12 °

1.0

Upward Vision(MegaFOV35mm, MegaFOV45mm)

QFP304 0.5 P

± 0.45 mm

± 0.15 °

1.0

Upward Vision(MegaFOV45mm)

BGA256 1.0 P

± 0.10 mm

± 0.40 °

1.0

Flying
Vision(FOV25mm),
Upward
Vision(FOV35mm,
FOV45mm)

BGA □ 12 0.5 P ± 0.06 mm

± 0.30 °

1.0

Upward Vision(MegaFOV35mm, MegaFOV45mm)

± 0.10 mm

± 0.40 °

1.0

Upward
Vision(FOV35mm,
FOV45mm)

BGA □ 17 0.75
P

xiii
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Mechanical Specifications
Size and mass of the machine




Height (Under the condition that the height of the PCB upper surface is 900 mm)

1:

Up to the upper surface of signal light (2,090 mm)

2:

Length (1,650 mm)

3:

Width (1,680 mm)

4:

Up to the upper surface of cover (1,530 mm)

Mass
Type

Mass (kg)

Remarks
Height=900mm

1,655
SM481PLUS

The mass which does not
include the Feeder.

(Standard 2 Feeder base)

Height=950mm
1,715

xiv

The mass which does not
include the Feeder.
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Type

Mass (kg)

Remarks
Height=900mm

SM481PLUS

The mass which does not
include the Docking Cart
and Feeder.

(2 Docking Option)

Height=950mm

1,625

1,685

The mass which does not
include the Docking Cart
and Feeder.
Height=900mm

SM481PLUS

The mass which does not
include the Docking Cart
and Feeder.

(1Standard Feeder base
+ 1 Docking Option)

Height=950mm

1,635

1,695

The mass which does not
include the Docking Cart
and Feeder.
Height=900mm

1,615
SM481PLUS

The mass which does not
include the Feeder.

(Front 1 feeder base)

Height=950mm
1,665

The mass which does not
include the Feeder.
Height=900mm

SM481PLUS

The mass which does not
include the Docking Cart
and Feeder.

(Front 1 Docking Option)

Height=950mm

1,600

1,650

The mass which does not
include the Docking Cart
and Feeder.

xv
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Switching of Operation Panel
Figurei.5

Operation Panel

Switching operation on the operation panel is described below.


Main switch
Has a function of supplying or stopping the main power to the machine. Power is
supplied to a controller by turning the switch. A power lamp is lighted and a working
screen is shown on the programming monitor after a short delay. During the initial
stage, power is not turned on for the drivers such as motor. The power should be
turned off only after terminating the MMI. If the power is suddenly turned off, the data
and the main body may be damaged and the machine malfunction may occur at the
next power up.
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Warning

If power supply is cut off suddenly, it could result in the
damage of data and machine.
And the machine might be damaged due to abnormal
operation when power is supplied again.Before turning off
power, be sure to end the MMI, turn off the main switch,
then turn on the main switch after 5-10 seconds.



Safeguard override key switch
This is a key switch that can be operated artificially to prevent the door switch from
operating. It should be used limitedly only when performing initial setting or
maintenance of the machine.

Danger



The Safeguard override key switch must be used by the
designated responsible personnel. It must be carefully used
for machine operation. Failure to do so may result in death
or serious personal injury if the operator approached the
drive with the safety cover Open.

Operation Panel (OP Panel)
Consists of Buttons for machine operation and the emergency stop switch.


STOP Button (Red Color)
This is a Button for temporary stopping of the operation. Automatic operation of
this machine is temporarily stopped if this Button is pressed. If this Button is
pressed while the placement is in progress, the operation is stopped after the
present operation is completed. This Button can also be used for turning off alarm
sound due to an error.



START Button (Green Color)
This is a switch for initiating the operation of this machine. Automatic operation is
initiated if this switch is pressed.

Warning



Pressing the START Button without checking the presence
of worker nearby could cause injury.Be sure to check if
there is any worker near the machine before pressing the
START Button.

READY Button
This is a switch for initiating the operation of this machine. The power is supplied
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to the driving systems such as motor. It is used to put the machine into the standby
status after power-up. ‘EMG (emergency stop)’ switch can be pressed to release
the standby state.


RESET Button (Blue Color)
Used to stop production in a machine that has paused automatic production or to
release the error in a machine that has been paused due to an error. Pressing this
Button in a machine to which an error has occurred will change the state of the
machine from 'FREEZE' or 'EMER' to 'IDLE'. The ‘Reset’ Button cannot be
activated during automatic operation of this machine.



F/R SELECTS Button
It is the Button that determines which one of the front operation panel and rear
operation panel will have the control authority. Whether or not the corresponding
operation panel has the control authority depends on the status of this Button.
When initializing the machine, the front is set to have right for control by default.
(Front side by default.)
If the select Button is pressed and maintained for a second, the LED Button is
turned on and the right for control is transferred to the rear side. It takes 0.3~1
seconds to change the right for control from the front OP panel to the rear OP
panel. The same applies when changing the right for control reversely.
The same applies for the rear side. The following table shows this briefly.

Right for control



Front panel select Rear panel select
Button LED status Button LED status

Front

On

Off

Rear

On

Off

Feeder change Button
The Button used to replace the feeders on the front and rear feeder base. When this
Button is pressed, the head unit of the machine come to the safety zone for easy
feeder change.



EMG (Emergency Stop) Switch
This is an emergency stop switch. Operation of this machine is immediately
suspended if this switch is pressed in case of an emergency.
Supply of all powers except for the power to a computer is ceased. The emergency
stop status can be released by turning the ‘EMG’ switch in the direction of the
arrow and pressing the RESET Button.
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About Warranty
The warranty is issued to cover the following machine faults and malfunctions.
What is covered by
the warranty

If any part of the machine fails to function properly under normal
conditions of usage due to defects in material or workmanship, it will
be repaired by Hanwha Precision Machinery Co., Ltd. at no charge for
either parts or labor.

Time period of the
warranty

The term of this warranty shall expire for any of the following cases:

What is not
covered by the
warranty



24 months after delivery from the factory



24 months after installation

Any of the following cases are not covered by this warranty:


Data lost due to HDD damage. (Please back up the data
periodically.)



Malfunction of the system due to the execution of a program
regardless of machine operation, as well as data damage due to
infection by any computer viruses.



Damage due to due to long-term use or defects due to the wear
arising from normal use (natural fading of coating and plating,
wearing-out of parts, etc.).



Delicate changes which do not affect the functional quality (such
as noise from a controller, sound of a rotating motor, etc.).



Defects due to ambient conditions (moisture, impurities, dust on
the machine, oil mist, etc.).



When failure occurs to the machine due to customer's mistake.

Defects resulting from the following cases are also not covered by
this warranty:


Natural disasters such as earthquake, typhoon, flood and
lightning strike, or accident, fire, etc.



Modification which was not approved by our company or agents.



Failure to back up the data stored in the machine.



Use of parts or lubricants other than those designated.



Insufficient or defective maintenance or inspection.



Adjustments performed by persons other than designated agents.

However, the contents of the warranty stipulated at the time of purchase take
precedence over the above coverage.
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About virus protection
For the safe use of the machine, the machine system shall be maintained normally through
virus protection.


Basic items to be observed for virus protection are as follows:


Install the anti-virus program (TrustLine) provided by us so that any virus can be
treated by performing a virus check periodically. When installing the program,
contact our C/S (STS) or local agent.



Run the anti-virus program and check for viruses without fail before starting the
machine and preparing production. Running the anti-virus program during
production may affect the performance of the machine.



Update the anti-virus program engine periodically. Use a PC without a virus as an
update server when updating the anti-virus program engine for the machine
system.
For the corresponding PC, update the anti-virus program engine periodically
through the Internet and perform configuration in the ant-virus program to update
the anti-virus program engine of the machine by sharing the folder in which the
updated file is saved with the machine system.

xx



When loading a PCB file or saving it in the system using storage media including
USBs, perform an anti-virus check first on the corresponding storage media and
check for any problems.



When using a shared folder in the machine system as necessary, set the password
for the shared folder without fail.

Preface

About This Manual


Composition of this Manual
The manual for this machine is comprised as follows;


Handbook


Operation Handbook
Describes briefly a series of processes that is performed by the operator.



Maintenance Handbook
Describes briefly basic points related to maintenance of the machine;
Preparation for maintenance, daily inspection, periodical inspection, cleaning
and lubrication method, definition of consumables including replacement time
and method.



Administrator’s Guide
Describes the program for PCB production or various system setups related to the
machine;
User’s account administration and authority setup, board definition, component
registration, feeding device setup, step programming, optimization, production
setup, teaching and placement test, machine calibration, system setup, machine
diagnosis, utility menu setup and production information management.



Troubleshooting Guide
Describes definition and the method used to take measures against the errors.
Describes definition and solution for error codes and the errors not defined.



Technical Reference
Provides part information for the maintenance and various technical drawings.



Symbols other than safety marks used in this manual.
The meanings of symbols used in this manual are as follows.

Ref.

Reference indicates a part to be referred to.

Memo

Describes useful information related to the text or definition of terms.
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Items in a dialog box or message box.
Terms used in explaining the screen of MMI are shown below.


List Box
It is possible to select one of the various values inputted in advance.



Combo Box
This has the same function as the list box in that one of many inputted values can
be selected from this box. contrary to the list box, however, the entire values are
displayed by pressing an arrow button at lower right.



Selection Box
The function of this selection box is the same as the function of the list box that
can select one of the various values inputted in advance. However, unlike the list
box, pressing this button will display a popup window from which an item can be
selected.
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Edit box
Values can be inputted into this box. If a white portion is clicked on with a mouse,
it enters the state ready for inputting values.



View Field
Shows set values. This field is not selected and the values cannot be modified.



Check Box
This button enables determination of whether to use a function presented or to
select from multiple.



Switch Button
Allows a certain function to be applied or not. Pressing this button will apply the
corresponding function. Pressing it once more will not apply the corresponding
function.





Selected:



Not selected:

Check Button
Determines whether to use the presented function. Pressing this button will select
the three states in order as follows:
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1:

Not selected

2:

Indicated in gray

3:

Selected

Option Button
This Button is used when selecting only one from among many options. If one
Button is clicked on, selection of another button is disabled.



Spin Button / Spin Box
Pressing the arrow button will increase or decrease the value by a certain value.



Button
Pressing this button will perform specific work.



Control box
This is a box for adjusting the set values by using a scroll bar.



Slide bar / Slider
Adjusts a set value using the slide bar.
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Group
The above items are gathered into this area. In this manual, it is called “<XX>
group” based on the name XX above the group.
Example: <Set Array [Regular Type].> group / <Fix Camera> group



Tab
When there are several screen in the submenu, selects the tab on the screen to
change the screen. (The following screen shows that the 'Head' tab is selected.)
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Mouse manipulation
The following terms are related to manipulating the mouse.


Click or select
Press once the corresponding item with the left Button of the mouse by moving the
pointer of the mouse.



Double click
Press twice in rapid succession the corresponding item with the left Button of the
mouse by moving the pointer of the mouse.
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Screen display
The main screen of MMI of this equipment is shown below.

1:

A main menu tool-bar is shown.

2:

The PCB file name being worked on is indicated.

3:

A sub menu tool-bar is shown.

4:

A File menu tool-bar is shown. (New, Open, Save, Merge, Error Message, Window Tool).

5:

Events occurring during the operation are displayed.

6:

The name of the nozzle, which is inserted in the nozzle-holder of the corresponding head, is
displayed.

7:

The shape of the part to be placed is indicated.

8:

A Short Cut Bar is displayed. (Home, SM Vision, ANC, Operation Mode, Conveyor, Position Manual
Tool, Dump Information, PM Manager, Telemetry)

9:

A help message applicable to the present state as well as the state of the machine (IDLE, RUN,
FREEZE, ADJUST, WAIT, PAUSE, EMER, MPU-STOP) is indicated.

Memo





Memo

Pictures showing a dialog box or message box of MMI are
inserted to produce this manual. Therefore, the screens shown in
the manual and various settings, values and contents included
within may vary depending on the equipment installed or the
operational environment.
The MMI screens shown in the manual are inserted for more
detailed reference and explanation. They are produced by
enlarging or reducing the contents appearing on the main screen
of MMI.

For a more detailed explanation about the terms used in this manual,
please refer to the 'Guide for SMT's Basic Terms (PDF)' in the web
manual provided by us.
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1:

Chapter Title / Manual Name

2:

Chapter Title

3:

Figure (Chapter number)-(Serial number) (Title of the figure)
Indicates that this is the first figure of Chapter 4 and that the title of the figure is ‘Operation Panel’.

4:

Chapter number – page (Indicates the first page of Chapter 1)

Operation Mode and
Password Change

Operation Mode and Password Change

Chapter1. Operation Mode and
Password Change
1.1.

Operation Mode
Refers to the mode for operating the machine. There are 4 operation modes. Each mode is
classified according to the user of the machine and the access to the MMI for each mode is
limited.

1.1.1.

Operation Mode and Setup


Operation Mode


Operator/ Leader
Refers to a basic operation mode of the machine. The MMI is set as an operation
mode for the plain user. This mode allows only plain production work. It needs no
password.



Programmer
Refers to a user whose level is higher than the plain user. He/she can create and
modify the PCB program.
The password for programmer mode can be changed. When changing the
operation mode from the plain user mode to programmer mode, the programmer
password must be entered.



Manager
Refers to a user whose level is higher than the programmer. He/she can manage
overall items of the machine in addition to the service related items.
The password for the manager mode can be changed. When changing the
operation mode from the plain user mode and programmer mode to the manager
mode, the manager password must be entered.



Service
Refers to the operation mode for the service engineer in charge dispatched from
our designated C/S company when after sales service (A/S) is required due to
machine failure, etc. The user of this mode is the highest level user, who can
access all menus of the machine.
The password for the service mode can be changed. When changing the operation
mode from the plain user mode and programmer mode to the manager mode, the
manager password must be entered.
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Operation Mode Change
Figure1.1



Operation Mode Change

<Select Operation Mode> group
Select the Operation Mode of the machine, and Click the <OK> button and set the
user mode.
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<Operator>/ <Leader> option Button
Select the MMI to set it as the operation mode for a plain user.



<Programmer> option Button
Select the MMI to set it as the operation mode for a programmer.



<Manager> option Button
Set the MMI as the operation mode for a manager.



<Service> option Button
Set the MMI as the operation mode for service.



<Insert within 8 Characters> group
The password for the corresponding mode can be changed.


<Password> edit box
Used to enter the password of the corresponding operation mode in order to
change the operation mode.



<Access Limit Use> group
Performs setup so that the authorization to access the MMI menus can be limited
according to users. This function can be used only in the operation mode higher
than the manager mode.


<Use Access Limit> check box
Select the check box when limiting the access to the MMI menu according to
the users.
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The following table shows the authorization for the MMI menu according to the users..
Table1.1

User Access Limit

Menu bar

PCB Edit

Product

1-4

Sub Toolbar

O: Permission, △ :Partly Access, :Access Deny
Operator/
Leader

Programmer Manager Service

Board

△

○

○

○

Part

△

○

○

○

Feeder

△

○

○

○

Step

△

○

○

○

ANC Cfg

○

○

○

○

Cycle

○

○

○

○

Opti



○

○

○

Cancel

○

○

○

○

Layout

△

○

○

○

Start

○

○

○

○

Stop

○

○

○

○

Cont.

○

○

○

○

Finish

○

○

○

○

T/F Cnt

○

○

○

○

PCB D/L

○

○

○

○

Pd.Info

○

○

○

○

Operation Mode and Password Change

Menu bar

Utility

Diagnosis

Sub Toolbar

Operator/
Leader

Programmer Manager Service

Print

○

○

○

○

Util/ Pd.Info

△

○

○

○

Copy



○

○

○

File Man



○

○

○

Bypass

○

○

○

○

Warmup

○

○

○

○

I/O Status



○

○

○

Conveyor



○

○

○

Light



○

○

○

Vacuum



○

○

○

Jog box



○

○

○

Tray



○

○

○

Head



○

○

○

Motor I/O



○

○

○





○

○

Conveyor





○

○

Position





○

○

Camera





○

○

Periph.





○

○

Calib.





○

○

Pref.





○

○

Device





○

○

Sys.Setup Head
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Menu bar

File

Tools

1-6

Sub Toolbar

Operator/
Leader

Programmer Manager Service

New

×

○

○

○

Open

×

○

○

○

Recent Files

×

○

○

○

Save

×

○

○

○

Save As

×

○

○

○

Merge

×

○

○

○

ErrorMsgBar
Show/Hide

○

○

○

○

Windows Tools

×

○

○

○

Exit

×

○

○

○

Homing

○

○

○

○

SMVision

○

○

○

○

ANC

△

○

○

○

Operate Mode

○

○

○

○

Conveyor

×

○

○

○

Position

×

○

○

○

Manual Tool

×

○

○

○

Dump information

○

○

○

○

Dump All

×

○

○

○

Docking cart

×

○

○

○

PM Manager

○

○

○

○

Data Logging

×

△

○

○

Operation Mode and Password Change

Menu bar

ETC

1.1.2.

Sub Toolbar

Operator/
Leader

Programmer Manager Service

Language

○

○

○

○

About

○

○

○

○

Help

○

○

○

○

Setting Manager Mode
The system manager password is needed to use the system setup menu. Access with
system manager and the password setup must be done in the following manner.
When accessing with system manager and setting up the password, perform access and
setup as follows.
When accessing with system manager, perform access as follows.
1. Click the ‘Operation Mode Change’ Button in the submenu
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2. Then the following dialog box appears.

3. The setup with the manager mode is made in the following manner..
(1) Select the <Manager> option Button in the <Select Operation Mode> group
(2) Enter the manager password in the <Password> editor box.
(3) Click the <OK> button.
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1.2.

Changing Password
Except for the plain users, each user mode has a password. The password is needed to set
each user mode. The password must be set within 8 characters.

Caution



Do not share the programmer mode and manager mode
with the users other than the corresponding users. Damage
may be caused by the incorrect operation of the MMI by the
unauthorized user in the programmer mode or manager
mode.

Select the ‘Operation Mode Change’ Button in the menu-toolbar in the System
Manager Mode.
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1-10



Once the ‘Operation Mode Change’ has been selected, the following dialog box
appears.



Click the <Change> button. And then the following dialog box appears.



Enter the password in the <New Password> edit box.

Operation Mode and Password Change

1.3.



Re-enter the password in the <Confirm Password> edit box in order to confirm the set
password.



Then click the <OK> button to apply the change.

Setting User Login Time
User authorization is automatically changed to ‘Operator’ after the set period of time.

The setup is performed in the following manner.


Select the <Use> check box in the <Authority Limit by time> group.



Input the time to set in the edit box in minutes.



Click the <OK> button.

After the time is set up, the remaining time until the time for the authorization change is
indicated below the shortcut menu of the Tools at the right of the MMI.
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Structure of MMI Menu

Chapter2. Structure of MMI Menu
The menu structure and the functions of each menu of MMI (Man-Machine Interface),
which serves as the application program for the operation of this machine, are briefly
explained in this chapter. For detailed information on each menu, please refer to “Chapter
6Board Definition” ~ “Chapter 16 Production Information Management”.

2.1.
2.1.1.

Man-Machine Interface (MMI)
Menu Tree
Figure2.1

Menu Tree of MMI
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2.1.2.

Summary of functions
This section includes information on all the menus that are displayed on the MMI main
window.

2.1.2.1.

The submenus of Shortcut Menu

2.1.2.1.1. File Shortcut Menu


New
Used to create a new PCB file.



Open
Used to edit an existing PCB file.



Save
Used to save an opened file.



Save As
Used to save an opened file under a different name.



Recent File
Displays a list of files worked on recently.



Merge
Merges the part library files.



ErrorMsgBar Show/Hide
Execute ErrorMsgBar dialog box.





Windows Tools


Explorer: Indicates the Windows Explorer.



Calculator: Indicates the calculator.



Paint: Indicates the Paint.



Notepad: Indicates the Notepad.

Exit
Ends MMI session and goes back to Windows or terminates the operation of the
machine.

2.1.2.1.2. Tools Shortcut Menu


Homing
Returns the motors for the X, Y, Z, theta (R) and mirror axes to the point of origin.



SMVision
Changes the operation mode.
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ANC
Registers various information on the ANC (Auto Nozzle Changer).



Operation mode
Changes the operation mode.



Conveyor
Executes the conveyor dialog box.



Position
Used when it is necessary to refer to the current coordinate of each driving axis during
teaching or calibration.



Manual Tool
Used when it is necessary to refer to the current coordinate of each driving axis during
teaching or calibration.



Dump Info.
Used to check the message window indicating the information on the parts and feeders
dumped due to placement error.



Dump all
Used to dump all parts picked up by the head to the dump box.



Docking Cart
Used to manipulate the movement of the docking cart clamp in the machine to which
the docking cart is applied.



PM Manager
The PM Manager is a management menu that is used for the maintenance of the
machine in the MMI (Man-Machine Interface), an application program for machine
operation. The items to be inspected as well as check periods can be checked through
the PM Manager, and the machine can be managed more efficiently through the
schedule check function. For more details, refer to the “Appendix. PM Manager’s
Guide” of “Administrator’s Guide”.



Data Logging
Used to find the cause of problems occurring in the machine.

2.1.2.1.3. The submenus of the help menu


Language
Enables indication of the messages in English while operating the equipment.



About
Displays the equipment’s application program’s current version and miscellaneous
information.
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Help
Provides the help in HTML format for the application program of this equipment.

2.1.2.2.

Main Toolbar

2.1.2.2.1. The submenu tool-bars of the PCB Edit menu tool-bar


Board
Register various information on the board to be produced..



Part
Register various information about the components to be placed.



Feeder
Sets the data related to the Tape, Stick, and Tray Feeder.



Step
Defines the step for placement operation.



ANC Cfg
Displays the nozzle information in case the ANC setting of the current PCB file is
different from that of the current system.



Cycle
Checks the cycle by step.



Opti
Executes Optimizer..



Cancel
Closes the dialog box for the Board, Part, Feeder, and Step.



Layout
Indicates the shape of PCB and placement position of the parts.

2.1.2.2.2. The submenu tool-bars of the production menu tool-bar


Start
Starts operation after downloading PCB.



Stop
Stops operation.



Cont.
Continues previous operation..



Finish
Finishes the downloaded operation completely.
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T/ F Cnt
Sets the position of the pocket to start picking up components from the Tray Feeder.



PCB D/L
Transmits PCB operation data to the equipment. It is possible only when the
equipment status is ‘Finish’.



Pd. Info
Checks the number of pickups, placements, and pickup error rates by head, nozzle,
and feeder.



Flux
Perform setup for the warning message related to the operation of the flux module.

2.1.2.2.3. The submenu tool-bars of the Utility menu tool-bar


Print
Used to print a PCB file or system data.



Pd. Info
Reports various production management data for the equipment (PCB information,
and Log information).



Copy ..
Use it to copy the existing PCB file data to other PCB files.



File Man
Use it to copy, delete, rename and clear the files related to MMI.



By Pass
Use it to bypass a PCB on the conveyor without placement operation.



Warmup
Warms up the driving axis after power supply.

2.1.2.2.4. The submenu tool-bars of the Diagnosis menu tool-bar


I/O
Check the I/O status.



Conveyor
Checks the Stopper, Backup Table, Hole/Edge Fixture, and Conveyor Flow.



Light
Checks the Camera Light.



Vacuum
Checks the Vacuum of each head
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Jogbox
Checks the Teaching box function.



Tray
Checks the Tray Feeder function.



Motor IO
Indicates the status of sensor inputs related with each motor.

2.1.2.2.5. The submenu tool-bars of the Sys-setup menu tool-bar


Head
Calibrates the items related with the head.



Conv.
Sets up the items related with the conveyor.



Pos.
Sets up the items related with the feeder base and system dump box.



Camera
Sets up the items related with the camera and lighting.



Periph.
Perform setups related to the user defined dump box, tray feeder and peripheral
equipment.



Light
Executes light mapping.



Calib.
Perform complete calibration for the equipment.



Pref.
Sets various options necessary for equipment operation.



Device
Manages data related to the Tape, Stick, and Nozzle.
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Chapter3. File Shortcut Menu
The <File shortcut> menu is composed of the following seven submenus: New, Open,
Save, Save As, Merge, Error MsgBar Show/Hide, Windows Tools, and Exit.
Figure3.1

File Menu and Submenus

Warning

Except the PCB file, deleting or moving a system file or data
file arbitrarily could lead to the operation failure of MMI
program.
Except the PCB File, do not delete or remove a system file
or data file arbitrarily.
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3.1.

New [Ctrl+N]
<New> command is used to create a new PCB file. When the <New> command is
selected, the following dialog box is displayed.
Figure3.2



“New PCB File” dialog box

<Copy data from an existing PCB file> check box
Used to copy certain data from an existing file and create a new file. When this box is
not checked, default data is used to create a new file. When this box is clicked on, the
<Items to Copy> dialog box is displayed.
Figure3.3



“ Create a new PCB file” dialog box

<Browse...> button
Used to create a new PCB file from existing files. When this Button is clicked on,
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File Shortcut Menu
“Open” dialog box is displayed.
Figure3.4



“Open” dialog box

<Folders> combo box
Specify the directory in which the file is located. Displays the files in the directory
specified here in the <File list> list box.



List box
Displays existing files. When a file name is clicked on, displays the file name in
the <File name> edit box.



<File name> edit box
Enter a file name. If a file from the file list is clicked on, that file name is
displayed in the edit box.



<List files of type > combo box
Select the type of file to be displayed in the <File list> list box. When the
triangular Button is clicked on, accessible file types are displayed.





PCB Data Files(*.pcb): displays file names with the 'pcb' extension only.



OPT Data Files(*.opt): displays file names with the 'opt' extension only.

<OK> button
Selects a file and closes the “Open” dialog box.



<Cancel> button
Cancels the file selection and closes the “Open” dialog box



<Items to Copy> check box group
Select items to copy.


Board Definition: PCB Setup information
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Part Number: Component information



Tape Feeder: Tape Feeder information



Stick Feeder: Stick Feeder information



Tray Feeder: Tray Feeder information



Step Program: Step Program information

By checking an item in the above, the content of that item can be copied. The menu
without check mark returns to the initial setting.


<Create> button
Creates a new PCB file according to the setting content. When the source file for
copying is not specified, creates a data file with all the data in the <Items to Copy>
check box group in the initial setting.



<Cancel> button
Cancels the New command and closes the “Create a new PCB file” dialog box.
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3.1.1.

New File Creation Procedure
Default creation

Creation using source file
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Click the <Search> button to select the existing PCB file to be used to create the PCB file

Select the source file to be used to create the PCB file.

Select the item to be used to create the file among the PCB data in the source file and click
the <Create> button.
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3.2.

Open [Ctrl+O]
<Open> command is used to edit an existing PCB file. When the <Open> command is
selected, the following dialog box is displayed.
Figure3.5



“Open” dialog box

<Look in> list box
Specify the directory in which the file is located. Displays the files in the directory
specified here in the <File list> list box.



List box
Displays existing files. When a file name is clicked on, displays the file name in the
<File name> edit box.



<File name> edit box
Enter a file name. If a file from the file list is clicked on, that file name is displayed in
the edit box.



<Files of type > combo box
Select the type of file to be displayed in the <File list> list box. When the triangular
Button is clicked on, accessible file types are displayed.


PCB Files(*.pcb)
Indicates only those file names with a ‘pcb’ extension. Files with a ‘pcb’ extension
are PCB files for which optimization was not executed.



OPT Files(*.opt)
Indicates only those file names with an ‘opt’ extension in the list box. Files with
an OPT extension are PCB files on which an optimization result was reflected.



XML Files(*.xml)
Indicates only those file names with an ‘xml’ extension. Files with an XML
extension cannot be used with our SM400 series machines and PCB files.
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<Part Sync> combo box
Selects how to manage part information in PCB files as well as in the Local DB
(UPD.mdb) for part information with the same part name when opening a PCB file.


None
Brings the part information from the PCB file while opening the PCB file. Part
information is not updated in the local DB.



Update PCB Part from Part Library
While opening a PCB file, if the component information with the same part name
is in the local DB, selecting this check box makes the component information in
the local DB loaded instead of the component information in the opened PCB file.



Update Part Library from PCB Part
If part information with the same part name as in the PCB file exists in the local
DB while opening the PCB file, the information in the PCB file is taken and the
local DB is updated with the part information..



Part Sync by PCB and DB
When opening the PCB file, the part information in the PCB file to be opened is
overwritten with the part information in the DB. When saving the PCB file, the
part information in the PCB file is saved in the local DB.



<Open> button
Selects a file and closes the “Open” dialog box.



<Cancel> button
Cancels the file selection and closes the “Open” dialog box.
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3.3.

Save [Ctrl+S]
Used to perform setup related to the current PCB or to save the completed file. Clicking
the ‘Save’ icon Button and selecting ‘Save’ or ‘Save As’ will display the following dialog
box.
Figure3.6



“Save As” dialog box

<Save in> combo box
Specify the directory in which the file is located. Displays the files under the directory
specified here in the <File list> list box.



List box
Displays existing files. When a file name is clicked on, displays the file name in the
<File name> edit box.



<File name> edit box
Enter a new file name. Up to eight characters can be entered. If the number of
characters exceeds the limit or if a file with the same name already exists in the
directory, the following message box is displayed immediately after you click on the
<OK> button.
Figure3.7

“save As” message box
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<Save file as type> combo box
Select file format to be displayed in the <File list> list box. When the triangular Button
is clicked on, accessible file types are displayed.


PCB Files(*.pcb)
Save the file names with a ‘pcb’ extension. Files with a ‘pcb’ extension are PCB
files for which optimization was not executed



PCB 40 Files(*.pcb)
Indicates only the file with extension of ‘pcb’, which is compatible to the CP40
equipment.



OPT Files(*.opt)
If the optimization is completed and automatically save as to ‘opt’ files. Files with
an OPT extension are PCB files on which an optimization result was reflected.



OPT 40 Files(*.opt)
Indicates only the file with extension of ‘opt’, which is compatible to the CP40
equipment.



XML Files(*.xml)
Save the file names with a ‘xml’ extension. Files with an ‘xml’ extension cannot
be used with our SM400 series machines and PCB files.



PCB V1 Files(*.pcb)
As a file with a ‘pcb’ extension, it allows the PCB file to be used with the machine
to which the flux system is not applied among the SM400 series models. It does
not support operation by POP method.



PCB V2 Files(*.pcb)
Saves the file with a pcb extension (MMI Version 2.0 and higher) which can
perform the POP function. This file does not support the block board function.



<Save> button
Selects a file and closes the “Save As” dialog box



<Cancel> button
Cancels the <Save As> command and closes the “Save As” dialog box.

Caution
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If the extension of PCB File is changed arbitrarily, the PCB
File will not be recognized.Do not change the extension of
PCB File.

File Shortcut Menu

Caution

3.4.

If the <Save> command is executed, the file cannot be
restored to the previous one before saving. Therefore, be
careful when executing the command.

Merge Part Library
Performs the function to compare and combine the local DB (UPD.mdb) file or updated
and distributed DB (STDUPD.mdb) of other machines with the local DB (UPD.mdb) file.
It is used mainly in the following cases.


To perform integrated management of part information of PCB files.



To import part information existing in other machines when changing the PCB model.

Memo

The standard DB (STDUPD.mdb) file is a read-only file

Clicking the ‘Merge Part Library’ icon Button will display the following dialog box.



<From > button
Select the DB file from which the part information is imported. Select the local DB
(UPD.mdb) or standard DB (STDUPD.mdb) that was copied and imported through the
source DB.



<To> button
Select the DB file to be merged. Select the local DB (UPD.mdb) as the target DB.
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<Compare> button
Compares two DB files and indicates the part information not existing in the target DB
in the <New:> list box in the <Merge Information> group. However, information with
identical part names in the target DB file but with different saved values are indicated
in the <Diff:> list box.
Selecting the source DB file and target DB and clicking this Button will display the
comparison data between two databases as follows:



<Show: ALL> button
There are two functions: “Show: ALL” and “Show: DIFF”. Clicking this Button will
change these two functions in turn.


<Show: ALL>
Selecting the part name in the <New:> or <Different:> list box will display all part
information related to the corresponding part in the <Inform. For Part: Part Name>
group.



<Show: DIFF>
Selecting the part name in the <New:> or <Different:> list box will display only
part information with different values among the part information related to the
corresponding part in the <Inform. For Part: Part Name> group.

Figure3.8
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Show :DIFF list box
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<Item> column
Displays only part information related to the selected part in the <New:> or
<Different:> list box.



<From> column
Displays the values saved in the part information corresponding to the <Item>
column of the parts selected from the <New:> or <Different:> list box in the
source DB file.



<To> column
Displays the values saved in the part information corresponding to the <Item>
column of the parts selected from the <New:> or <Different:> list box in the target
DB file. In this case, when the part name is selected in the <New:> list box, it is
indicated as “New”.



Button
This Button is used to select the part information to be merged with the target DB file
from the <New:> or <Different:> list box and includes the corresponding information
in the <Add:> list box or <Change:> list box.



Button
This Button is used to exclude the item selected to merge into the target DB file from
the <Add:> or <Modified:> list box.



<Merge> button
Once all setups are completed, click this Button to update the target DB file. This
Button is disabled when there is no selected item in the <Add:> or <Modified:> list
box.
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3.4.1.

Part Library Merge Procedure

Click the <From> button to select the source DB file copied from the other machine
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Click the <To> button to select the target DB file.
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Click the <View All> button to compare and check items with different part information.
Select the part name to be merged from the <New:> or <Different:> list box.
Click the
box
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Button and add the item to be merged into the <Add:> or <Modified:> list

File Shortcut Menu

Click the <Merge> button to merge the corresponding item into the part library.

3.5.

Error Message Bar Show/Hide
Indicates or hides the error message bar at the bottom of the screen.
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3.6.
3.6.1.

Windows Tools
Explorer
Executes the Windows Explorer incorporated in the Windows program.

3.6.2.

Calculator
Executes the Calculator incorporated in the Windows program.

3.6.3.

Paint
Executes the Picture Pad incorporated in the Windows program.

3.6.4.

Notepad
Executes the Memo Pad incorporated in the Windows program.

3.7.

Exit
Use the <Exit> command to end an MMI application session. When the <Exit> command
is selected, any MMI session is terminated. It is possible to exit only when the machine is
in idle state.

Memo
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The MMI can be exited only when the user login has been performed
as Manager or Program Administrator.

Warning

System needs to be shut down after normally ending the
MMI, otherwise, the machine might be damaged and injury
could occur due to system error caused by irregular shut
down. Be sure to shut down the system after normally
ending the MMI.

Caution

Exiting the MMI forcedly by executing the [Alt+F4]
command without exiting it normally through ‘Exit’
command will delay the exit of the Windows. Be sure to shut
down the system after normally ending the MMI.

Tools Shortcut Menu

Chapter4. Tools Shortcut Menu
The Shortcut Menu facilitates the use of frequently used commands. It consists of 12
menus:


Return to Origin, Show SMVision,



ANC Setup, Operation Mode Change



Conveyor / Manual Tool



Current Position / Dump Information (Place Error)



Part Dump All / Docking Cart Up/Down



PM Manager / Data Logging

Figure4.1

4.1.

Shot Cut Bar

Return To Origin
Returns the X, Y, Z, Theta(R) motors, and Mirror axis to the origin.
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4.2.
4.2.1.

Show SMVision
SMVision Structure
Figure4.2

4.2.1.1.

SMVision window

1:

Titlebar

2:

Menu

3:

Display window

4:

Status bar

5:

Toolbar

6:

System menu

Titlebar
Describes the mode status of the SMVision.

4.2.1.2.

System menu

Displays the ‘Normal mode’ status of the SMVision. Clicking the Button will change
the move of the SMVision into the ‘Compact mode’. In normal mode, the size of
SMVision is changed or minimized according to the MMI screen.

Displays ‘Compact mode’ of the SMVision. Clicking the Button will change the move
of the SMVision into the ‘Normal mode’. In compact mode, the SMVision is always
on top of the screen, and the size is not changed.
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Memo

By double clicking on the display window area with the left side
Button of the mouse while pressing the ‘shift’ Button of the keyboard,
the mode is changed to ‘super compact’.


Minimizes the SMVision.

Maximizes the SMVision.

4.2.1.3.

Toolbar

Zoom in the image.

Zoom out the image.

Displays and image in actual size.

4.2.1.4.

Menu

4.2.1.4.1. File


Bitmap Save…
Saves the video image shown on SMVision into a file.



Export Device…
Saves the most recently recognized parts information into a file.



Memory Save…
Saves the most recently recognized video image into a file.



Exit
Closes the SMVision.
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4.2.1.4.2. Help


SMVision Info…
Displays the version of the SMVision.

4.2.1.4.3. View
This menu appears in ‘Manager Mode’ only.


Dialog… submenu


<Save Image> Tab Dialog
In case error occurs while recognizing, the data used for recognition and the
corresponding images are saved. Also, saving all of the successfully recognized
images is possible.
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<Check All Errors> check box group
Able to assign parts type and save errors of the corresponding parts, or assign
a camera and save the errors of the parts recognized by the corresponding
camera.



<Number of File> edit box
This can set the maximum number of files that can be saved. The maximum
available number is 5000.



<Directory> group
Saved location is ‘D:\ErrorVisFile’.



<Show Diag Window> Tab Dialog
In case error occurs while recognizing, the data used for recognition and the
corresponding images are saved. Also, saving all of the successfully recognized
images is possible.
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<Etc> Tab Dialog
Option setup screen. Do not change anything.



<Check Speed Condition> Tab Dialog
A function to check if the speed is in optimum condition.
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<OKImageSave> Tab Dialog
Refers to the function that can save the errors in a certain range and over a certain
period. The maximum available number is 5000.



Zoom Toolbar…
Hides or display the zoom tool bar.

4.2.1.5.

Display Window
Display the real image of the camera, grabbed image, bitmap image, etc.

4.2.1.6.

State Bar
Outputs the zooming ratio of the screen.
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4.3.

ANC Setting
The ANC menu performs functions related to ANC setting including the arrangement of
nozzles on the ANC (Auto Nozzle Changer), nozzle pickups, and attachment. When this
menu is selected, the following dialog box is displayed.
Figure4.3



“ANC Setting…” dialog box

<Nozzle> combo box
Selects the nozzle to be arranged for the selected hole.



<Select> option Button
Select the ANC number to set.

Warning



When the nozzle is needed to arrange manually, Open the
ANC shutter using <Shutter Open/Close> button and after
pushing the <EMG> switch in the front operation panel or in
the rear operation panel, arrange the nozzle manually. And
release the <EMG> switch and push the <Reset> switch. If
this procedure is not followed, personal injury could occur.
Be sure to follow this procedure.

<Teach> group
Used for moving the selected object to the assigned position of coordinates by rotating
XY axis driving motor, or for obtaining the present coordinates of the fiducial camera.
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Button

Tools Shortcut Menu
Setup illumination of fiducial camera to be used for teaching. When this Button is
clicked on, the following dialog box is displayed.



<Side> slide bar
Set a value for the side light. (0 –15)



<Outer> slide bar
Set a value for the outer light. (0 - 15)



<Inner> slide bar
Set a value for the outer light. (0 - 15)



<OK> button
Saves the set light value and closes the dialog box.



<Cancel> button
Closes the dialog box without saving the set light value.

Table4.1

Use of the Fix Camera Lighting

Light

Use

Applicable Part

Side

Lights the edge of a part

Chip, QFP, BGA, SOP etc

Outer

Lights round edge of a
part or part surface

Chip, QFP, BGA, SOP etc

Inner

Lights a part surface

Chip, QFP, BGA, SOP etc



Remarks

Combo Box
Used for selecting the object to move to the designated coordinates by rotating the
XY axis driving motor or to select the object for which the present coordinates is
searching. Selectable objects are as follows;





Fid Cam2: Select the fiducial camera on the front gantry.



Head 1 ~ Head 10: Select #1 ~ #10 heads.

<Move> button
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Move the object selected in the Combo Box to the position of the assigned
coordinates. At this time, before executing <Move> button, the hole
corresponding to the desired position must be clicked on with a mouse.


<Get> button
Obtain coordinates for XY axis with reference to the object selected in the Combo
Box. At this time, before executing <Get> button, the hole corresponding to the
desired position must be clicked on with a mouse.



<Fiducial Mark Detail…> button
Set the ANC fiducial mark data. For more details. refer to Section “6.3. Fiducial Mark
Setup”.



<Move Next Hole> button
Moves the device selected from the Combo Box in <Teach> group to the hole next to
the currently selected hole in the ANC.



<Shutter Open/Close> button
When this Button is clicked on, the ANC shutter is Opened or Closed.



<Head-Inspect Nozzle Type> button
Clicking this Button will perform the inspection of the type of the nozzle inserted in
the nozzle holder of the currently selected head. Since separate setup is needed to
enable this function, our C/S department must first be contacted.
The nozzles whose types can be checked are as follows:
CN030, CN040, CN065, CN140, CN220



<All-Inspect Nozzle Type> button
Clicking this Button will inspect the types of nozzles inserted in the nozzle holders of
all heads. Since separate setup is needed to enable this function, our C/S department
must first be contacted.
The nozzles whose types can be checked are as follows:
CN030, CN040, CN065, CN140, CN220



<Pick & Put> group


<No real motion> check box
When this Button is checked, manipulates the data for pick and put functions
without actual operation.



<Pick> button
When this Button is clicked on, picks up the nozzle in the currently selected hole
of the ANC. Select the head to pick in the Combo Box in the <Teach> group.



<Put> button
When this Button is clicked on, puts the nozzle in the head selected in the
“Device” to ANC.
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<Put all nozzle> button
When this Button is clicked on, puts the nozzles in all the heads to the ANC.



<View All Nozzles / Move Heads Safe> button
Used to move down the Z axis of all heads of the selected gantry of certain height so as
to check visually if any nozzle exists on the nozzle head.
After the visual check, if clicked again, Z axes of all heads are moved up to the
original position.



<Different ANC Info.In Current PCB file> list box
Shows the difference between the ANC setting of the currently loaded PCB file and
the ANC setting of the currently working equipment system. To change the system
setting to the PCB file setting, click on the <PCB->System> button on the right and
change the nozzles in other holes with different settings to fit the setting.



<PCB->System> button
Change the system setup to the PCB file setup

Warning



When Manual ANC movement is executed, the nozzle of
the head and other areas of the machine might collide
unless the programmed nozzle and the actual nozzle
coincide. Be sure to match the programmed nozzle and the
actual nozzle in the machine.

<Close> button
Pressing this Button will save the changed setup and close the current dialog box.
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4.4.

Operation Mode Change
The accessible MMI menu is different according to the user mode. According to the
purpose of using the MMI, users are classified into Operator, Programmer, Manager and
Service. Please refer to “Chapter 1. Operation Mode and Password Change” for more
information.

4.5.

Conveyor
Used to correct the problem occurred during run operation.
Figure4.4

4.5.1.

Conveyor System dialog box

PCB In/Out Function
Able to place PCB in the working station in the conveyor or forward it to the next process
of the working station in the conveyor using ‘drag & drop’ with the mouse.
To put a PCB into the machine, select the light green PCB on the left with the mouse and
drag it to the working station to put and drop it (drag and drop). To release a PCB from the
machine, select the PCB in the working station to release and drag and drop it to the light
green PCB on the left (drag and drop).


Board Flow (left Explain for the instance of right side)
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The PCB is moved to the working station by ‘drag and drop’ of a PCB in standby
at the left hand side.

Tools Shortcut Menu



4.5.2.

1:

PCB in standby

2:

The released PCB

By utilizing ‘drag and drop’ to move a PCB in working station to the finished PCB
location, the PCB is sent to the equipment of the next process.

Manual Control Function
A function used to manually operate the Backup Table /Stopper /Fixer.
Performs manual operation of BUT, stopper, edge fixer and conveyor belt for the entry,
working and exit stations of the conveyor.
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<Station Utilities> group


<Station> combo box
Select the current conveyor station. (StationF1, StationF2, StationF3)



<BUT Up/Down> button
When ‘StationF2’ or ‘StationR2’ is selected in the <Station> combo box, Up/
Down of the backup table is performed.



<Stopper Up/Down> button
Moves up/down the Stopper.



<Edge Fixer> button
When ‘StationF2’ or ‘StationR2’ is selected in the <Station> combo box, performs
operation of edge fixer.



<ReAcquire> button
This is the function used for testing.



<Belt Run> button
Operates the driving belt of selected station.



<New> button
This function is enabled only for the station from which PCBs are removed using
the <Delete> button. It is used to remove the PCB to which an error occurred
during operation and to feed a new PCB to the corresponding station manually.



<Delete> button
This is used to perform forced deletion of the PCB fed to the selected conveyor
station by the program. That is, it is used to remove the PCB from the
corresponding station since an error occurred during operation.



<Conv.Width> group
The width of the conveyor can be adjusted manually.




<Move Rail> button -When the user enters a transport rail width in the edit box
next to this Button and click on this Button, the transport rail width is adjusted to
the corresponding width.

<All Board Exit> button
Discharges all PCBs on the conveyor.



<Inline Status…> check box
The menu that indicates the In-line status of the machine and performs the operation
test of the machine is created.
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Figure4.5



“Conveyor System-Inline Status” dialog box

<Inline Status> group
Can handle SMEMA related output manually and display the input status (light
on-On, light off-Off).


DO-Not Busy (Pre.)
Sends the signal to be ready for receiving PCBs from the previous machine.
To send the signal manually, click on the <Not Busy> button on the right.



DI-Available (Pre)
Receives the signal that the previous machine is ready for sending PCBs.



DI-Not Busy (Next)
Receives the signal that the next machine is ready for receiving PCBs.



DO-Available (Next)
Sends the signal to be ready for sending PCBs to the next machine. To send
the signal manually, click on the <Available> button on the right.
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4.6.

Current Position
Mainly used when the present coordinates of each driving axis need to be referenced for
teaching or calibration.
Figure4.6



“Position” dialog box

<Gantry> combo box
Select the gantry for which the coordinate is to be checked.



<From Home sensor> check box
This function is used to see how much the nozzle tip of the head has been lowered
from the position of the home sensor for the Z-axis.



Coordinates


X [When 1F-H1 is selected]
Indicates the present position in X direction of Head 1 at the origin of the
equipment.



Y [When 1F-H1 is selected]
Indicates the present position in Y direction of Head 1 at the origin of the
equipment.



Mirror
Indicates the presently rotated angle from the home position of mirror rotation axis
for fly camera.



Head Block group


Head 1/Axis Z
When the check box for <From home sensor> is not ticked, the height of the
nozzle tip of head 1 on the PCB is indicated.



Head 1/Axis R
Indicates the presently rotated angle from the home position of R axis for head 1.



Head 2/Axis Z
When the check box for <From home sensor> is not ticked, the height of the
nozzle tip of head 2 on the PCB is indicated.
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Head 2/Axis R
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Indicates the presently rotated angle from the home position of R axis for head 2.


Head 3/Axis Z
When the check box for <From home sensor> is not ticked, the height of the
nozzle tip of head 3 on the PCB is indicated.



Head 3/Axis R
Indicates the presently rotated angle from the home position of R axis for head 3.



Head 4/Axis Z
When the check box for <From home sensor> is not ticked, the height of the
nozzle tip of head 4 on the PCB is indicated.



Head 4/Axis R
Indicates the presently rotated angle from the home position of R axis for head 4.



Head 5/Axis Z
When the check box for <From home sensor> is not ticked, the height of the
nozzle tip of head 5 on the PCB is indicated.



Head 5/Axis R
Indicates the presently rotated angle from the home position of R axis for head 5.



Head 6/Axis Z
When the check box for <From home sensor> is not ticked, the height of the
nozzle tip of head 6 on the PCB is indicated.



Head 6/Axis R
Indicates the presently rotated angle from the home position of R axis for head 6.



Head 7/Axis Z
When the check box for <From home sensor> is not ticked, the height of the
nozzle tip of head 7 on the PCB is indicated.



Head 7/Axis R
Indicates the presently rotated angle from the home position of R axis for head 7.



Head 8/Axis Z
When the check box for <From home sensor> is not ticked, the height of the
nozzle tip of head 8 on the PCB is indicated.



Head 8/Axis R
Indicates the presently rotated angle from the home position of R axis for head 8.



Head 9/Axis Z
When the check box for <From home sensor> is not ticked, the height of the
nozzle tip of head 9 on the PCB is indicated.



Head 9/Axis R
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Indicates the presently rotated angle from the home position of R axis for head 9.


Head 10/Axis Z
When the check box for <From home sensor> is not ticked, the height of the
nozzle tip of head 10 on the PCB is indicated.



Head 10/Axis R
Indicates the presently rotated angle from the home position of R axis for head 10.



Mirror
Indicates the presently rotated angle from the home position of mirror rotation axis for
fly camera.



<Close> button
Close the <Position> dialog box, End the <Current Position> command.
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4.7.

Manual Tool
Execute this menu for manual operation as follows. This menu should only be executed by
a user with the proper service user authorization.


Executed to operate each axis motor of the machine manually and obtain the
coordinates of the corresponding axis



Executed to check the camera status or capture the vision image



Executed to check the light for the camera or to check the head movement

Performs manual operation of the equipment. When this command is selected, the
following dialog box is displayed.

4.7.1.

Axis Tab dialog box
Used for moving the selected object by operating the motor for each axis, or for obtaining
the present coordinates of the object.
Figure4.7

“Manual Control – Axis” dialog box

1:

Status Indication Area



<Gantry> combo box
Select the gantry to be operated manually.



<Axis> combo box
Select the driving motor to be operated. Selectable driving motors are as follows;


XY: Select the driving motor for X-axis and Y-axis.



Z: Select Z-axis driving motor of the head.
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R: Select R-axis driving motor of the head



Mirror: Select the driving motor of mirror for the fly camera.



Conv. Width: Select the motor for adjustment of conveyor width.

<Head Device> combo box
Select the object becoming the reference of the coordinates for the corresponding
position when moving to the position setup in the <Position> area using the driving
motor selected in the <Axis> combo box. Selectable objects are as follows;


Fid Cam1: Set the coordinate based on the position of the front fiducial camera.



Head1~Head6: Set the position coordinates based on the positions of the #1 ~ #6
heads.
The SM421F Model set the position coordinates based on the positions of the #1 ~
#4 heads.



<Speed Level> group
Select the speed level while operating the selected driving motor.
Selectable speed levels are as follows;





1: Operate the selected motor at the fastest speed.



2: Operate the selected motor at the fast speed.



3: Operate the selected motor at the middle speed.



4: Operate the selected motor at the slow speed.



5: Operate the selected motor at the slowest speed.

<Position> group
Used for inputting the coordinates of the position to move, moving the object as a
reference to the selected device for the position of inputted coordinates, and obtaining
the present coordinates of the object. The values input in the edit box are as follows.


X: Coordinates of X-axis



Y: Coordinates of Y-axis
If the selected object is the motor for adjustment of conveyor width, the input
value is not the Y coordinate but rather the conveyor width.



Z: Coordinates of Z-axis



R: Angle of Theta-axis



<Move> button
Used for moving the object to the position of input coordinates with reference to
the selected device.



<Get> button
Obtain the present position (coordinates or angle) of the selected object and
indicate the result in the status indication area.
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<Find Surface Touch Z Height> button
It is used to check the Z axis height at the point in the work area according to the
selected device. It is enabled when selecting ‘Z’ in the <Axis> combo box.



<Origin> combo box
Select the method of choosing the reference origin. Selectable reference origin is as
follows.
Machine Logical: Assign the origin of equipment as a reference origin.
FeederBase Front (1): Assign the origin of the front feeder row as a reference origin.
FeederBase Rear (2): Assign the origin of the rear feeder row as a reference origin.



Status Indication Area
Indicates the information generated during manual operation.



<Park Front> button
Move the front gantry near to the front ANC, and the rear gantry near to the Y2 +
Limit position.



<Park Rear> button
Move the front gantry near to the Y1 + Limit position, and the rear gantry near to the
rear ANC.

4.7.2.

Head Tab dialog box
Performs setup of camera lighting or check of head operation by manually recognizing
parts with vision system.
Figure4.8

“Manual Control – Head” dialog box
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<Gantry> combo box
Select the gantry to which the head to be tested belongs.



<Head Inspection> group


<Move all head to align height> button
Put the nozzle tip of the head at the align height for parts recognition.



<Mirror Open/Close> button
Open or close the mirror for parts recognition.



<Nozzle Put All> button
Return all nozzles placed at the head to the ANC.



<Part Dump All> button
Dump all the picked up parts at the dump box.



<Camera Select & Light Change> group
Set the illumination value of the fly camera. Select the fly camera whose illumination
is to be adjusted and adjust the slide bar in the <Light Value> group to adjust the
brightness.



<Threshold Value[0-255]> group
Images seen through SMVision consist of each pixel. In accordance with the
brightness, each pixel has a unique value ranging between 0 and 255. Here, ‘Threshold
Value’ signifies the border value determining whether each pixel should be recognized
in white or black. In the above figure, MMI is setup to be recognized as white when
the value is 100 or higher, and black when the value is less than 100.


<Real Display/Binary> button
Shows the image seen through SMVision in real display as seen by the naked eye
or binary image recognized by MMI.

4.8.

Dump Information (Place Error Information)
Used for confirming the message window indicating the contents on the abandoned parts
by placement error and feeder.
Figure4.9
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<Move> button
Moves the fiducial camera to the position at where an error has occurred.



<Move Next> button
Moves the fiducial camera to the position at where an error has occurred.



<Edit> button
Used to open the “Feeders” dialog box and edit the data related to the tape feeder, stick
feeder and tray feeder. For further details, refer to “8.1 Feeder [F4]”.



<Pusher U/D> button
Selects the feeder to which an error occurred in the list box for feeding.
Button



Stops the sound of the buzzer.


<Close> button
Close the corresponding dialog box.

4.9.

Part Dump All
Used for dumping all the parts picked up by the head in the dump box.

4.10.

Docking Cart
Used to manipulate the movement of the front or rear side docking cart clamp when
applying the docking cart to the machine. Docking cart is option.
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4.11.

PM Manager
The PM Manager is a management menu that is used for the maintenance of the machine
in the MMI (Man-Machine Interface), an application program for machine operation. The
items to be inspected as well as check periods can be checked through the PM Manager,
and the machine can be managed more efficiently through the schedule check function.
For more details, refer to “Appendix. PM Manager” of the “Administrator’s Guide”

4.12.

Data Logging
Selected when the Telemetry file is saved.
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Chapter5. Help Shortcut Menu
The <Help> menu has Language, Help and About command.
Figure5.1

5.1.

Help Shortcut Menu

Language
Used to convert the language indicated on the MMI screen from the user defined language
to English and vice versa. (Ex. Chinese <-> English, German <-> English)
Language conversion can only be carried out when the machine is running and the
language is changed to the designated default language.
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5.2.

About
When the <About SM> submenu is selected, the following message box is displayed.
Figure5.2

5.3.

Information on the present equipment

Help
If the <Help> menu is selected, help in HTML format is provided.
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Chapter6. Board Definition
Used the ‘Board’ submenu to edit data for the placement of components on a PCB (Printed
Circuit Board).
Figure6.1

6.1.

Sequence of executing board menu

Basic Setup
When the ‘Board’ submenu is selected, the following dialog box is displayed.
Figure6.2

“PCB Edit: Board Definition” dialog box
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<1. Customer Name> edit box
Enter the name of the customer who requested the PCB operation. Up to 64 characters
can be entered.



<2. Board Name> edit box
Enter the PCB name. Up to 64 characters can be entered.



<3. Coordinate> combo box
Select the PCB coordinate system. Available coordinate systems are as follows.
Left-Up: When the PCB flows from left to right based on the front side of the
machine.
Right-Up: When the PCB flows from right to left based on the front side of the
machine.
Left-Down: When the PCB flows from left to right based on the front side of the
machine.
Right-Down: When the PCB flows from right to left based on the rear side of
the machine.



<4. Initial Theta>
Since it cannot be assumed that the PCB fed into the working area is completely
horizontal to the fixed frame of the conveyor, the user must set the initial angle (the
offset angle between the PCB and fixed frame) when making a PCB program.
If the PCB program was created with the PCB of the initially created PCB program
distorted by 1 degree, all the PCBs produced after this are worked on without
modifying the 1 degree distortion.
Therefore, teach two points at the same horizontal or vertical line on the PCB to
calculate the initial offset angle between the PCB and the fixed frame and create all
coordinates for placement.
Used to obtain CAD information on PCB fiducial by feeding the PCB into the
machine and teaching the PCB fiducial accurately when CAD data is unavailable.
Since this value is used no longer after the CAD data on the PCB fiducial is obtained,
it is initialized to ‘0’ at the time that the corresponding PCB is transferred out. Once
compensated, the offset angle is reflected automatically. Therefore, it is not needed to
compensate the offset each time.
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Memo



When performing compensation, the following conditions must be
satisfied simultaneously;


The PCB shall be transferred to the workstation of the conveyor.



The user mode shall not be ‘operator’.



More than two fiducial marks shall be set on the PCB.

<Initial Theta - Teach> button
This Button is used to teach the initial theta of PCB. When this Button is clicked
on, the following screens are displayed in succession.
Teaching two points, which are in parallel horizontally or vertically on the PCB,
will calculate the initial angle of the PCB to compensate the PCB offset angle.

Teach the first point of the two points on the same horizontal line or vertical line
on the PCB. When the “Enter” key is pressed after teaching, the following screen
is displayed.

Teach the second point of two points on the same horizontal or vertical line on the
PCB. When the “Enter” key is pressed after teaching, the following screen is
displayed.
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After teaching the two points, press “Enter” to complete the initial theta teaching
operation.


<5. Place Origin> group
Set the placement origin of the PCB. This origin is defined by the offset from the PCB
origin of the system to the placement origin of the PCB board. Set the fiducial point of
the board to be worked on based on the set coordinates.
Generally, perform setup by designating the pattern near the stopper. Designate a
position in the PCB which can be checked easily.
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[Case 1 - Using the Board Stop]
It is difficult to apply to the array PCB
since it is not easy to check the
coordinate.



[Case 2 - Utilizing a pattern in the
PCB]
Utilize the pattern in the PCB and
apply it to the array PCB since it is
easy to check the coordinate.

<Origin X> edit box
Set the X value of the placement origin of PCB.



<Origin Y> edit box
Set the Y value of the placement origin of PCB. Click on <Origin X> or <Origin
Y>, then click on the “Move” or “'Get” Button in the <8. Teach> group, Teaching
of placement origin is possible based on the selected object from the Combo Box.



<6. Teach> group
Used for moving the selected object from the Combo Box to the position of assigned
coordinates, or for obtaining the present coordinates by rotating the XY, Z axis driving
motor.
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<Light> button
Sets the lighting for the fiducial camera. When this Button is clicked on, the
following dialog box is displayed.



Combo Box
Used for selecting the object to move to the designated coordinates by rotating the
XY, Z axis driving motor or to select the object for which the present coordinates
is searching. Selectable objects are as follows;





Fid Cam2: Select the fiducial camera on the front gantry.



Head 1 ~ Head 10: Select #1 ~ #10 heads.

<Move> button
Move the object selected in the Combo Box to the position of the assigned
coordinates. Before clicking on the <Move> button, the objects (Place Origin,
Move Z) related with the coordinates must first be clicked with the mouse.



<Get> button
Obtain coordinates for XY, Z axis with reference to the object selected in the
Combo Box. At this time, the objects (Place Origin, Move Z) related with
coordinates must first be clicked with the mouse before clicking on the <Get>
button.



<7. Board Size> group
Set the board size.


<X> edit box
Set the length of PCB size.
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Set the width of PCB size.


<Conv.Width > button
Adjust the conveyor width according to the set width of the PCB.

Memo

The sizes of PCB applicable for this machine are as follows.


Max.
510L×460W×4.2H [ mm ] - Single Lane/ Long Conveyor
460L×250W×4.2H [ mm ] – Dual Lane



Min.
50L×40W×0.38H [mm]



<8. Handling> group
Set the data necessary for PCB operation.


<Move Z>
After the part is picked up, set the head moving height with the surface of the PCB
being “0” when moving the head.
The default value is 4mm. However, if the placed part height is higher than 4mm,
input the height part in mm unit when it is placed on the PCB.
The height cannot be set to a value less than 4 mm. The height can be inputted up
to 12 mm. As this value becomes greater, the working time becomes longer.
Therefore, set the height to optimum value.

Caution

Move Z is installation height, the test PCB shall not hang
down.
If teaching is done without checking whether a nozzle is
mounted on the Head,
the minimum movement height of head becomes low and
the head and the transport rail might collide.
Since the Z axis moving height is different for each
machine, the same value cannot be set for all machines.



<Fix Type> combo box
Select the method for fixing a PCB.
Default: A method of fixing the PCB by moving up backup table.
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Edge Fixer: A method of arrangement by pushing the PCB from the side
with a device attached on the conveyor.
Edge Fixer2: It is the same as the “Edge Fixer” method, but it is a method of
pushing twice from the side. If the PCB weight is greater than 1kg, select the
‘Edge Fixer2’
None: It uses only the PCB clamping method for fixing a PCB.


<PCB In> button
Loads the PCB in the operation area.



<PCB Out> button
Out the PCB in the operation area.



<PCB Unlock> button
Release the PCB fixed in the operation area.



<Stopper U/D> button
Moves up or down the work stopper, the stopper of PCB in the operation area.



<BUT U/D> button
Moves up or down the BUT (Back Up Table) that locks up the PCB in the operation
area.



<Cancel> button
Cancels the edited data.

Caution

If you move to another screen while editing the “Board”
dialog box, the edited data is saved automatically.

Warning

During teaching, the operator or people near the operator
could be injured due to operation error or insufficient
checking of surroundings
Before start teaching, check the device to teach one more
time, and check whether there is any worker near the
machine
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6.2.

Array PCB Setup
For an array PCB, setup the offset value between the origin of the small PCB in the array
PCB and place origin of the array PCB.

When this <Array…> button is clicked on, the following dialog box is displayed.
Figure6.3

“PCB Array” dialog box

1:

Grid Cell



<Block Select> combo box


For a Multi PCB
The model selected from the “Board Definition” dialog box is selected
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automatically and the corresponding Combo Box is disabled.


For a Block PCB
Select the model for which setup will be performed and set other items.



<1. Array> group
Set the offset value of Array PCB from the “Place Origin” of the PCB. Lines
corresponding to the number of small PCBs in the array PCB setup in <4. Set Array
(Regular Type)> are made.


<No.> column
Set the offset value of Array PCB from the “Place Origin” of the PCB. Lines
corresponding to the number of small PCBs in the array PCB setup in <4. Set
Array (Regular Type)> are made.



<Skip.> column
Used to select the small PCB that will not be worked on among those in the Array
PCB. The machine continues to work without working on the small PCB selected
here.



<PCB Array Layout> button
Used to determine whether to work on the corresponding PCB while watching the
arrangement of small PCBs in the Array PCB when selecting the small PCB that will
not be worked on among small PCBs in the Array PCB.
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<Selection> option box group
[‘Work’ –Work on the PCB; ‘Skip’ –Not to work on the PCB]


<Click> option box
If the small PCB displayed on the ‘PCB Array Layout’ dialog box is selected
using the mouse with this option box selected, the setup of the corresponding
small PCB is changed.
If the small PCB set to ‘Work’ is selected, ‘Work’ is changed to ‘Skip’. If the
small PCB set to ‘Skip’ is selected, ‘Skip’ is changed to ‘Work’.



<Drag-Skip> option box
After this option box is selected if the small PCBs displayed on the ‘PCB
Array Layout’ dialog box are selected by dragging the mouse, the setup of the
selected small PCBs is changed to ‘Skip’. It is useful when selecting several
small PCBs at once.



<Drag-Work> option box
After this option box is selected if the small PCBs displayed on the ‘PCB
Array Layout’ dialog box are selected by dragging the mouse, the setup of the
selected small PCBs is changed to ‘Work’. It is useful when selecting several
small PCBs at once.



<Update> button
Applies the changed setup.



<Close> button
Close the corresponding dialog box without applying the changed setup.



<2. Teach> group
Used for moving the selected object from the Combo Box to the position of assigned
coordinates, or for obtaining the present coordinates by rotating the XY, R axis driving
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<Light> button
Setup the illumination of fiducial camera. When this Button is clicked on, the
following dialog box is displayed.



Combo Box
Select the camera to be used to teach the array coordinates. The cameras that can
be selected are as follows ;




Fid Cam2: Select the fiducial camera on the front gantry.

<Move> button
Move the object selected in the Combo Box to the position of the assigned
coordinates. Before executing <Move> button, the cell in the grid (Coordinates of
origin for small PCB’s in the array PCB) corresponding to the desired position
must be clicked on with a mouse.



<Get> button
Obtain coordinates for XY, Z axis with reference to the object selected in the
Combo Box. At this time, the objects (Coordinates of origin for small PCB’s in the
array PCB) related with coordinates must first be clicked with the mouse before
clicking on the <Get> button.



<Array Move>
It is used to check if the teaching has been performed properly by moving the
corresponding device to the array position step by step according to the order set
in the grid cell area in the above figure.
Clicking the
and
Buttons will select the origin of the previous or the
next origin of the small PCB selected currently.



<3. Sequence> group
Select the Array PCB operation method.


<By PCB> option Button
A method of completing one Array PCB operation and then executing the next
Array PCB operation.
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<By Point> option Button
A method of completing an operation cycle to all array PCBs and then executing
the next cycle operation.



<4. Set Array (Regular Type)> group
Initializes the Array PCB. This function sets the offset value of each Array PCB
automatically when the arrangement of array PCB is regular.


<Number> edit box group
Enter the number of Array PCBs as follows.



<Count Direction> option Button group
Select a method of numbering Array PCBs.

X Direction

Y Direction

When teaching the fiducial of the small PCB in the Array PCB, the fiducial marks
are taught along the optimum path with shortest moving distance in order to
reduce the time.
[The order of fiducial teaching when the count direction is selected to X]
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1 2 3 6 5 4

[The order of fiducial teaching when the count direction is selected to Y]
1 2 4 3 5 6



<Offset> edit box group
This value is used to set the offset value of the origin of Array PCB automatically.
It sets the placement origin of small PCBs in the array PCB by increasing the
coordinate as much as the offset from the placement origin of the small PCB,
which becomes the reference in the array PCB.



<Teach> button
Teach the offset value of Array PCB. When this Button is clicked on, the
following screens are displayed in succession.

Teach the origin of the small PCB 1. When the “Enter” key is pressed after
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teaching, the following screen is displayed.

Teach the origin of the small PCB on the position that can determine the offset.
When the “Enter” key is pressed after teaching, the following screen is displayed.

Press the “Enter” key to complete the Array PCB offset value teaching operation.


<Apply> button
Automatically creates Array PCB data with the value set in this group.



<5. Add Value> group
Set the values of X, Y, and R to be added to the grid line of the <1. Array> group.
When the “Add” Button is clicked on after setting the desired values, the values are
added to the corresponding grid lines.





<Array Skip/Work Tools> group


All Skip: Set “Skip” for all of the array PCBs.



All Work (No Skip): Release ‘Skip’ settings for all of the array PCBs.



Skip: Set the ‘Skip’ for the array PCB having the number that is inputted in the
‘Array No’.



Work Release ‘Skip’ setting for the array PCB having the number that is inputted
in the ‘Array No’.

<Update> button
Saves the edited data and closes the screen.
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<Cancel> button
Closes without saving the edited data.
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6.3.

Fiducial Mark Setup
If there is a fiducial mark on the PCB, set the position of the fiducial mark and mark data.
The fiducial mark is the mark on the PCB used for recognition of the PCB distortion and
its correction. In the case of the PCB without fiducial mark, the placement accuracy is
relatively low.

When this <Fiducial Mark…> button is clicked on, the following dialog box is displayed.
Figure6.4

“Fiducial Position & Mark” dialog box
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<Block Select> combo box


For a Multi PCB
The model selected from the “Board Definition” dialog box is selected
automatically and the corresponding Combo Box is disabled.



For a Block PCB
Select the model for which setup will be performed and set other items.



<1. Position Type> combo box
One, two or three fiducial marks can be selected for use.
When one fiducial mark is selected, the X and Y distortion can be corrected. However,
it is difficult to correct the theta angle.
That is, it is used if the external machined section of the PCB is very precise or when
there is only one fiducial mark inevitably. Generally, 1 point fiducial is not used.
In the case of 2 fiducial marks, the X, Y and theta of the PCB can be corrected. This is
the most frequently used method.
In the case of 3 fiducial marks, they are used when the deviation of the score value is
great because the surface of the fiducial marks is unstable. If 3 fiducial marks are used,
the machine can calculate the horizontal and longitudinal position more accurately.
Here, Select the number of fiducial marks. Available numbers are as follows.
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None: Fiducial Mark.
1 Panel: In the case of one point, the distortion of the X or Y coordinate can
be compensated.



2 Panel: 2 fiducial marks for PCB correction.



3 Panel: In the case of three points, only two points that obtained higher

Board Definition
points are used selectively when compensating the distortion of the X, Y or R
coordinate of the PCB.


4 Panel: 4 fiducial marks for PCB correction.



1 Array: 1 fiducial mark for Array PCB correction in each Array PCB.



2 Array: 2 fiducial marks for Array PCB correction in each Array PCB.



3 Array: 3 fiducial marks for Array PCB correction in each Array PCB.



4 Array: Each Array PCB has 4 fiducial marks for the calibration of the
PCB board.

It is recommended to use
an array PCB.


two panels for a general PCB and

two arrays for

<2. Mark Position> group
If “None” is not selected in the <1. Position Type> combo box, data is created as many
as the number of the selected fiducial marks. For example, when “2 Panel” is selected,
the following dialog box is displayed.
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Figure6.5

“Fiducial Position & Mark” dialog box (When the Position Type is “2 Panel”)

1:

Grid Cell



<No> column
A serial number of the position of fiducial mark.



<X> column
The X position value of fiducial mark.



<Y> column
The Y position value of fiducial mark.



<Mark ID> column
The mark ID value of fiducial mark. This value must be set from a series of
numbers in <5. Mark List>.



<4. Teach > group
Used to teach the fiducial mark position.


<Device> combo box
Select the Camera for checking Fiducial Mark




Fid Cam2: Select the fiducial camera on the front gantry.

<Move> button
Move the object selected in the <Device> combo box to the position of the
assigned coordinates. Before executing <Move> button, the cell in the grid
(Coordinates of the fiducial mark) corresponding to the desired position must be
clicked on with a mouse.
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<Get> button
Obtain coordinates for XY axis with reference to the object selected in the
<Device> combo box. At this time, the objects (Coordinates of the fiducial mark)
related with coordinates must first be clicked with the mouse before clicking on
the <Get> button.



<Station> group
Indicates the station in which the current PCB is to be worked on. (F2: Front, R2:
Rear)
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Memo

On Fiducial Marks
A fiducial mark has to satisfy several shape and material conditions.
During the design of PCB, the following precautions should be taken.





8 patterns of fiducial mark shapes are possible as shown in the
figure below (top/bottom symmetry or right/left symmetry)



For the size of A, over 2.0㎜ is recommended. The width of mark
sensor beam is about ø0.7㎜ measured from the surface of PCB



Make sure that any changes in color or shape (solder resist, lead
pattern) that can cause error should not be found within 2.0㎜of
fiducial mark's outer edges.



Make sure that the shading difference exits between the fiducial
mark and the board surrounding it.



To ensure search accuracy, coat the surface of the fiducial mark
with copper or lead so that the surface does not reflect. The line
shaped fiducial marks can not be searched with Beam.

<5. Mark List> group
A list of fiducial mark shape data.


<No> column
A serial number of fiducial mark shape.



<Name> column
The name of the fiducial mark (Up to 10 characters)



<Shape> column
Select the shape of fiducial mark. Available shapes are as follows.

Circle: Circular shape fiducial mark.

Diamond: Diamond shape fiducial mark.

Rectangle: Rectangular shape fiducial mark.
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Rectangle2: Overlapping of 2 rectangular fiducial marks.

Triangle: Triangular shape fiducial mark.

Cross: Cross shape fiducial mark.

Butterfly: Butterfly shape fiducial Mark.

Sharp: Sharp(#) shape fiducial mark.



<6. Form Data> group
Data on the shapes of fiducial marks.


<Size X> edit box
Set the size of fiducial mark in X direction.(Based on the machine coordinate
system)



<Size Y> edit box
Set the size of fiducial mark in Y direction.(Based on the machine coordinate
system)
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<Arm> edit box
Set the width of the bar of cross shape fiducial marks.
If the fiducial mark is cross shaped, teach the value corresponding to X correctly
and input is in the <Arm> edit box.



<Polarity> combo box
Select the color of fiducial mark. Available colors are as follows.





White: the mark looks lighter than the surroundings.



Black: the mark looks darker than the surroundings.

<Thickness> edit box
Set the thickness of the fiducial mark.
The value of 0 denotes a full fiducial mark.
0 A value other than 0 denotes that value for the thickness of the exterior line.



<Rotation> combo box
Select the rotation angle of fiducial mark. In the case of triangles, the registered
form has the corner facing upward, but there are occasions where the corner is
actually facing sideways.
In those cases, select the rotation angle.
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0: the angle of the mark is 0.



90: the mark is rotated to 90.



180: the mark is rotated to 180.
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270: the mark is rotated to 270.

<7. Search Area> group
Set the area in which to search the fiducial mark. The main purpose of this feature is to
limit the search range for when there are forms similar to the mark near the mark such
that they can interfere with recognition on certain PCBs.


<X> edit box
Set the position to start searching for the fiducial mark in X axis. The center of
SMVision is zero (0), and is generally setup as the size of negative (-)value in the
X direction fiducial mark.



<Y> edit box
Set the position to start searching for the fiducial mark in Y axis. The center of
SMVision is zero (0), and is generally setup as the size of negative (-)value in the
Y direction fiducial mark.



<Width X> edit box
Set the value of search range in X axis. Generally setup as twice the value setup in
the <X> edit box of <7. Search Area>.



<Width Y> edit box
Set the value of search range in Y axis. Generally setup as twice the value setup in
the <Y> edit box of <7. Search Area>.



<8. Score> group


Edit box
The “score” is the numericalized value that incates how accurately the inspected
fiducial mark corresponds to the set data. This “score” has a value between 0 and
1000 points. The value to be set in the <Score> indicates at least how much the
“score” value must be if it can be recognized as set data.
Basically, it must be greater than 600 (default value) for correct compensation.
Even in the worst case, it must be greater than 300. If there is a mark of different
shape with similar size in the vicinity (recognition area) of the fiducial mark to be
recognized, the score value must be set high (greater than at least 600).



<9. Light> slide bar
Set the light value when the fiducial mark is inspected. In general, 7 is appropriate but
it can be adjusted according to the condition of PCB and fiducial mark.



<Tuning> button
Obtain the size of fiducial mark actually recognized by MMI using the fiducial mark
data. Perform tuning using the vision system in order to minimize the mark
measurement error.
That is, it means that the machine measures the measurement error again. Use this for
the accurate correction of the fiducial marks.
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In general situations, the fiducial mark is not measured individually and the
coordinates of the fiducial mark are created after setting the PCB on the conveyor.
Input the approximate size (by visual judgment) and check the image mark deviation
between the actual mark and the image mark in the data through the SMVision
window to perform recorrection.
In this case also, more accurate correction can be made by performing measurement
through tuning. This function is executed until the actually measured new data
becomes equal to the inputted data.



<Outline/Real> button
Shows the image seen through the Vision in real display to which threshold is not
applied, or in the image (Binary) to which threshold is applied as recognized by MMI.



<Test> button
By using the registered mark information, tests the fiducial mark.. The accuracy of the
registered mark data can be verified. When the test is successful, the following
message box is displayed.



<Scan> button
Executes a scan test on the set fiducial mark. Mark recognition is performed to
minimize the teaching offset for the center points (2 points) of the fiducial mark.
Move the fiducial camera to the position of the set coordinate and recognize the mark.
After recognition of the mark, the offset is indicated as shown in the following figure.
When it is desired to compensate the offset, select “Yes”.

When placing the IC part whose lead pitch is 0.5, use this function to perform
compensation for the fiducial mark.
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<OK> button
Saves the fiducial mark data and closes the <Fiducial Position & Mark> dialog box.



<Cancel> button
Closes the <Fiducial Position & Mark> dialog box without saving the fiducial mark
data.

6.3.1.

Fiducial Mark Setup Order

1) Block Setup
Omitted for non-block PC
2) Position Type’ setup
3) Mark Position’ setup
Select a fiducial mark in the <Mark Position> group.
Click the <Move> button to move the fiducial camera to the selected fiducial mark.
Perform adjustments so that the center of the fiducial mark falls on the crosshair center
of the SMVision window.
Click the <Get> button to input the coordinate of the fiducial mark.
4) ‘Mark List’ setup
5) ‘Form Data’ setup
6) Outline check
Click the <Outline> button to check if the outline seen in the SMVision window falls
on the fiducial mark outline.
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If not, revise the “Shape Information’.
7) Fiducial mark recognition test
8) Tuning
Perform tuning at least more than twice.
9) Reflect set value: Click the <Update> button
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6.4.

Bad Mark Setup
The ‘Bad Mark’ refers to the mark indicated on the PCB to show whether a small PCB in
the array PCB is good or defective. Placement is not performed on the small PCB
indicated defective.

When this <Bad Mark…> button is clicked on, the following dialog box to edit bad mark
data is displayed.
Figure6.6

“Bad Mark Position” dialog box (When the Position Type is “None”)
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<Block Select> combo box


For a Multi PCB
The model selected from the “Board Definition” dialog box is selected
automatically and the corresponding Combo Box is disabled..



For a Block PCB
Select the model for which setup will be performed and set other items.



<1.Use> check box
Determines whether to use a bad mark.



<2. Position Type> combo box
Select a bad mark type. The bad marks that can be selected are as follow;
None: Bad Mark.
Teach the bad mark on the first small PCB and determine the position of the bad
marks on each small PCB using the array offset that was already set up.
Set the bad mark offset to determine the bad mark positions automatically.



<3. Mark Position> group
If “None” is not selected in the <2. Position Type> combo box, data is created
according to the selected recognition type. The number of data generated is as follows;
When the <Position Type> is “Array”: 1
For example, when “Array” is selected in <2. Position Type> combo box, the
following dialog box is displayed. (When the number of Array PCBs is 4)
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Figure6.7

“Bad Mark Position” dialog box (When the Position Type is “Array”)

1:

Grid Cell



<No> column
A serial number of bad mark data.



<X> column
The X position value of the bad mark.



<Y> column
The Y position value of the bad mark.



<4. Teach> group
Used for moving the fiducial camera to the assigned position of coordinates by
rotating XY axis driving motor, or for obtaining the present coordinates of the fiducial
camera.


<Device> combo box
Select the Camera for checking Bad Mark. Selectable objects are as follows;




Fid Cam2: Select the fiducial camera on the front gantry.

<Move> button
Move the object selected in the <Device> combo box to the position of the
assigned coordinates. Before executing <Move> button, the cell in the grid
(Coordinates of the bad mark) corresponding to the desired position must be
clicked on with a mouse.



<Get> button
Obtain coordinates for XY, Z axis with reference to the object selected in the
<Device> combo box. At this time, the objects (Coordinates of the bad mark)
related with coordinates must first be clicked with the mouse before clicking on
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the <Get> button.


<5. Mark Type> group
Select the color of bad mark. Available colors of bad marks are as follows.





Black: the mark looks darker than the surroundings.



White: the mark looks lighter than the surroundings.

<6. Offset> group
Used to set the offset value between bad marks automatically. It is enabled when
is selected in the <2. Position Type> combo box.


<X> edit box
Set the offset value of X.



<Y> edit box
Set the offset value of Y.



<Teach> button
Teach the offset value of bad mark. When this Button is clicked on, the following
screens are displayed in succession.

Teach the first position of the bad mark. When the “Enter” key is pressed after
teaching, the following screen is displayed.

Teach the position of the neighboring second bad mark. When the “Enter” key is
pressed after teaching, the following screen is displayed
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Press the “Enter” key to complete the bad mark offset value teaching operation.


<Apply> button
Automatically creates the bad mark position data by using the offset value set
in this group.



<7. Mark Size> group
Set the area in which to search the bad mark. The main purpose of this feature is to
limit the search range for when there are forms similar to the mark near the mark such
that they can interfere with recognition on certain PCBs.


<Width X> edit box
Set the value of search range in X axis direction. In general, it is 6 mm..



<Width Y> edit box
Set the value of search range in Y axis direction. In general, it is 6 mm.



<8. Parameter> group


<Threshold> edit box
The image viewed through the SM Vision window is composed of each pixel.
Each pixel has a unique value between 0 and 255 according to the seen degree of
brightness. Here, ‘Threshold Value’ indicates the border value deciding whether
each pixel should be recognized in white or black. That is, setup the limitation for
deciding if the image pixel should be black or white when checking a bad mark.
For example, if <Bad Mark> is “Black” and the <Threshold> value is 100, then all
the values under 100 in the vision image are recognized as black, and if <Bad
Mark> is “White” and the <Threshold> value is 100, then all values over 100 are
recognized as white.



<Real Display/Binary> button
Shows the image seen through the SMVision in real display to which threshold is
not applied, or in the image (Binary) to which threshold is applied as recognized
by MMI.



<Light> group
Set the light value for bad mark inspection. In general it is 7, but adjust it
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appropriately according to the condition of PCB and bad mark.


<Test> button
By using the registered mark information, tests the mark.. The accuracy of the
registered mark data can be verified. When the test is successful, the following
message box is displayed.



<Update> button
Saves the bad mark data and closes the “Bad Position” dialog box.



<Cancel> button
Closes the <Bad Position> dialog box without saving the bad mark data.
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6.5.

Accept Mark setup
The bad mark refers to the mark indicated on the PCB to show whether a small PCB in the
array PCB is good, acceptable or defective. The bad mark is indicated for defective PCBs
while the Accept Mark is not indicated for defective PCBs. However, in the case of the
Accept Mark, part placement is performed only in the PCB with the Accept Mark.
If no small PCB proves to be defective in the array PCB, it is not necessary to set the
Accept Mark, which will otherwise waste time.
In such cases, if setup is performed to use a bad mark but it is not used, the machine will
waste time checking for the existence of the bad mark.

When this <Accept Mark> button is clicked on, the following dialog box for the editing of
accept mark data is displayed.
Figure6.8

“Accept Mark Position” dialog box
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<Block Select> combo box


For a Multi PCB
The model selected from the “Board Definition” dialog box is selected
automatically and the corresponding Combo Box is disabled.



For a Block PCB
Select the model for which setup will be performed and set other items.



<1.Use> check box
Set whether to use the Accept Mark.



<2. Mark Position> group
The Accept Mark position teaching result is inputted.



<3. Teach> group
Teach the Accept Mark position.


Procedure to teach the Accept Mark
Select the fiducial camera corresponding to the workstation to which a PCB is
loaded.
Click the <<Move> button to move to the position of the currently set Accept
Mark.
Perform adjustments so that the Accept Mark center falls on the crosshair center in
the SMVision window.
Click the <Get> button to input the current coordinate.



<4. Mark Type> group
Select the color of Accept Mark. Available mad mark colors are as follows;
Black: the mark appears darker than the surrounding.
White: the mark appears brighter than the surrounding.



<5. Search Area> group
Set the area to test the Accept Mark. The purpose is to limit the testing area when
recognition is interfered due to a shape similar to the mark near the mark.


<Width X> edit box
Set the range to test in X axis direction. In general, set to 6mm.



<Width Y> edit box
Set the range to test in Y axis direction. In general, set to 6mm.



<6. Parameter> group


<Threshold> edit box
The image viewed through the SM Vision window is composed of each pixel.
Each pixel has a unique value between 0 and 255 according to the seen degree of
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brightness. Here, ‘Threshold Value’ indicates the border value deciding whether
each pixel should be recognized in white or black. That is, setup the limitation for
deciding if the image pixel should be black or white when checking a bad mark.
For example, if accept mark setup is “Black” and the <Threshold> value is 100, all
values under 100 in the vision image are recognized as black. And if <Accept
mark Logic> is “White” and the <Threshold> value is 100, all values over 100 in
the vision image are recognized as white.


<Real Display/Binary> button
Shows the image seen through the SMVision in real display to which threshold is
not applied, or in the image (Binary) to which threshold is applied as recognized
by MMI.



<Light> group
Set the lighting value when testing the Accept Mark. In general, set to 7. However,
adjust it properly according to the condition of the PCB and accept mark.



<Test> button
Tests the mark by using the set mark data. The user can check whether the set
mark data is correct. When the test is successful, the following message box is
displayed..

Caution



If you move to another screen while editing the “Board”
dialog box, the edited data is saved automatically

<Update> button
Save the Accept Mark data and close the “Accept Mark Position” dialog box.



<Cancel> button
Close the “Accept Mark Position” dialog box without saving the Accept Mark data.
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6.6.
6.6.1.

2D Barcode
Configuration
Allows a user to know the model information of the PCB loaded into the machine by
recognizing the barcode on the PCB and manage the production history by PCB being
interlocked with the Lot Tracking System (LTS).


When using the 2D barcode
In the [Option] item of the “C:\SmartSM\bin\SmartSM.ini” file, set the IQFEEDER to
1 and the LotTracking to 2. Then press the ‘Barcode Position’ Button in the “Board
Definition’ dialog box.



When using 1D barcode
In the [Option] item of the “C:\SmartSM\bin\SmartSM.ini” file, set the IQFEEDER to
1 and LotTracking to 1.



When using no barcode (Default setup)
In the [Option] item of the “C:\SmartSM\bin\SmartSM.ini” file, set the IQFEEDER to
0 and LotTracking to 0.

After finishing the modification of the configuration file, execute the “SmartSM.exe”.
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6.6.2.

Barcode Position

Reference

Figure6.9

In order to enable this function, the <Use 2D Barcode> check
box must be selected from the ‘General’ tab dialog box in the
‘Preferences’ submenu of the ‘Sys. Setup’ menu.

Order of ‘Barcode Position’ Dialog Box Execution

Figure6.10 Barcode Position’ Dialog Box
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<1.Use> check box
Check the 2D barcode function to use it.



<2. Bar Code Position> group
Indicates the position of the 2D barcode.


<Board> Area
Teaches the 2D barcode position attached to a board using the fiducial camera
selected from the <3. Teach> area or performs setup for 2D barcode attachment to
a board.


<X/Y> edit box
Sets the X/Y coordinate of a 2D barcode.



<Z> edit box
When attaching a 2D barcode to a board, sets the Z-axis coordinate in order to
press and attach a 2D barcode to a board with a head spindle.



<Inspection> check box
Selecting this check box will recognize the 2D barcode attached to a board.



<Placing> check box
Selecting this check box will attach a 2D barcode to a board using the
machine.



<Part> caption box
Enabled when the <Placing> check box is selected. Displays the part supplied
by the feeder selected from the <Feeder> combo box.



<Feeder> combo box
Enabled when <Placing> check box is selected. The feeder supplying the part
registered by selecting the <BarCode> check box from the Common Data
setup screen appears in the list as shown in the following figure:
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<Array> Area
Teaches the 2D barcode position attached to an array of a board using the fiducial
camera selected from the <3. Teach> area or performs setup for 2D barcode
attachment to the array of the board.


<Array> combo box
Displays the number of the array selected currently.



<X/Y/Z> edit box
Refer to the corresponding description in the <Board> area.



<Inspection> check box
Refer to the corresponding description in the <Board> area.



<Placing> check box
Refer to the corresponding description in the <Board> area.



Part
Refer to the corresponding description in the <Board> area.



<Feeder> combo box
Refer to the corresponding description in the <Board> area.



<3. Teach> group
Used to move the teaching camera on the barcode to recognize the 2D barcode on the
PCB.



<4. Bar Code Type> group
Sets the type of the 2D barcode.


<Data Matrix> option Button
Refers to the barcode with the rectangular module of fixed size containing
information.
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<QR Code> option Button
Refers to the barcode containing the information in two directions: vertically and
horizontally.



<5. Search Area> group
Sets the size of the area in which the existence of the 2D barcode is checked from the
image obtained from the camera.


<width> edit box
Sets the checking range in the X axis direction. Generally, it is set to 8mm.



<Height> edit box
Sets the checking range in the Y axis direction. Generally, it is set to 8mm.



<6. Data Matrix Parameter> group


<Size> group


<Width> edit box
Sets the 2D barcode size in the X axis. Generally, it is set to 4mm.



<Height> edit box
Sets the 2D barcode size in the Y axis. Generally, it is set to 4mm.



<Shape> group


<SQUARE> option Button
Sets the square type barcode.



<Rectangle> option Button
Sets the bar type rectangular barcode.



<7. Bar Code Color> group


<White > option Button
The barcode looks brighter than its surrounding.



<Black > option Button
The barcode looks darker than its surrounding.



<8. Parameter > group


<Score > edit box
Sets the basis by which it is determined whether the 2D barcode exists when
analyzing the image. The recommended value is 600.



<Light > group
Sets the light value when checking the barcode. Generally, it is set to 5. However,
adjust it appropriately according to the state of the barcode.



<Test> button
Checks if the read barcode data can be used. If the test is successfully performed,
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the following window is displayed.

If the test fails, the following window is displayed.



<Update> button
Save the array setup data and close the “Barcode Position” dialog box.



<Cancel> button
Close the “Barcode Position” dialog box without saving the array setup data.

6.6.3.

Manual 2D Barcode Confirm Dialog Box
If 2D barcode recognition error occurs during automatic production when using the 2D
barcode function, pressing the ‘Stop’ Button on the machine operation panel will display
the screen for processed errors as follows.

Memo

In order to enable the following screen, the system constant setup
must be preceded. If you want to take measures against the error
during automatic production, please contact our CS or local
representative office.
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Figure6.11 Manual 2D Barcode Confirm Dialog Box



<Enter> button
Move the teaching camera on the barcode using the jog box and click this Button to
select the new barcode position.



<Retry> button
Execute the ‘Barcode Position’ dialog box to re-teach the barcode position and
perform the recognition test. For more details, refer to “6.6.2 Barcode Position”.

If the 2D barcode recognition fails after manual processing, remove the corresponding
PCB manually.

Warning
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the error while the machine is in ready state, you may get
injured. Release the ready state and manually remove the
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is in idle state.
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6.7.

PCB Block

Block
Refers to a unit in the separate form which composes one complete PCB. It is composed in
the form of One Board or array PCB. It is in the same form physically as the existing PCB.
Block Fiducial
Refers to the fiducial representing one block defined to compensate the coordinates for
placement points, etc., in the block.
The concept is the same as that of the existing panel fiducial. However, if only one panel
fiducial exists in the block, the number of block fiducial is equal to the number of blocks.
Block PCB
Refers to the one complete PCB. It is composed in the form of One Board or array PCB.
PCB
One PCB may be composed of one or several blocks.
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Clicking the <Block> button will display the following dialog box with which the PCB
model type is set.
Figure6.12 “Block PCB” dialog box



<1.Use> check box
Selected when performing configuration of the model type and block.



<2. Block Setting> group


<3. Block Type> combo box
Select the type of model configuration. Three types can be selected as follows;
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[Block PCB - Same Type]
The CAD information (placement point and part) on the block is identical.



[Block PCB - Different Type]
The CAD information (placement point and part) on the block is different.

When the Block PCB type is selected in the <Model Type> combo box
Perform setup for the block in the same manner as performing setup for an array PCB.
First, determine the number of blocks to be configured and apply the offset for the
placement origin of the reference block to set the placement origin of the entire block.


<Number X> edit box
Input the number of blocks in the X direction.



<Number Y> edit box
Input the number of blocks in the Y direction.



<Offset X> edit box
Input the offset in the X direction based on the placement origin of the existing
block.



<Offset Y> edit box
Input the offset in the Y direction based on the placement origin of the existing
block.



<Teach...> button
Teach the XY offset based on the placement origin of the existing block..



<Apply> button
Creates the data in the <3.Model Position> group according to the number of X
and Y blocks as well as the X and Y offset.
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<4. Block Position> group
When Block PCB type is selected in the <Model Type> combo box;
The offset coordinate of the placement origin of each block is indicated. Select <Skip>
column when placement is not performed for the corresponding block.


The procedure to teach the placement origin offset of each block
Select the fiducial camera corresponding to the workstation to which the block
PCB is transferred.
Select the placement origin offset of the block in the <3. Model Position> group.
Click the <Move> button to move to the currently set position.
Click the <Get> button to input the current coordinate.



<Update> button
Saves the PCB model related setup data and closes the “PCB Model” dialog box.



<Cancel> button
Closes the “PCB Model” dialog box without saving the PCB model related setup data.
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Chapter7. Part Registration
The <Part> command is used to register components necessary for PCB operation and edit
data.
Part data is composed of “Align Data” and “Common Data”.


Align Data
Consists of information related to part recognition



Common Data
Consists of parameters related to part feeding device, nozzle for part pickup and
placement, pneumatic condition and driving speed

The component data managed by MMI include PCB Part, Local Part, and Standard Part
DB.


PCB Part: Parts registered in the PCB file



Local Part DB [UPD.mdb]: Parts registered after installing MMI in the equipment



Standard Part DB [STDUPD.mdb]: Simultaneous installation with MMI is DB
managing the data for standard parts (Read only)

Each PCB controls component data on all components operated on the corresponding PCB
and saves the component data in the Local Part DB of the machine.
To create component data for a new PCB, component data stored in the Local Part DB can
be copied. To create component data for a new component whose data is not stored in the
Local Part DB, data for a similar component stored in the Local Part DB can be copied and
edited or standard component data can be copied from the Standard Part DB and edited.
The Standard Part DB is a DB of generally used components developed and supplied by
this machine manufacturer. The relationship between component data is shown in the
following.
Figure7.1

Relationship between component DBs

Applied to all PCBs

Controlled by each PCB

Controlled by
each machine

1) Create new part
2) Save
3) Copy
When the ‘Part’ submenu is selected, the initial screen is as follows.
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Figure7.2



“Parts” dialog box

<1. PCB Part List> group
Display a list of currently registered components.


<Part> column
Displays the component name.



<Feeder> column
Displays the type of the feeder supplying components.



<Nozzle> column
Displays the nozzle that pick up components. The nozzle types are as follows;



<Aligner> column
Indicates the camera used to recognize a part.



<Part Group> column
Displays the component Part Group.



<Skip> column
When it is checked, this part is skipped during placing



<2. Library> group
Display the component list of the Local Part DB managed by the machine.


<Align Type> combo box
Select the align type of the component to be displayed. The Vision Align is used as
default.
Vision: Alignment by the Vision Camera. Recognize the part.
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<Part Group & Part List> group

Part Registration
Select the group of component to be displayed. Available component groups are as
follows;
(CHIP-Circle, CHIP-Rect, Chip-Tantal, Chip-Aluminum, Melf, TR, TR2,
Trimmer, LED, Hemt, SOP, Small SOP/Connector, SOJ, SOP2, SOJ2, QFP,
PLCC, PLCC[body], Connector, User IC, BGA, Multi-BGA, Flip Chip)


<Part List> list box
Displays the component data list of the data selected in <Align Type> and
<Part Group>. The parts corresponding to the conditions selected from the
Standard Part DB and Local Part DB are indicated.



<Update Part> button
Used for adding to the local DB after registering a new part. Select the newly
registered part in the <1. PCB Part List> first, and copy it to the <Part List> box of
the corresponding part group by clicking on the
button. Select the part
copied to the <Part List> list box and click on this button.



<New Parts:> list box
Indicates parts which are not registered in the local part DB among the parts
registered in the PCB file.



<Add Part to DB:> list box
Click the
button and add to the list box the part to be registered in the
local part DB.



<Different Parts:> list box
Indicates parts with the same name as the parts registered in the PCB file
among the parts registered in the local part DB.
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<Update Part From DB:> list box
If the part data having the same part name as the part registered in the PCB file
already exists in the local part DB, click the
button and add to the list box
the part to be overwritten to the part data registered in the PCB file.



<Update DB From Part:> list box
Click the
button and add to the list box the part to be overwritten in the
local part DB

[How to copy a PCB part to the local part DB]
Select the part to be registered in the local part DB from the <New Parts:> list box
or <Different Parts:> list box.
Click the
button and add to the <Add Part to DB:> or <Update DB From
Part:> list box the item to be registered to the local part DB.
Click the <Update Data> button to register the corresponding part in the local part
DB.


<Change Group> button
Changes the group of the selected part from current part group to another group.
Select the part to change from the <Part List> list box and click on this button.



<Library Delete> button
Deletes the component data selected in <Part List> from the Local Part DB. Select
the part to delete from the <Part List> list box and click on this button.



<Search> button
When this button is clicked on, the following dialog box is displayed.
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<Search> / <Search Result> group
Clicking the <Search> button after inputting the name or description of the
part to be searched in the <Part Name> edit box will search the information of
the part DB and show the result in the <Search Result> group.



<Add to Part List> button
Adds the corresponding part to the PCB Part List when this button is clicked
after selecting the part displayed in the <Search Result> group as a search
result.



<Copy to PCB Part>

button

Copies the component data selected in <Part List> of <2. Library> group to <1. PCB
Part List> group. That is, this means that the part in the Local Part DB is copied to the
PCB part.


<Copy to Local Part DB>

button

Copies the component data selected in the <1. PCB Part List> group to the Local Part
DB. That is, this means that the part in the PCB Part is copied to the Local Part DB.


<Copy All to Local Part DB>

button

Copies all component data in the <1. PCB Part List> group to the Local Part DB.


<New Part…> button
Registers new component. Please refer to “7.1 New Part Registration” for more
information.



<Edit…> button
Edits the selected component data.
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<Duplicate…> button
Copies the selected component data. At this time, new component name must be set.



<Copy> button
Copies the part data selected from the Part list box.



<Paste> button
Pastes the copied part data to the Part list box.



<Delete> button
Deletes the part selected in the Part list box.



<Multi-Vendor> button
Refers to the function used to produce PCBs by using parts made by several
manufacturers for a part.
Allows work to be automatically performed using sub parts when placing them on a
PCB after registering them.



<Cancel> button
Cancels all edited data.

Caution
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If you move to another screen while editing the “Part” dialog
box, the edited data is saved automatically

Part Registration

7.1.

New Part Registration
Registers new component. When this button is clicked on, the following dialog box is
displayed.
Figure7.3



”Edit Profile / Part” dialog box

<1. Part Name> edit box
Set the component name. Ensure that the component name having more than 32
Alphabet characters (16 characters in Korean) is not entered.
(When using the “Duplicate” function or when importing component information
from another PCB file.)



<2. Align Type> combo box
Select the align type. Automatically setup to “Vision”.



<3. Package Group> combo box
Select the component group.



<Package List> combo box
Displays the component data list selected in <2. Align Type> and <3. Package
Group>. From the list, select the part most similar to the part to be registered.



<Register> button
Adds the set component data to the PCB part list.



<Close> button
Closes this dialog box.
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7.2.

Standard part editing and registration
The part is registered by editing the standard part in the following manner. Select the part
to be edited in the <1. PCB Part List> and click the <Edit> button.
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7.2.1.

Screen Configuration

1:

Title

2:

Vision Window

3:

Part parameters



‘Title’ area


<Select Head> button

Selects the head to pick the part.


<Image Refresh> button

Refresh the part image displayed in the vision window.


<Machine Message> button

Executes the dialog box that can check an error message generated in the machine.


button
It is possible to input further explanations for the corresponding part.



caption button
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Shows the unit system for the currently set items.
button



Initializes the part data according to the item selected from the <Load Default
Data Level> selection box.

1:

Check Box



<Load Default Data Level> combo box
Select the vision algorithm to be applied in advance when placing a part.


High-Performance
Selected when initializing parameters of the part by giving priority to
productivity.



Safety-Mounting
Selected when initializing parameters of the part in order to prevent the
pickup and placement errors to the maximum extent.



‘Check Box' group
Selects the parameter to be initialized as a default value.



button
Restores the modified part data to the data before modification.



button
Displays the part registration status as a grade.
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Refers to the part that has been used for PCB production.

Refers to the part that passed the part recognition test in the machine MMI and
T-ELITE .

Refers to the part temporarily registered when creating a PCB program in the
T-Solution. It is copied from the standard part DB.


<Save> button
Saves the edited part data and closes the dialog box.



<Cancel> button
Closes the dialog box without saving the edited part data.



‘Vision Window’ area
Displays the part image and part shape.
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button



When this button is selected, it is possible to move the vision image using the
mouse.
/



button

Zooms in/out the vision image.
button



Shows the vision image at 100% in size. The image size is indicated as a
percentage(%) at the top right of the vision window.
button



Sets the grid interval in the vision window. The unit of the set value is mm.

button



Clicking this button will show the vision image in the following order:
Actual Image → Black and Image → Edge Image → Actual Image



<Auto> switch button
Selected in cases to automatically set the threshold to be applied when
displaying a black and image.



button
Executes the dialog box that can set the lighting value of the camera recognizing a
part.
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button
Saves the image viewed in the vision window currently.



button
Displays the nozzle shape in the vision window.



button
Displays the polarity of the part in the vision window.



<Align Test> button
Performs the part recognition test using the set part recognition data.
Displays the recognition test result at the bottom of the vision window.



<Auto Teach> button
Finds the part recognition data automatically.



'Part Parameters' area
Selected when registering a new part or modifying the data of the registered part. Part
data consists of two types of part parameters as follows:
For more details, refer to “7.2.2. Edit Part Parameter”.
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7.2.2.

Edit Part Parameter
It is possible to set the parameters related to part recognition as well as the parameters
related to feeders, nozzles, pneumatic pressure and speed.

7.2.2.1.

ESSENTIAL
Of general common parameters, sets the mandatory parameters that the user must check
and set.
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1:

Part Type Setup

2:

Feeder/Nozzle Setup

3:

Setup of Other Options



<Part Category Property> group
Set the size of the part to be registered.




Leadless and odd form parts



<Body Width/Length>: Part size in the X/Y direction



<Thickness>: Part thickness



<Lead Width>: Lead width



<Lead Length>: Lead length

Ball Part
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<Body Width/Length>: Part size in the X/Y direction



<Thickness>: Part thickness



<Number of X/Y Balls>: Number of balls in the X/Y direction



<Ball Pitch X/Y>: X/Y distance from the a ball center to the center of an
adjacent ball



<Ball Diameter>: Diameter of a ball

Leaded Part



<Overall Width/Length>: Distance of lead in the X/Y direction



<Body Width/Length>: Part body size in the X/Y direction



<Thickness>: Part thickness



<Lead Num (Up/Down/Left/Right)>: Number of leads in the top/bottom/left/

Part Registration
right direction





<Lead Width (Up/Down/Left/Right)>: Lead width



<Lead Length (Up/Down/Left/Right)>: Lead length



<Lead Pitch (Up/Down/Left/Right)>: Pitch between leads



<X/Y Lead Num>: Number of leads at one side in the X/Y direction



<Lead Foot>: Length through which the lead contacts with the bottom surface

<Part Type Setup> group
It is possible to select the part category and group in order to obtain the recommended
lighting value for the part to be registered.


<Component Shape> combo box
Select the shape of the part to be registered.



<Component Type> combo box
Select the Type of the part to be registered.



<Component Scale> combo box
Select the size of the part to be registered. Enabled when the Capacitor and
Resister parts are selected.



<Part group> Caption Box
Displays the group to which the part to be registered belongs.



‘Feeder/Nozzle Setup’ area
Set the type of feeder to supply parts as well as the nozzle to pick parts.


<Feeder> combo box
Selects the type of the feeder to supply parts. Selectable feeder types are as
follows:



<Feeder Pitch> combo box
Used when the electrically driven feeder is selected. Selects the pitch of the tape
feeder selected from the <Feeder> combo box.
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<Nozzle List> List Box
Displays the nozzle that picks up a part. For further details, refer to “Chapter7.
Nozzle type and application of part” in the Operation Handbook.
Selecting the nozzle in the nozzle list, the shape of contact between the nozzle and
part is indicated in orange in the vision window.
It will be helpful to refer to this shape in selecting an adequate nozzle.



<Nozzle Selection> button
If there is no adequate nozzle in the nozzle list, click this button to select an
adequate nozzle.



<Nozzle Name> View Field
Displays the nozzle name.



<Body X/ Y (mm)> View Field
Displays the X and Y sizes of the part layout.



<Offset X/ Y (mm)> edit box
Input the X and Y offsets from the nozzle center.



<Pickup Angle> edit box
Set the part pickup angle.



<Nozzle Library> group


<Filter> combo box
-

ALL
Selected in cases displays all types of nozzles in the following list
box.
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-

CN
Selected in cases displays only the CN nozzles in the following list
box. For the HP head of the SM series and EXCEN series models, the
CN nozzle is used.

-

VN
Selected in cases displays only the VN nozzles in the following list
box. For the HS head and MF head of the EXCEN PRO(M), the VN
nozzle is used.

-

VS & VL
Displays only the VS and VL nozzles in the following list box. For the
HS head of the EXCEN FLEX, the VS and VL nozzles are used.

-

Special
Selected in cases displays only the Special nozzles in the following
list box.

-

Etc
Selected when displaying only the nozzles other than VN, CN, VS,
VL and Special nozzles in the following list box.



<Recommended> List Box
Displays the nozzles recommended for the corresponding part.



<All> List Box
Displays the nozzles conforming to the conditions selected from the
<Filter> combo box.



<Selected Nozzle> List Box
Displays the registered nozzles so that they can be used for part pickup.
The nozzle information set here is used to perform optimization later.
The priority in applying nozzles is determined according to the order in
which nozzles are set.



button
Adds the nozzles in the left <Recommended> list box or <All> list box to
the <Selected Nozzle> list box.
Register the selected nozzles as a nozzle to be used for part pickup.



button
Adds the nozzles selected from the right <Selected Nozzle> list box to the
left <Recommended> list box or <All> list box.
Performs setup so that the selected nozzles will not be used for part
pickup.
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‘Setup of Other Options’ area
Set the part polarity, tape reel type, pickup angle of the part supplied from a feeder.


<Polarity Type> combo box
Selects the polarity type. The types that can be selected are as follows:





Selected in case of a Lead/Ball part.



Line: Selected in case of a chip part. (TR part is excluded)

<Polarity Direction> combo box
Selects the direction of the polarity.



Figure7.4

Polarity Position (Triangle )

Figure7.5

Polarity Position (Line )

<Reel Type> combo box
Selects the tape reel type of the tape feeder.



<Part R> combo box
If the direction of part supply from the feeder is different from the part direction
when the part was registered, sets the angle at which the part supplied from the
corresponding feeder is picked.
In order to prevent the occurrence of a part recognition error, the part direction
when the part was registered must be the same as the direction when the part was
picked up by applying part R.

7.2.2.2.

SETUP CAMERA
Sets the lighting value of the camera recognizing a part.
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1:

Thumbnail Image



<Vision Source> group
Selects the source of a vision image.


<Device Camera> switch Button
Selected in cases to used the camera image of the ELITE PRO as the source of the
vision image.



<Open an image> switch Button
Selected in cases to use the saved part image as the source of the vision image.



<Browse...> button
Enabled only when the <Image open> switch button is selected. Executes the
dialog box so that the saved part image can be selected.



<Light Level Preset> area
It is possible to view a part image at the lighting value recommended depending on the
part group selected from the <Part Category> group.


<Run> button
Captures the part image according to the recommended lighting value and shows it
in the 'Thumbnail Image' area.
If it starts to capture the part image by clicking the <Run> button, this button is
changed to the <Stop> button.



'Thumbnail Image' area
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Displays the thumbnail image of the part captured according to the lighting value.



<Light Setup> group
Sets the lighting value of the camera recognizing a part.



<Automatic> switch button
Selected when the camera to recognize the part is set automatically.



<Image Refresh> button
Refresh the image of the displayed part in the vision window.
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7.2.2.3.

CENTER AREA
Sets the part inspection range and part center in order to recognize a part easily.



<Align & ROI> switch button
Using the mouse will automatically set the part inspection range and part center by
drawing a rectangle using the mouse so that the part is to be included in the vision
window.
In addition, it creates a part image by automatically rotating the part image at an angle
at which the part can be easily edited.
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Memo

If the <Align & ROI> switch button is selected, the part editor will
remove all registered shape objects and create a new shape object.
This button is mainly selected to register or edit parts in the ELITE
PRO.
On the other hand, when editing the existing part, select the manual
option to edit the part while maintaining the registered shape object.



<Manual ROI> switch button
It is possible to draw a rectangle manually using the mouse so that the part is to be
included in the vision window and set the part inspection range.



<Manual Align> switch button
It is possible to rotate the part image manually using the mouse so that it will be
parallel with the horizontal line displayed in the vision window.
First, using the mouse, draw a horizontal line in parallel with the horizontal line
displayed in the vision window and rotate the part image.



<Manual Center Point> switch button
It is possible to set the part center manually using the mouse.
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7.2.2.4.

EDIT SHAPE
Creates or edits a shape object to have the vision system recognize the part.

1:

Object Editing Icon Button

2:

Adjust Object Size Button



<Object List> group
Displays the list of registered shape objects. The vision system can recognize a part
using the shape object registered here.


Body
As a shape object defining the body of a part, it can be edited but cannot be
deleted. A circle or rectangle can be selected.
It is possible to select an Body object as shown in the following figure and adjust
the width and height of an object while selecting a round dot using the mouse.

In order to adjust the size of the round dot so that it can be easily selected on the
machine's panel, adjust the size using the combo box at the bottom left of the
vision window.
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<Width> edit box
Input the width of an object to suit the image of an actual part. If the selected
object is round, input the diameter.



<Height> edit box
Input the height of an object to suit the image of an actual part. Only when the
selected object is rectangular is this enabled.



Lead/ Lead Group
Edits a lead shape to a defined object or deletes it.
The following shows the Gull Wing, J Lead and Land types of leads.

The following shows the coil type of lead.

The following shows the electrode type of lead.

The following shows that the object type is the lead group.
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<Type> combo box
Selects the type of the lead to be recognized.





Gull Wing: Bent outward, such as SOP and QFP.



J Lead: Bent inward, such as SOJ and PLCC.



LAND: Exists inside the body, such as QFN.



Coil: Applies a coil algorithm, such as Chip-Rect (Coil).



Electrode: Recognizes a pad, such as a rectangular chip part.

<Shape> combo box
Selects the lead shape.


When the lead is of Gull Wing, J Lead and Land types.
Select the shape most similar to the lead shape.

Shape definition - Lead (Rectangle)

1:

Lead width change (Pitch not to be changed)

2:

Lead Length change (Pitch not to be changed)
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Shape definition - Lead (Roof)

1:

Lead width change (Pitch not to be changed)

2:

Lead Length change (Pitch not to be changed)

3:

Foot length change

Shape definition - Lead (Fork)



1:

Lead width change (Pitch not to be changed)

2:

Lead Length change (Pitch not to be changed)

3:

Foot length change

When the lead is of coil type.
Select the shape which is adequate to recognize a coil part.
-

:When the bright shapes on the right and left are recognized
clearly
Shape definition - Lead (Coil Type1)
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-

1:

Length of the rectangle in the X direction

2:

Length of the rectangle in the Y direction

3:

Spacing in the X direction - bilateral symmetry

:When the outer frames of bright shapes on the right and left are
unclear
Shape definition - Lead (Coil Type2)

-

1:

Length of the rectangle in the X direction

2:

Length of the rectangle in the Y direction

3:

Spacing in the X direction - bilateral symmetry

:When the inner frames of bright shapes on the right and left are
unclear
Shape definition - Lead (Coil Type3)
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1:

Length of the rectangle in the X direction

2:

Length of the rectangle in the Y direction

3:

Spacing in the X direction - bilateral symmetry

-

:When the central shape of the part is recognized clearly
Shape definition - Lead (Coil Type4)



1:

Spacing in the X direction

2:

Line length in the Y direction - bilateral symmetry

When the lead is of electrode type.
Since it is applied to a rectangular chip part, the shape is fixed as a
rectangle.



<Count/Count XY> edit box
When the lead is of Gull Wing, J Lead and Land type, sets the number of leads
on the selected object.
When the leads exist above/below the body center, input the number of leads
which exist in the X direction. (SOP, SOJ)
When the leads exist at the left and right of the body center, input the number
of leads which exist in the Y direction. (SOP2, SOJ2)
When the leads exist in four directions from the body center, input the number
of leads which exist in the X and Y directions. (QFP, PLCC)
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<Position> combo box
When the lead is of Gull Wing, J Lead and Land type, selects the direction in
which the lead selected from the body center.
However, this menu is disabled when the selected object is a lead group.
Left / Right / Up / Down



<Pitch/ Pitch XY> edit box
Sets the distance between leads when the selected object is a lead group.
When the leads exist above/below the body center, input the lead interval in
the X direction.
When the leads exist at the left/right of the body center, input the lead pitch in
the Y direction.



<Foot> edit box
When the lead is of Gull Wing, J Lead and Land type, input the length of the
area where the lead comes into contact with the solder on the upper surface of
the PCB.



<X/ Y> edit box
Input the X and Y offsets between the vision window center and the center of
the selected object.



<Width> edit box
Input the width of an object to suit the image of an actual part. If the selected
object is round, input the diameter.



<Height> edit box
Input the height of an object to suit the image of an actual part. Only when the
selected object is rectangular is this enabled.



<Tolerance %> edit box
Even though there will be a difference between the recognized part shape and
the shape object of the registered part, input the allowable level as a
percentage.
For example, if the tolerance is set to 10%, the data of the registered shape
object is 10 and the shape data of the actually recognized part is 11, the vision
system considers that the shape of the recognized part is a normal shape.
In order to set detailed tolerance by major recognition parameter, click the
<Detail> button at the right.



<Detail> button
Sets the over-tolerance and under-tolerance for the length, width, foot and
pitch, respectively.
Over-tolerance: Allows the tolerance to exceed the set value
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Under-tolerance: Allows the tolerance less than the set value


<Ungroup> button
When the selected object is a lead group, clicking this button will ungroup the
object.



<Fix proportion> switch button
Enabled when the selected object is a lead group. Selecting this button will
adjust the size of each lead by maintaining the ratio when adjusting the size of
the lead group.



Ball/ Ball Group
Edits a ball shape to a defined object or deletes it.
The following shows the BGA.

The following shows the Flip Chip.



<Type> combo box
Selects the form of arrangement of the balls to be recognized.


Regular
Refers to the type where the ball arrangement is standardized.



Checker
Refers to the type with a standardized ball and ball gap.



Rev. Checker
Refers to the type where the ball and ball gap positions are changed in the
case of the Checker type.



Flip Chip
Refers to the type where irregular ball gaps exist.



<Edit Balls> button
Edits the ball arrangement. When the ball type is "Checker" or "Rev.
Checker", this button is disabled.
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In the case of BGA, sets the number of balls in X and Y directions. In the case
of “Checker” or “Rev. Checker” type, the empty area is also reflected on the
number of balls. Therefore, in the case of “Checker” or “Rev. Checker” type,
the number of balls is always an odd number.


<BGA Flag> combo box
Selects the ball color.

White
Selected when the ball looks white.

Black
Selected when the ball looks black.

W & B (White and Black)
Selected when the center of the ball looks black and the outer side looks.


<Pitch XY> edit box
Enable only for BGA. Input the distance between the ball center and the center
of the adjacent ball in the X direction.
Input the distance between the ball center and the center of the adjacent ball in
the Y direction.
In the case of the “Checker” or “Rev. Checker” type, set the ball gap assuming
that there is a ball in the empty area.



<Score> edit box
The “Score” is the numerical value that indicates how accurately the ball
shape recognized by the vision system matches with the registered ball object
data.
For example, if this value is 1000, it means complete conformity. However, in
general, it is set to 600. If this value is too small, recognition accuracy
decreases, and if it is too great, the rejection result appears defective in many
cases.



<Diameter> edit box
Input the ball diameter.



<Tolerance%> edit box
Even though there will be a difference between the recognized part shape and
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the shape object of the registered part, input the allowable level as a
percentage.
For example, if the tolerance is set to 10%, the data of the registered shape
object is 10 and the shape data of the actually recognized part is 11, the vision
system considers that the shape of the recognized part is a normal shape.
In order to set detailed tolerance by major recognition parameter, click the
<Detail> button at the right.


<Detail> button
Sets the over-tolerance and under-tolerance for the ball diameter and ball
pitch, respectively.
Over-tolerance: Allows the tolerance to exceed the set value
Under-tolerance: Allows the tolerance less than the set value



<Algorithm> combo box
Selects algorithm for BGA component recognition. Available algorithms are
as follows;


Ball
Recognizes using ball only. It is used for BGA that has distinct balls as in
the PBGA.



Ball & Body
Considers the component body and ball simultaneously. It is used for the
BGA where it is difficult to distinguish the ball and the body as in the
BGA.



Corner
Edits a corner shape to a defined object or deletes it.



<Shape> group
Selects the shape most similar to the corner shape of an actual part.
or
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can be selected.

Shape definition - Corner Type1
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1:

Length of the corner in the X direction

2:

Length of the corner in the Y direction

Shape definition - Corner Type2

1:

Length of the corner in the X direction

2:

Length of the corner in the Y direction

3:

Length of the Gap in the Y direction

4:

Length of the Gap in the X direction

Shape definition - Corner Type3

1:

Length of the corner in the X direction

2:

Length of the corner in the Y direction

3:

X gap for rounding start

4:

Y gap for rounding start

Shape definition - Corner Type4
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1:

Length of the corner in the X direction

2:

Length of the corner in the Y direction

3:

X gap for bending start

4:

Y gap for bending start

<Gap XY> edit box
Enabled only when the
is selected in the <Shape> group. Input the size of
the corner in the X and Y directions.



<Algorithm> combo box
Selects the vision algorithm to be used to perform the corner check.


Fine
Selected in cases to recognizes the boundary of the corner precisely. It is
recommended that this method be selected.



Rough
Selected when the value for the boundary of the corner is not checked. It is
not recommended that this method be selected.



<Score> edit box
The “Score” is the numerical value that indicates how accurately the part
shape recognized by the vision system matches with the registered corner
object data. This “Score” has a value between 0 and 1000 points.



<Position> check button
Of the four corners of the corner parts, select the section corresponding to the
shape selected from the <Shape> group.
The vision parameter related to the corner is applied to the section selected
here.



<Width> edit box
Input the width of an object to suit the image of an actual part. If the selected
object is round, input the diameter.



<High> edit box
Input the height of an object to suit the image of an actual part. Only when the
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selected object is rectangular is this enabled.


Mark
Edits a direction mark shape to a defined object or deletes it.

The following shows the Flip Check.

1:

Sets Brightness / Difference



<Type> combo box
Select the direction mark type to edit.


Direction Mark
Selected when a user edits the mark displaying the direction of IC and
BGA.



Flip Check
Selected when a user edits the mark to divide the top surface and bottom
surface of the Chip R and LED.

Memo

In the following cases, the 'Flip Check' function cannot be used.



When the top and bottom surface shapes of the part are the same



When the image of the top and bottom surfaces is not contrasted
clearly
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<Shape> group


When the 'Direction Mark' is selected as a direction mark type
Select the direction mark shape. (triangle, rectangle, circle)
-



Shape definition - Mark (Direction Mark)

1:

Position change of the selected point (Up - Down)

2:

Position change of the selected point (Left - Right)

When the 'Flip Check' is selected as a direction mark type
Displayed when the <Mark Area (2)> switch button is selected.
Selects a shape to the mark or convex-concave on the bottom surface of
the LED. If the convex-concave shape is selected, the brightness of the
selected area as well as the direction of a protrusion are checked. This,
therefore, prevents the part from being placed upside down.

Square: There is no shape.
Triangle 0: Triangle mark in the 0° direction.
Triangle 90: Triangle mark in the 90° direction.
Triangle 180: Triangle mark in the 180° direction.
Triangle 270: Triangle mark in the 270° direction.
Left Convex: There is a recess or protrusion at the bottom surface of the
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part in the left direction.
Right Convex: There is a recess or protrusion at the bottom surface of the
part in the right direction.
Two Circles: Used when a Lumans LED is placed on a PCB. There is a
round concave shape at the bottom surface of a part.
Rect Convex: Used to place a flash lens on a PCB.
-

-



Shape definition - Mark (LED Check - Rectangle)

1:

Length of the rectangle in the X direction

2:

Length of the rectangle in the Y direction

Shape definition - Mark (LED Check - Triangle)

1:

Position change of the selected point (Up - Down)

2:

Position change of the selected point (Left - Right) Always an equilateral
triangle

<4-Way Placement Set> check button
As a direction mark type, this check box is displayed when selecting 'Flip
Check'.
When recognizing an LED, if it is picked up by being rotated by 180°, this
function places it by rotating it by 180° without dumping it. This check box is
selected when using the bowl feeder.
In order to use this function, the characteristics, position and size of the LED
mark must be inputted correctly.
When there is a symmetrical mark on the bottom surface of the part, exercise
care not to use this function.
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<Pos.> combo box
Selecting 'Triangle' as the shape of the mark direction after selecting 'Mark
Direction' as the type of direction mark will enable this combo box.
Select the position at which the direction mark exists on a part.



<Color> combo box
As a direction mark type, this check button is displayed when selecting 'Flip
Check' as a direction mark shape.
Select the color of the direction mark. Available colors are as follows:


White
Select the mark looks brighter than its surroundings. When the mark shape
is 'Left Convex' and 'Right Convex', this color cannot be selected.



Black
Select the mark looks darker than its surroundings.



<Brightness> edit box
As a direction mark type, this input field is displayed when selecting 'Flip
Check' as a direction mark shape.
Refers to the reference value of the area. The area with a value less than the
reference value can be considered normal. Generally, it has a value of 200 and
above.



<Difference> edit box
When the <Mark Area (2)> switch button is selected after selecting 'Flip
Check' as a direction mark type, this input field is displayed.
Input the minimum value of the difference in brightness between Clear Area
(1) and Mark Area (2). In general, input 40.



‘Set Brightness / Difference’ area
It is possible to set the Brightness and Difference values.



High / Middle / Low
It is possible to apply the default set value depending on the Brightness
and Difference level.



<X/ Y> edit box
Input the X and Y offsets between the vision window center and the center of
the selected object.
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<Width> edit box
Input the width of an object to suit the image of an actual part. If the selected
object is round, set the diameter.



<Height> edit box
Input the height of an object to suit the image of an actual part. Only when the
selected object is rectangular is this enabled.



<Clear Area (1)> switch button
Selected in order to set the area where there is no LED mark.



<Mark Area (2)> switch button
Selected in order to set the Black area where there is an LED mark.



Others
Edits other shapes to objects or deletes them.



<Shape> group
It is possible to select shapes such as straight lines, rectangles, triangles,
circles, polygons, etc.


Shape definition - Others (Line)
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1:
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Length and direction of the line ( Position change of the selected point )

Shape definition - Others (Rectangle)

1:

Length of the rectangle in the X direction

2:

Length of the rectangle in the Y direction

Shape definition - Others (Triangle)

1:

Position change of the selected point

2:

Position change of the selected point

3:

Position change of the selected point

Shape definition - Others (Circle)

1:

Length of the oval in the X direction

2:

Length of the oval in the Y direction

Part Registration




Shape definition - Others (Polygon)

1:

Basic Marker(Min Mark: 3)

2:

Basic Marker

3:

Basic Marker

4:

Basic Marker

5:

Additional Marker (Double clicking the line will add a marker / Double clicking a
marker will remove the marker)

6:

Additional Marker

<X/ Y> edit box
Input the X and Y offsets between the vision window center and the center of
the selected object.



<Width> edit box
This input field is not enabled when the selected object is a dot, straight line,
triangle or polygon.
Input the width of an object to suit the image of an actual part. If the selected
object is round, input the diameter.



<Height> edit box
This input field is not enabled when the selected object is a dot, straight line,
triangle or polygon.
Input the height of an object to suit the image of the actual part.



Object Editing Icon button
Can be used when editing a shape object in the machine's panel monitor.



Move Object
After pressing this button, select an object to be moved. It is then possible to move
the selected object using the Edit & Adjust Key.



Adjust Object Size
After pressing this button, select an object whose size is to be adjusted. It is then
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possible to adjust the size of the selected object using the Edit & Adjust Key.
Adjust Lead Pitch



After pressing this button, select an object whose lead pitch is to be adjusted. It is
then possible to adjust the lead pitch of the selected object using the Edit & Adjust
Key.
Adjust Lead Foot Length



After pressing this button, select an object whose lee foot size is to be adjusted. It
is then possible to adjust the lead foot size of the selected object using the Edit &
Adjust Key.
Adjust Lead Num



After pressing this button, select an object whose Lead Num (lead count) is to be
adjusted. It is then possible to adjust the Lead Num(lead count) of the selected
objects using the Edit & Adjust Key.


Edit Adjust Key
After selecting the Edit Object icon button, it is possible to move the corresponding
object and adjust the related properties of the object using the Edit Adjust Key.
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Move Object


:Moves an object to the left



:Moves an object to the right



:Moves an object up



:Moves an object down

Object Size/ Pitch/ Foot Length


/

:Adjusts the value so that it will increase.



/

:Adjusts the value so that it will decrease.

Lead Num/ Corner Width and Length

Part Registration



/
Increases/ decreases the value when the leads are on or beneath the body.
Increases/ decrease the corner length.



/
Increases/ decreases the value when the leads are at the left or right of the
body
Increases/ decrease the corner width.



‘Button’ Menu
Performs partial automatic recognition, adds an object, copies and deletes an object,
and performs object grouping.



button
Automatically recognizes the part shape partially in the area selected by the user
from the vision window.

1) Select a shape object to be added (Lead)

2) Drag and select the area to be recognized partially using the mouse
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3) Create a shape object to be recognized partially and perform a recognition test



button
Adds a lead, ball, corner, mark and other shape objects manually.



button
Deletes the object selected from the <Object List> group.
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button

Part Registration
Copies the object selected from the <Object List> group.



Past One
Adds an object identical to the selected object.



Paste Mirror
Adds an object so that it will be symmetrical to the selected object.



paste Quarter
Adds objects so that they will be symmetrical to each other in four directions.



button
Groups the objects selected from the <Object List> group.

7.2.2.5.

RECOG. OPTION
Sets the option related parameters allowing a part to be recognized under various
conditions by part.



<Recog. Option> group
It is possible to set the recognition option applied to all parts.


<Recognition Area Margin> edit box
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If the area obtained by adding the 'Recognition Area Margin' to the part size is
called the ‘Part Recognition Area’, in normal cases the shape of the picked part
must be within the ‘Part Recognition Area’.
However, even though the shape of the picked part has gotten out of the ‘Part
Recognition Area’ due to other external factors, if the part can be placed properly
by compensating the extent of deviation, it is possible to place the corresponding
part properly by setting the 'Recognition Area Margin'.
In general, set a value within the range of 0~6. For a chip part, it is recommended
that the default value be used.



Part Size

Recognition Area Margin

0402~1608

0.750

2012~3216

1.500

3216~□5mm

2.000

□5mm~□10mm

3.000

1:

Center of Mechanism

2:

Area with a Recognition Area Margin of '0'

3:

Part Recognition Area

<Recog. Threshold> combo box
The image viewed through the vision window consists of each pixel. Each pixel
has its own value from 0~ 255 according to the degree of viewed brightness.
Here, the 'Threshold' signifies the boundary value that distinguishes whether to
recognize each pixel as white or black.



<Center Offset> group


<Center Offset check> check box
When it is not possible to set the part center as a pickup point, it is possible to set
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Part Registration
the position of the part to be picked up by applying an offset based on the part
center.
Selecting this selection box will set the X, Y and Z offsets from the part center
from the actual part pickup position.
For more details regarding part recognition option parameters other than those described
here, refer to “7.2.2.5.1. Recognition Option Setup by Part”.
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7.2.2.5.1. Recognition Option Setup by Part
Describes the option related parameters allowing a part to be recognized under various
conditions by part.


Leadless Part (Chip)
Describes the recognition option applied to most of the leadless parts.


<Tolerance H(+)> edit box
In general, a part has a manufacturing tolerance. When the size of the recognized
part is larger than that in the registered part data, if its tolerance is not considered,
its inspection result will be no good.
Therefore, when recognizing a part, input the extent of the allowable difference
between the actual size and registered size as a percentage.
That is, when the value obtained by recognizing an actual part with the vision
system is greater than the input value, if the actual data value is allowed up to 1.3
times of the input data, the upper tolerance is 30%.
For the following chip parts, set the parameters referring to the following. For
other chip parts, it is recommended that the default value be used.


Chip-Circle
Tolerance is applied not to the length but to the area.
If a tolerance is applied to 10% of the diameter, the square of the diameter
must be applied. Therefore, apply 21% actually. (Tolerance (Over, Under)
=1.1´1.1=1.21 )



Chip-C 0402 /Chip-R 0402 /Chip-C 0603 /Chip-R 0603/ Chip-R 1005
Set the tolerance to be greater than the value to be set by more than 10%. For
example, when setting the tolerance to 20%, actually apply 30%.



<Tolerance H(-)> edit box
If the size of the recognized part is smaller than the registered part data, input the
tolerance as a percentage.
That is, when the actually recognized value is smaller than the input value, if the
actual data value is allowed up to 0.7 times of the input data, the lower tolerance
will be 30%.
For the following chip parts, set the parameters referring to the following. For
other chip parts, it is recommended that the default value be used.


Chip-Circle
Tolerance is applied not to the length but to the area.
If a tolerance is applied to 10% of the diameter, the square of the diameter
must be applied. Therefore, apply 21% actually. (Tolerance (Over, Under)
=1.1´1.1=1.21 )
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Chip-C 0402 /Chip-R 0402 /Chip-R 1005

Part Registration
Set the tolerance to be greater than the value to be set by more than 10%. For
example, when setting the tolerance to 20%, actually apply 30%.


<Ignore Center Offset> check box
If the <Ignore Center Offset> check box is not selected, when the part picked up
deviates from the part center by more than 20% compared to the part size, the
machine will dump the corresponding part.
If the part picked up deviates from the part center by more than 20%, even though
the part center offset is compensated, the machine will dump the corresponding
part because its placement accuracy is reduced.
However, if the <Ignore Center Offset> check box has been selected, the center
offset is not checked when recognizing a part.
For a chip part, if this function is applied, even though the part picked up deviated
slightly from the part center, the corresponding part is placed without being
dumped.

Memo


This function is not applied to the Chip-Rect and Trimmer.

<Inspection in only 0°> check box
In the case of a specific part, the difference in the recognition ratio often occurs
according to the direction in which the part is picked up to the nozzle when
recognizing the part.
At this time, if this function is selected after registering the corresponding part
based on the direction for better recognition ratio, the part is recognized always at
the registered angle when recognizing the corresponding part.



<Rough Check> check box
If an error occurs during part recognition because the shape of the part to be
recognized does not exactly correspond to the vision algorithm data, select the
<Rough Check> check box.
If the <Rough Check> check box is selected, even though the special shape of the
part to be recognized is slightly incorrect compared to the vision data, if the part
layout is the same as the set vision data by checking the part layout, the part is
recognized normally.

Memo



The 'Rough Check' function is apply only to the Chip-Rect and
Trimmer.

<R Flip Auto Check> check box
Selected when checking the flipping of Chip-R automatically.
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<Rank> group
Clicking the <Rank Setting> button will display the following dialog box that can
set the rank. This function is used only for LED parts.



button
Adds a new rank.



button
Deletes the selected rank.



<OK> button.
Saves the changed rank information and closes the dialog box.



<Cancel> button
Closes the window without saving the changed rank information.

Once the rank is registered, it is possible to select the rank from the “Tape” tab
dialog box as shown in the following figure and check the information on the LED
brightness.

Memo
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When placing an LED whose rank has been set, check the rank of the
LED supplied from the feeder before starting production.

Part Registration

When using the rank function, even the same part is considered to be a different
part depending on the rank.
Therefore, considering the LED rank in the T-OLP of the T-Solution, arrange the
tape feeders and perform optimization.


Leaded Part (IC)
Describes the recognition option applied to most of the leaded parts.


<Accuracy Option> Select Box
The user can easily set the detail parameters related to part recognition.



Simple/ Normal/ Detail
It is possible to apply the default set value according to the part recognition
level. If this item is selected, the detail parameter values that can be set by
clicking the <Detail> button will be set according to the items selected from
the <Accuracy Option> selection box.



<Detail> button
Sets the detail parameters related to the recognition of IC parts.
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<Find Lead Tips Accurately> check button
Selected in cases to used to recognize the lead end accurately. In the case
of the connector whose leads exist at SOP or only one direction with the
number of leads exceeding 8, checking this check button will increase the
recognition accuracy.



<Advance body recognition> check button
Selected in cases to calculates the approximate position of the part by
using the part body information when recognizing the part.



<Use the lead width inspection> check box
Inspects the width of each lead to check if it is within the allowable value.



<Use the lead position inspection> check box
Inspects the length of each lead to check if it is within the allowable value.



<Use Edge Matching> check button
Selected when using the 'Edge Matching' function.



<Threshold for body recognition> edit box
Enabled when the <Use Edge Matching> check button is selected. Set the
Threshold when recognizing the body. (0~100)
If leads exist only in one direction and a pattern similar to the lead exists
on the body when recognizing a connector, inputting 100 for this item can
reduce the dump rate.



<Sampling level for body recognition> edit box
Enabled when the <Use Edge Matching> check button is selected. Set the
sampling accuracy when recognizing the body. (0~10, 0: auto)
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Use the default value.


<Sampling level for lead recognition> edit box
Enabled when the <Use Edge Matching> check button is selected. When
recognizing the lead, set the sampling accuracy. (0~10, 0: auto)
Use the default value.

Memo

Of the connector parts, if a part cannot be registered as a User-IC, it
can be registered using this function.
In the case of a connector whose various lead lengths and lead pitches
exist in one direction, using this function after registering all lead
lengths and lead pitches will allow a part to be easily recognized.



<MFOV Type> Select Box
In the case of a large part that cannot be recognized at a time using the fix camera,
the vision system performs split recognition several times.
Selectable types of split recognition are as follows:


None
Selected when not using the 'Split Recognition ' function (MFOV).



Cross 2P
Used for QFP and PLCC types, Selected when recognizing the part twice in
the diagonal direction of the part.



Cross 4P
Used for QFP and PLCC types, Selected when recognizing the part four times
in both the diagonal directions of the part.



Linear H
Used for connectors. Checks the left and right surfaces twice in the horizontal
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Linear V
Used for connectors. Checks the upper and lower surfaces twice in the vertical
direction.



<MFOV Length (mm)> View Field
Inputs the distance through which the head is to move for split recognition.



<Heat Sink> check box
Selected when a radiator is attached on the part body. If this function is selected,
when there are more than two upper leads, only the lower lead is recognized
without recognizing the upper leads.

Memo


This 'Heat Sink' function is applied only to TR and small SOP.

Ball Parts (BGA, Flip Chip)
Describes the recognition option applied to most of ball parts. For more detailed
description, refer to the description on the MFOV of a leaded part (IC).


MFOV Type
Applied to both BGA and flip chip.



MFOV Length
Applied only to BGA.
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Leadless (Chip)
Description

All

Recognition
Area Margin

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

Recognition
Threshold

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

Polarity

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

Polarity
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O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

Center Offset
Check

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

Inspection in
only 0°

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

Overtolerance

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

Undertolerance

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

Ignore
Center Offset

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O
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O

Part Registration

7.2.2.6.

SETUP Z
Sets the data related to part height and SVS.



<SVS Vision> group
Enabled in the machine MMI. Displays the side image of the picked part viewed by
the SVS camera of the machine.



<Graphic Image> group
Describes the vision parameters related to height using graphic images.



<Z Properties> group
Sets the parameters related to part height.


<Thickness (mm)> edit box
Input the part height.



<Depth Z (mm)> edit box
Input the depth of the groove on top of the part. Unless there is a special purpose,
set the depth to “0”. For a part that cannot be picked up at its top surface, this
parameter must be set.
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Memo

Depth Z affects the pickup and placement height.

1:

Nozzle

2:

Pickup Surface of Part

3:

Bottom Surface of Part

4:

Placement Surface of Part

Caution

If Depth Z is set, it is automatically reflected on the pickup
height (Pickup Z). Therefore, when Depth Z is set, do not
modify Pickup Z manually in the ‘Tape’ tab dialog box.

In the case of a part whose pickup height must be modified
such as a part supplied by the embossed tape, select
'General' of the Common Data of the part and select the
'Pickup Data' tab to modify the Z value. (Refer to the
<Pickup Data> tab in “7.1. New Part Registration”.)
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<Pin Length> edit box

Part Registration
Inputs the pin length. Input the distance between the part bottom surface
contacting the PCB and the end of the pin.


<Recognition Height Z (mm)> edit box
Input the height for part recognition. When recognizing the upper side based on
the bottom surface, set the height to a minus (-) value, and when recognizing the
lower side, input the height to a plus (+)value.



<Get Align Z> button
When this button is clicked, the machine automatically measures the height at
which the part is recognized, and the measured value is entered in the
<Recognition Height Z> edit box.



<Side Recog. Option> group


<Side View Use> check button
Selected when checking for defective part pickup using a Side View Camera
(SVS).
For 0402 ~ 1608 chip parts, apply this function.



<SVS Validation Area -> edit box
Even though the value measured by the camera is slightly smaller than the height
(thickness) of the registered part, input the allowable range by which the currently
picked part is considered effective. The unit is in mm. Use the default set value.
If 0.05 is inputted while the height of the registered part is 0.2, when the part
height measured by the SVS camera is greater than 0.15 and less than 0.20, the
vision system considers that the currently picked part is effective.



<SVS Validation Area +> edit box
Even though the value measured by the camera is slightly greater than the height
(thickness) of the registered part, input the allowable range by which the currently
picked part is considered effective. The unit is in mm. Use the default set value.



<Side View After Pickup> Check box
Enabled when the <Side View Use> check button is selected. Selected in cases to
check for part pickup using the SVS camera after picking up a microchip.



<Side View After Place> Check box
Enabled when the <Side View Use> check button is selected. Selected in cases to
check for part placement using the SVS camera after placing a microchip.



<Side View After Dump> Check box
Enabled when the <Side View Use> check button is selected. Selected in cases to
check for part dumping using the SVS camera after dumping a microchip.4



<Recommend SVS> button
Applies the default value to all part parameters related to the SVS.
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7.2.2.7.

COMMON DATA
Sets the handling parameters related to part pickup and placement.

1:

Common Parameter



<Package> tab
Sets the parameters related to part supply and pickup.
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<Feeding Y Offset> edit box
Used when supplying parts by setting the pitch of the 8mm tape feeder to 4mm.
If the size Y of the part is greater than 2.2mm, the part pickup may interfere with
the tape guide.
In this case, it is possible to set the part pickup position by inputting the Y offset
value in the <Y Offset> edit box. (Input range: 0 ~ 0.5mm)



<Use the Splicing Skip> check button
The splicing skip function is to supply parts by skipping some parts in the section
where existing tape is spliced with a new tape in the tape feeder since parts are not
supplied at this connected section.
When using this function, select this check box.



<Splicing Skip Count> edit box
If the splicing check sensor detects a spliced section, parts are supplied by
skipping as many parts as is set here.



<Splicing Skip Margin> edit box
Inputs the number of parts to be skipped in addition to the part count set in the
<Splicing Skip Count> edit box.



<Feeding Speed> selection box
Selects the feeding speed of the tape feeder selected from the <Feeder> selection
box.
In the case of a micro part, it may jump up and cause a pickup error during part
feeding. This problem may be solved by reducing the part feeding speed.





Normal: Supplies parts at normal speed.



Slow1: Supplies parts at a slightly slower speed.



Slow2: Supplies parts at slow speed.

<Part Count/Reel> edit box
Input the default number of parts for the part reel that supplies the corresponding
part. When using the Basic IT function, it is used as default count for the
corresponding part.



<Reel Transparency> check box
When splicing the tape using transparent tape, this function is selected in the case
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that the vision system can detect the tape splicing.


<Pickup Data> tab
Sets the parameters related to the pickup of the supplied parts.



<Sync Pickup Tol(%) - X/Y> edit box
When more than two spindles pick parts from the feeder simultaneously, sets the
tolerance for the pick-up position in the X/ Y direction as a percentage of the part
size in the X/ Y direction.
The default value is 15%. If the tolerance for simultaneous pickup is greater than
the default value, simultaneous pickup is performed well, but may cause a pickup
error.
In the case of micro parts, this value must be small, and pocket teaching must be
performed for parts smaller than the 1005 chip to reduce the part dump rate.
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Memo

Conditions for Simultaneous Pickup
1. The part must be picked up when the center of the head picking a
part is within the tolerance range.
2. In the case of the interlocked heads, the R value must be identical
when picking up a part.
3. The maximum tolerance of the X and Y must be less than 0.5mm.

1:

Head Center (Actual Pickup Point)

2:

Part Align Point

Here, the tolerance means the offset from the align point of the part to the head
center, which is the actual pickup point.


<Pick Type> selection box
Select the method to pick parts.


Normal
Selected in cases to pick a part in the normal manner.



Virtual Pick
Selected in cases to performs part placement without placing a part actually.
All activities of part pickup and placement are performed using the part center.
However, if the part is long, even though it was placed being held at the
center, both sides of the long part may not come into contact with the PCB
sufficiently.
In this case, this problem can be solved, by pressing the part again so that both
sides of the part or certain section of it may come in contact with the PCB.
As such, this function is useful when performing setup in order to set the
position corresponding to the section with which the specific part already
installed needs to be in close contact without picking up an actual part in order
to have the corresponding part come into close contact with the PCB.
After setting the placement point by using the specific part that needs such
function first, create the next placement point as much as necessary by using
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the corresponding part.
Then, after placing the specific part first, have it come into close contact with
the PCB with the Virtual Pick.


<Retry> selection box
Sets the retry count of part pickup when part pickup failed. Selectable retry count
is 1 - 5.



<Enable Pocket Teach XY> check box
If this check box is selected, the Pocket Teach function of the feeding device that
feeds the corresponding part is automatically set up in the 'Feeders' dialog box.

In order to allow the Pocket Teach to be actually applied, the Pocket Teach option
of the Preference submenu of the System Setup menu must be set up.

Memo





For parts fed by an 8mm tape feeder, it is recommended that this
function be applied.



Basically, the black splicing tape must be used.

<Vacuum Check> check button
Selected when checking vacuum pressure first before picking or placing a part.
Since the micro chip is very small, even though it has not been actually placed
after performing placement, not only is it difficult to detect such errors in the next
process but also great effort is needed when placing the part again (applicable to
1608 chip and smaller). If this function is used, the machine compares the vacuum
pressure when picking a part with the vacuum pressure when placing it finally and
checks whether there is any difference.
If so, the part may have dropped down due to any reason while the head moves to
the placement point after picking it up.



<Pickup Offset> group


<X Offset> edit box
It is recommended to use the value without setting the offset.
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<Y Offset> edit box

Part Registration
It is recommended to use the value without setting the offset.


<Z Offset> edit box
For parts supplied by a tape feeder, it is recommended to set the Z value
referring to the following table:

Tape
Feeder
8mm

Tape Type

Z

Paper／PE Part thickness

8mm

Emboss

-0.2
(Manual teaching for particular
parts)

Larger than
12mm



Emboss

-0.2
(Manual teaching for particular
parts)

<R (Pick Up Angle)> edit box
It is recommended to use the value without setting the offset.



<Delay Time> tab
Sets the delay time related to the head movement when the head spindle picks, places
and dumps a part.
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<Pickup> edit box
Input the time from when the head spindle has stopped after moving down for part
pickup until it starts to move up.
The following is the 'Pickup Delay Time’ Sequence Diagram.



<Placement> edit box
Input the time from when the head spindle has stopped after moving down for part
placement until it starts to move up.
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<Vac Off> edit box
During component placement, the delay time after the head spindle has come
down until vacuum is off.

For example, if the ‘Place’, ‘Vac OFF’ and ‘Blow ON’ are set to 50, 10 and 10
respectively,


The time required is 50ms from the time the Z axis finishes moving down for
placement until the Z axis begins to move up after all processes are completed.



The ‘Vac off’ 10 means that the vacuum will be turned off in 10ms after the Z
axis finishes moving down for placement.



The ‘Blow ON’ 10 refers to the delay time from the time the Z axis finishes
moving down to the time the Blow On is performed.
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Memo

Normally, the type of the time graph becomes different by parts.
For example, in the case of the general rectangular chips greater
than 1608, the parts are very light. Therefore, if the Z-axis moves
up before the vacuum disappears completely, the part may fall to
the PCB when the vacuum disappears while it moves up along
with the head.
In other words, item (3) in the following figure may act as the most
important factor for general rectangular chips.
From many test and experiment results, it was known that the
required time in item (3) was at least 0ms up to 20ms. Since this is
very important, the user must have this in mind.
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Memo

In the case of the QFP for fine pitch parts, when the Z-axis moves
down at high speed to place the part, it may physically collide with
the PCB.
In addition, such impact may shake the PCB slightly and cause the
solder paste to be mashed. Therefore, placing the parts in this manner
may cause the reduction of placement accuracy.
Such situation can be prevented by controlling the Vac off delay time.
That is, the part is held by a vacuum until various external factors are
stabilized, after which the vacuum is turned off after the external
factors disappear to prevent the problem.
The Vac off delay time corresponds to item (1) of the following
figure.
In the case of parts with general pitch, even though the time in the
above item (1) is not considered, it does not have great influence on
the placement accuracy.
However, in the case of parts with fine pitch or those that may cause
the above problem, it may be beneficial to set the time in item (1)
short.
Generally, the Vac off delay time is set to 20~30% of the total delay
time in item (4). Since this is very important, the user must have
this in mind.



<Blow On> edit box
During component placement, The time from vacuum off till blown on once the
head stops upon completion of descent
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Unit : msec (Possible to setup for 10 msec intervals)


<Dump> edit box
Input the time from when the head spindle has stopped after moving down for part
dumping until it starts to move up.



<Angle when dumping> combo box
In the case of large parts such as a connector or large IC, the angle at which parts
are returned to the dump box or tray must be set so that the corresponding parts
can be dumped normally.
Here, select the angle at which a part is dumped. It can be set in units of 45
degrees.



<Speed> tab
Sets the parameters related to the speed at which the head moves when it picks, places
and dumps a part.

The speed must be set appropriately according to the corresponding part by taking into
overall consideration the nozzle type, part weight, pickup area, etc.
The head moving speed is as follows. The speed profile is set in the system.
1- Fastest: Fastest speed
2- Fast: Fast speed
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3- Middle: Middle speed
4- Slow: Slow speed.
5- Slowest: Slowest speed


<XY> Selection button
Selects the driving speed of the motors of the XY axes. If the speed is
inappropriate depending on parts, actual part placement may not be performed
normally.



<R (Head)> Selection button
Selects the speed of the R-axis motor driving the rotary head barrel. If the speed is
inappropriate depending on parts, the picked part may be slipped so that the angle
of the part may be distorted or it may drop off.



<T (Head Block)> Selection button
Selects the speed of the T-axis motor driving the head spindle. If the speed is
inappropriate depending on parts, the picked part may be slipped so that the angle
of the part may be distorted or it may drop off.



<Z> Option Box
Selects the driving speed of the Z-axis driving motor.



<Detail> button
Selecting this button will enable the following option boxes:


<Z Pick Down> Selection button
When moving down the head spindle for part pickup, selects the driving
speed of the Z-axis motor.
If the speed is inappropriate depending on parts, a part may jump, causing
a pickup error.
The 'Soft Touch' function may be used together if necessary. For this
function, refer to the description of the <Placement> tab.



<Z Pick Up> Selection button
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When moving the head spindle up after part pickup, selects the driving
speed of the Z-axis motor.
If the speed is inappropriate depending on the parts, the picked part may
drop from the nozzle, causing a pickup error.
The 'Soft Touch' function may be used together if necessary. For this
function, refer to the description of the <Placement> tab.


<Z Place Down> Selection button
When moving down the head spindle for part placement, selects the
driving speed of the Z-axis motor.
If the speed is inappropriate depending on the parts, it will cause a crack in
the part or affect the part, causing a problem.
The 'Soft Touch' function may be used together if necessary. For this
function, refer to the description of the <Placement> tab.



<Z Place Up> Selection button
When moving up the head spindle after part placement, selects the driving
speed of the Z-axis motor.
If the speed is inappropriate depending on the parts, it may have an
undesirable effect on placement accuracy.
The 'Soft Touch' function may be used together if necessary. For this
function, refer to the description of the <Placement> tab.



<Z Align Speed>
Sets the speed at which the head spindle moves up/ down for the fix
camera to recognize a part.
Setting the placement speed (up/down) to slow considering placement
accuracy will require more time to move to the Z-axis recognition height.
In order to overcome this problem, the function to designate the speed of
the above two movements is added.
In the case of micro parts to which a pickup error according to the speed at
which the Z-axis moves down, perform a part recognition test changing
the speed and register the Z-axis speed when part recognition is
successfully performed.



<Tray Pallet Speed> group


<Pallet In /Out Speed> option box
Corresponds to the case that the tray feeder is selected in the <Feeder>
selection control. Select the pallet movement speed of the tray feeder when
supplying parts. The types of pitches that can be selected are as follows: (1:
Fastest, 5: Slowest)
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Corresponds to the case that the tray feeder is selected in the <Feeder>
selection control. Sets the up/down movement of the pallet of a tray feeder
when supplying parts. The types of pitches that can be selected are as follows:
(1: Fastest, 5: Slowest)


<Placement> tab
Sets the parameters related to part placement.



<Soft Touch> combo box
This can be applied for the part pickup and placement. It allows the speed of the Z
axis to become 4 (slow) at 2mm height from the PCB upper surface when the head
moves down regardless of the speed set in the <Speed> group.
That is, the speed is controlled in 2 steps for the Z axis. For example, if cracks
occur frequently in the part. The overall speed of the Z axis may be reduced.
However, in this case, overall efficiency decreases.
At this time, the work can be done efficiently using this function.
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Not Use: Set this function so that it is not used.



Pick: Set this function so that it is used only for pickup.



Mount: Set this function so that it is used only for placement.



Pick&Mount: Set this function so that it is used only for pickup and
placement.

Caution

In case of shock sensitive components like CSP or μBGA,
the z-axis related speed parameters must be set according
to the component manufacturer’s specification or standards.
And use the nozzle suitable to component manufacturer’s
specification or standards.
If necessary, please contact our Business Department or
the local agent for the nozzle suitable to component
manufacturer’s specification or standards.



<Place Offset> group
It is possible to set the part placement offset.


<X Offset> edit box
It is possible to set the X offset.



<Y Offset> edit box
It is possible to set the Y offset.



<Z Offset> edit box
It is possible to set the Z offset.



<R (Place Angle> edit box
It is possible to set the R offset.
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<Flux Type> selection box
Selects the method for flux part recognition. This function can be used for the
machine equipped with a flux device.


No Flux
Selected when the part is not a flux part. If this option is selected, the POP
function cannot be used.



Post Flux
Selected in cases to recognizes a part after dipping it into flux.



Pre Flux
Selected in cases to dips a part into flux after recognizing it.



<Flux Depth> edit box
Selects the depth of part dipping into flux. Set the depth based on '0' according to
the properties of the part.



<Flux Thickness> edit box
Input the thickness of the flux film formed on the table.



<Flux Dipping Time> edit box
Input the period of time during which a part remains dipped in flux. The default
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value is 0.2000 and its range is 0.1000~5.000.


<Flux Dipping Inspect> check box
Recognizes the shape of flux applied on the balls of BGA parts.



<Flux Min Ratio(%)> edit box
Sets the ratio of the minimum allowable area of flux recognized by the Vision
against the ball area.



<Flux Max Ratio(%)> edit box
Sets the ratio of the maximum allowable area of flux recognized by the Vision
against the ball area.



<Flux Brightness> edit box
Sets the brightness of flux recognized by the Vision.



<Enable lead scan> check button
Selected when inspecting the leads of an IC part. This function can be used only
for machines equipped with a lead scanner.



<Lead Scan Tolerance> edit box
Input the value that allows the extent by which a lead deviates from the normal
pattern. It is indicated in mm. If the difference in the height of two neighboring
leads is greater than this value or a specific lead deviates from this value when it is
assumed that the inclination of each lead is straight line, the corresponding part is
judged to be defective.



<Lead Scan Gain> edit box
Sets the gain of the light receiving section for the laser spot beam. In general, set
this value to '2'.



<Lead Scan Offset> edit box
Even if it is possible to input and use an offset at the position calculated for lead
scanning, generally set it to '0'.

<Lead Scan Test> button
Performs a lead scan test.
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Chapter8. Feeder Setup
8.1.

Feeder [F4]
The ‘Feeder’ submenu edits data related to tape feeder, stick feeder, and tray feeder. The
user can specify the part to be installed on each feeder, teach the pick-up position, and test
the component pick-up. When this submenu is selected, the initial screen is for the tape
feeder screen.

8.1.1.

Feeder Base
When the feeder base is selected, the following dialog box is displayed and the data on
feeder base can be edited.
Figure8.1

“Feeder: Feeder Base” dialog box

1:

Grid



‘Grid’ group
Display the status of various devices installed on the feeder base including the feeder
type and edit the installation position.
<No> column
A serial number of the feeder base slot. Air pressure type feeder base has 52 slots.
<IO> column
Displays the LED color for the status of the tape feeder installed in the
corresponding slot.
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<Part> column
Select the component to install in the corresponding slot. When the <Part> column
is clicked on, the Combo Box appears, and of the components registered in <1.2
Part>, the list of components to be supplied to “Tape Feeder” is displayed. Select
the component to install in this list. Next is the screen that shows selection of
components in the Combo Box of <Part> column.
Figure8.2“Feeder: When the part is selected in the Feeder Base” screen

Memo

Changing the part in the selected slot to another part will initialize the
Home Offset value set for the corresponding slot to ‘0’.

<Description> column
Note that slot to display the description of installed components.
<Type> column
Displays the type of the device installed in the corresponding slot. Next screen
shows the content displayed in the <Type> column of the feeder base on which
various devices are installed.
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Figure8.3“Feeder: When various devices are installed in the Feeder Base” screen

Of the items displayed in the <Type> column, explanation is given on the
following.
1Half: The corresponding slot is occupied by 1 device installed in the adjacent
slot.
2Half: The corresponding slot is occupied by 2 devices installed in the adjacent
slot.
Full: The corresponding slot is entirely occupied by the device installed in the
adjacent slot.

<Rank> column
Used to register and manage the rank for LED parts. When enabling the <Rank>
column, select the ‘General’ tab dialog box from the ‘Pref.’ submenu of the
‘Sys.Setup’ menu and select the <Use Rank Check> check box.
If an LED part is not registered in the part registration dialog box, the
corresponding part does not appear in the <Rank> column.
The following is the screen where the feeder supplying LED parts is selected from
the feeder base and the rank is selected from the <Rank> column.
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Figure8.4The screen in which the <Rank> column is selected from the “Feeders” dialog
box

Double clicking the <Rank> combo box after selecting the LED part will execute
the dialog box that manages the rank as shown below.
Figure8.5“Rank” dialog box

<Push> column
When the tape feeder is installed in the corresponding slot, Select the number of
cylinder movements needed to move the part tape forward by 1 pitch.
<X> column
When the tape feeder is installed in the corresponding slot, set the X position to
pick up the component supplied from the tape feeder.
<Y> column
When the tape feeder is installed in the corresponding slot, set the Y position to
pick up the component supplied from the tape feeder.
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<Z> column
When the tape feeder is installed in the corresponding slot, set the Y position to
pick up the component supplied from the tape feeder.
<R> column
When the tape feeder is installed in the corresponding slot, set the R
position(rotation angle of the head) to pick up the component supplied from the
tape feeder.
Before picking up the part, the head is rotated as much as is set up for part pickup.
For example, when the special rectangular nozzle is used to pick up the connector,
the part can be picked up without problem only when the longitudinal direction of
the nozzle matches with the longitudinal direction of the part.
However, if the nozzle is set up so that the longitudinal section of the nozzle
becomes long and the horizontal section of the part becomes long, the nozzle must
of course be rotated by 90 degrees to pick up the part normally before picking up
the nozzle.
In this case, it is used to set up the rotation angle when picking up the part.
<PartR> column
When the tape feeder is installed in the corresponding slot, set the ing angle for the
component supplied from the tape feeder.

Memo

Definition on component supply angle and pick-up angle
Supply angle (In the case of user):
Supply angle (In the case of user):

<Skip> column
When the tape feeder is installed in the corresponding slot, select whether to pick
up the component supplied from the tape feeder or not.
To pick it up leave the check box as it is, and check the check box not to pick it up.
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<Dump> column
When the tape feeder is installed in the corresponding slot, select the dump box for
the component supplied from the tape feeder. Available dump boxes are as
follows.
System Dump: the dump box installed in the system, it is installed in the front of
the conveyor of the equipment.
User Dump: the dump box set in the system by the user. The location in the
system must be set.
<PT> column
The Pocket Teach is a function that allows the part to be picked up by teaching the
pickup point when restarting the work on the part to which pickup error occurred.
Determine whether to use the Pocket Teach function when picking up the part
supplied by the corresponding feeder. (ON: Use, OFF: Not used)
In order to allow the Pocket Teach to be actually applied, the Pocket Teach option
of the Preference submenu of the System Setup menu must be set up.

Caution

Regardless of the result of the setup performed in the
current <Result> column, opening the PCB file again will
initialize the <Result> column by setting the parameters
related to 'Pocket Teach' among the registered part data.
The pick-up point corrected by the Adaptive Pick-up
function during automatic operation is reflected in the
“Feeder Base” tab dialog box. However, the pick-up point
corrected by the ‘Pocket Teach’ function is not reflected.



<Unit> group
Selects the feeder base unit to be edited. The
feeder base.

,

buttons are used to select the

1–Front Feeder Base, 2-Rear Feeder Base


<Teach> group
Used for moving the selected object to the assigned position of coordinates by rotating
XY axis driving motor, or for obtaining the present coordinates of the selected object.
Combo Box
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Used for selecting the object to move to the designated coordinates by rotating the
XY axis driving motor or to select the object for which the present coordinates is
searching. Selectable objects are as follows;
Fid Cam: Selects the fiducial camera of the head.


Head 1 ~ Head 10: Selects the Head #1~Head #10

<Move> button
Move the object selected in the Combo Box to the position of the assigned
coordinates. Before executing <Move> button, the cell in the grid (Coordinates for
pickup point of tape feeder) corresponding to the desired position must be clicked
on.
<Get> button
Obtain coordinates for XY axis with reference to the object selected in the Combo
Box. At this time, Before executing <Get> button, the cell in the grid (Coordinates
for pickup point of tape feeder) corresponding to the desired position must be
clicked on.
<Slot Move> button
Selects whether to move the selected device by a slot or by the slot where the tape
feeder is installed. Every time this Button is clicked, “Slot Move” and “Feeder
Move” are set in turn.
For Slot Move
The
slot.

button selects the previous slot and the

button selects the next

For Feeder Move
The
button selects the slot where the tape feeder is installed among the
slots previous to the slot where the currently selected feeder is installed (in the
order from the lower to higher number). The
button selects the slot
where the tape feeder is installed among the slots next to the slot where the
currently selected feeder is installed (in the order from the higher to lower
number)


<Pocket Teach> button
Used to perform the ‘Pocket Teach’ function manually for the tape feeder selected
from the “Feeders” dialog box.
When the pickup point is different from the pickup point set by the system due to the
problem of the corresponding feeder even though certain feeder base has been
installed in the feeder base slot properly, this function is used to automatically adjust
the pickup point.
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In the case of the Chip-Rect part that is fed by the tape feeder, the part pickup can be
done more accurately if the Pocket Teach function is used.
If a pickup error occurs during default operation, the machine tries to pick up the part
as many times as the set number of times of retry for the corresponding part. If the
number of times of the retry exceeds the last count, the machine creates an error and
stops operation.
However, in the case of the part that is fed by the tape feeder before the number of
times the retry exceeds the last count, find the correct pickup point by using the Pocket
Teach function and calibrate the pickup position before performing pickup.
The Pocket Teach recognizes the pockets or sprocket holes of the tape being supplied,
and calibrates current pickup position matches with the center of the pocket.
Teaching the Pocket Teach will reflect its result in the <PT> column in the <Grid>
group.
(ON-S: Successful, ON-F:Failed)
If the setup is performed so that the ‘Pocket Teach’ function can be executed during
automatic operation, this function is not applied when the <PT> column is OFF or
ON-F in the <Grid> group in the “Feeder Registration” dialog box.

Caution
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Memo

Performing pocket teaching will automatically reflect the offset
information obtained during pocket teaching and automatically
correct the home offset of the tape feeder. However, the corrected
offset value will be applied during the next feeding.
If the distance between the position recognized by the vision system
and the logical origin exceeds 0.2mm, the feeder ignores the
offset value.
A motor driven feeder using parts other than 1005/0603 parts does
not use the home offset adjustment function.



<Pocket Teach All> button
Performs the ‘Pocket Teach’ function repeatedly for all tape feeders with the <PT>
column being set to ON or ON-S in the <Grid> group in the “Feeders” dialog box
among the tape feeders installed in the corresponding feeder base.



<Pick> button
Performs pickup of the parts for the tape feeder presently selected in the “Feeder
Base” dialog box. A device (Head to pickup) must be selected first. It is displayed
alternately every time the Pick and Dump are clicked. When the pick-up is successful,
the following dialog box is displayed.

<Move to Fix Camera> button
It is activated only when the corresponding component is aligned by the vision
camera and the align camera is the fix camera. When this Button is clicked on,
Moves the selected object in the <Device> combo box of the <Teach> area to the
position of the fix camera.
<Part Align> button
Executes alignment of the corresponding component.
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<Dump> button
Dumps the corresponding component to the dump box.
<Close> button
Closes the dialog box.
<Edit Part Info> button
Closes the dialog box.


<2Pt. Teach…> button
When teaching the tape feeder pick-up position, This function is used when it is
difficult to teach the part center because the entire part is not viewed in the screen. It
teaches the part center by teaching 2 points at the edges that face with each other
diagonally.When this Button is clicked on, the following dialog box is displayed.
Figure8.6 “Feeder :2 point teaching in the Feeder Base” dialog box

<1. Teaching Points> group
Set the position of two corner points to find the center point.
Teach 1st point: Set the first point.
Teach 2nd point: Set the second point.
Center point: Finds the center point from the two corner points and displays it.
<2. Teach> group
Used for moving the selected object to the assigned position of coordinates by
rotating XY axis driving motor, or for obtaining the present coordinates of the
selected object.
<Device> combo box
Used for selecting the object to move to the designated coordinates by rotating
the XY axis driving motor or to select the object for which the present
coordinates is searching. Selectable objects are as follows;
Fid Cam: Selects the fiducial camera of the head.
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<Move> button
Move the object selected in the <Device> combo box to the position of the
assigned coordinates. At this time, the desired position corresponding to the
teaching position (coordinates of teaching point) must be clicked with the
mouse before clicking on the <Move> button.
<Get> button
Obtain coordinates for XY axis with reference to the object selected in the
<Device> combo box. At this time, the desired position corresponding to the
teaching position (coordinates of teaching point) must be clicked with the
mouse before clicking on the <Get> button.


<Pusher U/D> button
Moves up or down the air pressure cylinder in the slot on the current line in the grid.
When the driving cylinder of the feeder is on, the driving lever of the feeder is lifted,
and the shutter at the top of the feeder opens. Pick-up position teaching is executed in
this state.



<Slot Pitch> button
If this Button is selected, the coordinate of each feeder slot is indicated as relative
coordinate, with the pickup point of the No. 1 slot as origin point.
Then if the selection is released, the offset coordinate is indicated based on the pickup
point that was set up through actual teaching at the coordinate of the pickup point set
up for each slot.



<Remove All Tapes> button
Removes all the tape feeders installed in the current feeder base unit.



<Change Slot> button
Moves the tape feeder already installed to other slot. Changed contents are also
reflected on the Step.

<Feeder Info.> edit box
Displays the information of the currently selected feeder.
<From> edit box
Displays the current feeder base and slot.
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<To> combo box
Displays the feeder base and slot to which the tape feeder is moved.
<OK> button
Saves the edited contents and closes the dialog box.
<Cancel> button
Closes the dialog box without saving the edited contents.


<Offset…> button
Applies the offset to the Pickup Z value of the feeder collectively.

<Z> edit box
Enters the offset value.
<OK> button
Saves the edited contents and closes the dialog box.
<Cancel> button
Closes the dialog box without saving the edited contents.


<Z Teach> button
Measures the Z axis height for the pickup point of feeder automatically using
pneumatic pressure. Select the part (pickup point of the feeder) of the feeder to be
taught and select the head to perform teaching from the <Device> combo box in the
<Teach> group. Then insert the CN040 nozzle into the nozzle holder of the selected
head and click this Button.



<Installed Feeder Only> check box
Shows only the list of the feeders installed in the grid cell group for feeders.



<Part Outline> check box
If this check box is selected, when the fiducial camera is moved to the position of the
corresponding feeder to check the pickup position, the outline image that considers the
angle at which the corresponding part is picked up is displayed on the SMVision
window.
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<Part Offset> button
Clicking this Button will automatically reflect the pickup offset of the corresponding
part on the pickup coordinate when there are parts with pickup offset among the parts
supplied by the currently installed tape feeders.



<Offset Part> button
Selected when applying the pickup offset to the same tape feeder collectively after
changing the pickup coordinate of the installed tape feeder.



<Enable Home Offset> check box
When this check box is selected, the MMI reads the Y offset value from the IT Feeder
System and corrects the Y coordination of the pickup point. Therefore, this function
can be used only when the IT Feeder System and Device Net board are installed in the
machine.
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<Display> button
Displays the shape of the feeder that is installed on the feeder base graphically.



<Panorama View> button
In the case of a large part for which pocket teaching is impossible, its entire shape is
not displayed in the vision window. In this case, it is possible to display the part shape
in on one vision window by performing split recognition of the part shape and
composing the split images into one using this function.
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Panorama


General

<Cancel> button
Close the dialog box.
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8.1.2.

Stick Unit
Install stick feeder and set data on the stick feeder. When “Stick Unit” is selected, the
initial screen looks as follows.
Figure8.7

“Stick Unit” dialog box

1:

Grid



‘Grid’ group
Create and edit data according to the stick unit type selected in the <Type> combo
box.
<No> column
A serial number of the stick unit slots. The number of slots of the stick feeder is as
follows. Serial number is created depending upon the number of slots.
Multi Stick - Max. 10 sets
Feeds up to 10 parts at a time.
<Part> column
Select the part to install in the corresponding slot. When the <Part> column is
clicked on, a Combo Box is displayed, and of the components registered in <1.2
Part>, a list of parts to be supplied to “Stick” are displayed. Select the component
to install in this list. Next is a screen showing component selection in the Combo
Box of <Part> column.
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<Feed Time> column
When a stick feeder is installed in the corresponding slot, set the component
supply time of the stick feeder. Basically stick feeders are vibration type, therefore
certain time interval is necessary after a component is picked up until the next
component moves to the the pick-up position. The time is set here.
<X> column
When the stick feeder is installed in the corresponding slot, set the X position to
pick up the component supplied from the stick feeder.
<Y> column
When the stick feeder is installed in the corresponding slot, set the Y position to
pick up the component supplied from the stick feeder.
<Z> column
When the stick feeder is installed in the corresponding slot, set the Z position to
pick up the component supplied from the stick feeder.
<R> column
When the stick feeder is installed in the corresponding slot, set the R position
(rotation angle of the head) to pick up the component supplied from the stick
feeder.
<PartR> column
When the stick feeder is installed in the corresponding slot, set the placement
angle of the component supplied from the stick feeder.
<Skip> column
When the stick feeder is installed in the corresponding slot, select whether or not
to pick up the component supplied from the stick feeder.
To pick it up, leave the check box as it is, and not to pick it up, check the check
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box.
<Dump> column
When the stick feeder is installed in the corresponding slot, select the dump box
for the component placed on the stick feeder. Available dump boxes are as
follows.
System Dump: The dump box set in the system, it is installed in the front of the
conveyor.
User Dump: The dump box set in the system by the user, the location should be set
in the system..


<Unit> group
Select the feeder base unit to edit.
The



and

buttons are used for selecting the feeder base.

<Feeder Move> button
Moves the cursor only to the grid group where the feeder is installed.


button
Selects the slot previous to the slot of the currently selected stick feeder..



button
Selects the slot next to the slot of the currently selected stick feeder.



<Type> combo box
Select the type of stick unit to install. Available types are as follows.
Stack Stick: Stick unit where the same type of components are installed vertically.
Multi Stick: One or many types of components are installed horizontally.
Belt Multi Stick: Directly transfers the components supplied through the stick using
the motor driven belt conveyor.
Slim Stick: Composed of a structure that moves the stick forward and backward by
way of pneumatic pressure. The components are aligned on the component guide by
the impact caused from forward movement. They are then aligned with further
accuracy while slowly moving backward.



<Install to Feeder Base> group
When installing stick unit to the feeder base, set the feeder base unit and slot number
to install.
1.<Feeder Base>
Displays the feeder base where the corresponding stick unit is installed currently.
The numbers displayed are as follows.
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0: Not installed on any feeder base.
1: Installed on Feeder Base (Front Feeder Base) 1.
2: Installed on Feeder Base (Rear Feeder Base) 2.
2.<Slot No.>
Displays the slot number of the feeder base where the corresponding stick unit is
installed currently. The numbers displayed are as follows.
0: Not installed in any slot.
1 - 52: Installed in the corresponding number slot.
3.<Change…> button
In the case of installing stick unit to the feeder base, change the feeder base unit
and slot number to install. When this Button is clicked on, the following dialog
box is displayed.

<Install Feeder Base> group
Feeder Base
Displays the feeder base where the corresponding stick unit is installed
currently. The numbers displayed are as follows
0: Not installed on any feeder base.
1: Installed on Feeder Base(Front Feeder Base)1.
2: Installed on Feeder Base(Rear Feeder Base)2.
Slot No.
Designates the order in which the stick feeder is installed.
<Update> button
Saves the set contents and closes the dialog box.
<Cancel> button
Closes the dialog box without saving the set contents.


<Teach> group
Used for moving the selected object to the assigned position of coordinates by rotating
XY axis driving motor, or for obtaining the present coordinates of the selected object.


Button
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Setup illumination of fiducial camera to be used for teaching. When this Button is
clicked on, the following dialog box is displayed.
Figure8.8“Camera No. =Head Camera“ dialog box

Figure8.9“Camera No. =Fix Camera“ dialog box

<Side> slide bar
Set a value for the side light. (0 –15)
<Outer> slide bar
Set a value for the outer light. (0 - 15)
<Inner> slide bar
Set a value for the outer light. (0 - 15)
<OK> button
Saves the set light value and closes the dialog box.
<Cancel> button
Closes the dialog box without saving the set light value.
Table8.1Use of the Fix Camera Lighting

Light
Side
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Use

Applicable Part

Lights the edge of a part

Chip, QFP, BGA, SOP etc

Remarks

Feeder Setup
Light

Use

Applicable Part

Outer

Lights round edge of a
part or part surface

Chip, QFP, BGA, SOP etc

Inner

Lights a part surface

Chip, QFP, BGA, SOP etc

Remarks

Combo Box
Used for selecting the object to move to the designated coordinates by rotating the
XY axis driving motor or to select the object for which the present coordinates is
searching. Selectable objects are as follows:
Fid Cam (Option): Selects the fiducial camera of the head.


Head 1 ~ Head 10: Selects the Head #1~Head #10 of the Front gantry

<Move> button
Move the object selected in the Combo Box to the position of the assigned
coordinates. Before executing <Move> button, the cell in the grid(Coordinates for
pickup point of stick feeder) corresponding to the desired position must be clicked
on.
<Get> button
Obtain coordinates for XY axis with reference to the object selected in the Combo
Box. At this time, Before executing <Get> button, the cell in the grid (Coordinates
for pickup point of stick feeder) corresponding to the desired position must be
clicked on.


<Pick> button
Picks up parts from the presently selected stick feeder. At this time, the head (Device)
to pickup the part must be selected first. When the pick-up is successful, the following
dialog box is displayed.
Please refer to“8.1.1 Feeder Base” of <Pick> button for more information.



<2Pt. Teach…> button
When teaching the pick-up position of the stick feeder, the center point is calculated
by teaching two corner points at opposite angles of the pocket with the component.
Please refer to “8.1.1 Feeder Base” of <2Pt. Teach…> button for more information.



<Offset> button
Applies the offset collective to the Z axis coordinate of the pickup point of the feeder
selected from the ‘Grid’ group.
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<Z> edit box
Enters the offset value.
<OK> button
Saves the edited contents and closes the dialog box.
<Cancel> button
Closes the dialog box without saving the edited contents.


<Z Teach> button
Measures the Z axis height for the pickup point of feeder automatically using
pneumatic pressure. Select the part (pickup point of the feeder) of the feeder to be
taught and select the head to perform teaching from the <Device> combo box in the
<Teach> group. Then insert the CN040 nozzle into the nozzle holder of the selected
head and click this button.



<Part Outline> check box
If this check box is selected, when the fiducial camera is moved to the position of the
corresponding feeder to check the pickup position, the outline image that considers the
angle at which the corresponding part is picked up is displayed on the SMVision
window.
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<Display> button

Feeder Setup
Displays the shape of the feeder that is installed on the feeder base graphically.
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8.1.3.

Tray Unit
Set various data for tray feeders. When “Tray Unit” is selected, the initial screen looks as
follows.
Figure8.10 “Tray Unit” dialog box

1:

Grid



‘Grid’ group
Create and edit data according to the type of the corresponding tray.
<No> column
Refers to the serial number of the tray unit. Basically, “Single” has 10 trays. Each
means one tray.
<Part> column
Select the part to install on the corresponding tray. When the <Part> column is
clicked on, a Combo Box appears, and among the components registered in <1.2
Part>, a list of components to be supplied to “Tray” are displayed.
Next is the screen that shows component selection in the Combo Box of <Part>
column.
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<Skip> column
Determines whether to pick up the part fed from the corresponding pallet.
<XN> edit box
Sets the number of pockets of the selected pallet in the X direction.
<YN> edit box
Sets the number of pockets of the selected pallet in the Y direction.

<PickZ> column
Sets the Z axis height when picking up the part fed from the corresponding palle.
<DumpZ> column
Sets the Z axis height when dumping the part if part pickup has failed. At this
time, it must be set to ‘Return to Tray’ in the <Dump> column.
<R> column
Sets the R axis coordinate (head rotation angle) when picking up the part fed from
the corresponding pallet.
<PartR> column
Sets the pickup angle of the part fed from the corresponding pallet.
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<Dump> column
Selects the method to dump the corresponding part when it failed to pick up or
recognize the part fed from the corresponding pallet.
Return to Tray: Dumps to the tray from which the component was picked up..
User Dump: Sets the dump box set by the user in the system.


<Copy> button
Copies the part information in the ‘Grid’ group. At this time, all setup data related to
the corresponding part are copied together.



<Paste> button
Clicking this Button after selecting the desired pallet from the ‘Grid’ group will paste
the copied part information.



<Teaching method> combo box
Select the method to teach the pocket position in order to pick up the part supplied to
the tray feeder. If the 3Pocket or 2Pocket Diagonal method is selected, the function
that guesses the teaching position is provided during teaching. Therefore, the time
required to move the gantry using the teaching box is reduced.
Select the 3Pocket or 2Pocket Diagonal as a teaching method. If all the 2nd-1, 2nd-2,
3rd-1 and 3rd-2 coordinates are 0.000, when the coordinates of the 1st-1 and 2nd-2 are
determined, the coordinates of the 2nd-1, 2nd-2, 3rd-1 and 3rd-2 are guessed and
displayed in grey.

If the actual values are taught, the guessed value displayed in gray is indicated in
black. The black means the fixed value.
If the guessed value is changed, the remaining value is guessed more accurately as the
second guessed value.
3Pocket [Default]
As shown in the following figure, input the positions of the two corner points
facing each other diagonally for 3 pockets.
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The pick-up position of the parts can also be designated using the following
method.
<3Pocket Center>

As shown in the following figure, input the coordinates of the center points of
pocket No’s. 1, 2 and 3.

<2Pocket Diagonal>
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As per the following figure, input two corner points of pocket No’s. 1, 2 and 3 that
face each other diagonally.

<2Pocket X-Axis>

Enter coordinate of a pocket center in the X direction, coordinate of the diagonal
vertex of the second pocket and the pitches in the X and Y directions.
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<2Pocket Y-Axis>

As shown in the following figure, input the coordinates of the center point of any
one pocket in the Y direction, the coordinates of the two corners in the diagonal
position of the second pocket and the pocket pitch in the X and Y directions.

<1Pocket>

As shown in the following figure, input the coordinates of the center point of
pocket No. 1 and the pocket pitch in the X and Y directions.
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<1Pocket with Angle>
This is a teaching method that is useful when the the fiducial camera is movable to
a definite area of the tray and when the tray is installed on an angle, and not in
parallel with the X-axis of the tray. (When 2 Trays on a palette is applied)
1.Select the required tray feeder.

2.Perform pocket teaching in the following order.
(1)Select the [1 Pocket with Angle] in the scroll menu on the right.
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(2)Enter the XN and YN values first to input the total number of pockets of
the tray.
XN: Total number of pockets in X direction
YN: Total number of pockets in Y direction

Caution

Be sure to input the XN and YN values first before teaching
the coordinates of a pocket. If not, wrong data will be
inputted.

(3)In order to teach the coordinates of each corners in the first pocket (1St-1,
1St-2), move the fiducial camera to the corresponding position, match the
corresponding point to the center of the camera, and enter the coordinates
of the corresponding point by clicking the <Get> button.
(4)In order to obtain the accurate installation angle (slope) of the tray, move
the fiducial camera to the coordinates of the left lower corner of a pocket
in the first row, match the corresponding point to the center of the camera,
and enter the coordinates of the corresponding point by clicking the <Get>
button. [refer to the following figure]
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(5)Click <Get Pitch …> button to obtain the pitch interval between the
pockets.

Caution

Be sure to perform in the order of “(2)>(3) >(4) >(5) ”as
described above.

(6)Within the maximum moving distance the fiducial camera can reach, select
the pocket on which pitch teaching will be done. Selecting the pocket
located farther from the first pocket ensures higher accuracy of pitch
value.
Enter the NX and NY, the pocket interval from the first pocket to the pitch
teaching pocket.
NX =Row number of the pocket to be taught - 1
NY =Column number of the pocket to be taught - 1
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(7)Input the pocket position by clicking the <Get> button.
(8)The final pitch can be obtained as follows by clicking the <Apply> button.
However, the pitch can be directly entered skipping the steps of (6)~(8)
when the pocket pitch is already known.

<Use JEDEC DB>
This function facilitates teaching using JEDEC DB.

<Select> button
This brings up the information on the tray that will be worked on from the
JEDEC tray DB.
Selecting this button will launch the <JEDEC DB Viewer> dialog box.
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<Description> Caption box
The style and size of the tray.



< Offset> Caption box
It means offset value of X, Y, Z.



<Pitch> Caption box
The distance between the centers of the parts in the pallet.



<PickZ> Caption box
Sets the height of the Z axis when picking up parts supplied from the
pallet.



<Number of Pockets> Caption box
The number of pockets in the palette.



<Pocket Size> Caption box
Pocket size of the tray.



<Tray Size> Caption box
The size of the tray. This means the size excluding the individual width of
the side of the pallet.



<Slave width> Caption box
It means the wing width on the side of the pallet.



<Seated on Body> Caption box
This function is not supported by this equipment.



<Add> button
It is a function to generate new JEDEC Tray.



<Edit> button
This is a function that can modify existing JEDEC Tray defined.
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<Delete> button
This function allows you to delete an existing defined JEDEC Tray.

<Pocket Center1 > Caption Box
Indicates offset of X plus slave width.
<Pitch> Caption box
Indicates the X, Y Pitch value.


<Unit> group
Select the tray unit to edit.
Button selects the previous unit,



Button selects the next unit.

<Unit Type> caption box
Displays the type of selected tray unit. The type of the corresponding tray unit should
be set in the system.



<Use 2 Tray> check box
Check this check box when using 2 trays on a pallet. This function is not applied to
this machine.



<Teach> group
Used for moving the selected object to the assigned position of coordinates by rotating
XY axis driving motor, or for obtaining the present coordinates of the selected object.
Button



Setup illumination of fiducial camera to be used for teaching. Please refer to
“8.1.2 Stick Unit” for more information.
Combo Box
Used for selecting the object to move to the designated coordinates by rotating the
XY axis driving motor or to select the object for which the present coordinates is
searching. Selectable objects are as follows:
Fid Cam: Selects the fiducial camera of the head.


Head 1 ~ Head 10: Selects the Head #1~Head #10 of the Front gantry



Beam1: Beam1 can be selected from machines to which a Height Sensor is
applied. It is used for automatic measurement of the Z-axis height.

<Move> button
Move the object selected in the Combo Box to the position of the assigned
coordinates. Before executing <Move> button, the cell in the grid (Coordinates for
pickup point of tray feeder) corresponding to the desired position must be clicked
on.
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<Get> button
Obtain coordinates for XY axis with reference to the object selected in the Combo
Box. At this time, Before executing <Get> button, the cell in the grid (Coordinates
for pickup point of tray feeder) corresponding to the desired position must be
clicked on.


<Shuttle Supply> button
In case of the shuttle tray feeder, the component is fed to the shuttle from the tray
feeder, and it moves the component to the pickup position.



<Pallet Out > button
Loads the pallet to be ready for placement from the elevator of the tray feeder. This
function is applied to the automatic tray feeder.



<Pallet In > button
Release the pallet to be finished placement from the elevator of the tray feeder. This
function is applied to the automatic tray feeder.



<Z Teach> button
Measures the Z axis height for the pickup point of feeder automatically using
pneumatic pressure. Insert the CN040 nozzle into the nozzle holder of the head and
select the pallet for which Z axis height is to be measured from the <Grid> group and
then click the <Move> button.



<Pick> button
Picks up the part from the pocket of the currently selected pallet. At this time, the head
to pick up the part must be selected in advance.

<Move to Fix Camera> button
It is activated only when the corresponding component is aligned by the vision
camera and the alignment camera is the fix camera. When this Button is clicked
on, the head block is moved to the fix camera.
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<Part Align> button
Executes alignment of the corresponding component.
<Dump> button
Dumps the corresponding component to the specified dump box.
<Close> button
Closes the dialog box.


<Pocket Move> button
Moves the selected device to the pocket number set in <Current Pocket>.



<Move Prev>

button

Moves the selected device to the pocket number previous to the number set in
<Current Pocket>.


<Move Next>

button

Moves the selected device to the pocket number next to the number set in <Current
Pocket>.


<Current Pocket> group
<X>: Set the pocket number of the tray to move to or pick up from in X direction.
<Y>: Set the pocket number of the tray to move to or pick up from in Y direction.



<Install to Feeder Base> group
Displays the feeder base unit and slot number when the tray unit is set to the feeder
base.
<Feeder Base>
Designates the feeder base where the stick feeder is to be installed.
0: Not installed on any feeder base.
1: Installed on Feeder Base1(Front Feeder Base).
2: Installed on Feeder Base2(Rear Feeder Base).
<Slot No.>
Displays the number of the feeder base slot in which the corresponding tray unit is
installed currently. The numbers displayed are as follows.
0: Not installed in any slot.
1 - 52: Installed in the corresponding number slot.



<Part Outline> check box
If this check box is selected, when the fiducial camera is moved to the position of the
corresponding feeder to check the pickup position, the outline image that considers the
angle at which the corresponding part is picked up is displayed on the SMVision
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window.
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Chapter9. Step Programming
The ‘Step’ submenu edits data on PCB placement points, component fiducial marks,
components to be placed, component supplying feeders, and nozzles to pick up
components.
Figure9.1

“Steps” dialog box

1:

Grid



‘Grid’ group
Set the edit data related to placement.


<No> column
Refers to the number of the placement point.



<Reference> column
Set the reference name of the placement point. In general, enter the value of R1,
R2, C1, and C2 on the PCB (up to 8 characters).



<X> column
Set the X position of the placement point.



<Y> column
Set the Y position of the placement point.



<Z> column
Set the Z position of the placement point.
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<R> column
Set the R position (rotation angle of the placement component) of the placement
position.



<Part> column
Select the component to place.



<Description> column
Note that slot to display the description of installed components.



<FDR> column
Select the feeder to supply the component.



<NZ> column
Select the nozzle to pick up the component.



<HD> column
Selects the head to pick up the part to be placed.



<CS> column
When you want to start a new cycle, check this check box.



<CY> column
When <Cycle> is clicked on, the corresponding cycle number is displayed.



<SK> column
Check the check box when you want to skip the placement point. The number of
skipped rows is indicated in the ‘Skipped Count’.

Memo

The part set to be skipped is not included in the number of parts that
can be placed. (The maximum number of parts that can be placed is
150.)

Possible to skip the selected lines after selecting the lines to be skipped with the
mouse. On the contrary, it is possible to setup so as not to skip.
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1:

Selection of drag using mouse



Select lines using mouse. (Use the mouse drag function.)

Step Programming


Popup menu appears by clicking the right side button of the mouse.



Select “Skip” or “No Skip”.

It is possible to skip a placement point in the Layout screen.



Part Skip
You can select this function by right clicking the mouse. You can exclude
work on the corresponding placement point by using this function.



Part Skip Release
You can select this function by right clicking the mouse. Use of this function
will allow the placement point, which is set to be skipped, to be worked on
again.



<AR> column
Select the array PCB number to which the placement point belongs.



<FID> column
If the fiducial mark data of the placement point has been set in <Fiducial…>, “Y”
is displayed, if not “N” is displayed.



<PL> column
Checks the placement point at which placement has already performed. This
equipment provides the function that can select a specific placement point in the
Step dialog box and perform placement at the corresponding point.
If placement is performed by this function, the placement point at which the part
has been placed is automatically check-marked to avoid duplicated placement
when performing placement later.
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<LV> column
For parts such as Shield Cap parts, which are to be placed after other parts, this
level value is set to a high value so that corresponding parts can be placed after all
parts with a low level have been placed.



<Teach> group
Used for moving the selected object to the assigned position of coordinates by rotating
XY axis driving motor, or for obtaining the present coordinates of the selected object.
button



Setup illumination level of fiducial camera to be used for teaching installation
position. Please refer to “8.1.2 Stick Unit” for more information.


Combo Box
Used for selecting the object to move to the designated coordinates by rotating the
XY axis driving motor or to select the object for which the present coordinates is
searching. Selectable objects are as follows;





Fid Cam(Option): Selects the fiducial camera of the head.



Head 1 ~ Head 10: Selects the Head #1~Head #10 of the Front gantry

<Move> button
Move the object selected in the Combo Box to the position of the assigned
coordinates. At this time, Before executing <Move> button, the cell in the grid
(Coordinates of installation position) corresponding to the desired position must
be clicked on.



<Get> button
Obtain coordinates for XY axis with reference to the object selected in the Combo
Box. At this time, Before executing <Get> button, the cell in the grid (Coordinates
of installation position) corresponding to the desired position must be clicked on.



<Use Hot Key> check box
Use the hot key to register and move the placement point.





F2: Move the previous placement point.



F3: Move the next placement point.



F4: Move the placement point.



F5: Register the placement point.

<Move> group
Moves the head assembly by driving the shaft of the X and Y driving motors to the
placement point of the previous or following row of the current row.
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<Move Prev>

button

Step Programming
Moves the head assembly by driving the shaft of the X and Y driving motors to the
placement point of the previous row of the current row.


<Move Next>

button

Moves the head assembly by driving the shaft of the X and Y driving motors to the
placement point of the following row of the current row.


<Outline> check box
When checking the placement point, it shows pcb pattern image with the virtual
part image in the SMVision window using the Align data.



<Auto> check box
To move continuously, check this check box. When this check box has been
clicked on and <Move Prev> or <Move Next> is clicked on.



<Find> group
Set the string of characters to find. At this time, the column in the grid containing the
string of characters must be specified first.


<Find Prev>

button

Finds the string of characters set in the edit box in the previous lines of the current
line of the column specified in the grid.


<Find Next>

button

Finds the string of characters set in the edit box in the next lines of the current line
of the column specified in the grid.


<Array> group


<Block> combo box
For block PCB, first select the block to set. Then set other items.
Click the button to select the block to set. If it is not a block PCB, it is not
necessary to select the block and the corresponding Combo Box is disabled.



<Array No.> combo box
Selects an array among the arrays for which placement point is to be indicated.



<Extend> check box
Displayed only in the case of Array PCB. Expand the placement point to one PCB
by using the offset value of array PCB.
For example, if the number of current placement points is 10 and the number of
array PCB is 4, then the total number of placement points is expanded to 40.
If it is already expanded, returns to the original status. At this time, all placement
data disappear except for no. 1 array PCB.
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<Filter> Group
Designates the conditions for indicating the placement point shown in the Step dialog
box. Clicking the button will display the filtering function.



<Filter> combo box
Selects the conditions for indicating the placement point. Either ‘Feeder’ or ‘Part’
can be selected. Default is ‘Head’.


When Feeder is selected from the <Filter> combo box
Select the feeder for the part for which the placement point is to be indicated.



When Part is selected from the <Part> combo box
Select the part for which the placement point is to be indicated.



<Filtering> button
Indicates only the placement point that is filtered according to the condition
selected from the <Filter> combo box in the “Steps” dialog box.



<Insert 1Line> button
Adds a new placement point before the line (placement point) currently selected from
the <Grid>.



<2Pt. Teach> button
When a placement position is set, performs the function of teaching 2 corner points,
calculating the center point and using it as the placement point. Please refer to “8.1.1
Feeder Base”<2Pt. Teach…> button for more information.



<Fiducial…> button
If the placement point has a fiducial mark, sets the fiducial mark data. Closes the
dialog box without saving the changed contents.
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<Position Type> combo box
Select the number of fiducial marks. Available numbers of fiducial marks are as
follows.
None: No fiducial mark.
1 Part: 1 fiducial mark for placement point adjustment.
2 Part: 2 fiducial marks for placement point adjustment.
Please refer to “6.3. Fiducial Mark Setup” for more information.



<Offset…> button
Adds the offset value to the position of placement point. Before executing this
function, X column or Y column or Z column or R column or the line to add the offset
value must be selected in the grid. When this button is clicked on, the following dialog
box is displayed.


<When one of X, Y, Z, and R is selected>
Apply the offset value to the selected part.
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<When the row is selected>
Apply the offset value to all parts.



<X> edit box
Set the X offset value.



<Y> edit box
Set the Y offset value.



<Z> edit box
Set the Z offset value.



<R> edit box
Set the R offset value.



<OK> button
Closes the dialog box and adds the set offset value to the selected line in the grid.



<Cancel> button
Ignores the set offset value and closes the dialog box



<Adjust…> button
It is a function used to change the PCB step coordinate or to check and adjust the gap
between the previous fiducial mark coordinate and the current fiducial mark
coordinate to use the previous step coordinate when the backup table is down
accidentally.



<Clear Cycle> button
Initialize the placement cycle.
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<Refresh Feeder> button
When the feeder setup has been changed in the “feeder” dialog box, clicking this
button will allow the feeder changed in the “Step” dialog box to be set up again.



<Refresh Nozzle> button
When the nozzle arrangement on the ANC has been changed, clicking this button will
allow the nozzle changed in the “Step” dialog box to be set up again.



<Place Parts> button
This function is provided to perform testing in preparation for operation or to
compliment some placement points during operation. It is used to place parts at the
placement point selected from the <Step> dialog box.
The number of placement points available with this function is maximum 150 points.
The conditions for enabling this button are as follows;





Login with authority level higher than that of the programmer



Completed PCB file download



PCB is loaded at the placement station on the conveyor.

<Parts Placed> check box
Select this check box to have placement work skipped for the corresponding part when
placing a PCB later by check-marking the placement point of the part, for which
placement testing has been completed, on the <PL> column using the <Place Parts>
button.



<POP Steps Only> check box
Selects only the placement point of the POP part among all placement points in order
to indicate it in the dialog box. This function can be used for the machine in which a
flux unit is installed.



<Import…> button
Converts externally created ASCII data into step data for this machine.
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If the <Import> button is clicked, the process that converts the corresponding data to
the step data is initialized.


Click the <Import> button in the <Steps> dialog box.

Locate and select the location and file name of the CAD file to be imported.
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Select the machine to be operated using the imported SSA file.
Select the imported machine and confirm the name of the corresponding row of
placements. In the case of our standard format (SSA), the row value need not be
changed.



Executes Import.
When importing a file in a format other than our standard format, the
corresponding information is indicated in a comment column as follows. Place the
mouse point on the column whose name is to be changed and right click the mouse
to display the menu and select the corresponding name. At this time, when there is
no column name corresponding to the column to be imported, set the column
name in the comment column.
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The following figure shows the import completed screen.



When the component imported from the CAD data is not registered, the
unregistered component must be registered.
If the data of the part to be placed has not been registered in the Part DB of the
machine, the list screen of these parts (list for unregistered parts) is indicated in
the screen. Register the parts in this list in the “Parts” dialog box in the “Part”
menu.
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The component that has already been registered in the Local Part DB is
registered automatically as can be seen above. Click the <New Part…> button
and execute the <Part Edit> dialog box.



When the
button is clicked, the unregistered part list is displayed as
shown in the following figure.



When the <OK> button is clicked after selecting a component, the name of the
selected file is inputted in the <1.Part Name> edit box.



Select the <Package Group> corresponding to the selected component and
revise the component profile according to the selected component.



Click the <Register> button to register the component to the PCB Part List.
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When all the unregistered part information is registered, they are displayed as
follows.

Step Programming


<Export…> button
Converts the step data created by this machine into other format (SSA Format) ASCII
File. When this button is clicked on, the following dialog box is displayed.

Select the format to be converted and press the <Export> button. The formats that can
be selected are as follows:
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IMP Format: Converts the file to the file in IMP format.



SSA Format: Converts the file to the file in SSA format.

When the <Save> button is clicked on after the ASCII File name has been set,
converts the step data into SSA format and saves the data under the set file name.
button




<None>
The panorama recognition function of the PCB vision is not used.



<Panorama>
It is possible to display the PCB shape on one vision window by performing split
recognition of the PCB shape and composing the split images into one.

None


<Cancel> button
Cancels the edited data.
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Chapter10. Optimization
The Optimizer automatically creates a program to maximize the production efficiency by
optimizing the arrangement position and operation order of tape feeder, nozzle, ANC, and
others. The method to achieve the maximum production efficiency is as follows;


The balance between Gantries



Minimize the number of nozzle changes



Maximize the number of simultaneous pickups by the feeder



Arrange the feeders so that the time for XY gantry movement is minimized



Decide the order of optimum mounting operation

The Optimizer takes into account of various operation conditions and executes the
optimum algorithm to achieve these results. In this chapter, the structures of various
setting screens and setting methods necessary to execute the Optimizer are explained.

10.1.

Tape Feeder
Figure10.1 “Optimizer Setup: Feeder Arrangement” dialog box

A window to set the optimum arrangement of tape feeders. Optimizer can arrange Tape
feeders on the optimum feeder lanes automatically in consideration of simultaneous
pickup and operation time. However, the user must specify mounting positions for Tray
Feeders and Stick Feeders.
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<Arranged Feeder(s)> list box


<FDLane> column
The number in []is the feeder base number. The feeder lane number with F in front
is Front Feeder Base and that with R in front is Rear Feeder Base.



<Component> column
Displays the component name of the tape feeder mounted on the corresponding
lane. This list displays already arranged feeders. As these feeders are not arranged
arbitrarily by Optimizer, they affect arrangement of other feeders by Optimizer.
In other words, if there are feeders already arranged, the Optimizer arranges other
feeders to increase simultaneous pickups in consideration of these.
For the tape feeders of those indicated here, which are desired to be arranged
optimally by the optimizer, click the arrow button (
list box and execute the optimizer.

) to move then to the right

All arranged tape feeders can be removed by pressing the <Remove Tape> button
under the dialog box..


<Total Number of Feeder(s)> list box
For each feeder, the number of placement points, the number of arranged tape feeders,
and the number of tape feeders to be newly arranged are displayed in the list box on
the right and can be viewed at a glance.


<Component> column
The components to be supplied from tape feeders are all displayed here.



<Point> column
Displays the number of placement points for each component. This can be referred
to when deciding the number of feeders to be mounted.



<ARG> column
Displays the number of feeders already arranged on the feeder lane for each
component. This number coincides with the number of feeder lanes shown in the
list box on the right.



<AVL> column
Displays the number of feeders to be arranged by Optimizer for each component.



<LIM> column
Displays the sum of the feeders shown in ARG and AVL for each component. In
other words, it is the limited number of feeders that can be arranged for each
component. The minimum value is 1.



<Set> button
Used to specify the number of feeders to be arranged for each component. When there
is one feeder already arranged for a certain part, enter ‘3’ in the right edit box and click
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this button. Then the number of <AVL> column becomes ‘2’.
Appropriate number of feeders must be set in consideration of the number of
placement points for each component. If the Optimizer considers that more than one
feeders are not necessary, it might not be used. .
To obtain good operation efficiency, a relatively large number of feeders must be
assigned to a component with many placement points.
button



Used to have the feeder selected in the <Arranged Feeders> list box to be arranged
again by Optimizer.

10.2.

Nozzle
Figure10.2 “Optimizer Setup: Nozzle” dialog box

This dialog box shows the information on Nozzle arrangement.


<Nozzle Requirement> list box
This list box indicates the types of nozzles necessary for the part placement as well as
the number of times of use of each nozzle.


<Nozzle> column
Displays the nozzle name.
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<Placements> column
Displays the number of times each nozzle is used. In other words, the number of
placement points using the corresponding nozzle.



<# of Nozzles Arranged> list box
This list box indicates the types and number of nozzles that are arranged in each ANC
currently.


<Nozzle> column
Displays the nozzle name.



<ANC-1 ANC-2> column
Displays the ANC where the nozzle is arranged.



<Assign Nozzle> button
Used to assign applicable heads for each nozzle separately. When this button is clicked
on, the following dialog box is displayed.
Figure10.3 “Optimizer Setup: Assign Nozzle” dialog box

Basically all nozzle types can be applied to any head, therefore all heads are checked.
But there are occasions when a certain nozzle has to be operated in a certain head.
Also, this can be used when the user wants to assign a certain head to a certain nozzle.
The above figure shows the nozzle CN040 can operate on any head between Head1
and Head10.
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<Useful Heads> check box group
The heads that can be used by the selected nozzle type. As a standard, check so that
Head1 ~ Head10can be used.



<Mounting Points> group
This group shows the number of components used by the nozzle selected for the
current PCB. This can be used as a reference data when the user assigns the applicable
heads to each nozzle.
#1 shows the total number of placement points of the component for which #1 nozzle
is selected and #10 shows the total number of placement points of the component for
which #10 nozzle is selected.
Figure 10.3 shows that CN040 is selected for 1# nozzle of three components and for
2# nozzle of one component.



<OK> button
Saves the selected options and closes the dialog box..



<Cancel> button
Cancels the selected options and closes the dialog box.
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10.3.

Feeder Lane
Figure10.4 “Optimizer Setup: Feeder Lane” dialog box

This dialog box to set the feederbase slot to be used for feeder arrangement by the
Optimizer. The devices that can be arranged on the feederbase slot include tape feeder and
stick feeder unit.
Current status of feeder arrangement in the feeder base slots is indicated. If the optimizer
cannot arrange the devices due to a defective feeder base slot or for other reasons, the
feeder base slot that must not be arranged can be designated.


<PreArranged> list box
Indicates the arrangement status of feeders currently installed in the feeder base slots.
Of the feeder base slot number, ‘F’ refers to the front feeder base and ‘R’ the rear
feeder base
For parts which are transferred to the tape feeder, a part name is indicated after the
number of the slot in which the feeder is installed. For stick feeder or tray feeder,
corresponding feeder type is indicated. In addition, the slot of the feeder base that
cannot be used due to interference with other devices is indicated by a dotted line.



<Available> list box
Displays the feederbase slot where devices can be arranged in the Optimizer.



<Prohibited> list box
For the feeder base slot in which no device is desired to be arranged, click the arrow
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button (

) to move it to the <Prohibited> list box group.

The optimizer arranges no device in the feeder base slot indicated in the <Prohibited>
list box. Clicking the arrow button (

) can undo the command.

The optimizer arranges the devices considering the interference between the devices
that are arranged as feeder base slots or which will be newly arranged.

10.4.

Setup Menu /Parameters
Figure10.5 “Optimizer Setup: Parameters” tab dialog box

This dialog box to set the options and parameters for the Optimizer execution.


<Head> check box group
Sets whether to use for each head.


<Use> check box
The “Use check box” indicates whether to use the corresponding head. For
example, when it is difficult to perform work if Head 3 has a problem, select the
check box of Head 3 and leave it blank.
Doing so, the optimizer will create a job program with the head except for the one
whose use is suspended. If all heads to be used are stopped, the optimizer cannot
perform optimization.
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<Array Options> group
Used when designate display method and optimization option of the MMI step
program when editing the array PCB.


<Extend> check box
In case of array PCB, <Extend> check box can be ticked. Then, MMI performs
optimization considering one array PCB includes all the array installation
positions. Accordingly, work efficiency is improved.
When the <Extend> check box is not selected, selection of either “By PCB” or
“By Point” is possible.



<By PCB> option button
Creates the step program so that the optimizer performs optimization only for one
small PCB and performs work for several small PCBs in order.



<By Point> option button
Performs work in order on the second placement point of the first array after
finishing the work on the first placement point of the array, the first placement
point of the second array, and the first placement point of the last array.
Generally, when many nozzles are replaced, it is efficient to perform work in the
manner applying ‘By Point’.
However, work efficiency may be lowered if there are many defective unit PCB’s.



<Options> group
Sets the selection condition for the optimizing algorithm executed by the optimizer.


<Search Depth> combo box
Select the level at which the placement sequence is optimized.


Quick
Optimizes the placement sequence based on the nearest placement point. In
this method, the time required for the optimization is relatively short.



Deep
The optimizer compares all possible placement cases for all placement points
to determine the optimum placement sequence. In this method, the time
required for the optimization is relatively long.



<FDR Base Priority> combo box
Enables to give priority while the optimizer arranges feeder.


Auto
The optimizer arranges the feeder automatically.



Front
The optimizer arranges the feeder of the front feeder base first.
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Rear
The optimizer arranges the feeder of the rear feeder base first.



<Twin/Join> combo box
Prioritize the gantry to place parts on a PCB loaded to the conveyor.


Join
Selected when producing the same models at the front and rear in small
quantity. Since it is possible to use the front and rear feeder together, this
mode can be used when performing production by installing a small quantity
of feeders.



Twin
Selected when producing the same models at the front and rear in large
quantity. Since feeders must be installed at the front and rear, many feeders
must be installed.



Join (Partial Twin)
Used when performing mixed production of the same model at the front and
rear in the join mode and twin mode.
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As shown in the following figure, in the case of the model for which parts ①,
② and ③ are placed, if the number of placement points allocated to the part
① is significantly large and the number of placement points allocated to the
parts (② and ③) are small, the front and rear gantry place the part ? in the join
mode, placing the remaining parts (② and ③) in the twin mode.

1:



The part to which the largest number of placement points are allocated

<Tape-Tray Mixed Cycle> check box
Allows part placement to be performed for the parts to be fed to the tape feeder
while replacing the part in the tray feeder.



<Pallet Sequence> check box
Optimizes the tray pallet pick-up sequence when executing the optimizer.



<First Placing Group: Height<= > check box
Used for installing the parts with lower height than the height input in the right
side edit box. Upon selection of this check box, the edit box is activated. Input the
height of the part here.



<Last Placing Group: Height>= > check box
Used for installing the parts with upper height than the height input in the right
side edit box. Upon selection of this check box, the edit box is activated. Input the
height of the part here.



<Improve Balance(Uncheck=5:5)> check box
Used to adjust the pickup and placement load of the front and rear gantries.
If this check box is selected, the gantry corresponding to the work station at which
a PCB is loaded picks and places more parts than other gantries.
If this check box is not selected, the front and rear gantries perform the same level
of pickup and placement of parts.
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<Time(sec)> edit box group
This group inputs the time for executing each movement in the equipment. It is used to
calculate the working time at the optimizer. In addition, the values of the tray Y and
tray Z may have influence on the determination of the work sequence.
Therefore, in order to increase the work efficiency and to get the exact estimate of the
working time, the value as close as possible to the actual value shall be inputted.


Conveyor: Time (second) taken until the PCB is fixed by the backup table since
being transferred to the workstation.



Tray Z: Time required for the multi-tray feeder to move in the Z direction (sec)



Tray Z: Time required for the multi-tray feeder to move in the Z direction (sec)



Shuttle : Time required for the pad of the shuttle tray to complete one cycle (sec)
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10.5.

Run Optimizer



<Remove Tape> button
Click on the <Remove Tape> button to disregard all the feeders already arranged and
to newly arrange all tape feeders. When this button is clicked on, all the tape feeders
already arranged are removed.



<Run Optimizer> button
Saves the set options and executes Optimizer. To obtain an efficient result, empty all
lanes by pressing the <Remove Tape> button and execute Optimizer.



<Cancel> button
Closes the Optimizer Setup window without saving the currently set Optimizer
Options.
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10.6.

Optimizer Dialog
Press the <Run Optimizer> button to execute the Optimizer. During the execution, the
following dialog box is displayed.
Figure10.6 “Optimizer” dialog box

In the first group, the equipment model name, number of component types and total
placement positions are displayed.
Then, in the second group, the optimizer execution progress is indicated with check mark.
Check marked item is the one that is being executed. In the third group, more detailed
progress status, execution time of the optimizer (Elapsed Time) and the remaining
execution time (Remaining Time) are displayed.
The progress bar below the third group indicates how much the calculation process has
progressed for each step.
The Cancel/Stop buttons are used to stop the optimizer execution while it is being
executed. At normal state it is marked as “Cancel”. If it is pressed at this state, the massage
box called “User Break” appears and then the optimizer execution is canceled.


Message Type 1
Provides information to a user as shown below, and continues or stops the execution of
the optimizer according to the user’s selection.
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Message Type 2
Provides information to a user. However, it continues to execute the optimizer after a
certain period of time lapses regardless of the user’s input.



<Ignore collsions> check box
If this check box is checked, the parts are placed in the determined work sequence
by ignoring the collision that may occur between other parts already placed and
the nozzle during part placement.



<This window …> button
Click the button to exit the message box before the indicated time. Then the
message box exits immediately and the optimizer is executed continuously.



Message Type 3
Provides information to a user. However, the execution is stopped by the user’s input.
In most cases, it is indicated when an error occurred.
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10.7.

Optimization Result
When the Optimizer execution is completed, the following dialog box is displayed.
Figure10.7 “Optimization Result” dialog box

This dialog box displays various results so that the optimized status can be viewed at a
glance.
When the <Accept> button is clicked on, this dialog box closes, the Optimizer is ended
and the result is applied to the MMI step program.
When the <Reject> button is clicked on, the result is not applied in the MMI step program.
If necessary, readjust the Optimizer options and execute again.
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<Placement> group
Indicates the number of parts, number of total placement points, number of times of
nozzle replacement and total hours of working. The total working time is the estimated
time by simulation. It may be more or less different from actual pick and placement
time due to defective component recognition and other reasons.



<Feeder /Nozzle /ANC Arrangement> group
Indicates the arrangement status of tape feeder, ANC, and nozzles.





Pre: Number of tape feeders directly arranged by the user.



New: Number of tape feeders directly arranged by the optimizer.



Total: Total number of arranged tape feeders.

<Pickup> group
The distribution of simultaneous component pickups is displayed in this group. The
number of pickup points and its percentage for each pickup type is displayed in this
group.





I: Component pickups by one head only (individual pickup)



xS: x number of heads pick up components simultaneously

<Cycle> group
Indicates the final arrangement status of parts, feeders and nozzles of the step
program. Three radio buttons on the bottom let the user to select one and see the
allocation status. The number in the right most column displays the number of cycle
repetitions.


Component
In the component arrangement status, the component to be operated by each head
is displayed as cx, x is the number given to a component. (Component name is not
displayed here)



Feeder
In the feeder arrangement status, the feeder lane from which the head picks up is
displayed. The front feeder base is indicated by Fx, and the rear feeder base by Rx.
Here x is the feeder lane number. And, the stick feeder is indicated by Sx, and the
tray feeder by Tx.



Nozzle
The nozzle arrangement status shows which nozzle is used for which head. The
name of the nozzle to be attached to each head is displayed.
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Chapter11. Cycle Check
11.1.

Cycle Check
Check for any errors in currently loaded PCB files. If an error occurs, check the details of
the error in the message window and modify the PCB file to solve the corresponding error.
If the cycle check exhibits no problem, an error does not occur when executing a ‘PCB D/
L’ command in the Production menu. Consequently, only when the cycle check finds no
error can PCB production commence properly.



<ALL> button
Displays all NG and warning messages.



<NG> button
Displays only the NG messages.



<Waring> button
Displays only the warning messages.
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Chapter12. LED placement
12.1.

Definition of fiducial mark
The method to define the fiducial mark size for a PCB length is as follows:

12.1.1.



Length less than 800 mm: Same as the method to set general boards.



Length is 800 mm ~ 1,500 mm: Set multi work area.

Fiducial mark setup
When placing parts on a 0.8~1.2 m long PCB, set 3~4 fiducial marks on it, one of which
must be at the position to which the fiducial camera of the gantry can move.
When setting 3 fiducial marks, they can be set as shown in the following figure.
1) Transfer the PCB to the first workstation.
2) Teach the fiducial mark at center and the right mark.
3) Transfer the PCB to the second workstation.
4) Teach the left fiducial mark.

1:

Fiducial mark for ST-Gate2

2:

Fiducial mark for ST2F-Work

3:

Placement point registered to the ST2F-Work

4:

Placement Point registered to the ST-Gate2

Memo

Even though fiducial mark teaching is performed by changing the
workstation, all placement coordinates, fiducial mark coordinates and
the coordinates of various marks are always constant because the
relative distance from the origin is taught.
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12.2.

LED part registration
When registering an LED part, click the <New Part> button in the “Register Part” dialog
box to execute the “Create New Part/ Edit Selected Part” dialog box.
Figure12.1 “Create a new part/Edit the selected part” dialog box

Major options for LED part recognition are as follows:


<Use LED flip check> check box
This is selected to use the function that checks the turnover of the LED. This is applied
only to Chip-R, Chip-C, Chip-circle, Chip-tantal, Chip-aluminum, Melf, LED, etc.
For more details, refer the “<Detail> button”.



<Detail> button
Executes the following dialog box used to set the details for the “Use LED flip auto
check”. This button is enabled only when the <Use LED flip auto check> check box is
selected.
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Figure12.2 “LED direction check” check box



Set the White area of the LED in the ‘Area 1’ tab dialog box.


Center X
Refers to the coordinate in the X direction of the White area based on the part
center. (Refers to the figure in the dialog box)



Center Y
Refers to the coordinate in the Y direction of the White area based on the part
center. (Refers to the figure in the dialog box)



Size X
Size of the tetragonal area in the X direction (mm)



Size Y
Size of the tetragonal area in the Y direction (mm)



Brightness
Refers to the reference value of the White area. The White area with a value
less than the reference value can be considered normal. Generally, it has a
value of 200 and above.

Set the Black area of the LED in the ‘Area 2’ tab dialog box.
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Center X
Refers to the coordinate in the X direction of the Black area based on the part
center. (Refers to the figure in the dialog box)



Center Y
Refers to the coordinate in the Y direction of the Black area based on the part
center. (Refers to the figure in the dialog box)



Size X
Size of the tetragonal area in the X direction (mm)



Size Y
Size of the tetragonal area in the Y direction (mm)



Brightness
Refers to the reference value of the White area. The White area with a value
greater than the reference value can be considered normal.



Difference
Input the minimum difference in the brightness between <Area 1> and <Area
2>. Generally, input 40.



Shape
Select a shape according to the mark or concavo-convex on the bottom surface of
the LED. If the concavo-convex shape is selected, the brightness of the selected
area as well as the direction of a protrusion are checked. This, therefore, prevents
the part from being placed upside down.
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: There is no shape.



: Triangle mark in the 0° direction.



: Triangle mark in the 90° direction.

LED placement





: Triangle mark in the 180° direction.



: Triangle mark in the 270° direction.



: There is a recess or protrusion at the bottom surface of the part in
the left direction. (concavo-convex)



: There is a recess or protrusion at the bottom surface of the part in
the right direction. (concavo-convex)



: Refers to cases where work is performed on Lumens LED and a
circular shape is engraved on the bottom surface of a part.

Select the option function used when recognizing the LED using the vision system
in the <Data Setting> group.



<Auto> check box
When there is a black area on the LED bottom surface (surface to be
recognized by the vision system) without specific marks such as a tetragon or
triangle on it, if this check box is selected, this image is considered to be one
of the images shown below.



<4-Way Placing> check box
When recognizing an LED part, if it was picked up being turned 180°, this
function allows the part to be placed by turning it 180° without dumping it.
Mainly, this function is enabled when using a bowl feeder.
In order to use this function, the characteristics, position and size of the LED
mark must be inputted correctly. When there is a symmetrical mark on the
bottom surface of the part, exercise care not to use this function.



: OK –Considered to be picked up normally.
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: NG –Considered to be picked up upside down.



Caution



The corresponding function can be used only for a bowl
feeder. When supplying parts using a bowl feeder, this
function must be selected.

<Load default data> button
Shows examples for inputting an LED mark, and indicates the default value
saved in the system regardless of the part actually picked up.
This function is a guide for inputting certain types of value. Since this data has
nothing to do with the part to be actually placed, use the data for reference
only.
In addition, when it is desired to return all values inputted back to the default
value, this function can be used.

It is possible to judge whether inputted values for ‘Area 1’ and ‘Area 2’ are
appropriate by clicking the <Outline> button.
Whether to recognize the polarity must be checked by clicking the <Test> button.
If the recognition result is ‘OK’, when the <Test> button is clicked again, with the
part being turned 180° manually using the jog box, check whether the recognition
result is ‘NG’.
If the setup has been performed properly, click the <Close> button to save the set
value.


<Use Chip R flip auto check>

This is used only in the Part Edit Screen for Chip R part. It is selected to use the
function that checks the turnover of the Chip R part.
(Chip-R3216, Chip-R2012, Chip-R1608, Chip-R1005, Chip-R0603, Chip-R0402 etc.)


<Move> button
Tests component recognition by using the set align data. Please refer to“7.1.1
Common Align Data” for more information.



<Test> button
Tests component recognition by using the set align data. Please refer to“7.1.1
Common Align Data” for more information.
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Helps to specify the optimum lighting value. The lighting is gradually changed
automatically and the images are saved. The user can check the best image and
identify the optimum lighting value. Please refer to“7.1.1 Common Align Data” for
more information.


<Auto Teach> button
Automatically finds out the component align data. For more details, refer the “<Use
LED flip check>Check Box”of“7.1.1 Common Align Data” for more information.



<Rank> buttion
When placing a part whose shape is identical but characteristics including brightness
are different, the rank function registers only one part and sets its rank differently to
allow parts to be placed efficiently. However, the part recognition data must be
completely identical. Up to two ranks can be set and used.
Clicking this button will display the following dialog box for setting the Rank.



<Insert Rank> button
A grid is added on the screen so that the rank can be newly added.



<Delete> button
The selected rank is deleted.



<Update> button
Saves the changed rank information and closes the window.



<Cancel> button
Closes the window without saving the changed rank information.

When the rank has been registered, the corresponding rank can be checked by
selecting the rank from the “Feeders” dialog box as shown in the following figure.
For ITS equipment, the operator must check the rank before performing work. For
general equipment, the operator can check the rank visually.
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When using the rank function, even though parts are identical, they are treated as
different parts according to their rank. Therefore, when registering placement point
using “Steps” dialog box, the user must set up part name as well as the feeder that uses
the part of corresponding rank. In addition, when using the optimization program, the
user must separately set up the feeder of the corresponding before performing
optimization.
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12.3.

Feeder and placement point registration
In order to supply LED parts using the Rank function in the feeder registration menu, the
<Rank> option must be set.
Set the Rank option in the following manner:
1) Select the “General” tab dialog box in the “Option Setup” submenu of the “System
Setup” menu. Then select the <Use Rank Check> dialog box.

2) Select the slot to supply LED parts in the “Feeder Registration” menu.
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3) Select the rank of the LED part.

Memo

Double clicking the rank column of the LED parts will execute the
dialog box that can add or delete the rank.
For an LED part for which rank is set, its rank is indicated along
with the feeder.

4) Select the LED part using the corresponding rank in the part registration menu.
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12.4.
12.4.1.

Optimization
Rank
Arranges feeders automatically for placement points by the rank of the LED according to
the characteristics of the PCB for lighting.
Figure12.3 “Optimizer Setup: Rank” tab dialog box

Refers to the dialog box that allows the user to select the work type according to the
characteristics of the PCB for LED lighting and optimize the feeder arrangement.
Generally, in the case of the PCB for LED lighting, the user must directly designate the
feeder manually for each placement point in one array in order to perform setup for the
feeder by rank.
However, the user does not need to directly perform feeder arrangement for many
placement points by selecting the appropriate type for the work type in this dialog box.
The rank option may be set differently depending on each model.


<Use 1 Rank> group
Refers to the method to work on the PCB using LEDs of the same rank.


Refers to the round lighting board. When working on LEDs of the same rank,
select this type.
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Refers to bar type lighting boards. When working on LEDs of the same rank,
select this type.
<Bar-Feeder Matching> check box
In the case of bar type lighting boards, select this check box when receiving parts
from one feeder for all placement points in one line.


<Use 2 Rank> group
Refers to the method to perform work on the PCB using two types of LED of different
rank.
<1st Rank> Combo box
The 1st rank refers to the part with the rank to be placed first. That is, select the
part with the rank to be placed first. The part corresponding to the number ‘1’ in
the figure is the one with the 1st rank.


Refers to the round lighting board. Select this type when performing work with
LEDs of the same rank facing each other.


Refers to bar type lighting boards. Select this type when performing work on
LEDs of different rank in one line.


Refers to bar type lighting boards. Select this type when working on LEDs of the
same rank by line.


<User Defined> option button
Refers to the existing setup option. Select this setup when performing work on general
PCBs other than PCBs for LED lighting. At this time, for the part selected from the
<1st Rank> combo box, the rank order is set to ‘1’ and another one to ‘2’. The rank
order of the other part that is not set will be set to ‘0’



<Feeder Count Per Rank> combo box
Sets the number of tape feeders to be arranged for a rank. It is possible to arrange up to
9 feeders.
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12.4.2.

Feeder
Figure12.4 “Optimizer Setup: Feeder Arrangement” dialog box

A window to set the optimum arrangement of tape feeders. Optimizer can arrange Tape
feeders on the optimum feeder lanes automatically in consideration of simultaneous
pickup and operation time. However, the user must specify mounting positions for Tray
Feeders and Stick Feeders.


<Arranged Feeder(s)> list box


<FDLane> column
The number in []is the feeder base number. The feeder lane number with F in front
is Front Feeder Base and that with R in front is Rear Feeder Base.



<Component> column
Displays the component name of the tape feeder mounted on the corresponding
lane. This list displays already arranged feeders. As these feeders are not arranged
arbitrarily by Optimizer, they affect arrangement of other feeders by Optimizer.
In other words, if there are feeders already arranged, the Optimizer arranges other
feeders to increase simultaneous pickups in consideration of these.
For the tape feeders of those indicated here, which are desired to be arranged
optimally by the optimizer, click the arrow button (
list box and execute the optimizer.

) to move then to the right
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All arranged tape feeders can be removed by pressing the <Remove Tape> button
under the dialog box..


<Total Number of Feeder(s)> list box
For each feeder, the number of placement points, the number of arranged tape feeders,
and the number of tape feeders to be newly arranged are displayed in the list box on
the right and can be viewed at a glance.


<Component> column
The components to be supplied from tape feeders are all displayed here.



<Point> column
Displays the number of placement points for each component. This can be referred
to when deciding the number of feeders to be mounted.



<ARG> column
Displays the number of feeders already arranged on the feeder lane for each
component. This number coincides with the number of feeder lanes shown in the
list box on the right.



<AVL> column
Displays the number of feeders to be arranged by Optimizer for each component.



<LIM> column
Displays the sum of the feeders shown in ARG and AVL for each component. In
other words, it is the limited number of feeders that can be arranged for each
component. The minimum value is 1.



<Set> button
Used to specify the number of feeders to be arranged for each component. When there
is one feeder already arranged for a certain part, enter ‘3’ in the right edit box and click
this button. Then the number of <AVL> column becomes ‘2’.
Appropriate number of feeders must be set in consideration of the number of
placement points for each component. If the Optimizer considers that more than one
feeders are not necessary, it might not be used. .
To obtain good operation efficiency, a relatively large number of feeders must be
assigned to a component with many placement points.



button
Used to have the feeder selected in the <Arranged Feeders> list box to be arranged
again by Optimizer.
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12.4.3.

Nozzle
Figure12.5 “Optimizer Setup: Nozzle” dialog box

This dialog box shows the information on Nozzle arrangement.


<Nozzle Requirement> list box
This list box indicates the types of nozzles necessary for the part placement as well as
the number of times of use of each nozzle.


<Nozzle> column
Displays the nozzle name.



<Placements> column
Displays the number of times each nozzle is used. In other words, the number of
placement points using the corresponding nozzle.



<# of Nozzles Arranged> list box
This list box indicates the types and number of nozzles that are arranged in each ANC
currently.


<Nozzle> column
Displays the nozzle name.



<ANC-1 ANC-2> column
Displays the ANC where the nozzle is arranged.
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<Assign Nozzle> button
Used to assign applicable heads for each nozzle separately. When this button is clicked
on, the following dialog box is displayed.
Figure12.6 “Optimizer Setup: Assign Nozzle” dialog box

Basically all nozzle types can be applied to any head, therefore all heads are checked.
But there are occasions when a certain nozzle has to be operated in a certain head.
Also, this can be used when the user wants to assign a certain head to a certain nozzle.
The above figure shows the nozzle CN040 can operate on any head between Head1
and Head2012610.


<Useful Heads> check box group
The heads that can be used by the selected nozzle type. As a standard, check so that
Head1 ~ Head2012610 can be used.



<Mounting Points> group
This group shows the number of components used by the nozzle selected for the
current PCB. This can be used as a reference data when the user assigns the applicable
heads to each nozzle.
#1 shows the total number of placement points of the component for which #1 nozzle
is selected and #10 shows the total number of placement points of the component for
which #10 nozzle is selected.
Figure 10-3 shows that CN040 is selected for 1# nozzle of three components and for
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2# nozzle of one component.


<OK> button
Saves the selected options and closes the dialog box..



<Cancel> button
Cancels the selected options and closes the dialog box.
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12.4.4.

Feeder Lane
Figure12.7 “Optimizer Setup: Feeder Lane” dialog box

This dialog box to set the feederbase slot to be used for feeder arrangement by the
Optimizer. The devices that can be arranged on the feederbase slot include tape feeder and
stick feeder unit.
Current status of feeder arrangement in the feeder base slots is indicated. If the optimizer
cannot arrange the devices due to a defective feeder base slot or for other reasons, the
feeder base slot that must not be arranged can be designated.


<PreArranged> list box
Indicates the arrangement status of feeders currently installed in the feeder base slots.
Of the feeder base slot number, ‘F’ refers to the front feeder base and ‘R’ the rear
feeder base
For parts which are transferred to the tape feeder, a part name is indicated after the
number of the slot in which the feeder is installed. For stick feeder or tray feeder,
corresponding feeder type is indicated. In addition, the slot of the feeder base that
cannot be used due to interference with other devices is indicated by a dotted line.



<Available> list box
Displays the feederbase slot where devices can be arranged in the Optimizer.
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For the feeder base slot in which no device is desired to be arranged, click the arrow
button (

) to move it to the <Prohibited> list box group.

The optimizer arranges no device in the feeder base slot indicated in the <Prohibited>
list box. Clicking the arrow button (

) can undo the command.

The optimizer arranges the devices considering the interference between the devices
that are arranged as feeder base slots or which will be newly arranged.

12.4.5.

Parameters
Figure12.8 “Optimizer Setup: Parameters” tab dialog box

This dialog box to set the options and parameters for the Optimizer execution.


<Head> check box group
Sets whether to use for each head.


<Use> check box
The “Use check box” indicates whether to use the corresponding head. For
example, when it is difficult to perform work if Head 3 has a problem, select the
check box of Head 3 and leave it blank.
Doing so, the optimizer will create a job program with the head except for the one
whose use is suspended. If all heads to be used are stopped, the optimizer cannot
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perform optimization.


<Array Options> group
Used when designate display method and optimization option of the MMI step
program when editing the array PCB.


<Extend> check box
In case of array PCB, <Extend> check box can be ticked. Then, MMI performs
optimization considering one array PCB includes all the array installation
positions. Accordingly, work efficiency is improved.
When the <Extend> check box is not selected, selection of either “By PCB” or
“By Point” is possible.



<By PCB> option button
Creates the step program so that the optimizer performs optimization only for one
small PCB and performs work for several small PCBs in order.



<By Point> option button
Performs work in order on the second placement point of the first array after
finishing the work on the first placement point of the array, the first placement
point of the second array, and the first placement point of the last array.
Generally, when many nozzles are replaced, it is efficient to perform work in the
manner applying ‘By Point’.
However, work efficiency may be lowered if there are many defective unit PCB’s.



<Options> group
Sets the selection condition for the optimizing algorithm executed by the optimizer.


<Search Depth> combo box
Select the level at which the placement sequence is optimized.


Quick
Optimizes the placement sequence based on the nearest placement point. In
this method, the time required for the optimization is relatively short.



Deep
The optimizer compares all possible placement cases for all placement points
to determine the optimum placement sequence. In this method, the time
required for the optimization is relatively long.



<FDR Base Priority> combo box
Enables to give priority while the optimizer arranges feeder.


Auto
The optimizer arranges the feeder automatically.
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The optimizer arranges the feeder of the front feeder base first.


Rear
The optimizer arranges the feeder of the rear feeder base first.



<Tape-Tray Mixed Cycle> check box
Allows part placement to be performed for the parts to be fed to the tape feeder
while replacing the part in the tray feeder.



<Pallet Sequence> check box
Optimizes the tray pallet pick-up sequence when executing the optimizer.



<First Placing Group: Height<= > check box
Used for installing the parts with lower height than the height input in the right
side edit box. Upon selection of this check box, the edit box is activated. Input the
height of the part here.



<Last Placing Group: Height>= > check box
Used for installing the parts with upper height than the height input in the right
side edit box. Upon selection of this check box, the edit box is activated. Input the
height of the part here.



<Time(sec)> edit box group
This group inputs the time for executing each movement in the equipment. It is used to
calculate the working time at the optimizer. In addition, the values of the tray Y and
tray Z may have influence on the determination of the work sequence.
Therefore, in order to increase the work efficiency and to get the exact estimate of the
working time, the value as close as possible to the actual value shall be inputted.


Conveyor: Time (second) taken until the PCB is fixed by the backup table since
being transferred to the workstation.



Tray Z: Time required for the multi-tray feeder to move in the Z direction (sec)



Tray Z: Time required for the multi-tray feeder to move in the Z direction (sec)



Shuttle : Time required for the pad of the shuttle tray to complete one cycle (sec)
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Chapter13. Production Setup
The product menu is composed of seven submenus; Start, Stop, Count., Finish, T/F Cnt,
PCB D/L, Pd. Info.
This menu performs the function of monitoring PCB (Printed Circuit Board) placement
operation.
Figure13.1 When the Product menu is selected

Figure13.2 Submenus of the Product menu
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13.1.
13.1.1.

Product Main
Product Monitor
Provides the progress and production information related to PCB production.

Memo

The shape of the conveyor displayed on the screen may differ
depending on the option.

Figure13.3 “Product” Initial screen

When the submenu, PCB D/L (F7) is clicked on, transmits the PCB data edited to the
equipment, and the following screen is displayed.
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<Production Info> group
Displays the status of operation in progress.


<Start Time> Static box
Indicates the time when the <Start> button on the machine operation panel
pressed.



<Elapsed Time> Static box
Indicates the period of time that has passed after the <Start> button is pressed



<Remaining Time> Static box
Indicates the expected remaining period of time until all PCBs are produced.



<Mean Time> Static box
Shows various types of information related to PCB production as follows.
Clicking the right button


will display different types of information.

<sec/board>
Indicates the average required time in the “second” unit until the next PCB is
fed since one PCB was fed to the work station.



<CPH>
Indicates number of parts placed in an hour after the initial PCB is fed to the
work station.



<board/hour>
Indicates number of PCBs produced in an hour after the initial PCB is fer to
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the work station.


<Production Plan> edit box
Set the total number of PCBs to be worked on. If the value becomes 0, the
production is stopped.



<Reset> button
Initializes the number of produced PCBs to “0”.



<Placement Status> group
Displays the data related to PCB board. Shows the status of the PCB feeding to the
conveyor graphically and indicates the progress of the work on the PCB in percentage.


<Total Steps> Static box
Displays the total number of steps.



<Total Cycles> Static box
Displays the total number of cycles.



<Total Array> Static box
Displays the total number of Array PCBs.



<Operation Option> group
This function can be selected and executed during placement.


<PCB Stop> check box
Selecting this check box during operation will pause the equipment after finishing
the placement for the PCB in the current placement area. Then they are displayed
as shown in the following screen.
At this time, the equipment is in “RUN_RDY” state. The shutdown of the
equipment in “RUN_RDY” state is not included in the shutdown count of the
equipment.

If the equipment is paused by clicking the <PCB Stop> button, when starting the
work, click the <PCB Restart> button first and then press the 'START' button.
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<Inhibit Board Entry> check box
Check this box to stop PCBs from entering the transport rail automatically from an
upstream transport rail or board station. If the equipment is temporarily stopped by
this function, the equipment state is changed into “RUN_RDY” state.
The shutdown of the equipment in “RUN_RDY” state is not included in the
shutdown count of the equipment.



<One Time Skip> button
Skip only the new PCBs fed to the equipment temporarily without placing them. Since
separate setup is needed to enable this function, our C/S department must first be
contacted.
When using this function, the following pre-requisitions shall be satisfied:


Small PCB (substrate) that is set to ‘Work’ among array PCBs that use no bad
mark



Small PCB (substrate) to which ‘One-Time-Skip’ function is applied in the ‘PCB
Array’ dialog box is already set up



PCB download completed.

When these pre-requisitions are met, the ‘One-Time-Skip’ function is applied after
auxiliary menu of ‘Start’ or ‘Cont.’ is selected, and the placement is performed.
Clicking the button will display the following dialog box.



<1. Array> group
Sets whether to perform placement on small PCBs in the array PCB.


<No> column
Refers to each small PCB in the array PCB. It is created as many as the
number of small PCBs.
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<Skip> column
Allows the small PCB selected in this column to be skipped without being
placed during placement and sets the small PCB indicated in the <2.Array
Layout> group to ‘Skip’.



<One Time Skip> column
Of the small PCBs set to ‘Work’ in the array PCB, it allows only the new PCB
fed to the equipment to be skipped temporarily without being placed.
In order to use the ‘One-Time-Skip’ function, select the corresponding small
PCB and click the <One Time Skip> button in the ‘Product Monitor’ tab
dialog box.



<2. Array Layout> group
Selects the small PCBs in the array PCB using the mouse. It indicates whether
currently set placement work has been performed or not on the small PCBs.



<Selection> option box group
[‘Work’ –Work on the PCB; ‘Skip’ –Not to work on the PCB]


<Click> option box
If the small PCB displayed on the ‘PCB Array Layout’ dialog box is selected
using the mouse with this option box selected, the setup of the corresponding
small PCB is changed.
If the small PCB set to ‘Work’ is selected, ‘Work’ is changed to ‘Skip’. If the
small PCB set to ‘Skip’ is selected, ‘Skip’ is changed to ‘Work’.



<Drag-O.T Skip> option box
After this option box is selected if the small PCBs displayed on the ‘PCB
Array Layout’ dialog box are selected by dragging the mouse, the setup of the
selected small PCBs is changed to ‘Skip’. It is useful when selecting several
small PCBs at once.



<Drag-Work> option box
After this option box is selected if the small PCBs displayed on the ‘PCB
Array Layout’ dialog box are selected by dragging the mouse, the setup of the
selected small PCBs is changed to ‘Work’. It is useful when selecting several
small PCBs at once.

For the PCB to which ‘One-Time-Skip’ function is applied, a yellow rectangle is
indicated on the PCB in the ‘Product Monitor’ tab dialog box.
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13.1.2.

Option Setting
Carries out the function of setting the operation scope. When this button is clicked on, the
following dialog boxes are displayed.
Figure13.4 “Option Setting” tab dialog



<Operation Mode> group
Set the operation mode. Available modes are as follows.


Normal Mode
Operates normally.



Dry Mode
Without picking up or placing the actual parts, perform the work by selecting the
virtual conditions as shown below. This menu, which is authorized for the service
user, cannot be used unless login is not performed.


<Skip Pick> check box
Perform the work without picking the parts. Finish the work once all work
steps are completed.



<Skip Pick> check box
Perform placement without changing a nozzle.



<Skip Vision Align> check box
Perform the work without vision recognition of the parts. Finish the work once
all work steps are completed..



<Skip Fiducial/Mark Finds> check box
Perform the work without recognizing the fiducial mark on the PCB. Finish
the work once all work steps are completed.
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<Skip Board> check box
Perform the work without feeding the PCB into the working area on the
conveyor.



<Operation Option> group
Set the options related to placement.


<ANC before PCB load> check box
Selected so that the PCB stands by after replacing the nozzle before the PCB is
fed.



<Prefetch Parts> check box
In the case of the equipment with dual gantries, when the corresponding gantry
cannot work continuously due the shortage of parts in the feeder that has supplied
parts to any one of the gantries, it selects the function to improve the productivity
temporarily with another gantry performing the work instead.
For this function the <Auto Skip Placements> check box shall be selected in the
<Operation Option> group. This function can be used in the SM411 model.



<PreMove to 1st Fiducial> check box
While the PCB is being put into the working station, MMI move the fiducial
camera to the fiducial mark position and have it stand by.



<Stop before DUMP> check box
Selected so that the machine stops before dumping the part to the dump box when
a part recognition error occurs.



<Stop Machine When Pick Error> check box
There is a PCB in which small chips are placed underneath the large part such as a
shield cap.
In cases where the machine is equipped with a dual gantry that works on such
PCB, since each gantry performs work individually, a chip must be placed first.
However, even though the chip cannot be mounted since an error occurred while
picking it up, a situation occurs in which the rear gantry must place the shield cap.
As such, if the rear gantry places the part that is placed on a part such as the shield
cap earlier than the front gantry, the part underneath cannot be placed. Therefore,
when a pickup error occurs, this function stops the machine immediately.



<Enable RESCUING> check box
In the case of the equipment with dual gantries, when the corresponding gantry
cannot work continuously due the shortage of parts in the feeder that has supplied
parts to any one of the gantries, it selects the function to improve the productivity
temporarily with another gantry performing the work instead.
For this function the <Auto Skip Placements> check box shall be selected in the
<Operation Option> group. This function can be used in the SM411 model.
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<Auto Skip Placements> check box
Even when a specific part has run short during automatic production, placement is
continuously performed on the remaining placement points, generating a warning
message.

Caution



This function allows the placement to be simply performed
continuously. If interference is expected in the future
between the skipped part and the nearby placed parts while
performing placement, release this function.

<PCB Transfer Speed> combo box
Used to adjust the PCB feeding speed. When the PCB is heavy, if it is selected at too
high speed, the conveyor belt may not feed the PCB sufficiently with the belt rotating
while slipping. The default selection is Middle. Adjust the speed appropriately, if
necessary.





Fast: high speed



Middle: medium



Slow: low speed

<Speed> slide bar
Select the driving speed of the XY axis driving motor.



<Z Axis Mount Delay> slide bar
Works after adding the defined value in the slider bar to the placement delay value
setup in the common data at the time of part registration. This value is applied only to
Z-axis.



<Inhibit Lane> group
When it is not used, select the workstation. Then the PCB is not loaded on the
corresponding workstation.



<Detail> button


<Display Option while product> group
This button is used to select the image viewed in the SMVision window during
PCB production.
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<Mode> combo box



Camera
Selected when looking at the image of a specific camera. Select the
corresponding camera from the <Device> combo box.



Head
Selected when looking at the image in which the part picked up by a
specific head is recognized. Select the corresponding head from the
<Device> combo box.



Camera Error
Selected when looking at the image of part recognition error from a
specific camera.
It shows the recognized part image according to the placement order
during placement. However, if the placement is completed, the camera
selected in the following <Device> combo box shows the part image error
that occurred last.



Head Error
Selected when looking at the recognition error image of part picked up by
a specific head.
It shows the recognized part image according to the placement order
during placement. However, if the placement is completed, it shows the
image of part recognition error that occurred last among the parts placed
by the head selected in the following <Device> combo box.



Last Error
It shows the recognized part image according to the placement order
during placement. However, if the placement is completed, it shows the
image of part recognition error that occurred last during placement.



System
Shows the part recognition image according to the placement order.
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13.1.3.

Tape Feeder Monitor
Sets the quantity of remaining components. It shows the remaining components of the
installed tape feeder and alarms against the component shortage. Able to monitor the
errors related with parts supply of tape feeder.
Figure13.5 “Tape Feeder Monitor” tab dialog



<Use Warning> button
Selects whether to automatically show the alarm message setup in the ‘Tape Feeder
Monitor’ tap dialog box while working. It is setup as ‘use’ in the above dialog box.



<Keep Count> check box
Generally, if the PCB program is downloaded, the remaining quantity is set up to the
default count.
In case the same PCB program must be downloaded again for a particular reason
during operation, select this check box to maintain the Remain Count of the tape
feeder installed already.



<Default Count> combo box
Indicates the part shortage alarm message box when the remaining quantity of parts
supplied to the tape feeder is less than the setup value.
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<Default Error Ratio> combo box
Indicates the alarm message box for parts supply error rate when the failure rate of
parts supply in the tray feeder is higher than the setup value.



<Shortage Warning Option> combo box
Indicates the alarm message box for parts supply error rate when the failure rate of
parts supply in the tray feeder is higher than the setup value.


By part count
Indicates the warning message based on the part count set in the <Warning>
column.



By percentage of part count
If this is selected, the Combo Box for selecting percent is created at the right.
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Based on the Remain Count, if the part count becomes less than the corresponding
percent, the warning message is indicated.


Indicates normal tape feeder.

Indicates the tape feeder of which the remaining parts are less than the setup value.

Indicates the tape feeder of which the error rates of part supply is higher than the setup
value.

Indicates the tape feeder with simultaneous shortage and defect of remaining parts.

Clicking the mouse on the place at which the feeder is installed will display the
‘Feeder Information’ dialog box as shown above.
However, right clicking the mouse will display the ‘Refill’ dialog box as follows.
When performing the work after splicing reel, change the Remain Count by using the
Refill dialog box.
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The values set from the <Default Error Ratio> combo box and <Default Count> in the
Tape Feeder Monitor Tab dialog box are applied.
If the <OK> button is clicked, the value set in the <Refill Count> edit box is added to
the current count to make the Remain Count.


<Apply> button
Generally, if the PCB program is downloaded, the remain count is set up to the default
count.
However, in the case of the part reel to which the Default Count cannot be applied,
select the corresponding tape feeder and set the corresponding count in the <Remain>
column and then click the <Apply> button. Then the change value is applied as the
Remain Count.
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13.1.4.

My PCB
Used for easily loading the registered PCB files by registering the PCB primarily worked
on. Up to 15 PCB files that are frequently used can be set in advance.
Figure13.6 “My PCB” tab dialog



<Add> button
Register the PCB file primarily worked on.



<Delete> button
Registration is canceled when this button is clicked after selecting the registered PCB
file.



<PCB Open> button
Perform loading of the selected PCB file by clicking this button is clicked after
selecting the registered PCB file.
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13.2.

Start [F2]
When the “PCB Download” operation has been completed, this button is activated while
the placement is not in progress, and it is inactivated while the placement is in progress.
This submenu transmits the command to start the placement related to the downloaded
PCB data to the equipment.

Caution

Pressing the Start switch without checking the presence of
worker nearby could cause injury.
Be sure to check if there is any worker near the equipment
before pressing the Start switch.

13.3.

Stop [F3]
When the “PCB Download” operation has been completed, this button is activated while
the placement is in progress, and it is inactivated while the placement is not in progress.
This submenu transmits the command to stop the placement related to the downloaded
PCB data to the equipment.

Caution

Inserting a part of body while the equipment is in operation
or in temporary stop could result in severe injury.
Do not insert a part of body while the equipment is in
operation or in temporary stop.

13.4.

Count. [F4]
When the “PCB Download” operation has been completed, this button is activated while
the placement is not in progress, and it is inactivated while the placement is in progress.
This command transmits the command to continue the placement related to the
downloaded PCB data at the position where the operation was stopped previously to the
equipment.




The cases that “Count.” command is not available are as follows:


When a new PCB file is downloaded



When the number of Cycle is changed



When the number of Cycle is changed

“Count.” command is available is for the following case


When the step data related to head or feeder or nozzle or skip is changed
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13.5.

Finish [F5]
This submenu transmits to the equipment the command to completely stop the placement
related to the downloaded PCB data.

13.6.

T/F Cnt [F6]
Set the start position of the pocket on the tray feeder to pick up the component. When this
button is clicked on, the following dialog box is displayed.
Figure13.7 “Tray Count Information” dialog box

1:

Grid group



<Select> option button
Select the tray feeder unit to set. The tray feeder unit follows the setup of the tray
feeder registered in the Tray dialog box of the System Setup menu.
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<Grid> group
Set the position of the pocket to start.


<Step> column
Displays the number of tray step.



<X> column
Set the X position of the pocket.



<Y> column
Set the Y position of the pocket.



<Remain> column
Indicates the number of parts remaining in the corresponding pallet.



<Reset> column
After refilling components for empty pallets, Clicking this button initializes the
pocket position to start (X=1, Y=1) on each pallet.



<Part> column
Displays the name of the component supplied the Tray



<All Reset> button
Initializes the pickup point for upper pallets to the first pocket (X = 1, Y = 1).



<Refill All> button
Clicking this button after resupplying those lower pallets which have run out of parts
will initialize the pickup position to the first pocket (X = 1, Y = 1) for each pallet.
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<OK> button
Transmits the set data to the equipment and closes the dialog box.



<Cancel> button
Ignores the set data and closes the dialog box.

13.7.

PCB D/L [F7]
Transmits the PCB data set in the <PCB Edit> menu to the equipment. Transmission is
possible only when the equipment status is “Finish”.

13.8.

Pd. Info [F8]
Displays placement operation data for head, nozzle and feeder. Please refer to “18.1
Production Information Management [Pd. Info]” for more information.

13.9.

Flux. [F9]
Perform setup for the warning message related to the operation of the flux module.



<Squeeze Warning Alarm>
Clicking the <Reset> button will initialize the set flux module cleaning cycle. The
setup of the corresponding item can be performed in the ‘Flux’ tab dialog box in the
‘Periph.’ submenu of the ‘Sys.Setup’ menu.
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Machine Calibration

Chapter14. Machine Calibration
14.1.

Head [F2]

Warning

Changing the set up status by an unauthorized user could
damage the machine or result in personal injury.
Unauthorized user must not change the set up status of the
machine.

14.1.1.

“Head” tab dialog box
The “Head” tab dialog box displays and sets the status of the head assembly Perform
various setups related to the head.
Figure14.1 “Head” tab dialog box

1:

Grid group



<Grid> group
Selects the gantry for which setup will be performed.


<Head No> column
Displays the head number.



<Align Height> column
Setup the Z-axis position when recognizing the parts.
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The value “51.0” refers to the default value applied to this machine, which means
the position where the component is aligned on the top surface of the PCB.


<Use> column
Determines whether to use a head or not. If an error occurs concerning the head,
remove the selected head. However, in order to reassign the work assigned to the
corresponding head, execute the optimizer program again.



<Vac.Level> column
Indicates the pneumatic pressure level of the head with no nozzle set currently. If
necessary, the currently set value can be changed by inputting the pneumatic
pressure level of the head.
The base value is 160 and if the corresponding value exists between 100 and 220,
it is considered that the pneumatic system has no problem.



<Vac.Delay> column
Used to set the Vacuum Delay differently by heads. If a certain head cannot
perform work properly with a normal Delay due to a solenoid problem, input a
specific Delay value in the <Vac. Delay> column of the corresponding head. The
corresponding head then applies the Vacuum Delay with a higher priority than the
Vacuum Delay set during part registration to perform the work.



<Set Nozzle Vacuum> group
Measures the pneumatic pressure level of each head and indicates it in the
<Vac.Level> in the <Grid> group. Before clicking this button, the nozzles inserted
into the nozzle holder of each head must be removed first.



<Head Block Wait Position> group
Set the waiting position for the head assembly. To change the presently setup position,
newly teach the corresponding position.


<When Front feeder change button pressed> edit box
When the “Front feeder change” button on the front operation panel of the
machine is pressed, set the waiting position for the head assembly.



<When Rear feeder change button pressed> edit box
When the “Rear feeder change” button on the rear operation panel of the machine
is pressed, set the waiting position for the head assembly.



<Calibration Position> edit box
When performing calibration, set the position at which the head assembly waits.



<Gantry> Combo Box
Select the gantry for which setups related to head are to be performed.



<Teach> group
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<Device> combo box

Machine Calibration
Used for moving the selected object to the assigned position of coordinates by
rotating XY, Z axis driving motor, or for obtaining the present coordinates of the
selected object.





Fid Cam2: Select the Fiducial Camera2 on the front gantry.



Head 1 ~ Head 10: Select #1 ~ #10 heads.

<Move> button
Move the object selected in the combo box to the position of the assigned
coordinates. At this time, before executing <Move> button, the edit box
corresponding to the desired position must be clicked on with a mouse.



<Get> button
Obtain coordinates for XY, Z axis with reference to the object selected in the
<Device> combo box. At this time, before executing <Get> button, the edit box
corresponding to the desired position must be clicked on with a mouse.



<Update> button
Transmits the set data to the machine and closes the dialog box.



<Cancel> button
Ignores the set data and closes the dialog box.
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14.1.2.

“Head Offset” tap dialog box
Setup the offset for the mechanical characteristics of each head. The head offset
information displayed here, with the exception of that for the Z and R axes is updated
automatically if the head offset calibration is executed during camera calibration and the
result value is reflected.

Caution

Do not modify data in the actual placement of each head at
user’s discretion, as damage to head or defective work may
occur if the setup value has changed by the user when
placement is being performed based on the offset value.

Figure14.2 “Head Offset” tab dialog box

1:

Grid group



<Gantry> combo box
Selects the gantry for which setup will be performed.



<Grid> group
Sets the offset between heads.


<Head> column
Displays the head number.



<X> column
Sets the X offset value. Set the X position of the head1 to 0 when the XY axes
reach home and set this value as a reference.
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<Y> column
Sets the Y offset value. Set the Y position of the head1 to 0 when the XY axes
reach and set this value as a reference.



<Z> column
Sets the Z offset value. Set the PCB top surface as the reference of the offset value
when the PCB is loaded.



<R> column
Sets the R offset.



<Other Device> group
Sets the offset values of devices other than the head.


<Fiducial Cam> edit box
Sets the XY offset value of the Fiducial camera.

14.1.3.

“R AXIS” tab dialog box
Displays the R axis compensation value of each head, or determines whether to
compensate the R axis. Data in this dialog box is updated automatically if the R-Axis
Offset Calibration is executed during camera calibration and the result value is reflected.
Setup whether to apply compensation on the R-axis of each head or not.
Figure14.3 “R AXIS” tab dialog box



<Check Data> group
Indicates the R axis compensation value of each head.
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<Device> combo box
Select the head.



<Use Compensation> check box
Determines whether to use the R axis compensation method for each head.



<Real Max R> edit box
Indicates the maximum error of the actual value of R axis to its abnormal value.



<Real Min R> edit box
Indicates the minimum error of the actual value of R axis to its abnormal value.



<Err Max> edit box
Indicates the maximum error of the compensation value for the actual value of the
R axis.



<Err Min> edit box
Indicates the minimum error of the compensation value for the actual value of the
R axis.



<Update> button
Transmits the change data to the equipment and closes the dialog box.



<Cancel> button
Ignores the change data and closes the dialog box.
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14.1.4.

“Fly-Fix Offset” tab dialog box
Sets the Fly-Fix offset for each head. Data in this dialog box is updated automatically if the
Fly to Fix Offset Calibration is executed during camera calibration and the result value is
reflected.
Figure14.4 “Fly-Fix Offset” tab dialog box



<Device> combo box
Sets the Fly-Fix offset for each head.



<Fly To Fix Offset>


<Degree> column
Sets the Fly-Fix offset by degree at 45 degree interval.



<X, Y> column
Sets the Fly-Fix offset of X, Y.



<Fly Run Out Offset>


<Degree> column
Fly-Fix offset for each angle can be setup at the interval of 45 degrees.



<X, Y> column
Sets the Fly Run Out offset of X, Y.



<Clear data for this Head> button
Deletes Fly-Fix offset data of the selected head. Used when not applying the Fly-Fix
offset on the head. Data cannot be restored once it has been deleted. To apply the FlyFix offset, the camera calibration must be performed again.



<Update> button
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Transmits the change data to the equipment and closes the dialog box.


<Cancel> button
Ignores the change data and closes the dialog box.
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14.1.5.

“Mount Offset” tab dialog box
Sets the placement offset for each head.
Figure14.5 “Mount Offset” tab dialog box

1:

Grid group



<Fly Cam, Fix 1 Cam..> option button area
Sets the placement offset for each camera.



<Device> combo box
Sets the placement offset for each head.



<Grid> group


Sets the placement offset by degree at 45 degree interval.
<Degree> column



<Offset-X, Y, R> column
Sets the placement offset of X, Yand R.



<Clear data for this Head> button
Deletes placement offset data of the selected head.



<Clear all data for this Camera> button
Able to delete the placement offset data of all the heads corresponding to the selected
camera.



<Import Print file> button
Selecting the created Report Viewer Text file by clicking this button will apply the
offset extracted from the CPK Report Viewer to the placement offset of the current
machine.
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<Add Offset> group
It is possible to apply X, Y and R placement offsets collectively to all heads.
This function is used at the factory. Users must not apply the offsets at their own
discretion.



<Update> button
Transmits the change data to the equipment and closes the dialog box.



<Cancel> button
Ignores the change data and closes the dialog box.

14.1.6.

“Nozzle Check” tap dialog box
This nozzle-check function is used to check whether the nozzle is inserted in the nozzleholder of the head or not by using the fly-camera.
Figure14.6 “Nozzle Check” tab dialog box



Check Pos


Z
Refers to the height of the Z-axis of the corresponding head when checking the
existence of the nozzle. This is indicated by the distance from the top surface of
the PCB to the end of the head-spindle. Therefore, the nozzle inserted in the
nozzle-holder must be removed before performing setup of the Z-axis.



Mirror
Refers to the position of the mirror axis when checking whether the nozzle is
mounted or not. This is indicated as degree.
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Nozzle
Compares the binary value of the pixel in a specific area when the nozzle is inserted
and when it is not in the nozzle-holder in order to check the existence of the nozzle.
At this time, this specific area is called a test area, and is displayed in box shape in the
vision screen.


Offset X / Offset Y
When the distance from the cross hair center to this rectangular box (i.e. center of
the test box) in the vision screen is indicated in the Right-Down coordinate
system, the distance in the X-direction is called ‘Offset X’ and the distance in the
Y-direction is called ‘Offset Y’.



Count X / Count Y
The size of the test box in the X-direction is called ‘Count X’ and the size in the Ydirection is called ‘Count Y’.



Light
When examining the existence of the nozzle through the fly-camera, the lighting is the
decisive factor in determining the binary value of the pixel in the test box area.
Therefore, the area for examining whether the lighting system has a problem or not
must be set up in order to check any problem with the lighting conditions when
checking the existence of the nozzle through the fly-camera. At this time, insert the
biggest nozzle in the nozzle-holder to examine if the nozzle interferes with the area to
be checked.
This area is displayed in rectangular box shape in the vision screen.


Offset X / Offset Y
When the distance from the cross hair center to this rectangular box (i.e. center of
the test box) in the vision screen is indicated in the Right-Down coordinate
system, the distance in the X-direction is called ‘Offset X’ and the distance in the
Y-direction is called ‘Offset Y’.



Count X / Count Y
The size of the test box in the X-direction is called ‘Count X’ and the size in the
Y-direction is called ‘Count Y’.
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Memo

When activating the <Test> button, the Offset or Count cell must be
clicked.
The coordinate system in the following figure is obtained from the
cross hair center of the vision screen.



<Test> button
Sets the nozzle recognition condition and lighting condition by testing the binary value
of the pixel for the certain area (test box) that is set using the fly camera.
When the binary value of the pixel for the area that is used to check whether the nozzle
is mounted or not is below 30%, the nozzle is considered to be mounted. If the value is
above 30%, the nozzle is not considered to be mounted. If a nozzle actually exists, the
value must be close to ‘0’, if a nozzle does not exist, the values must be close to ‘100’.
<When the nozzle is mounted on the head>
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<When the nozzle is not mounted on the head>



<Manual Tools> button
Clicking this button will execute the “Manual Control” dialog box by performing the
same function as selected by the

in the View menu.
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Head Mirror Teaching
The default value is 18. Can be different according to the system.
1) Select the Current Position(
“Position” dialog box.

) in the View menu to execute the

2) Click the <Manual Tools> button in the ‘Nozzle Check’ tab dialog box to
execute the ‘Manual Control’ dialog box.

3) Select Mirror in the <Axis> combo box of the Axis Tab dialog box..
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4) In the ‘Camera’ tab dialog box, select the camera corresponding to the head
that will check the existance of the nozzle.

5) Operate the motor that drives the mirror-axis by using the teaching box so that
the middle buttom of the LED of the corresponding camera comes to the third
scale from the bottom of the cross hair in the ‘SMVision’ window..
<When using the FOV 25mm Fly Camera>

In the case of the fly-camera with FOV 25mm, match the bottom of the LED
with the third scale from the bottom of the cross hair in the ‘SMVision’
window.
<When using the FOV 16mm Fly Camera>
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In the case of the fly-camera with FOV 16mm, match the bottom of the LED
with the second scale from the bottom of the cross hair in the ‘SMVision’
window.
6) Close the Manual Tools dialog box..
7) At this time, apply the Mirror value in the “Position” dialog box as the Mirror
value of the Check Position.



Z-axis Height Teaching (Head Z Teaching)
The default value is 50.5.
1) Select the Current Position(
“Position” dialog box.
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) in the View menu and execute the

Machine Calibration
2) Click the <Manual Tools> button in the ‘Nozzle Check’ tab dialog box to
execute the ‘Manual Control’ dialog box.
3) Select the Z in the <Axis> combo box of the Axis Tab dialog box.
4) In the ‘Camera’ dialog box, select the camera corresponding to the head that
will check the existance of the nozzle.
5) Move the Z-axis so that the nozzle wing surface contacts the bottom of the
outer lighting device.

A:

Nozzle wing

B:

Outer Lighting Device Bottom

6) Close the Manual Tools dialog box.
7) At this time, apply the Axis Z value in the “Position” dialog box as the Z value
of the Check Position.
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Nozzle Offset Teaching
1) If the Offset X and Y cells are clicked, the <Test> button is activated. At this
time click the <Test> button
2) The area to be tested is displayed in the box shape of the ‘SMVision’ window.
Set the value of OffsetX and OffsetY so that the test box comes to the center
of the bottom of the LED. The coordinate system used to set the X and Y
values is the Right-Down coordinate system.
After clicking the <Test> button, SMVision window



Nozzle Count Teaching
1) If the Offset X and Y cells are clicked, the <Test> button is activated. At this
time click the <Test> button.
2) The area to be tested is displayed in the box shape of the ‘SMVision’ window.
Set the Count X (Width) and Count Y (Height) to change the box size so that
the Pixel CountPercent becomes greater than 90% when clicking the <Test>
button. The box size is changed based on the previously set Offset X and Y
values.



Light Offset Teaching
Despite the fact that the nozzle is thought to exist when the Pixel CountPercent is
less than ‘30’, this light offset teaching is performed to prepare for the case that
the light is not turned on due to the fault of the LED. Set this area after inserting
the largest nozzle.
The only difference between Nozzle Offset Teaching and Nozzle Count Teaching
is the position of the test box.
1) If the Offset X and Y cells are clicked, the <Test> button is activated. At this
time click the <Test> button.
2) When clicking the <Test> button, the test box is the bright area (LED) on the
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bottom right. Set the Pixel Count Percentage to a value greater than 90% for
testing.
<In the case of fly-camera with FOV 25mm>

<In the case of fly-camera with FOV 16mm>
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14.2.

Camera [F5]
Sets various data on the camera.
Figure14.7 “Camera Setting” dialog box



<Camera Select> combo box
Select the camera type to set. Available camera types are as follows.
Move Camera: Camera used for position teaching or fiducial mark check.
Fly Camera: Camera used for component check, it is attached to each head.
Fix Camera: Camera used for component check, it is fixed on the machine
base.
Above screen is the case where the camera type is set to “Fiducial Camera”.

Warning
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Operation error caused by unauthorized or untrained
personnel or insufficient checking before calibration could
severely damage the equipment or the set up data, or it
could cause personal injury of the operator or the worker
near the equipment. Before carrying out calibration, check
the item to be calibrated and check if there is any worker
near the equipment. And calibration must be carried out by
an authorized and trained user only.

Machine Calibration


<Scale Data> group
Sets the scale of the camera selected from the <Camera Select> combo box. It can be
set up directly and performing calibration for the camera will input the result value
automatically.


<X> edit box
Set the resolution of the camera in X direction. The unit used is the number of
pixels per mm.



<Y> edit box
Set the resolution of the camera in Y direction. The unit is the number of pixels
per mm.



<R> edit box
Setup the R-axis assembling condition of the camera. The unit is degree.



<Offset Data> group
Sets the camera offset selected from the <Camera Select> combo box. It can be set up
directly and performing calibration for the camera will input the result value
automatically.


<X> edit box
Set the offset value of the camera in X direction between the center of the each
head and center of the camera.



<Y> edit box
Setup the Y-direction offset value of each head center and the camera center.



<R> edit box
Setup the R-direction offset value of each head center and the camera center.



<Default Light> group
Set the default light value. Please refer to “7.1.1 Common Align Data”for more
information.



<Position Data> group
Set the position of the fix camera.


<X> edit box
Set the X position value of the fix camera.



<Y> edit box
Set the Y position value of the fix camera.



<Ref. Fid. Offset Data> group
Each head has its own reference fiducial mark, which is used to correct the offset.



<Teach> group
Set the position offset of the fix camera.
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combo box
Used for moving the selected object to the position of fix camera by rotating XY
axis driving motor, or for obtaining the present coordinates of the fiducial camera
Fid Cam: Selects fiducial camera.



<Move> button
Move the object selected in the combo box to the position of the assigned
coordinates. At this time, before executing <Move> button, the fix camera
corresponding to the desired position must be clicked on with a mouse.



<Get> button
Obtain coordinates for XY axis with reference to the object selected in the combo
box. At this time, before executing <Get> button, the fix camera corresponding to
the desired position must be clicked on with a mouse.



<Fiducial Mark …> button
Only fix camera is activated. Used for setting up the position of the fiducial mark of
the fix camera located at the upper part of ANC.
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14.3.

Calibration [F9]
Only fix camera is activated. Used for setting up the position of the fiducial mark of the fix
camera located at the upper part of ANC.
The following are the works to be performed before performing calibration or those to be
performed in advance.


I/O Test



Mirror offset check and correction



Nozzle check and vacuum check option for system constant



ANC type check



Pneumatic system check for any problem

The order in which the calibration is performed and the calibration tool needed to perform
the corresponding calibration is as follows;


Axis Home Calibration



Skew Compensation



Fiducial Camera Scale Calibration



Conveyor Calibration



X-XY Compensation – Calibration Bar



ANC Fiducial Mark Teaching



Head & Camera Calibration - CN040, CNT20, Light Fly Nozzle, Calibration Tool
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14.3.1.

Axis Home Calibration
Sets the limit position of each axis to move. When this button is clicked on, the following
dialog box is displayed.
Figure14.8 “System Axis Limit Info.” dialog box



<Motor Select> list box
Select the motor axis for which to set the limit. Available axes are as follows.
G1F-X: X axis of the front gantry
G1F-Y: Y axis of the front gantry
H1F-Z1: Z axis of head1 of the front gantry
H1F-Z2: Z axis of head2 of the front gantry
H1F-Z3: Z axis of head3 of the front gantry
H1F-Z4: Z axis of head4 of the front gantry
H1F-Z5: Z axis of head5 of the front gantry
H1F-Z6: Z axis of head6 of the front gantry
H1F-Z7: Z axis of head7 of the front gantry
H1F-Z8: Z axis of head8 of the front gantry
H1F-Z9: Z axis of head9 of the front gantry
H1F-Z10: Z axis of head10 of the front gantry
H1F-M1: Mirror axis of the front gantry
H1F-R1: Theta axis (H1, H2) of the front gantry
H1F-R3: Theta axis (H3, H4) of the front gantry
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H1F-R5: Theta axis (H5, H6) of the front gantry
H1F-R7: Theta axis (H7, H8) of the front gantry
H1F-R9: Theta axis (H9, H10) of the front gantry
ST1F-W: Width control motor of the front work station(F2)


<Software Limit> group


<X-Y Axis Limit Automatic Searching…> button
Finds the limit of the X and Y axes automatically and checks whether to apply the
changed value.



<Skew Compensation> button
Activated when selecting the Y axis. It is used to perform the skew compensation. For
further details, refer to “12.3.2 Skew compensation”.



<Calibrate Home> button
Automatically finds and reflects the home position of the motor selected from the
<Motor Select> list box.



<CALIBRATE HOME ALL AXIS> button
Automatically finds and reflects the home positions of all axes.
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<FIND LIMIT ALL AXIS> button
Automatically finds and reflects the home positions of all axes.



<Home Info.> group
If the mirror axis is selected, the <Home Offset> edit box will be enabled. It is used to
perform calibration for the mirror axis.



<Update> button
Transmits the set data to the machine and closes the dialog box.



<Close> button
Ignores the set data and closes the dialog box.

Caution

If calibration is done again, the machine might not operate
properly unless the items related to the equipment position,
such as pick up position, ANC, placement origin are taught
again as the home position is changed.
After calibration, be sure to teach the items related to
position again.
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14.3.2.

Skew compensation
Skew means compensating the skew occurred horizontally in the X-axis frame against the
Y1-axis and Y2-axis after movement of equipment. This must be done upon initial
installation and after movement of the equipment to a new location. Method of skew
compensation for Y-axis is as follows;

Caution

Skew means compensating the skew occurred horizontally
in the X-axis frame against the Y1-axis and Y2-axis after
movement of equipment. This must be done upon initial
installation and after movement of the equipment to a new
location. Method of skew compensation for Y-axis is as
follows;



First, move the X frame manually to the center of equipment.



Click on the <Skew compensation> button. Automatic homing on Z-axis is performed,
Y1-axis motor rotates and moves X frame until detecting the Y home sensor. Once the
home sensor has been detected, move to the Y-axis movement distance (Y Stroke) in
the opposite direction, and move to the opposite direction again until the Y Home
sensor is detected.



Then, ‘Skew’ information is shown as follows, and asks whether to apply the value.
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14.3.3.

Click on the <Yes> button and <Update> button, and then homing of the equipment is
newly done in accordance with the applied skew information.

Fiducial Camera Scale
If the fiducial camera is not calibrated, the rest of the buttons are disabled.
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<1. Fid. Scale Mark Position> button
Set the position of the reference fiducial mark located at the top surface of the ANC.
When performing the scale calibration of the fiducial camera by using the calibration
tool, place the calibration tool at the position for the calibration tool on the front ANC.
The following is the process that performs teaching of the calibration tool placed on
the top surface of the ANC by using the fiducial camera.
1. When performing the mark setup, select the gantry and click the <1. Fid. Scale
Mark Position> button. If the following screen appears, click the <Move> button
in the <Teach> group.
Then the fiducial camera moves to the corresponding position. The mark ID of
Gantry 1 is fixed as No. "7", and No. "8" for Gantry 2.

2. If the corresponding fiducial mark cannot be recognized correctly, teach the
position of the fiducial mark at the center of the calibration tool placed on the top
surface of the ANC. The size of the fiducial mark of the calibration tool is 1.6 mm.
3. If the fiducial mark position teaching is performed accurately, click the <Update>
button to apply the changed value.
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<2. Ref. Fid. Camera Scale> button
There is no calibration required to be done in advance in order to calibrate the scale
(um/pixel) and rotation (deg) of the fiducial camera.
The following shows how to calibrate the fiducial camera scale manually. If the
<Automatic Next> check box has been selected, the next step is performed
automatically.
1. Click the <2. Ref. Fid. Camera Scale> button in the <Calibration Menu> group.

2. If the <2. Ref. Fid. Camera Scale> button is clicked, a message “Set calibration
tool to the specific tool’s position on ANC. Click [Next] to Move.” appears in the
message box. Next place the calibration tool at the position for the front ANC
calibration tool and click the <Next> button to move the fiducial camera to this
position.
3. The message “Calibration is Prepared. To Calibrate, Click [Next]” appears. At this
time, click the <Light…> button and adjust the brightness of the light in the ‘Light
Control’ dialog box so that the fiducial mark that is seen in the ‘SMVision’
window can be seen clearly. Then click the <Next> button.
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4. The calibration is performed automatically. If it is completed, the calibration result
is displayed as shown in the following figure. Click the <Update> button to apply
the new calibration value.

Memo

The reference values for the calibration of the Fiducial Camera is as
follows.


Fiducial Camera (FOV12)


ScaleX: 23.0~27.0 (μm/pixel)



ScaleY: 23.0~27.0 (μm/pixel)



ScaleR: -0.5~0.5 (deg)
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14.3.4.

Conveyor Calibration
Calibration is made upon initial installation of the machine. The recalibration of transport
rail should be performed when mechanical adjustments to the transport rail occur.
Figure14.9 "Conveyor Calibration" dialog box



<Station> combo box
Select the Station.



<Position> group
Input the position of the fiducial mark of the selected station. First click the <Home
All> button to enable this edit box and find the home position for all axes related to the
conveyor.





Ref #1: the first fiducial mark of the selected station



Ref #2: the second fiducial mark of the selected station

<Home> group




<Home All> button: Finds the homes of all axes.

<Teach> group


<Move> button
Moves the fiducial camera of the corresponding gantry to the position of the
fiducial mark selected from the Grid group.



<Get> button
Applys the coordinate value of the current position as the selected fiducial mark
position.
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Teaches the fiducial marks of the selected Station. Please refer to“6.3 Fiducial Mark
Setup”for more information.



<Edge Offset Teach…> button
Used to measure the offset between the fiducial mark and edge accurately. First click
the <Home All> button to measure the edge offset and check the fiducial mark
position.
Figure14.10 “Teach Rails Edges” dialog box



<Edge Offset> edit box
Means the distance from the center of the fiducial mark to the edge of the rail.
Teaching must be performed after selecting this point using a mouse.



<Move> button
The <Move Cam> button can be clicked after first selecting a station and next
selecting the <Edge Offset> edit box. Then the downward camera (Fiducial
Camera) is moved to the center of the selected fiducial mark of the selected
station.



<Get> button
Apply the coordinate value of the current position as the selected fiducial mark
position.
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<Light> button
Set the lighting value. Set the value by adjusting the sliding bar.



<Update> button
Applies the changed value and closes the dialog box.



<Scale Teach...> button
Teaches the Y offset of the conveyor fiducial mark.
Figure14.11 “Scale Teach” dialog box



<Width (mm)> group
Displays the conveyor width provided by default for calibration.



<Fiducial Position> group
Displays the XY coordinates of the conveyor fiducial mark set by the MMI.



<Offset (mm)> group
Displays the Y value of the conveyor fiducial machine measured by the actual
machine as well as the offset of the Y value set by the MMI.



<Final Offset ->> group
A: Y offset when the conveyor width is 50mm
B: Y offset when the conveyor width is 344mm
Final Offset = B-A



<Move> Button
Moves the fiducial camera to the conveyor position selected from the <Fiducial
Position> group.



<Scan> Button
Scans the fiducial mark of the conveyor selected from the <Fiducial Position>
group and displays the Y offset in the <Offset (mm)> group.



<Auto> Button
Executes the Y offset teaching process of the conveyor fiducial mark
automatically.
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Sets the lighting value. Adjust the corresponding slide bar to set the lighting value.


<Update> Button
Applies changed values and closes the dialog box.

14.3.4.1. Procedure
Conveyor Calibration method is as follows.
1. “Click the <Home All> button in the “Conveyor Calibration” dialog box.
2. Select the station to be calibrated from the <Stations> combo box.

3. Click the <Fiducial Teach…> button to teach the fiducial marks of the selected station
accurately and click the <Tuning> button to scan the position accurately.
4. Click the <OK> button to update the information on the fiducial mark position.
5. Click the <Edge Offset Teach…> button
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6. Select the <Edge Offset> edit box corresponding to the “Ref. #1” and click the <Move
Cam> button.

7. Then the downward camera (fiducial camera) moves to the corresponding position of
the fiducial mark. Select XY by pressing the ‘AXIS’ button using the teach box to
make the backup table rise and make the edge of the transport rail frame correspond
with the horizontal line of the cross lines in the vision.
Then select the jog by pressing the ‘MODE’ button, and slowly move by pressing the
Y(+) direction move button.
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8. When matched, press the ‘Enter’ button in the teaching box.
9. Select the corresponding <Edge Offset> edit box in ‘Ref. #2’ and click the <Move
Cam> button.
10. Perform teaching on ‘Ref. #2’ in the same way as teaching on ‘Ref. #1’.

F1_Ref#2

11. When teaching on the fiducial marks of the selected station is finished, perform
teaching on the fiducial marks of the other stations in the same way.
12. Perform steps #2 ~ #12 for each station according to the following order: StationF2 ->
StationF1 -> StationF3.
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F2_Ref#1

F2_Ref#2

F3_Ref#1

F3_Ref#2

13. After finishing the teaching, click the <Update> button to apply the changed value.
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14.3.5.

X-XY Compensation
This is performed to compensate the XY error that occurs while moving the X axis. If the
thermal mapping and gantry mapping have already been enabled, disable the mapping by
force to perform the X-XY compensation.

Caution

X-XY compensation is performed at the factory before the
machine is shipped. An exclusive calibration tool is needed
to perform this calibration.
In general cases, skip this calibration process and perform
the next calibration process.

Figure14.12 "X-XY Compensation" dialog box



Mode Option button
Select the mode in which this process is to be performed.


<Calibration> Option button
Perform the X-XY compensation in the calibration mode and reflect the result.



<Measure> Option button
Perform the X-XY compensation in the measurement mode and do not reflect the
result. It is selected to measure the error for the Y axis.



<Gantry> combo box


Gantry1
When performing calibration in Station F2 by using the calibration tool.
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<Axis> combo box
Select the axis to be compensated. Compensation can be made only for the X axis.



<Light> button
It is used to adjust the illumination so that the mark may be viewed clearly when
recognizing the fiducial mark of the calibration tool.



<Move / Get> button
It is used to teach fiducial mark #0 of the calibration tool.



<Start X / Start Y> edit box
Input the coordinate of fiducial mark #0 of the calibration tool. After selecting the edit
box, move the fiducial camera to the corresponding position by using the teaching box
and teach the corresponding mark correctly. Then click the <Get> button and input the
coordinate value here.



<Cur Temp> edit box
Input the current temperature at the time that the calibration is performed.



<Move Rail> button
Input the conveyor width in the <Conv. Width> edit box and click this button to adjust
the conveyor width.



<Import…> button
It is used to import the scale file for calibration.



<Start> button
It is used to start calibration after teaching fiducial mark #0 accurately.



<Finish> button
It is used to exit the work after the calibration is completed.



<Clear Result> button
Initializes the measurement result.



<Print to File…> button
It is used to output the result in text file format after completing calibration.



<Update> button
Apply the compensation value according to the calibration.
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14.3.6.

ANC Pos. Scan
Teach the 2 fiducial marks on the top surface of the ANC. Compensate the relative
coordinate system of the front and rear ANCs.

Refer to “6.3 Fiducial Mark Setup” for more information.
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14.3.7.

Head & Camera Calibration
Perform the camera calibration function. The calibration sequence and tools necessary for
calibration are as follows.


Fix Camera Scale Calibration (CNT20 Nozzle)



Fix Camera Thermal Origin



Fiducial Cameras Offset Calibration (Calibration Tool)



Cameras Offset Calibration (Calibration Glass)



Head Z & R Offset Calibration (CN040 Nozzle)



Light Mapping (Light Fly Nozzle)



Head Offset Calibration



Fly Camera Scale & Rotation Calibration



Fly Camera Offset Calibration



Fly To Fix Offset Calibration



R-Axis Offset Calibration

Figure14.13 “Head/ Camera/ Light Calibration” dialog box

1:

Head/ Camera/ Light Calibration” dialog box



<Calibration Menu> group
Select an item to be calibrated. If you click the button of a specific item, the
description on the works to be performed are displayed in the message box in order.
Follow the instructions to complete the calibration.
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<Gantry> combo box
Select the Gantry for performing Calibration



<Target Camera> combo box
Select the camera to set light value.



<Light…> button
Set the light value for the selected camera.

14.3.7.1. Fix Camera Scale Calibration
The fix camera calibration must be performed before performing fiducial camera offset
calibration.
First, teach the fiducial mark on the upper surface of the fix camera and perform
calibration of the fix camera scale using the CNT20 nozzle.


<5. Fix 1 Camera> button
This calibration is performed to calibrate the Scale (um/pixel), Rotation (deg) and
Position (mm) of the fix-camera.
In order to perform this calibration first, the R-Offset Calibration must be performed in
advance and the calibration-nozzle must be used. Use Hole #1 as the ANC hole
exclusively used for the calibration-nozzle.

The following is the procedure to calibrate the Fix Camera Scale;
1. If the <5. Fix1 Camera> button is clicked, the message “First, We must Put all Nozzles
From Heads on Manually. To Move down Z Axis, Click [Next]” appears in the
message box. Click the <Next> button to move down the Z axis of the head in order to
manually move all nozzles inserted in the nozzle holder of the head.
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2. Then, after the head assembly moves to the designated position, move all Z axes
down. At this time, remove all inserted nozzles manually

3. “Then the message “Next Attach the Calibration Tool to Head 1. Click [Next] for
Moving Down Head. After Moving, Attach the Tool to head Manually” appears. Click
the <Next> button after inserting the CNT20 nozzle at nozzle holder of Head #1
manually.

4. The message “Move To Center Position of Calibration Tool. To Move, Click
[Next].”appears. appears in the message window. Click the <Next> button to move the
head assembly to the calibration tool position on the ANC.
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Caution

Cautions to be taken when inserting the nozzle.
Insert the nozzle by referring to the following figure.

Direction Setup Pin of CNT20 nozzle

Direction Setup Groove of Nozzle
Holder
The CNT20 nozzle must be inserted
in the nozzle-holder so that the
direction-setup pin of the CNT20
nozzle is suitable for the directionsetup groove of nozzle-holder.
Otherwise, an error may occur.

5. The message “Move To Center Position of [Fix1] Camera. To Move, Click [Next]”
appears in the message window. Click the <Next> button to move the head assembly
to the center of the fix-camera.
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6. The calibration is performed automatically. If it is completed, the calibration result is
displayed as shown in the following figure. Click the <Update> button to apply the
new calibration value.
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Memo

The range of the reference values for the ‘fly-camera calibration’ is as
follows:.


Mega FOV 35
ScaleX:33.1~36.1 (μm/pixel)
ScaleY: 33.1~36.1 (μm/pixel)
R:-1~1(deg)



Mega FOV 45
ScaleX:42.7~45.7 (μm/pixel)
ScaleY: 42.7~45.7 (μm/pixel)
R:-1~1(deg)
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14.3.7.2.

Fix Cam. Thermal Origin Calibration
Refers to the calibration method that is performed to calibrate the thermal origin of the
Fix1 camera. It is performed to compensate the fiducial camera position by teaching any
one point on the ANC.

<7. Fix Cam. Thermal Origin> Button
1. Clicking the <7. Fix Cam. Thermal Origin> button will display the following screen.

2. Click the <Move> button to move the Head Assembly to the fiducial position on the
ANC and teach the corresponding fiducial accurately using the fiducial camera and
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then save the coordinates using the <Get> button.

3. If the <Start> button is clicked, the equipment performs calibration automatically.

4. Once automatic calibration is completed, a message "Gantry Thermal mapping
calibration finished successfully" is displayed, showing result value as indicated in the
following figure.
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5. Click <Update> button to apply the new calibration value.
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14.3.7.3. Fiducial Cameras Offset Calibration
Measure the offset between the center of the 1st fiducial camera and 2nd fiducial camera.
In order to calibrate the fiducial camera offset, the ‘Fix-Camera Calibration’ and the
‘Fiducial Camera Scale Calibration’ must be preceded.
In order to perform the calibration, use the calibration Tool.
The following is the procedure to calibrate the Fid Cam Offset of the head;
1. Click the <4. Fid Cameras Offset> button.
2. The calibration is performed automatically. If it is completed, the calibration result is
displayed as shown in the following figure. Click the <Update> button to apply the
new calibration value.

Memo

The reference values for the calibration of the Fiducial Camera
Offset(FOV 7.5)is as follows.


Gantry1
Offset X : -243.0mm ~ -241.0mm
Offset Y : -1.0mm ~ 1.0mm
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14.3.7.4. Camera Offset Calibration
Measure the offset between the center of the fiducial camera and the first head (Head 1,
Head7) of each gantry.
This offset measurement must be completed to be able to use the Auto Nozzle Change
function for calibrations that follow. This process is performed only in the Manual Mode.
In order to perform calibration of Fly-Camera Scale Calibration, first check if the
calibration tool is placed on the calibration tool position of the front ANC.

The following is the procedure to calibrate the Fid Cam Offset of the head;
1. If the <8. Camera Offset> button is clicked, the message “Put a Tool Plate on
Upward(Fix) Camera 1. And Adjust Tool Center. If you Finish it, Click [Next].”
appears in the message box. Click the <Next> button to move down the Z axis of the
head in order to remove all nozzles inserted in the nozzle-holder manually.
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Memo

Only when the Calibration Glass is properly aligned with the center of
the Fix Camera can calibration be performed. Place the Calibration
Glass correctly referring to the following figure.

2. The message, “Move To Center Position of [Fix 1] Camera. To Move, Click [Next]” is
displayed in the message window. Click the <Next> button to move the head assembly
to the center of the Fix 1 Camera.
3. The message “1. First, Select Move Camera and Adjust Light Level. 2. After that,
Select Fix-camera and Adjust Light Level. 3. To Calibrate, Click [Next]” appears.
Then click the <Light…> button first and adjust the brightness of the light in the Light
Control’dialog box so that the white circle at the center of the Calibration Glass that is
seen in the ‘SMVision’ window can be seen clearly.

4. Then select the ‘Fix1 Cam’ in the <Target Camera> combo box and click the
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<Light…> button. Adjust the brightness of the light in the ‘Light Control’ dialog box
so that the fiducial mark on the Calibration Glass that is seen in the ‘SMVision’
window can be seen clearly. Click the <Next> button..

5. The calibration is performed automatically. If it is completed, the calibration result is
indicated as shown in the following figure. Click the <Update> button to apply the
calibration value.

6. If the calibration procedure is completed properly, the result as shown in the following
figure is displayed and then the message, “Move (Fiducial/Teach) Camera Offset is
Finished. Remove Tool Plate!” appears. At this point, remove the flat board calibration
tool placed on the Fix 1 Camera. Otherwise, damages may be caused by collision with
the head.
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Memo

The reference values for the calibration of the Fiducial Camera
Offset is as follows.
Camera Offset (FOV 25 MEGA)


Offset X : -189.5mm ~ -187.5mm



Offset Y : -1.0mm ~ 1.0mm

14.3.7.5. Head Z / R Offset Calibration
The distance from the upper surface of the PCB to the Z axis home is set mechanically. For
the Z offset calibration, measure the offset for this distance based on the upper surface of
the PCB by using pneumatic pressure.
For the R offset calibration, measure the offset of the angle to align the nozzle holder
based on zero (0) degrees.
The following is the process that the Z offset calibration is performed. The nozzle used for
calibration is the CN040 nozzle.
1. Click the <Nozzle Prepare> button and remove all nozzles inserted in the nozzle
holders of all heads. Insert the CN040 nozzle into the No. 3 hole of the ANC.
For Gantry 1, insert the CN040 nozzle into the No. 3 hole of the front ANC. For
Gantry 2, insert it into the No. 3 hole of the rear ANC.
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Since the position at which the Z offset is measured deviates from the calibration tool
position (center) by 3mm, if any foreign material on the calibration tool is present,
remove it.

2.

In the <Grid> group, select the Z axis for which the calibration is to be performed and
click the <Detect Z Offset> button after selecting the <Automatic> check box.

3. The head moves to the designated position on the ANC automatically. Then the
machine creates pneumatic pressure and performs calibration while moving the
spindle down from Head 1 to Head 10 in order.
4. If the calibration is completed, the calibration result is reflected on the Z column of the
<Grid> group automatically. When performing calibration manually, insert the CN040
nozzle into each head in order manually and move down the spindle to perform
calibration while checking the pneumatic pressure of the head in the Vacuum dialog
box.
5. Press <Update> button to apply the calibration result to the machine
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Memo

The reference values for the Z-offset are as follows.


Head1~ Head10 : -1.5 ~ 1.5 mm

If the Z offset value exceeds this range, it means that the head has a
serious problem. Therefore, check for the home location, spindle,
LM, and verify if the motor operates normally.

The following is the procedure to perform the ‘R-Offset Calibration’.
1. In the <Grid> area, input “0” for all R-axis values of the heads for which the
calibration is to be performed.
2. In the <Grid> group, select the R-axis for which the calibration is to be performed and
click the <Nozzle Holder Check> button. (Set value to head 1 by arbitrarily.)

3. Then the message “Please Check and Register Nozzle CNT0 to ANC 1-2 Hole. First,
We must Put all Nozzles from Heads manually. To Moving Down Z Axis, Click
[Next]” appears in the message window.Remove all nozzles inserted in the nozzleholder manually by clicking the <Next> button. At this time, for the ANC, the virtual
nozzle CNT0 is set for the No. 1 hole of the ANC and it is regarded that the
corresponding head picked the CNT0 nozzle.
4. Then the message “Up to Align Height and Mirror Close. To Move, Click [Next].”
appears. Then move the spindle to the part recognition height so that the nozzle holder
of the head can be seen from the fly camera and click the <Next> button to close the
mirror.
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5. Execute the ‘Current Position’ dialog box by clicking the shortcut menu.

6. Rotate the spindle in the R-direction by using the teaching box so that the shape of the
nozzle holder becomes ‘( )’. At this time, the nozzle holders of the heads with
interlocked mechanism must be assembled in the same direction.
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That is, the mechanisms of the #1~#2 heads and #3~#4 heads, #5~#6 heads, #7~#8
heads, #9~#10 heads must be assembled first in the same direction by using the jig for
a nozzle holder.
7. At this time, input the current position value of the R-axis and click the <Update>
button.

8. Perform the calibration form Head 2 to Head 10 in the same manner.
9. Click the <Update> button to apply the calibration result to the machine.

14.3.7.6. Light [F8]
Calibrate the brightness of the illumination for the fly camera and fix camera. For more
information please refer to “13.4. Light Mapping”.

Caution

Since the nozzle for the SM32x model is not compatible to
the one for the light mapping used for the SM32x model, do
not use it for this machine.
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14.3.7.7. Head Offset Calibration
Measure the distance (XY Offset) between the center of the gantry fiducial camera and the
center of each head.
The following is the procedure to calibrate the XY offset of the head;
1. Click the <Nozzle Prepare> button and insert the CNT20 nozzle into the No. 1 hole of
the ANC manually.
2. If the <11. Head Offset> is clicked after selecting the <Automatic Next> check box,
calibration is performed for the selected gantry automatically.
If calibration is performed after selecting the <No Real Motion [Manual]> check box,
the nozzle is inserted into each head manually. Click the <Next> button to move onto
the next step.
If calibration is performed without selecting either the <Automatic Next> check box
or < No Real Motion [Manual]> check box, the nozzle is changed automatically for
the currently selected nozzle. Click the <Next> button to move onto the next step.
If the <11. Head Offset> button is clicked, the message “First, We must Put all
Nozzles From Heads Manually. To Moving Down Z Axis, Click [Next]” appears in
the message box. Click the <Next> button to move down the Z axis of the head in
order to remove all nozzles inserted in the nozzle-holder manually.

3. Then, after the head assembly moves to the designated position, move all Z-axes
down. At this time, remove all inserted nozzles manually.
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4. Then the message “Next Attach the Calibration Tool to Head 1. Click [Next] for
Moving Down Head. After Moving, Attach the tool to head Manually” appears. Click
the <Next> button after inserting the calibration tool in the CNT20 nozzle at nozzleholder of Head #1 manually.
5. The message, “Move To Center Position of [Fix 1] Camera. To Move, Click [Next]” is
displayed in the message window. Click the <Next> button to move the head assembly
to the center of the Fix 1 Camera.
6. The message “Calibration is Prepared. To Calibrate, Click [Next]” appears. At this
time, click the <Light…> button and adjust the brightness of the light in the ‘Light
Control’ dialog box so that the fiducial mark on the calibration tool that is seen in the
‘SMVision’ window can be seen clearly. Then click the <Next> button.

7. The calibration is performed automatically. If it is completed, the calibration result is
displayed as shown in the following figure. Click the <Next> button.
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8. Then the message “Next, Remove the Calibration Nozzle From Head 1. Click [Next]
for Moving Down Head. After Moving, Remove the Nozzle Manually” appears. Click
the <Next> button to remove the calibration tool from the nozzle-holder of Head #1
manually.
9. Form Head #2 to Head #10, perform calibration in the same manner as it was
performed for Head #1.
10. If the calibration procedure is completed for all heads normally, the result is displayed
as shown in the following figure. Click the <Update> button to apply the calibration
value.
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11. The measurement result can be confirmed in the Head Offset dialog box.
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Memo

The range of the reference value for the ‘Head Offset Calibration’ are
as follows:


Head 1
X:-0.06mm~0.06mm, Y: -0.05mm~0.05mm



Head 2
X:14.94mm~15.06mm, Y: -0.05mm~0.05mm



Head 3
X:29.94mm~30.06mm, Y: -0.05mm~0.05mm



Head 4
X:44.94mm~45.06mm, Y: -0.05mm~0.05mm



Head 5
X:59.94mm~60.06mm, Y: -0.05mm~0.05mm



Head 6
X:74.94mm~75.06mm, Y: -0.05mm~0.05mm



Head 7
X:89.94mm~90.06mm, Y: -0.05mm~0.05mm



Head 8
X:104.94mm~105.06mm, Y: -0.05mm~0.05mm



Head 9
X:119.94mm~120.06mm, Y: -0.05mm~0.05mm



Head 10
X:134.94mm~135.06mm, Y: -0.05mm~0.05mm
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14.3.7.8. Fly Camera Scale Calibration
This calibration is performed to find the scale and rotation offset of the fly-camera. In
order to calibrate the scale and rotation of the fly-camera, the ‘fix-camera calibration’ and
‘head Z-offset calibration’ must be performed in advance and the CNT20 Nozzle must be
used.
The following is the procedure to calibrate the ‘Fly-Camera Scale Calibration’
1. Click the <Nozzle Prepare> button and insert the CNT20 nozzle into the No. 1 hole of
the ANC manually.
If the <12. Fly Camera Scale> is clicked after selecting the <Automatic Next> check
box, calibration is performed for the selected gantry automatically.
If calibration is performed after selecting the <No Real Motion [Manual]> check box,
the nozzle is inserted into each head manually. Click the <Next> button to move onto
the next step.
If calibration is performed without selecting either the <Automatic> check box or
<Manual> check box, the nozzle is changed automatically for the currently selected
nozzle. Click the <Next> button to move onto the next step.
2. If the <12. Fly Camera Scale> button is clicked, the message box “First, We must Put
all Nozzles From Heads on Manually. To Move down Z Axis, Click [Next]” appears in
the message box. Click the <Next> button to move down the Z axis of the head in
order to remove all nozzles inserted in the nozzle-holder of the head manually.

3. Then, after the head assembly moves to the designated position, move all Z-axes
down. At this time, remove all inserted nozzles manually.
4. Then the message “Next Attach the Calibration Tool to Head 1. Click [Next] for
Moving Down Head. After Moving, Attach the Tool to head Manually” appears. Click
the <Next> button after inserting the CNT20 nozzle in the nozzle-holder of Head #1
manually.
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5. The message “Move To Center Position of [Fix1] Camera. To Move, Click [Next]”
appears. Click the <Next> button to move the corresponding head to the center of the
Fix1-camera. At this time, select the ‘Fix1 Cam’ in the <Target Camera> combo box.
Click the <Light…> button and adjust the brightness of the light in the ‘Light Control’
dialog box so that the fiducial mark on the CNT20 nozzle that is seen in the
‘SMVision’ window can be seen clearly.
6. Then the message “Align Tool for Calibration! Then Click [Next]” appears. Click the
<Next> button.
7. Then the message “Up to Align Height and Mirror Close, Click [Next]” appears. Click
the <Next> button.
8. Then, the Head1 Pick the Calibration Tool and Z-axis of the Head 1 moves up to the
‘part-alignment height’ of the fly camera and the mirror is closed. and the message
“Calibration is Prepared. To Calibrate, Click [Next]” appears in the message box. At
this time, select the ‘Fly1 Cam’ in the <Target Camera> combo box. Click the
<Light…> button and adjust the brightness of the light in the ‘Light Control’ dialog
box so that the fiducial mark on the calibration tool that is seen in the ‘SMVision’
window can be seen clearly. Then click the <Next> button.
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9. The calibration is performed automatically. If it is completed, the calibration result is
displayed as shown in the following figure. Click the <Next> button.

10. Then the message “Next, Remove the Calibration Nozzle From Head 1. Click [Next]
for Moving Down Head. After Moving, Remove the Nozzle Manually” appears. Click
the <Next> button to remove the CNT20 nozzle from the nozzle-holder of Head #1
manually.
11. Form Fly-Camera #2 to Fly-Camera #10, perform calibration in the same manner as it
was performed for Fly-Camera #1.
If the calibration procedure is completed for all fly-cameras normally, the result is
displayed as shown in the following figure.
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12. The result value can be confirmed in the Camera dialog box in the System Setup
menu.

Memo

The range of the reference values for the ‘fly-camera calibration’ is as
follows:.


FOV 25 (MEGA)
ScaleX: 22.85~23.81 (μm/pixel)
ScaleY: 22.85~23.81 (μm/pixel)
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14.3.7.9. Fly Camera Offset Calibration
The following is the procedure to calibrate the offset of the fly Camera. In order to perform
‘Fly-Camera Offset Calibration’, the ‘Fly-Camera Scale Calibration’ and ‘Head Z-Offset
Calibration’ must be performed first and the CNT20 nozzle must be used.
The following is the procedure to calibrate the ‘Fly-Camera to Offset.
1. Click the <Nozzle Prepare> button and insert the CNT20 nozzle into the No. 1 hole of
the ANC manually.
2. If the <13. Fly Camera Offset > is clicked after selecting the <Automatic Next> check
box, calibration is performed for the selected gantry automatically.
If calibration is performed after selecting the <No Real Motion [Manual]> check box,
the nozzle is inserted into each head manually. Click the <Next> button to move onto
the next step.
If calibration is performed without selecting either the <Automatic> check box or
<Manual> check box, the nozzle is changed automatically for the currently selected
nozzle. Click the <Next> button to move onto the next step.
If the <13. Fly Camera Offset> button is selected, the message, “First, We must Put all
Nozzles from Heads manually. To Move down Z Axis, Click [Next]” is displayed in
the message window. Then click the <Next> button to move down the Z-axis of the
head in order to manually remove all the nozzles installed on the head.

3. Then, after the head assembly moves to the designated position, move all Z-axes
down. At this time, remove all inserted nozzles manually.
4. Then the message “Next Attach the Calibration Tool to Head 1. Click [Next] for
Moving Down Head. After Moving, Attach the Calibration Nozzle to head Manually”
appears. Click the <Next> button after manually inserting the CNT20 nozzle in the
nozzle holder of Head 1.
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5. The message “Up to Align Height and Mirror Close, Click [Next].” Appears, Click
[Next] button.
6. Next, Head 1 moves up to the align height of the Fly Camera and the mirror is closed.
Then the message, “Calibration is Prepared. To Calibrate, Click [Next]” is displayed in
the message window. At this time select the ‘Fly Cam1‘ in the <Target Camera>
combo box and in the ‘Light Control‘ dialog box, adjust the brightness of the lighting
so that the ‘Fiducial Mark’ on the CNT20 nozzle can be clearly seen in the ‘SMVision‘
window. Then click the <Next> button.

7. The calibration is performed automatically. If it is completed, the calibration result is
displayed as shown in the following figure. Click the <Next> button.

8. Then the message “Next, Remove the Calibration Tool From Head 1. Click [Next] for
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Moving Down Head. After Moving, Remove the Tool Manually” appears. Click the
<Next> button to remove the CNT20 nozzle from the nozzle-holder of Head #1
manually.
9. From Head #2 to Head #10, perform calibration in the same manner as it was
performed for Head #1.
If the calibration procedure is completed for all heads normally, the result is displayed
as shown in the following figure. Click the <Update> button to apply the calibration
value.

10. The result value can be confirmed in the Camera dialog box in the System Setup
menu.
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Memo

The reference values for the calibration of the Fly Camera Offset is as
follows. (FOV 25 MEGA) [Unit : X(mm), Y (mm), R (°)]


Offset X: -0.75 ~ 0.75



Offset Y: -0.75 ~ 0.75



Offset R: -1.0 ~ 1.0

The reference values for the calibration of the Head Reference
Fiducial Offset is as follows. [Unit : X(mm), Y (mm)]
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Offset X: -0.50 ~ 0.50



Offset Y: -0.50 ~ 0.50
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14.3.7.10. Fly to Fix Camera & Fly Runout Offset Calibration
The calibration is performed to compensate the offset that occurs due to the difference
between the ‘part-alignment height’ and placement height when placing the part after partrecognition by the fly-camera.
The offset that occurs this time is caused by the run-out, bending of an axis, etc. Perform
compensation of the value at the recognition height of the fly camera and fiducial camera,
which are the same as the placement height.
In order to perform this calibration, the ‘Fly-Camera Offset Calibration’, ‘Fix-Camera
Scale Calibration’ and ‘Head Offset Calibration’ must be performed first and the CNT20
nozzle must be used.
The following is the procedure to calibrate the ‘Fly to Fix Offset’
1. Click the <Nozzle Prepare> button and insert the CNT20 nozzle into the No. 1 hole of
the ANC manually.
2. If the <14. Fly to Fix Offset> is clicked after selecting the <Automatic Next> check
box, calibration is performed for the selected gantry automatically.
If calibration is performed after selecting the <No Real Motion [Manual]> check box,
the nozzle is inserted into each head manually. Click the <Next> button to move onto
the next step.
If calibration is performed without selecting either the <Automatic> check box or
<Manual> check box, the nozzle is changed automatically for the currently selected
nozzle. Click the <Next> button to move onto the next step.
If the <14. Fly to Fix Offset> button is selected, the message “First, We must Put all
Nozzles From Heads on Manually. To Move down Z Axis, Click [Next]” appears.
Click the <Next> button to move down the Z-axis of the head in order to manually
move all nozzles inserted in the nozzle-holder of the head.
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3. Then, after the head assembly moves to the designated position, move all Z-axes
down. At this time, remove all inserted nozzles manually.
4. Then the message “Next Attach the Calibration Tool to Head 1. Click [Next] for
Moving Down Head. After Moving, Attach the Tool to Head Manually” appears.
Click the <Next> button after inserting the CNT20 nozzle in the nozzle-holder of
Head #1 manually.
5. The message “Move To Center Position of [Fix1] Camera. To Move, Click [Next]”
appears. Click the <Next> button to move the head assembly to the center of the Fix1Camera. At this time, select the ‘Fix Cam1’ in the <Target Camera> combo box. Click
the <Light…> button and adjust the brightness of the light in the ‘Light Control’
dialog box so that the fiducial mark on the CNT20 nozzle that is seen in the
‘SMVision’ window can be seen clearly.
6. Then the message “Up to Align Height and Mirror Close, Click [Next]” appears. Click
the <Next> button.
7. Next, Head 1 moves up to the align height of the Fly Camera and the mirror is closed.
Then the message, “Calibration is Prepared. To Calibrate, Click [Next]” is displayed in
the message window. At this time select the ‘Fly Cam1‘ in the <Target Camera>
combo box and, in the ‘Light Control‘ dialog box, adjust the brightness of the lighting
so that the ‘Fiducial Mark’ on the CNT20 nozzle can be clearly seen in the ‘SMVision
‘ window. Then click the <Next> button.

8. The calibration is performed automatically. If it is completed, the calibration result is
displayed as shown in the following figure. Click the <Next> button.
9. From Head #2 to Head #10, perform calibration in the same manner as it was
performed for Head #1.
10. If the calibration procedure is completed for all heads normally, the result is displayed
as shown in the following figure. Click the <Update> button to apply the calibration
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value.

11. The measurement result can be confirmed in the Fly-Fix Offset dialogbox.

Memo

The reference values for the calibration of the Fly to Fix Offset is as
follows.


Offset X : -0.050 ~ 0.050(mm)



Offset Y : -0.050 ~ 0.050(mm)

The reference values for the calibration of the Fly Runout Offset is as
follows.


Offset X : -0.020 ~ 0.020(mm)



Offset Y : -0.020 ~ 0.020(mm)
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14.3.7.11. R-Axis Offset Calibration
If the recognized angle and placement angle of the R axis are different, the R axis error
cannot be compensated through the Vision. Therefore, the placement accuracy decreases.
Therefore, perform R axis offset calibration to minimize such error by compensating an
approximate value with the R axis motion data.
The CNT20 nozzle must be used to perform this calibration.
The following is the procedure to calibrate the ‘R-Axis Offset’:
1. Click the <Nozzle Prepare> button and insert the CNT20 nozzle into the No. 1 hole of
the ANC manually.
2. If the <15. R-Axis Offset> is clicked after selecting the <Automatic Next> check box,
calibration is performed for the selected gantry automatically.
If calibration is performed after selecting the <No Real Motion [Manual]> check box,
the nozzle is inserted into each head manually. Click the <Next> button to move onto
the next step.
If calibration is performed without selecting either the <Automatic> check box or
<Manual> check box, the nozzle is changed automatically for the currently selected
nozzle. Click the <Next> button to move onto the next step.
If the <15. R-Axis Offset> button is selected, the message “First, We must Put all
Nozzles From Heads on Manually. To Move down Z Axis, Click [Next]” appears.
Click the <Next> button to move down the Z axis of the head in order to manually
move all nozzles inserted in the nozzle-holder of the head.

3. Then, after the head assembly moves to the home position on the machine, move all Z
axes down. At this time, remove all inserted nozzles manually.
4. Then the message “Next Attach the Calibration Tool to Head 1. Click [Next] for
Moving Down Head. After Moving, Attach the Tool to Head Manually” appears.
Click the <Next> button after inserting the CNT20 nozzle in the nozzle-holder of
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Head #1 manually.
5. The message “Z Axis moving down…. Please Wait for a Moment.” appears, and the
dialog box asking whether to skip the calibration of Head1 is displayed. Click “Yes” to
skip or click “No” to proceed with the calibration. And then click the <Next> button.

6. The message “Move To Center Position of Calibration Tool. To Move, Click [Next].”
appears. appears in the message window. Click the <Next> button to move the head
assembly to the calibration tool position on the ANC.
7. The message “Calibration is Prepared. To Calibrate, Click [Next]” appears. At this
time, At this time select the ‘Fly Cam1‘ in the <Target Camera> combo box and click
the <Light…> button and adjust the brightness of the light in the ‘Light Control’
dialog box so that the fiducial mark on the CNT20 nozzle that is seen in the
‘SMVision’ window can be seen clearly. Then click the <Next> button.
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8. The calibration is performed automatically. If it is completed, the calibration result is
displayed as shown in the following figure.

9. .For Head #2 ~ Head #10, perform calibration in the same manner as it was performed
for Head #1.
10. .If the calibration procedure is completed for all heads normally, the result is displayed
as shown in the following figure.
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11. The measurement result can be confirmed in the R Axis dialog box.

Memo

The reference values for the calibration of the R-Axis Offset is as
follows.


Real Max(Min): The Max.(Min.) offset between command value
and calibration value
Head1~Head10 : -1.000 ~ 1.000(deg)



Err Max(Min) The Max.(Min.) offset between compensation
value and calibration value
Head1~Head10 : -0.300 ~ 0.300(deg)
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14.3.8.

Board Positon Calibration
Teach the stopper position in the conveyor installation area and the X position of the
sensor.
The following is the board position calibration procedure.
1. Select the < Sensor X> edit box using the mouse and move the Fiducial Camera to the
position of Sensor X by clicking the <Move> button.
2. Perform teaching of the exact position using the teaching box. Enter the precise
coordinates for ‘Sensor X’ by pressing the <Get> button of the teaching box.

3. Select the < Stopper X> edit box using the mouse and move the Fiducial Camera to the
position of Stopper X by clicking the <Move> button.
4. Click the <Stopper Toggle> button in the left of the <Stopper X> edit box first to move
the stopper up and then teach the stopper position correctly using the teaching box.
5. Click the <Get> button to enter the coordinates in the <Stopper X> edit box.
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6. Click the <Stopper Toggle> button to move down the stopper.

7. Save the data by clicking the <Update> button.

[Additional calibration that must be performed in the SM481L machine]
When using the long conveyor option of 1500mm in length and 460mm in width for twostaged placement, the calibration for Station 3 must be performed additionally. (When a
PCB moves from the right to the left on the conveyor, perform calibration of Station 1
additionally.)
1. Load a PCB to Station 3 area and align the steel ruler with the PCB end as shown in
the following figure:
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2. Select <Stopper X> edit box of Station 2 with the mouse pointer and click the <Move>
button to move the corresponding fiducial camera to the Stopper X position of Station
2.

3. Check the scale of the steel ruler matching the crosshair center of the fiducial camera
and memorize this measurement value.
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4. Input the value, which was obtained by adding the value inputted in the <Stopper X>
edit box of Station 2 to the value measure in the previous stage, in the <Stopper X>
edit box of Station 3. For example, if the coordinate of Stopper X of Station 2 is
628.226 mm and the value measured by the steel ruler is 750.7 mm, input 1378.926
mm in the <Stopper X> edit box of Station 3 and 1346.426mm in the <Sensor X> edit
box, which was obtained by subtracting 32.5mm from the value inputted in the
<Stopper X> edit box.

5. Save the data by clicking the <Update> button.
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Chapter15. System Setup
Describe system setups except for the calibration items mentioned in the preceding
chapter.
The items on this menu are setup at the time of shipment. Therefore, do not perform
“Calibration System Setup” except when setup is required for the maintenance of the
machine.

Warning

hanging the set up status by an unauthorized user could
damage the equipment or result in personal injury.
Unauthorized user must not change the set up status of the
equipment.

When a submenu of the <Sys. Setup> menu is selected, corresponding dialog box is
displayed on the screen. While the corresponding dialog box is displayed, selecting the
menu once more activates the dialog box.
Figure15.1 When the Sys. Setup menu is selected

Figure15.2 Submenus of the Sys. Setup menu
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15.1.

Conveyor [F3]
Sets the conveyor related items.
Figure15.3 “Conveyor Configuration” dialog box

1:

Current Define



‘Current Define’ group
Displays the setup status of the current conveyor.


<Fixed Rail> group
Displays type of conveyor fixing (front/rear).



<Board Flow> group
Displays the direction of the conveyor board (right->left/ left->right).



<Inline protocol> group
Select the in-line protocol for the previous and next equipment from the Combo Box.
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Stand alone: Operates the equipment separately without performing line operation.



Busy input only: Uses the protocol specified by the company which developed the
equipment as a communication protocol between the previous and next equipment
when performing line operation.



SMEMA: Uses the SMEMA protocol as a communication protocol between the
previous and next equipment when performing line operation.

System Setup


<Board Release> option button group


<Quick Load> option button
Click this button to minimize the time between PCB departures and arrivals. This
feature instructs the transport rail to acquire a new PCB immediately after the
machine release the current PCB.



<Sequential> option button
Click this button to instruct the transport rail that a PCB departing the downstream
station must exit completely before allowing the next PCB to enter.



<Board Position> group



<Station> combo box
Select Working Station.



<Sensor X> edit box
Set the coordinate of the PCB detection sensor at the selected station.



<Stopper X> edit box
Set the coordinate of the stopper at the selected station.



<PCB Z Origin> edit box
Displays the calibration value to be used to calibrate the difference between the
top surface of the ANC and the top surface of the PCB.



<Place Z Offset> edit box
Used to place the part by pressing the part in the Z axis direction as much as the
offset that was set here.



<Stopper Toggle> button
It is used to move the stopper up or down when teaching the stopper position.



<Rail Width> group
Sets the data related to the conveyor width adjustment.


Min. Width
Shows the minimum width of Transport rail.
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Min. Length
Shows the minimum length of Transport rail.



Max. Width
Shows the maximum width of transport rail for each case of Single-Lane and Dual
Lane



Max. Length
Indicate the maximum PCB length that can be worked on each case of SingleLane and Dual Lane.



<Width Margin> edit box
When changing the conveyor width, widen it wider as much as its margin.
Method of setting up the ‘Conveyor Width Origin’ is as follows;
1. Perform ‘conveyor home’ using the teaching box as in the following figure.
2. Measure the conveyor width (distance between conveyor frame) accurately
using measuring instrumentation, and input the value to the <Width Margin>
edit box.
3. Reflect the changed value by clicking on the <Update> button.
4. Measure and input the Y value of the PCB to be tested into the <Board Size>
area of ‘Board’ dialog box, and fit the conveyor width to the entered Y value
by clicking on the <Conv. Width> button.
Check if there is any foreign material on the conveyor, and remove if any.
5. Check if the test PCB is normally transported to the placement position and
gets out of the conveyor by clicking on the <PCB In> button and <PCB Out>
button. In case of any problem, perform setup again from the beginning.
6. Default value is used for ‘Width Margin’, but it can also be changed by the
user. The margin between the conveyor and belt of this equipment is
approximately 2mm. Therefore, when the entered ‘Width Margin’ is larger
than 1mm, the PCB may get curved.



<Timers/Delays> button
Displays the Timers/Delays dialog box, where the Transport related Timers and
Delays can be set.
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Figure15.4 “Timers/Delays” dialog box



<Timers> group


<Stopper Up / Down> edit box
If the Up/Down operation of the Stopper is not completed within the set time,
the machine will consider an error occurred during operation.



<Backup Table Up / Down> edit box
If the Up/Down operation of the Backup Table is not completed within the set
time, the machine will consider an error occurred during operation.



<In Station> edit box
If PCB-In operation is not completed within the set time, the machine will
assume an error occurred during operation.



<Out Station> edit box
If the PCB is not carried out within the set time, it is regarded by the machine
that an error occurred during operation.



<Board Entry> edit box
If the PCB is not transferred from the previous machine within the set period
of time, it is regarded by the machine that an error occurred during operation.



<Shuttle Homing> edit box
If the shuttle homing is not completed within the set period of time, it is
regarded by the machine that an error occurred during operation.



<Shuttle Find Limit> edit box
If the Shuttle Find Limit is not completed within the set period of time, it is
regarded by the machine that an error occurred during operation.



<Shuttle Move> edit box
If the Shuttle Move is not completed within the set period of time, it is
regarded by the machine that an error occurred during operation.
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<Rail Homing> edit box
If the Rail Homing is not completed within the set period of time, it is
regarded by the machine that an error occurred during operation.



<Rail Find Limit> edit box
If the Rail Find Limit is not completed within the set period of time, it is
regarded by the machine that an error occurred during operation.



<Rail Move> edit box
If the Rail Move is not completed within the set period of time, it is regarded
by the machine that an error occurred during operation.



<Delays> group


<PCB Lock> edit box
The delay time until PCB Clamping is completed after sensing the Backup
Table Up sensor.



<Edge Fixer Delay> edit box
The delay time until PCB alignment is completed after the edge fixer is
operated.



<Sensor Re-Check> edit box
After the PCB detection sensor detects the PCB on the conveyor first, it
detects the PCB again after the lapse of time as long as the set delay time,
preventing the malfunction of the sensor.



<Station> combo box
Select the station for which the stopper related delay is to be set.



<Stopper Up> edit box
The delay time until PCB Clamping is completed after sensing the Stopper Up
sensor.



<Stopper Down> edit box
The delay time until PCB Clamping is completed after sensing the Stopper
Down sensor.



<Conveyor Rail Width Setting> button
Checks the current width of the placement station by recognizing the fiducial on the
conveyor rail when performing ‘Home’ (
) for the equipment after booting it, and
compares this width with the saved width information before turning off the power
supply. It performs 'Home’ of the conveyor rail when there is a change.
Set whether to use the fiducial on the conveyor rail in order to perform ‘Home’
quickly for the placement station. This function is enabled in the SM411 model. (Dual
Lane Conveyor)
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<Use Rail Fiducial> check box
This check box is selected when using the fiducial on the conveyor rail in order to
check the current width of the placement station.

When performing ‘Home’ (
) for the equipment since the width of the placement
station is changed when turning off the power supply, if the fiducial on the conveyor
rail is not recognized, the following dialog box is displayed.



<Not Found> list box
Indicates the fiducial on the conveyor rail for which recognition has failed.



<Found> list box
Indicates the fiducial on the conveyor rail for which recognition has succeeded.



<Vision Find> button
Performs recognition of the fiducial on the conveyor rail again.



<Home Rail> button
Performs ‘Home’ of the Width Servo Motor to move the movable rail of the
conveyor to the home position.
At this time, remove the backup pin installed in the backup table.



<Shuttle Position Offset> group
Refers to the shuttle conveyor type option.
Sets the offset of the shuttle conveyor movement to the front or rear work station





Entry: Sets the movement offset of the entry conveyor.



Exit: Sets the movement offset of the Exit conveyor.

<Update> button
Saves the set data and closes the screen.
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15.2.

Position [F4]
Sets various origins of the equipment and the position of the system dump box.

15.2.1.

<Feeder base> tab dialog
Sets origin of each component of the equipment.
Figure15.5 “Feeder base” tab dialog



<Feeder Base Origin Offset> group
Sets feeder base related data.


<21th 8mm Tape Pickup Point> edit box
Sets the origin of the Feeder Base.
Method of setting up the ‘Feeder Base Origin’ is as follows;
1. Place reel of the smallest part (0603, 1005) and install in the 21st slot of the
front feeder base.
Before installing the feeder, be sure to check if there is any abandoned part on
the feeder base. Remove if any.
2. Select the <21st 8mm Tape Pickup Point> edit box with the mouse and select
‘Fid Cam’ in the Combo Box of the <Teach> area.
3. By clicking on the <Move> button, move the fiducial camera to the pickup
point of the tape feeder installed in the 21st slot of the front feeder base.
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4. Perform teaching the pickup point of the tape feeder using ‘Fiducial Camera’.
At this time, teach the center point as in the figure. Teaching must be done on
the center of the pocket, not on the center of the part.

5. Fit the center of the cross lines of ‘Fiducial Camera’ indicated in the
SMVision window to the pocket center, and input the value of the present
coordinates to the selected edit box by clicking on the <Get> button.
6. In the same way, install the feeder in the 21st slot of the rear feeder base, and
perform teaching.


<Height Offset> edit box
Set the Z value of the feeder base origin.
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15.2.2.

<System Dump> tab dialog
Sets the data related to the dump box where picked components are dumped.
Figure15.6 “System Dump” tab dialog



<System Default Dump Box> group
Inputs the position of the system dump box.


<Dump Box> combo box
Select the dump box to be set.



<Position - X, Y> edit box
Sets the X and Y positions of the head when dumping the components. Teach the
position (dump box center) at which parts are dumped.



<Release Z > edit box
Sets the Z axis of the head spindle when dumping parts.



<Length [X] > edit box
Inputs the dump box length.



<Width [Y] > edit box
Inputs the dump box height.



<Update> button
Transmits the set data to the equipment and closes the dialog box.



<Cancel> button
Ignores the set data and closes the dialog box.
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15.3.

Peripherals [F6]
Performs setup for the dump box, tray feeder and flux device.

15.3.1.

<Dump Box> tap dialog
Setup items related with the ‘Dump Conveyor’ and ‘Dump Box’ defined by the user.
Figure15.7 “Dump Box” tap dialog

1:

Position

2:

User Defined Dump box



<Dump Conveyor Position> group
Inputs the items to be set related to the dump conveyor. From the equipment which it
sees it is a function which it does not support.




‘Position’ group


X, Y: Enter the part dumping position on the dump conveyor by teaching the
X and Y coordinates.



Release Z: Enter the Z axis height when dumping the part.

<Not Usable Lane> group
From the equipment which it sees it is a function which it does not support.


<Setting> button
Clicked to set the feeder group that cannot be used due to the installation of
the dump conveyor.



<Use Dump Conveyor> check box
Determines whether to use the dump conveyor. D This check box must be selected
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to set the dump conveyor related items.


‘User Defined Dump box’ group
Setup the data related with the ‘User Dump Box’ installed by the user. The maximum
number of ‘User Dump Box’ able to be installed by the user is 8.
‘User Dump Box’ is utilized for dumping parts in the ‘User Dump’ position when
dumped parts are expensive, or require classification, or parts error has occurred in a
box installed in the equipment by the user.

Memo

“System default Dump Box” is assigned as the default box when
‘Dump’ item of the feeder supplying the corresponding part in the
feeder dialog box is not assigned after setting up the ‘User Dump
Box’.

Method of setting up the ‘User Dump Box’ is as follows;
1. Select <Use> check box and move the head to the position where the ‘User Dump
Box’ is installed using the ‘Teaching Box’.
2. Select ‘Fid Cam’ in the <Teach> area, and fit the center of the ‘User Dump Box’
to the center of cross lines of the ‘Fiducial Camera’ seen on the SMVision
window.
3. Input the value of the present coordinates by clicking on the <Get> button.
4. Select the head to be used for the User Dump Box selected from the <Feeder>
area.
5. Click on the <Update> button to reflect the changed value.
After updating, select ‘User Dump’ of the feeder supplying parts using ‘User
Dump’ in the feeder dialog box.


<User defined Dump Box - No> column
Indicates the number of ‘User Dump Box’.



< User defined Dump Box - Use> column
Setup whether to use the corresponding ‘User Dump Box’ or not.



< User defined Dump Box - X> column
Setup the X position of the corresponding ‘User Dump Box’.



< User defined Dump Box - Y> column
Setup the Y position of the corresponding ‘User Dump Box’.



< User defined Dump Box –Release Z> column
Setup the height of the head Z-axis while dumping in the corresponding ‘User
Dump Box’.
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< User defined Dump Box –Feeder> column
Select the head to be used when dumping a part into the selected User Dump Box.
For example, when 'Front' is selected, only the part on the front head can be
dumped into the User Dump Box. When 'Both' is selected, the parts on both the
front and rear heads can be dumped into the User Dump Box.



<Update> button
Transmits the change data to the equipment and closes the dialog box.



<Cancel> button
Ignores the change data and closes the dialog box.

15.3.2.

<Tray Feeder> Tab dialog
Sets the tray feeder related data. Selecting this button will display following dialog box.
Figure15.8 “Accessory” dialog box “Tray Feeder” Tab dialog



<Select> option button
Selects the tray feeder unit. Available tray feeder units are No. 1 to No.4 tray feeder
units.
That is, a total of 4 tray feeders can be installed. (Maximum 2 trays can be installed for
the type of trays that can communicate with the equipment.)



<Tray Feeder Setting> group
Selects the type of the set tray feeder unit. Available type is as follows.


<Type> combo box
Selects the type of the set tray feeder unit. Available type is as follows:
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Single Tray[39321]: Refers to the tray installed on the feeder base.



NONE: Means that no tray is installed.

<Use Non Stop Func> combo box
Determines whether to use the non-stop function.





Note: The nonstop function is not used.



Master/Slave: One rack is used as master and another rack is used as slave.



Master/Master: One rack is used until the parts are exhausted, and then
another rack is used.

<Communication> group
Set the data related to RS-232C communication.


<Channel> combo box
Select the RS-232C communication channel. 2 channels are available for the
machine. Perform setup so that it may not be duplicated.



<Comm. ID> combo box
Select the communication ID. The used ID is 1 –3. Since only ID 1 is
supported, set the ID to ID 1.



<Origin> group
Setup origin of the selected ‘Tray Feeder Unit’. This origin is the offset value from
the origin of the equipment.



<Not Usable Lane> group
Sets the feeder base unit and slot occupied by the corresponding tray when using the
selected tray feeder unit.


<Feeder Base> combo box
Selects the feeder base. The selectable feeder base is front (Front Feeder Base or
Rear Feeder Base).



<Lane> edit box
Sets the slot the feeder base.



<Update> button
Transmits the change data to the equipment and closes the dialog box.



<Cancel> button
Ignores the change data and closes the dialog box.
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15.3.3.

<Flux> Tab Screen
Sets the data related to the flux module. If this tab is selected, the following dialog box is
indicated.
Figure15.9 “Tray Feeder” Tab Dialog Box



<Time> group
This is enabled when the <Use Flux Device> on the right is selected. It sets the item
related to the movement of the flux module.


<Dipping Dwell Time> edit box
Refers to the delay time after the part contacts with the disk of the flux module in
order to apply flux on the part. (Dipping Delay Time)



<Churning Time> edit box
Refers to the period of time required for disk rotation when the flux module is
operated manually.



<Churning Cycle Time> edit box
Refers to the rotating cycle of the flux module disk for flux churning.



<Dip Turn Time> edit box
Refers to the period of time required for flux churning for automatic production.
(Squeezing Time)



<Serial Dipping Time> edit box
Refers to the minimum period of time required for flux churning when several
heads are dipped continuously during automatic production.



<Refill Valve On Time> edit box
Refers to the flux replacement cycle. If it is set to ‘0’, the warning message is not
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indicated.
The set value can be initialized by the submenu ‘Flux.’ of the ‘Product’ menu.


<Squeeze Warn Count> edit box
This is set for cleaning the flux module during automatic production. If the
corresponding count is reached, the warning message is indicated.
The set value can be initialized by the submenu ‘Flux.’ of the ‘Product’ menu.



<Position> group
This is enabled when the <Use Flux Device> on the right is selected. Set the dripping
position. If the setup slot is determined at the feeder base of the flux module, the
dripping position is set automatically.


<X> edit box
Refers to the X coordinate of the dripping position.



<Y> edit box
Refers to the Y coordinate of the dripping position.



<Z> edit box
Refers to the Z coordinate of the dripping position.



<Teach…X/Y> button
Execute the following dialog box to teach the XY coordinate of the dripping
position.

Set the first point correctly and press the ‘Enter’ key.

Set the second point correctly and press the ‘Enter’ key.


<Teach…[Z]> button
Teach the Z coordinate of the dripping position. The teaching procedure is as
follows:
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Select the device to be taught first from <Device> in the <Teach> group and
insert the CN040 nozzle in the nozzle holder of the corresponding head.



Move the head to the dripping position.



Move down the spindle of the head until it contacts the disk surface. If the
nozzle end contacts with the disk surface, the change in the pneumatic
pressure occurs and the Z axis position is taught automatically.

<Use Flux Device> check box
This check box is selected to set the item related to the flux module.



<Churning> button
If this button is selected, the disk of the flux module rotates.



<Not Usable Lane> group
It sets the item related to the operation of the flux module.


<Feeder Base> button
Selects the feeder base on which the flux module is to be installed.
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15.4.

Light Mapping
Calibrate the brightness of the light for the camera. In order to perform this calibration,
insert the LightFly or LightFix into the No. 1 nozzle of the ANC.

Caution

Since the nozzle for the SM32x,SM411, SM421 model is
not compatible to the one for the light mapping used for the
SM32x,SM411, SM421 model, do not use it for this
machine.

1:

Light Level group



<Select Camera> combo box


Selection Control
Select the camera to perform light mapping.
Repeat this procedure for all fly cameras and fix cameras.



Light Level group
Sets the brightness by light level.


<Level> column
Dislays 16 steps of lighting.
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<Side>/ <Outer>/ <Coaxial> column
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For the Fly Camera
Input the side illumination value within the range of 256 values.



For the Fix Camera
Input the side illumination value within the range of 4096 values.



<Back1> / <Back2> column
Enabled only when the fix camera was selected. The value within the range up to
4096 for each light level is inputted.



<Mapping/Test> button
Perform test or automatic mapping for the light level for the camera selected from the
<Select Camera> group.
Figure15.10 When the Fly Camera is selected
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Figure15.11 When the Fid Camera is selected

Figure15.12 When the Fix Camera is selected



<1. Test Area> group
Designates the area for which the nozzle for test checks the brightness of the
lighting. The are can be designated up to 4. the search area and excluded area are
designated together. The test area is set automatically. Do not change this value.
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Figure15.13 Bottom Shape of Calibration Nozzle for Fly Camera

Figure15.14 Bottom shape of the calibration plate for the Fid camera

Figure15.15 Bottom shape of the calibration nozzle for the Fix camera



<2. Camera> group
Selects the camera for performing lighting brightness test or mapping. Activated
cameras can be designated at the same time.



<3. Tool Setting> group
Performs test or preparation for mapping.


<Prepare Test /Mapping> button
Return all nozzles mounted on the head to each corresponding ANC hole.
Before doing so, arrange the LightFly nozzle, a nozzle for calibration into the
No. 1 hole of the ANC.
If the nozzle arrangement is finished, the <Start> button and <Test> button in
the <<<Mapping>>> group.



<4. Search Area> group
Clicking the button corresponding to the light for which mapping is to be
performed will display the following dialog box.
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Click on the button corresponding to the illumination for mapping, set the test area
(Area 1 ~ 4) to 16 illumination levels for each lighting, and setup the average
illumination level for each pixel of the test area to the maximum value.


<<<Mapping>>> group


button
Select the Map File to be used for mapping. Since the file name is set
automatically, do not change it.



<Start> button
Start the Mapping.



<Test> button
Perform test for the mapping result. The light level that does not satisfy the
reference value is searched automatically and it is displayed in the result file.

Perform mapping with the <Refine Mapping Result> check box being selected.


State display
Displays current progressing state.
Camera (Number of camera for which test or maping is completed) /(Total number
of selected camera)
(I: Inner Level, O: Outer Level, S: Side Level, B: Back Level)



<Close> button
Closes the dialog box.



<Update> button
Transmits the set data to the equipment and closes the dialog box.
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<Cancel> button
Ignores the set data and closes the dialog box.
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15.5.

Pref. [F10]
Sets various options needed for equipment operation. When this button is clicked on, the
following dialog box is displayed.

15.5.1.

<General> tab dialog
Sets general items related to the equipment operation.
Figure15.16 “General” tab dialog



<Adaptive pickup position> check box
If this check box is selected, when the equipment stops due to pickup error, the
coordinate calibrated to the pickup point of the corresponding feeder is reflected when
restarting the work.
The offset between the center of the part recognized through the vision system and the
center of the head that performed pickup is reflected automatically.
If this check box is selected, the edit box of the selected items is enabled right below it.
This edit box is used to adjust the tolerance when performing synchronized pickup.
At this time, the tolerance for the synchronized pickup is as follows:
Tolerance for synchronized pickup =Sync Pickup Tol +[Sync Pickup Tol X (a /100 )]
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Sync Pickup Tolerance is that of the common data for the corresponding part.



'a' is the value entered into the edit box.

System Setup

Memo

For parts fed by an 8mm tape feeder, it is recommended that this
function be applied.
For parts fed by a tape feeder with tape larger than 8mm, if this
function is applied, the part dumping rate can be reduced. However,
do not use this function for parts with the following characteristics.


When a part moves significantly in the tape pocket.



When it is difficult to set the part pickup height accurately.
(Example: Same types of parts with a great variation in
thickness.)



<Pocket teach while the machine is working> check box
If this check box is selected, the Pocket Teach function is applied when picking up the
part supplied through the supplying device that was set to use the Pocket Teach in the
'Feeders' dialog box.
If this check box is selected, the edit box of the selected items is enabled right below it.
This edit box is used to adjust the tolerance when performing synchronized pickup.
At this time, the tolerance for the synchronized pickup is as follows:
Tolerance for synchronized pickup =Sync Pickup Tol +[Sync Pickup Tol X (a /100 )]


Sync Pickup Tolerance is that of the common data for the corresponding part.



'a' is the value entered into the edit box.
If the Sync Pickup Tolerance of the corresponding part is 15, and the value of 'a' is
67, the Sync Pickup Tolerance becomes 25.05%.
Sync Pickup Tolerance =15 +[15 X (67 /100 )] =25.05 %



<Bad mark check before Fiducial mark check> check box
If this button is checked, executes bad mark check before fiducial mark check when
the PCB is loaded.
Recognizes the bad mark in multi array PCB first, and makes skip checking the
fiducial mark of the PCB that does not need to be installed.
However, when the PCB is fixed on the placement position of the conveyor, and setup
position of the bad mark changes due to PCB shape causing confirmation of bad mark
to be done first, then errors can occur as the position of the setup does not match.
In this case, the fiducial mark must be recognized first, and the position of the bad
mark must be compensated accurately.



<Use Manual Fiducial Teach> check box
When placing the parts on the PCB in the Product menu, if the fiducial mark has been
recognized incorrectly, this function is used to solve the problem by displaying the
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Fiducial Mark Dialog Box automatically.
This dialog box does not appear when adjusting the fiducial mark in the Step Dialog
Box, but appears only when placing the part in the Product menu.
If this function is selected, when the fiducial mark recognition fails during part
placement, the message “Do you want to retry after adjusting the fiducial position
again?” appears in the error message window at the bottom of the MMI screen.
However, when this function is not selected, if the fiducial mark recognition fails, this
dialog box does not appear, and only an error message is displayed in the error
message window at the bottom of the MMI screen. This function is selected by
default.


<Use Light Saver function> check box
Used for selecting the function of turning off the lighting of the fiducial camera after
elapse of a certain period of time when the equipment is in idle condition. An edit box
at the right side is activated when this check box is selected. Here, input the waiting
time for the MMI program to turn off the lighting of the camera in idle condition.



<Use Air Saver function> check box
Used for selecting the function of turning off the vacuum after elapse of a certain
period of time when the equipment is in idle condition. An edit box at the right side is
activated when this check box is selected. Here, input the waiting time for the MMI
program to turn off the vacuum in idle condition.



<Use Rank Check> check box
Selecting this check box will create a <Rank> column in the “Feeder Registration”
dialog box. The <Rank> column is used to register and mange the rank of LED parts.



<Show Part Description> check box
The ‘Description’ column is created in the <Feeder> menu.



<Gamma Data Generation> check box
This function is selected when using the gamma interface applied by Samsung
Electronics.
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<Buzzer On at error State> combo box
A buzzer sounds when an error occurs during the operation of the equipment. At this
time, selecting the method of the sounding buzzer is possible.





Silence: Do not sound buzzer.



Always: Always sound buzzer.



Machine: Able to setup the buzzer sound differently according to the status of
warning error.

<Tray Pallet Change Speed> combo box
When installation of parts is performed with many pallets in fast (fastest) speed, make
the next pallet standby at working position unless vision fail occurs after picking up a
part in a pallet. From the equipment which it sees it is a function which it does not
support.



<Tape Auto Link Disable> check box
When this item is selected, the auto link function is not used for the tape feeder.



<Stick Auto Link Disable> check box
When this item is selected, the auto link function is not used for the stick feeder.



<Both front and rear Feeder base> check box
This machine provides the Link function so that if the parts of the tape feeder mounted
in the feeder base run short, it searches another tape feeder by feeding the part
identical to the part that was used up and allowing the parts of this tape feeder to be
placed.
When searching the tape feeder, the one installed in the front feeder base is searched
first. If there is no corresponding tape feeder in the front side feeder base, it searches
the tape feeder installed in the feeder base in the rear side.
The default setup allows only the front side feeder base to be used. However, if this
Link function is selected, it can use both the front and rear side feeder bases.



<NCS> button
Used to change a job without stopping the machine. For more details regarding this,
contact us.



<Transporter> button
In the in-line system composed of several machines, this function allows reduction of
the time taken for the next machine to recognize the board information recognized and
transmitted by the previous machine, from the first to the last machine.
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<Use Board Info Transfer> check box
In order to use the board information transmitted from the previous machine,
select this check box. Then select the board information to be used from the
enabled <Option Slave> group.



<Generate Board Info> check box
In order to set the board information to be transmitted to the next machine, select
this check box. Then select the board information to be created from the enabled
<Option Slave> group.



<Option> group


<Bad Mark Info> check box
In order to transmit bad mark information to the next machine, select this
check box. Once this information has been transmitted to the next machine,
the next machine performs work without recognizing the bad marks.



<Fiducial Info> check box
For array PCBs, select this check box in order to transmit fiducial mark
information on each array to the next machine. Once this information has been
transmitted to the next machine, the next machine performs work recognizing
only the global fiducial mark of the array PCB.



<Height Info> check box
If there is a height sensor, it is possible to measure the height of the upper
surface of the PCB. Select this box in order to transmit information regarding
the height of the upper surface of the PCB to the next machine.



<Change Authority> button
Sets the authorization level of a user. The currently applied authorization level setup
function is used by default. However, if an operator plays the role of a programmer, it
is possible to perform setup to allow the operator to use some functions used with the
authorization level of the programmer.
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<Update> button
Saves the setup and closes the dialog box.



<Cancel> button
Neglects the setup and closes the dialog box.



<Default> button
Recovers the setup to the default (recommended) setup in the machine.



<PCB Edit> Tab
Sets the authorization level for the submenus of the <PCB Edit> menu.



<Product> Tab
Sets the authorization level for the submenus of <Product> menu.



<Utiliy> Tab
Sets the authorization level for the submenus of <Utility> menu.



<Diagnosis> Tab
Sets the authorization level for the submenus of the <Diagnosis> menu.



<SysSetup> Tab
Sets the authorization level for the submenus of <Sys.Setup> menu..



<Tools Menu> Tab
Sets the authorization level for the submenus of <Tools Menu> menu.
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<File Menu> Tab
Sets the authorization level for the submenus of <File Menu> menu.

The authorization setup can be used only for the Service mode or higher. It is set up by
checking or releasing the check of the check box for the corresponding item in the
Setup screen..
Submenus of the corresponding menu are enabled or disabled as shown below
according to the setup performed in the Setup menu. The disabled menu cannot be
used.



1:

User authorization level setup menu

2:

User authorization level release menu

<Telemetry Auto Save> check box
Selecting this check box will allow the Telemetry Log file to be saved automatically
when an emergency condition occurs. The name of the folder and file for default
saving is “C:SmartSM\Log\Machine Type_SW Version_Machine Unit
Information_Time of Occurrence(_E-Error Code).tmr”.
The basic concept for saving a log file is as follows:


1st Stage
1. Clicking the Stop button (<Up Load> button) will:
In the Start state: Upload and save the file automatically.
In the Stop state: Save the uploaded information in the file automatically.
2. Clicking the Start button will:
In the Start state: Change the state to the Stop state and save the file
automatically. The state is then changed to the Start state.
In the Stop state: Delete the uploaded information and change the state to the
Start state.
3. Define the rule for naming files when using automatic saving.
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(Machine Type and Version_Unit Information_Creation Date_E-Auto_File
Index.tmr)
Ex) SM411V1.047_Undefined_20080317_103705_E-Auto_0.tmr
4. Save the Telemetry file in the Log directory.
5. Of the Telemetry files automatically saved in the Log directory, only the five
most recent files are kept and older files are deleted automatically.
When performing works including measurement with the Telemetry being
finished forcedly, press the <Upload> button to change the state to the Stop state
and minimize the Telemetry screen and then perform the work.


2nd Stage


When an EMG level error occurs, save the log automatically and stop/start the
system automatically.



Define the rule for naming files when using automatic saving using the details
of the error.
(Machine Type and Version_Unit Information_Creation Date_E-Auto_File
Index.tmr)

Since the automatic Telemetry saving function may decrease the systems’
performance, use an option to turn off the corresponding function when faced with this
problem.


<Scale> option button group
Able to setup the system of unit (mm/inch/mil) used by MMI of the equipment.



<Confirm before Move> option button group
Determines whether to display the confirm window prior to movement.





<None> option button: when this button is selected, does not display the confirm
message box when the movement command is transferred to the equipment.



<Z axis> option button: If this button is selected, when the movement command is
transferred to the equipment, displays the confirm message box if the command is
for Z-axis movement.



<XY, Z axis> option button: If this button is selected, when the movement
command is transmitted to the equipment, displays the confirm message box if the
command is for XY, and Z axes movement.

<Use OLP DB> check box
Selected when synchronize the part DB of each machine in the inline composed of
several machines.
Selecting this check box will allow the part DB to be shared between machines by
transmitting the part DB of the current machine to the T-OLP of the T-Solution.



<Use 2D Barcode> check box
In order to set the 2D barcode parameter of the PCB, select this check box.
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< Use DMES> check box
Sets the IP for communication with the MES host.



<Show Backup Pin> check box
When using the function for sequential changing in the T-Solution, select this check
box to enable the backup pin dialog box.



<Use 1D Barcode JobChange> check box
It is possible to automatically download the corresponding PCB program by scanning
the barcode of the reel list printed in the T-Solution.



<1D Barcode Scan wait time(sec)> check box
When recognizing the 1D barcode using the scanner, sets the time in seconds taken
until the 1D barcode is recognized.



<Use Multi-Vendor> check box
Refers to the function used to produce PCBs by using parts made by several
manufacturers for a part.
If a PCB program is created by registering a sub part for one part for one part in the
TOLP of the T-Solution, allows the work to be performed by using sub parts when
placing a part on the PCB with this check box being selected.



<Use Place Offset> check box
Modifying the part parameters will automatically save the modified part parameters in
the UPD.



<PNP Connection Check> check box
Checks whether the machine and PNP are connected before starting production.
Starting production with the machine not connected to the PNP will display an error
message.



<Use NewPartEditor> check box
Selecting this check box will execute the NPE (New Part Editor) while editing a part.
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<Update> button
Transmits the change data to the equipment and closes the dialog box.
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15.5.2.

<Signal> tab dialog
Set the status of the signal light. When this button is selected, the following screen is
displayed.
Figure15.17 “Signal” tab dialog



<Tower Lamp Type> combo box
Select the signal tower type. Available types are as follows.





Red –Yellow –Green: When the signal light consists of “Red –Yellow –Green”.



Red –Blue –Green: When the signal light consists of “Red –Blue –Green”.

<Standard Status> group
Set the status of the signal light corresponding to the equipment status.
For example, if you want to turn on the “Yellow” lamp of the signal tower in the idle/
wait status, check the corresponding “Yellow” lamp check box among the 3 check
boxes under the Idle/Wait.
The status and meanings of the check boxes are as follows.


Checked: Turns on the corresponding lamp.



Not checked: Turns off the corresponding lamp.



Checked in gray: Flickers the corresponding lamp.



<Lamp Setting> button
The user can perform setup concerning the error by which the red lamp of the
signal light is turned on by default so that the yellow lamp is turned on selectively
according to the error type. Clicking this button will display the following dialog
box.
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If the red lamp is turned on, the equipment stops. Therefore, if the error can be
neglected according to the type of the error, select the corresponding error and
select the <Yellow> check box column.


<Advanced Status> check box group


<Part Empty Warning(Yellow or Blue Blink)> check box
Yellow lamp or blue lamp blinks when part empty alarm is emitted.


<Solid(Yellow: ON)> check box
If supplied parts are exhausted or an error occurs after the pickup retry count
has been exceeded, perform setup so that the yellow light (blue light) remains
turned on.



<PCB Waiting Warning(Yellow or Blue On> check box
If the equipment is ready for operation and has been waiting for a PCB to be fed
onto the conveyor longer than the time set here, the yellow or blue light is turned
on. To change the set time, use the edit box to enter the desired time period.


<Blink(Green: ON)> check box
If this checkbox is selected, the yellow light blinks and the green light is
turned on.



<Part Empty Error (Red Blink> check box
Red lamp blinks when ‘Part Empty’ error occurs.



<Safe Guard Warning (Yellow or Blue Blink> check box
Yellow lamp or blue lamp blinks when ‘Safe Guard Override’ function is released.



<Buz at dump stop> check box
If this check box is selected, the buzzer does not sound even though an error
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occurs in the dump cycle. Since the buzzer does not sound, no work loss increases
significantly if an operator does not check the errors one by one.


<Buz at dump cycle> check box
If this check box is selected, the buzzer sounds only once even though parts are
dumped by several heads in one cycle.



<Update> button
Transmits the set option to the equipment and closes the dialog box.

The state of the equipment according to the default setup of the signal light is as follows:



When the yellow lamp is turned on
The equipment is in Idle or Wait state. It does not operate or it is waiting during
operation.



When green lamp is turned on
The equipment is in Run state. It is in operation currently.



When green lamp is blinking
The equipment is in Pause state. It stops temporarily during operation.
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When the red lamp is turned on
The equipment is in Freeze state. It remains stopped since an error occurred during
operation.
When yellow and green lamps are turned on simultaneously
The equipment is in Adjust or Run Dry state. It stops temporarily during operation
since certain measure needs to be taken.
When red lamp is blinking
The equipment is in Emergency state. It stops temporarily since an emergency error
occurred during operation.

System Setup

15.5.2.1. Standards for Lighting Signal Light
Indicates the operation status of the machine in the combination of lamps with three
colors. The user can check the machine status at a glance by looking at only the signal
light.
For more details about how to set the signal light, refer to “13.4.2. Lamp” in the
Administrator’s Guide.


Lighting of a red lamp
Indicates the stop status through self-diagnosis of the system. Warning sounds ring
continuously and messages are indicated as the red lamp is lighted.



Flashing of a red lamp
Indicates either the pressing of the ‘EMG’ switch or the emergency stop status through
self-diagnosis of the system. Warning sounds ring continuously and messages are
indicated as the red lamp is flashed.



Lighting of a yellow lamp
Indicates the standby status of operation.



Flashing of a yellow lamp
Indicates either component shortage in the tray feeder or adsorption error. Warning
sounds ring continuously and messages are indicated as the yellow (or blue) lamp is
flashed.



Lighting of a green lamp
Indicates that this machine is currently being operated automatically.



Flashing of a green lamp
Indicates temporary stop status. Automatic operation can be resumed by pressing the
START button.
Figure15.18 Signal Light
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15.5.3.

<Device> tab dialog
Set whether to use or not to use the ANC and camera and set the constant parameter to be
used for the vision system. When this button is selected, the following screen is displayed.
Figure15.19 “Device” tab dialog



<System Upward Camera> group
Set whether to use or not to use the fix camera type available for the equipment. To use
the corresponding camera type, check the check box. In the SM411 model, this
function is not available.



<System ANC Option> group
Set whether to use or not to use the ANC type available for the equipment. To use the
corresponding ANC type, check the check box.



<Feeder base system Option> group
Sets the type of the feeder base installed on the equipment.

Warning

15.5.4.

Changing the set up status by an unauthorized user could
damage the equipment or result in personal
injury.Unauthorized user must not change the set up status
of the equipment.

<SECS> tab dialog
Set the communication with the MES host. This function is selected when using the
gamma interface applied by Samsung Electronics.
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Figure15.20 “SECS” tab dialog



<SECS Use> check box
Select this check box to perform setup for communication with the MES host.



<HSMS> group


<IP Address> edit box
Inputs the IP address assigned to the machine.



<Active Set> combo box
Sets one of the items first to which the connection command will be transmitted
for communication between the MES host and the machine.





Active: Attempts to connect the TCP/IP protocol to the host from the machine.



Passive: Attempts to connect the TCP/IP protocol to the machine from the
host.

<Port> edit box
Input the port assigned for communication between the MES host and the
machine.





<S1F13> combo box


Equipment: Attempts to connect the HSMS protocol to the host from the
machine.



Host: Attempts to connect the HSMS protocol to the machine from the host.

<Machine/ BCR> group


<Machine No.> combo box
Sets the ID so that the MES host may recognize the machine.
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<Configure BCR...> button
Clicking this button will display the dialog box for the barcode scanner setup as
follows.



<Enable> check box
Select this check box to use the barcode reader.



<Port> combo box
Sets the port for communication between the machine and the barcode
scanner.
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Check the connection status between the MES host and the machine.


When they are connected



When they are not connected
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15.5.5.

<Nozzle> tab dialog
Sets the parameter of the fly camera when checking for the contamination of a nozzle tip.
Figure15.21 “Nozzle” Tap dialog



<Inspection Type> combo box


Dirty Check
Selected when checking for the contamination of a nozzle tip.



Tip Check
This function is not applied to this machine.



Holder Check
This function is not applied to this machine.



<Position> group


Z-Pos
Indicates the Z-axis height from the upper surface of the PCB to the nozzle tip
end.



M-Pos
Indicates the rotation angle of the mirror for the fly camera.



<Threshold> column
Sets the threshold of the vision system used to recognized the degree of nozzle tip
contamination.



<Light Level / Light Adjust> slide bar
Sets the lighting of the fly camera.
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<Mirror Open / Mirror Close> button
Opens or closes the mirror installed on the head module. Closing the mirror will allow
a user to check the nozzle tip with a vision system.



<Binary / Real> button
Shows the image seen through the Vision in real display to which threshold is not
applied, or in the image (Binary) to which threshold is applied as recognized by MMI.

15.6.

Device [F11]
Controls the data related to the tape, stick and tray and nozzle.

15.6.1.

Tape Feeder
The following screen shows that the ‘Tape’ is selected from the list box. Set the parameters
for the tape feeder.
Figure15.22 “Standard Device - Tape” dialog box



List box
Select the tape feeder type to be set up.



<Timing> group


<Open Time> edit box
Time needed to feed the tape feeder.



<Feeding Time> edit box
Time needed to feed the tape feeder.
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<Normal Feeding Time> edit box
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Sets the time it takes generally for the tape feeder to feed the part once.


<Real Transfer Time> edit box
Sets the time required to transfer the reel in order to supply parts from the tape
feeder.



<Pickup Offset> edit box
Set the X offset value of the pick-up position of the tape feeder.Based on the setting of
the tape feeder in the front of the equipment, set the offset value of the pick-up
position of other feeders against the pick-up position of the 8mm tape feeder.



<Width> edit box
Sets the left and right width of the tape feeder based on the location pin of the tape
feeder. It is possible to calculate the space occupied by the tape feeders in the feeder
base using these parameters.

15.6.2.

Stick Feeder
Next screen is the case where the “Stick” is selected in the Device list. Set the data on the
stick feeder.
Figure15.23 “Standard Device –Stick” dialog box



List box
Select the stick feeder type to set.



<Default Feed Time> edit box
Set the feed time.



<Width –Left> group


<Left> edit box
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Set the left width of the stick feeder.


<Right> edit box
Set the right width of the stick feeder.



<Default Step> edit box
Set the basic number of sticks of each stick feeder according to the stick feeder type.

15.6.3.

Tray Feeder
Next screen is the case where the “Tray” is selected in the Device list. Set the data on the
tray feeder
Figure15.24 “Standard Device –Tray” dialog box



List box
Select the tray feeder type to set.



<Default Step> edit box
Set the maximum number of pallets that can be placed on the single tray.
: Single Tray(5), FW-20NS(20), STF-100N(20), STF-100D(24), STF-100S(20) , STF100E(20).



<Width> edit box
Set the width of the tray feeder.
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15.6.4.

Nozzle
Next screen is the case where the “Nozzle” is selected in the Device list. Set the data on
Nozzle.
Figure15.25 “Standard Device – Nozzle” dialog box



List box
Select the nozzle type to set.



<Name> edit box
Set the name of the selected nozzle.



<Description> edit box
Set the name of the selected nozzle.



<Dimension> group


<Mark ID> edit box
Set the mark ID value of the selected nozzle.



<Length> edit box
Set the nozzle length.



<Inner diameter> edit box
Set the inner diameter.



<Inner / Outer diameter> edit box
Set the inner diameter/Outer diameter of the nozzle.



<Type Check Tolerance> edit box
Sets the upper tolerance of inner and outer diameters of the nozzle in percentage
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when recognizing the nozzle. The default value is 25%.


<Jaw Height> edit box
The jaw is a part of the gripper nozzle which grips parts.
Jaw height refers to the distance from where the part contacts to the bottom of the
jaw. Here, set the height of the gripper. Since the height of the jaw will influence
the Z axis movement height, the correct value must be inputted.
Inputting a value smaller than the actual jaw height may cause the gripper to
collide with other parts while moving a part. Conversely, inputting a value greater
than the actual jaw height will cause the Z axis movement height to increase,
causing a reduction in productivity.



<Jaw Width> edit box
The jaw width refers to the width of the jaw when it is narrowed. This is where the
jaw width is set. Whether the part can be picked up or not according to this value
will be determined here.



<Polarity> check box
If the current nozzle selected from the list box is a directional nozzle with a pin,
select this check box.



<Spring> check box
In order to use the force control function, use a nozzle without a spring. For
general nozzles with springs, select this check box.



<Gripper> check box
For gripper nozzles, select this check box. Otherwise, the gripper nozzle will not
operate properly.



<Vacuum Nozzle Check> group


<Vac. Noz. Check flag> check
Sets whether to use the function that checks if the selected nozzle works properly
on the head before and after it is changed when changing the nozzle automatically.



<Check vacuum range> edit box
Sets the difference in the pneumatic pressure level between cases in which the
head has no nozzle and cases in which the head has nozzles when changing the
nozzle automatically.



<Check vacuum> edit box
Set the reference value at which the head is thought to have the selected nozzle.



<Vacuum> group


<Stuff Check Flag> check
Sets whether to use the function that checks if there is foreign material in the
nozzle before picking up the part.
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<Pick Vacuum> edit box
Set the standard pneumatic pressure value (as a percentage) required to determine
whether the part is successfully picked up.

Warning



Changing the set up status by an unauthorized user could
damage the equipment or result in personal
injury.Unauthorized user must not change the set up status
of the equipment.

<Stuff Vacuum> edit box
Set the vacuum pressure level to be used as the criteria to determine whether there
is any foreign material in the nozzle or not before the component pick-up with a
percentage.



<Vacuum Range> edit box
Set the vacuum range for the percentages of Pick Vacuum, and Stuff Vacuum.



<Ref. Open Level> edit box
Set the base pneumatic pressure when opening the vacuum system.



<Nozzle Inspection Set...> button
Set when checking for any contaminants on the nozzle tip.



<Parameter> group
Indicates the parameter of the corresponding nozzle.



<Dirty Inspection> check box
Select this check box when checking for any contaminants on the nozzle tip using
the fly camera.
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Memo

The list of the nozzles for which nozzle tip contamination can be
checked is as follows:
CN020, CN030, CN040, CN065
When these functions are enabled, the production quality may be
improved, but productivity may decrease slightly. When using this
function, please contact our C/S.



<OK> button
Saves the data and closes the screen.



<Cancel> button
Ignores the data and closes the screen.
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Diagnosis

Chapter16. Diagnosis
The Diagnosis menu is composed of 6submenus: I/O, Conveyor, Light, Vacuum, Jog box,
Tray, Head, Motor IO. This menu performs a module test on each part.
When a submenu of the <Diagnosis> menu is selected, the corresponding dialog box is
displayed on the screen. While the corresponding dialog box of the submenu is displayed,
selecting the menu again activates the dialog box.
Figure16.1 When the Diagnosis menu is selected

Figure16.2 Submenus of the Diagnosis menu
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16.1.

I/O [F2]
The <I/O> submenu sets or displays the status of various I/O (input/output) sensors on the
equipment.
Figure16.3 “I/O Status “dialog box



<Output> group
Indicates the status of output devices.



<Input> group
Indicates the status of input devices.



<Output Status> group
Indicates the status of the selected output devices. Red indicates on status, and blue
indicates off status.
Double clicking the mouse’s left button or pressing the space bar after selecting the
device to be set will allow the output status to be reversed.



<Seneor (Input) Status> group
Indicates the status of the selected input sensor. Red indicates on status, and blue
indicates off status.



<Feederbase I/O> button
The user can confirm if the corresponding feeder is installed in the feeder base slot and
check the feeder output status.
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Figure16.4 “SM Tape Feeder base” dialog box



<Cylinder Check> button
Check the state of the cylinder movement. When this button is clicked on, the
following dialog box is displayed.
Figure16.5 “Diagnosis: Cylinder Module Diagnosis” dialog box



<Operation Test> group
Displays the operation list of devices to check.


Place Stopper #1 Up: Checks the up-movement of the stopper #1.



Place Stopper #1 Down: Checks the down-movement of the stopper #1.



BackUp Table #1 Up: Checks the up-movement of the backup table #1.



BackUp Table #1 Down: Checks the down-movement of the backup table
#1(#2).
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ANC Shutter #1(2) Close: Check the closing movement of the shutter of ANC
#1(2).



ANC Shutter #1(2) Open: Check the opening movement of the shutter of
ANC #1(2).

<Automatic> button
Checks devices in the <Operation Test> group in order automatically.



BUT Speed Test
Test the Up/Down speed of the backup table.





BUT Up Delay: Indicates the upward movement speed of the backup table.



BUT Down Delay: Indicates the downward movement speed of the backup
table.



Up/Down Count: Sets the Up/Down movement test count.



<BUT Run>: Tests the Up/Down speed of the backup table.

<Close> button
Closes the dialog box.
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16.2.

Conveyor [F3]
Checks the status of various devices in the conveyor group. When this submenu is selected
on, the following dialog box is displayed. Please refer to“4.5 Conveyor
information.

” for more
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16.3.

Light [F4]
Checks the lighting devices installed on the fiducial camera, fly camera, and fix camera.
Figure16.6 “Camera Light Diagnosis “dialog box



<Camera Select> combo box
Select the camera on which the lighting device to be checked is installed.


<Camera No.> combo box


Fly Cam: Select the Fly camera on the front gantry.

Memo



The Fly camera for recognizing each head is as follows:


Fly Cam6: Head #6



Fly Cam1: Head #1~Head #2



Fly Cam2: Head #3~Head #4



Fly Cam3: Head #5~Head #6



Fly Cam4: Head #7~Head #8



Fly Cam5: Head #9~Head #10



Fix Cam(Option): Select the fix camera.



Fid Cam(Option): Select the fiducial camera.

<Light Value> group
Set the light value.
When the fiducial camera is selected, the range of light level that can be set is as
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follows.


<Outer>: The range of the Outer light level is 0~15.



<Inner>: The range of the Inner light level is 0~15.

When the fly camera is selected, the range of light level that can be set is as follows.


<Side>: The range of the side light level is 0~15.



<Outer>: The range of the Outer light level is 0~15.



<Coaxial>: The range of the Coaxial light level is 0~15.

When the fix camera is selected, the range of light level that can be set is as follows.





<Side>: The range of the side light level is 0~15.



<Outer>: The range of the Outer light level is 0~15.



<Inner>: The range of the Inner light level is 0~15.

<Close> button
Closes the dialog box.
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16.4.

Vacuum [F5]
Checks the air pressure status of the head.
Figure16.7 “Vacuum Diagnosis” dialog box



<Head Vacuum level> group
Displays the vacuum level of each head and controls the vacuum generator.


<Gantry> combo box
Select the gantry for which the pneumatic pressure can be checked.



<Current Level>
Indicate the current pneumatic pressure of each head.



<Vacuum OFF> button
Pressing this button when “OFF” is indicated will supply constant pneumatic
pressure of 0.1Mpa inside the spindle and indicate “ON” on the button.



<Blow OFF> button
Pressing this button when “On” is indicated will shut off the pneumatic pressure
supplied to the spindle and indicate “OFF” on the button.



<Reference Level> group
When the vacuum level is used as a criteria for determining the component pick-up by
each head, displays the standard value.


<Close Level>
Indicate the pneumatic pressure of each head when the nozzle hole is plugged,
with the nozzle being inserted into the nozzle holder.



<Open Level>
Indicate the vacuum value of each head when the nozzle hole is opened, with the
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nozzle being inserted into the nozzle holder.


<Check Level > group
Displays the vacuum level that is used as a criteria for determining the component
pick-up.


<Choke Check Level>
Displays the vacuum level that considers the nozzle to be choked up before the
component pick-up.



<Vacuum Check Level>
Displays the vacuum level that considers a pickups to be successful after the
component pick-up.



<Check> button
Measure the time that it takes until the vacuum value becomes stabilized for all heads
of the selected gantry.



<Valve Check> button
Check the solenoid valve to find that the ‘Vacuum On’ and ‘Blow Off’ are executed
properly. Insert the CN40 nozzle in the head spindle’s nozzle holder manually and
check the valve.
The following dialog box shows the results of the solenoid valve checks using the
CN040 nozzle.
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<Try> combo box
Select the number of times to execute ‘Vacuum On’ and ‘Blow Off’. It is
recommended to execute ‘Vacuum On’ and ‘Blow Off’ at least 100 times in order
to obtain effective results.



<Head> combo box
Selects the gantry to check the solenoid valve.



<Spindle> combo box
Selects the head to check the solenoid valve. Selecting ‘All’ will check all heads
of the gantry selected from the <Head> combo box.



<Test> button
Selecting this button will check ‘Vacuum On’ and ‘Blow Off’ for heads selected
from the <Head> combo box and <Spindle> combo box as many times as selected
from the <Try> combo box and will display the results in a graph.



<Detail> button
Clicking this button will display the dialog box indicating the result of the check
for the selected head as a statistical numerical value.
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<Vacuum Check> group


Vac_sat [mmHg]
Indicates the average vacuum level of the corresponding heads after
performing the ‘Vacuum On’ operation. (Average: -580 mmHg)



Build Time [ms]
Indicates the time taken to reach 90% of the vacuum level.



Standard Dev [3σ]
Indicates the dispersion (3σ) of “Build Time’.



Min Build Time [ms]
Indicates the minimum value of the ‘Build Time’.



Max Build Time [ms]
Indicates the maximum value of the ‘Build Time’.



<Blow Check> group


Build Time [ms]
Indicates the time taken to reach 90% blow creation.



Standard Dev [3σ]
Indicates the dispersion (3σ) of “Build Time’.



Min Build Time [ms]
Indicates the minimum value of the ‘Build Time’.



Max Build Time [ms]
Indicates the maximum value of the ‘Build Time’.
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<Save As> button
Clicking this button will execute the dialog box used to select the path to save the
result data as a text file.



<Vacuum Pressure>
Indicates the vacuum level in graphic form when the vacuum level of the
corresponding head reached 90% after performing the ‘Vacuum On’ operation


X-axis
Indicates the average vacuum level of the heads after performing the ‘Vacuum
On’ operation. (Average: -580 mmHg)



Y-axis
Refers to the count corresponding to the vacuum level which is the index of
the X-axis. The sum of the counts indicated by bar graphs is the same as the
count selected from the <Try> combo box.

Check whether the vacuum is created up to the required level while watching the
graph. If the result value exists within the blue area, it is normal. However, if it is
indicated in the white area, there is a problem. In this case, it is necessary to
observe the vacuum level continuously. If the result value is indicated in the grey
area, it is abnormal. In this case, contact our STS or local agent for a precise
check.

For the CN040 nozzle, if the vacuum level is higher than 400 mmHg, it is possible
to operate normally.


<Vacuum On>
Indicates the time taken to reach 90% of the vacuum level. Smaller dispersion is
better based on the average value. (Average value: 34 ms)
If the result value exists in the blue area, it is normal. If it is indicated in the white
area, it has a problem. In this case, it is necessary to observe the vacuum level
continuously. If it is indicated in the grey area, it is abnormal. In this case replace
the corresponding part.
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It is better when the dispersion of all result values is smaller than the average value
in the blue area. If the dispersion is larger, there is considered to be a problem.
Therefore, continuous observation is necessary.


<Vacuum Off>
Indicates the time taken to reach 90% Vacuum Off. (Average value: 32 ms)
If the result value exists within the blue area, it is normal. However, if it is
indicated in the white area, it has a problem. In this case, it is necessary to observe
the vacuum level continuously. If the result value is indicated in the grey area, it is
abnormal. In such case, contact our STS or local agent for precise check.

It is better when the dispersion of all result values is smaller than the average value
in the blue area. If the dispersion is larger, it is considered to have problem.
Therefore, continuous observation is necessary.
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Caution

As the vacuum filter cleaning is poorer, Vacuum Off occurs
faster. If the result values are indicated at the left onesidedly based on the average value as shown in the
following figure, replace the vacuum filter.
Otherwise, the solenoid valve will be damaged, which as a
result affects the machine’s performance. (Replacement
cycle of vacuum filter: 6 months).



<Close> button
Closes the dialog box.
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16.5.

Jogbox [F6]
Checks the operation of the Teaching Box. When this button is clicked on, the following
dialog box is displayed.
When each button in the actual Teaching Box is operated, displays the operation status.
Figure16.8 “Jog Box Diagnosis” dialog box



<Speed LED All> button
Turns ON/OFF all Speed LEDs.



<Mode LED All> button
Turns ON/OFF all Mode LEDs.



<Axis LED All> button
Turns ON/OFF all Axis LEDs.



<Head LED All> button
Turns ON/OFF all Head LEDs.



<Gantry LED All> button
Turns ON/OFF all Gantry LED.Used only for machines with more than one gantry.



<All LED> button
Turns ON/OFF all Gantry LED.



<Close> button
Closes the dialog box.
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16.6.

Tray [F7]
Checks communication with the tray feeder. When this submenu is selected on, the
following dialog box is displayed.
Figure16.9 “Diagnosis: Tray Feeder Communication Diagnosis” dialog box



<Communication Channel> group
Select the communication channel to which the tray feeder is connected.Ch. 1: Selects
RS-232C communication Port1.Ch. 2: Selects RS-232C communication Port2.



<Command> combo box
Select the command to transmit to the tray feeder.





Update Status: Updates the status.



Pallet Out: Outputs the selected pallet from the tray magazine.



Move Pitch: Locates the selected pallet at the entrance of tray magazine output.



Pallet In: Brings the selected pallet into the tray magazine.



Home Search: Moves the tray feeder to Home.

<Change Pallet to> list box
Select the palette number to change.



<Execute> button
Transmits the selected command to the tray feeder.



<Current Palette No.> Static box
Displays the number of the pallet currently taken out.
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<Status> message box
Displays the status of command handling.



<Execution Time> Static box
Displays the time taken to handle the command.



<Close> button
Closes the current dialog box.

16.7.

Motor IO [F9]
Indicates the input status of sensors related with the driving motor.
Figure16.10 “Motor” dialog box
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Chapter17. Utility
The utility menu is composed of 6 submenus: Print, Production Information, Copy
Between PCB Files, File Manager, Bypass, and Warmup.
This menu provides convenience of operation and provides product information when the
equipment is started.
When a submenu of the <Utility> menu is selected, the corresponding dialog box is
displayed on the screen. While the dialog box corresponding to the submenu is displayed,
selecting the menu again activates the corresponding dialog box.
Figure17.1 When the Utility menu is selected

Figure17.2 Submenus of the utility menu
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17.1.

Print... [F2]
The <Print...> submenu is used to print PCB files. When this submenu is selected, the
following dialog box is displayed.
Figure17.3 “Print” dialog box



<Cover Data> group
Used to enter necessary information when a cover for the output is wanted.


<Title:> edit box
Enter the title of the output in the “Title” edit box.



<Memo:> edit box
Enter a short message to be displayed on the cover in the “Memo” edit box.



<Option> group


<Select All/Clear All.> button
Selects all the items to be output, or changes the selected items into unselected
status.



<Board Info.> check box
Select the information on PCB Boards.



<Part Info.> check box
Select the information on components.



<Feeder Info> check box group
Select the information on the feeder to print.
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Tape Feeder: Select the information on Tape Feeder.



F/R Separate Page: Select the information on Tape Feeder.

Utility





Stick Feeder: Select the information on Stick Feeder.



Tray Feeder: Select the information on Tray Feeder.

<Step Info.> check box
Select the information on operation sequence.



<System> check box
Select the information on the system parameter of the equipment.



<Preview> button
Displays the content to be printed on the screen first.



<Setup…> button
Sets the printer.



<Print> button
Prints the checked content and closes the “Print “dialog box.



<Print to File> button
Outputs the content in text file format.
If the <Print to File> button is clicked, the following dialog box appears.

Enter the file name in the <File Name(N)> text box and press the <Save(S) button> to
save the file.


<Close> button
Cancels the execution of <Print> command and closes the “Print “dialog box.
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17.2.

Pd. Info[F3]
It is used to perform the production analysis and prepare a report by utilizing the
information related to PCB production.
Figure17.4 “Production Report…” dialog box



Option button group
Select the data to be used to perform analysis and prepare report.


<Total> option button
It is selected to perform the production analysis and prepare a report by using the
data related to all PCBs produced by the machine within the period of time
designated by the <Data Range> option button.



<PCB Name> option button
It is selected to perform the production analysis and prepare a report by using the
data related to the PCBs selected within the period of time designated by the
<Data Range> option button.



<Log> option button
It is selected to perform the production analysis and prepare a report by using the
selected PCB log.



<Data Range> option button group


<All> option button
Use all PCB related data within the period of log file maintenance.



<Range> option button
Use all PCB related data within the selected period of time.
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<History Clear> group


<Point of Date> combo box
Of the log files related to all PCBs produced by the machine, the files created
before the date selected here are deleted.
Here, if the <Log Clear> button at the right is clicked after selecting a date, the
files created before that date are deleted.



<Log Clear> button
Here, if the <Log Clear> button at the right is clicked after selecting a date, the
files created before that date are deleted.



<Total Clear> button
Deleted all PCB related log files.



<Log File Maintenance> group


<Size [Mbytes]> combo box
Select the size of all log files related to the PCB produced by the machine.
If the size of all log files is greater than the size selected here, the files are deleted
in the order of file creation date.
File size can be set at values from a minimum of 10MB to a maximum of 50MB in
10MB increments.



<Time [Year]> combo box
Select the period of time through which all log files related to the PCB produced
by the machine are managed.
If the created date of a log file is older than the period set here, it will be deleted.
The period of time can be set at values from a minimum of 1 year to a maximum
of 5 years in 1 year increments.



<Report> button
Used to analysis and make a report using the selected data. Please refer to“18.1
Production Information Management [Pd. Info] ”for more information.



<Close> button
Closes the dialog box for the production report.
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17.3.

Copy...[F4]
Copies the contents of the PCB file already existing in the PCB file to be copied without
creating a new PCB file. .
When the ‘Copy’ submenu is selected, the following dialog box is displayed..
Figure17.5 “Copy data between PCB files” dialog box



<Source> group
Used for selecting the original PCB file to copy, and for selecting the information to
copy.


<File Name:> edit box
Used for selecting the original PCB file to copy, and for selecting the information
to copy.



<Item> check box group
Select the information to copy.



<Browse…> button
Used for selecting the original PCB file to copy.



<Destination> group
Used for selecting the object PCB file to apply the copied information from the
original PCB file.


<File Name:> edit box
Directly input the file name of the object file or select the desired file name by
clicking the <Browse…> button.



<Browse…> button
Used for selecting the object PCB file. When this button is clicked on the
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following dialog box is displayed.


List box
List up the PCB files on which the copied information will be applied.



<Add> button
Adds the file defined in the <File Name:> edit box to the PCB file on which the
copied information will be applied.



<Remove> button
Excludes the selected file in the list box from the object to apply the copied
information.



button
Copy the selected information from the original PCB file to the object PCB file.

17.4.

File Man... [F5]
Allows easy file management such as Copy, Move, Delete, etc.
Figure17.6 “File Manager” dialog box



<Select File Attribute:> group
When the extension file button in the <Select File Attribute group> is clicked, the
corresponding contents are indicated in the list.



<Send to USB> button
Save the selected file in the USB storage device.
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<Copy> button
Makes a copy of the selected file and as the original file exists under its original name,
saves the copied file under a different file name when using the <Copy> command.



<Move> button
Moves the selected file to the other folder.



<Delete> button
Deletes the selected file.



<Rename> button
Renames the selected file.



<Clear> button
If the file size of a *.log file is very big, deletes the data saved previously.



<Error Log> button
When machine error occurs, it creates a zip file for all log files of corresponding works
necessary for the examination of the cause of the error to allow easy transmission of
the files to our C/S company and local agent..
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17.5.

Bypass [F8]
The following dialog box is displayed and shows it is in the PCB Bypass status.
If the head is above the conveyor, the PCB sensing sensor gets affected. Therefore, move
the head out of the conveyor and execute the command.
Figure17.7 “By-pass Operation” dialog box



<Inline status> group
Indicates the SMEMA related input status. (Lighted On: On, Lighted Off: Off)


Previous
Indicates the status of the previous machine.



Next
Indicates the status of the next machine.



Machine Busy
PCB not transferred.



Board is Available
PCB can be transferred.



<Start> button
Starts the ‘PCB bypass’.



<Stop> button
Stops the ‘PCB bypass’.



<Close> button
Closes the dialog box.
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17.6.

WarmUp [F9]
The <WarmUp> command is used to warm up each axis after power supply. When this
command is selected, the following dialog box is displayed.
Figure17.8 “Warm-Up” dialog box

Figure17.9 “Warm-Up” dialog box, After pressing the Start button



<Start> button
Starts the warm up operation. When this button is clicked on, starts the warm-up
operation and the elapsed time is displayed in the “Warm-up” dialog box.



<Stop> button
When this button is clicked on, stops the <Warm-up>.
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<Use Warm Up Time Setting> check box
Select this check box and input the desired time. (Unit: Minute)



<Close> button
Closes the dialog box

Caution

To raise the level of placement precision, Warming UP must
be done. To raise the level of placement precision, be sure
to carry out warm up before operating the machine..
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Chapter18. Production Information
Management
18.1.

Production Information Management [Pd. Info]
Clicking the ‘Production Information’ submenu button of the ‘Production’ menu will
display the following dialog box.

Memo

The shape of the conveyor displayed on the screen may differ
depending on the option.

When “Plc. Info” submenu is clicked on, the following dialog box is displayed.
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18.1.1.

Product
Figure18.1 “Production” tab dialog



<Build Info> group
Indicate various information related to PCB production.


<Total Board>
Indicates the total number of produced PCBs.



<Skipped Array>
Indicates the total amount of PCB Arrays and PCBs that have been skipped as a
result of ‘Defect’ indicated on the bad mark.



<Worked Array>
Indicates the total number of PCB’s normally worked.



<Statistics> group
Displays the information about placement time. Clicking the right button

will

display different types of information. (sec/board → board/hour → CPH)


<Peak Build Cycle>


sec/board
The minimum time that was taken to work on one PCB is displayed in the
second unit. [Peak Build Cycle Time (sec/board) ]



CPH
Indicates the number of PCBs that are expected to be produced in an hour
based on the Peak Build Cycle (sec/board).
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Board/Hour
Indicates the number of parts that are expected to be placed in an hour based
on the Peak Build Cycle (sec/board).



<Mean Build Cycle>


sec/board
The average required time that was taken to work on one PCB is displayed in
the second unit. [Peak Build Cycle Time (sec/board) ].



CPH
Indicates number of parts placed in an hour after the initial PCB is fed to the
work station.



Board/Hour
Indicates number of PCBs produced in an hour after the initial PCB is fer to
the work station.



<Previous Cycle>
Previous Cycle Time =Build Time +Transfer Time


sec/board
Indicates the required time in the “second” unit until the next PCB is fed since
the most recently produced PCB was fed to the work station. [Previous Cycle
Time (sec/board) ]



CPH
Indicates the number of PCBs that are expected to be produced in an hour
based on the Previous Cycle Time (sec/board).



Board/Hour
Indicates the number of parts that are expected to be placed in an hour based
on the Previous Cycle Time (sec/board).



<- Build Time>
Indicates the required time in the “second” unit from the time the backup table
moves up after the most recently produced PCB was fed to the work station to the
time the backup table moves down after the PCB is placed.



<- Transfer Time>
Indicates the required transportation time per PCB.



<Operation Status> group
Display the information for operating time.


<Run Time>
Indicates the total time of placement time and wait time. (Run =Place +Wait)
(Run =Place +Transfer +Wait)
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<- Place Time>
Indicates the time of installation from turning on the power of the equipment
to the present time.



<- Transfer Time>
Indicates the total time of PCB transportation from turning on the power of the
equipment to the present time.



<- Entry Wait>
Indicates the total time the PCB waits until the current time for placement
after the machine is turned on.



<- Exit Wait>
Indicates the total time that the PCBs have been worked completely waits
until the current time for transfer to the next machine after the machine is
turned on.



<Stop Time> group
Indicates the time equipment was in stop status from turning on the power of the
equipment to the present.


<Run Stop Count>
Indicates the machine stop count during automatic production.



<Stop>
Indicates the machine stop count performed by the user during automatic
production.



<Error Stop>
Indicates the count of machine stop performed by an error during automatic
production.



<Reset> button
Initializes all the indication information.



<Print To File> button
Saves the placement information related with PCB production in the assigned folder
(C:\ SmartSM\Pdinfo) in text file(*.txt) format.
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<PPM<->%> button
Converts the indicated unit. (PPM<->%)



<Close> button
Closes the screen.
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18.1.2.

Head
Displays the operation data for each head. Shows the overall statistics information related
with placement.



<Head> column
Displays the total head number.



<Pickup> column
Displays the total number of components picked up.



<Place> column
Displays the total number of components placed.



<Error> column
Indicates the number of part placement failures after recognizing the picked up parts
using ‘Vision’.



<Error (PPM)> column
Recognize the picked part by using the vision system and indicate the non-placement
error in PPM unit.



<Pick Miss> column
Indicates the number of part pickup failures.



<Part NG> column
Indicates the number of part recognition failures using ‘Vision’ after pickup of parts.



<Dump> column
Indicates the number of times part dumping has been performed by the corresponding
head.
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18.1.3.

Feeder
Displays the operation information of each feeder.



<Feeder> column
Indicates the information on the slot where the feeder is installed and the parts are
supplied.



<Pickup> column
Displays the number of components picked up from the corresponding feeder.



<Place> column
Displays the number of components placed from the corresponding feeder.



<Error> column
Displays the number of components placed from the corresponding feeder.



<Error (PPM)> column
Indicate the feeder error, which caused the fed parts not to be placed, in the PPM unit.



<Pick Miss> column
Indicates the number of part pickup failures.



<Part NG> column
Indicates the number of part recognition failures using ‘Vision’ after pick up by the
feeder.



<Dump> column
Indicates the number of times part dumping has been performed by the corresponding
head.
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18.1.4.

Nozzle
Displays the operation information of each nozzle.



<Nozzle> column
Indicates the type of nozzles and number of holes where nozzles are arranged in the
ANC.



<Pickup> column
Displays the number of components picked up by the corresponding nozzle.



<Place> column
Displays the number of components placed by the corresponding nozzle.



<Error> column
Indicate the nozzle error, which caused the parts not to be placed.



<Error (PPM)> column
Indicate the nozzle error, which caused the parts not to be placed, in the PPM unit.



<Pick Miss> column
Indicates the number of failures in pickup the parts by nozzle.



<Part NG> column
Indicates the number of part recognition failures using ‘Vision’ after parts are picked
up by nozzles.



<Dump> column
Indicates the number of times part dumping has been performed by the corresponding
head.
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Appendix

PM Manager

Chapter19. PM Manager
The PM Manager is a management menu that is used for the maintenance of the machine
in the MMI (Man-Machine Interface), an application program for machine operation. The
items to be inspected as well as check periods can be checked through the PM Manager,
and the machine can be managed more efficiently through the schedule check function.

Memo

19.1.

When the PM Manager generates a warning message for an item
which needs maintenance, perform maintenance of the corresponding
item referring to the maintenance manual.

Execution of PM Manager
The method to execute the PM Manager in the MMI is as follows:
Figure19.1 Execution of PM Manger for SM Series Machines

19.2.

PM Manager Status
The current status of the PM Manager can be checked by the colors of its execution
buttons. The status of each button by color is as follows:
Table19.1Status of PM Manager

Status of PM Manager

Icon

When the PM Manager is
not executed
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Status of PM Manager

Icon

When there is an item to
be checked
When there is no item to
be checked

19.3.

Screen Configuration
The PM Manager consists of Main Screen, Setup Screen and History Screen. Once the PM
Manager is executed initially, the Main Screen appears by default.


Main Screen
Figure19.2 Main Screen of PM Manager
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Setup Screen

PM Manager
Figure19.3 Setup Screen of PM Manager



History Screen
Figure19.4 History Screen of PM Manager
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19.4.
19.4.1.

Main Screen
Viewing Check Items


19.4.2.

Today’s Check Item View


For the items to be inspected today, the <Check> button is indicated in red in the
<Status> column.



For the items that do not need to be inspected today, the <OK> button is indicated
in black in the <Status> column.



The number of items to be inspected today is indicated on the “Remains”.

Viewing Check Items by Check Period
In the main screen, the check items of the machine can be checked by check periods (daily,
weekly and monthly).

19.4.2.1. Viewing All Daily, Weekly and Monthly Check Items
If the <Total> option button from the <Period Search Condition> group is clicked, all
daily, weekly and monthly check items can be checked.

19.4.2.2. Viewing Daily Check Items
If the <Daily> option button from the <Period Search Condition> group is clicked, daily
check items can be checked.

19-4
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19.4.2.3. Viewing Weekly Check Items
If the <Weekly> option button from the <Period Search Condition> group is clicked,
weekly check items can be checked.

19.4.2.4. Viewing Monthly Check Items
If the <Monthly> option button from the <Period Search Condition> group is clicked,
monthly check items can be checked.

19.4.3.

Viewing Only Items in Use
After the check items are registered, setup can be performed so that they are not to be used.
If the <Use only> option button from the <Period Search Condition> group is clicked,
only the check items in use can be checked.

19.4.4.

Updating Screens
If the contents of the DB are different from those displayed in the main screen, press the
<Update> button to update the screen output.
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19.4.5.

Recording Check Results
Record and store the check results in the “PM Check”. This can be performed in the
following manner.


Click <Check> button.



Execute ‘PM Check’ Dialog Box
Figure19.5 ‘PM Check’ Dialog Box of PM Manager



Record the measures taken during check (action, result and note) and click the <OK>
button.
For the items for which actions were taken in the <PM Check> group, the <Status>
column is changed from “Check” to “OK” and the date is updated to the PM Check
date in the <Next PM> column as shown below.

The recorded actions can be checked from the History Screen.
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Figure19.6 Inquiry of Actions Taken During Checking from History Screen

19.4.6.

Changing All Check Items to Check Completed Status (“OK”)
All check items can be changed to the check completed status simultaneously. This can be
performed in the following manner.


Click the <Reset All Items> button



When the PM Manager dialog box appears, click the <Yes> button.

Once set as above, all check items in the Main Screen are changed to the check completed
status (“OK”), and the number of items to be inspected are indicated as “0”.
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Figure19.7 Main Screen of PM Manager

The history of all changed items are recorded in the History Screen, and “Reset all items”
is indicated in the ‘Note’ column.

19.4.7.

Outputting Check Items in File Format
All check items can be outputted in text file format. This can be performed in the
following manner.

19-8



Click the <Print to File> button



Enter the file name and designate the file path and then click <Save>.

PM Manager



The text file is saved in the form shown below.
Figure19.8 Check Item Output Screen
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19.5.
19.5.1.

Setup Screen
Changing Check Period
The check period of each check item can be changed in the setup screen.
Click the Combo Box button in the Time Unit column for the items whose check period is
to be changed as shown in the following figure to change the check period (daily, weekly
and monthly).
Figure19.9 Changing Check period

19.5.2.

Setting Check Period as Default
When setting the changed check period as default value again, click the <Default> button
for the corresponding item.

The change check period is set as default again.

19.5.3.

Setting Whether to Use Check Period
Set whether to use the check item in the <Use> column.
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19.5.4.

Adding User Check Item
User can add a new check item. This can be performed in the following manner.


Click the <Add Item…> button and execute the ‘Add PM Item’ dialog box



Enter an item to be added in the ‘Add PM Item’ dialog box and set the check period
Figure19.10 Adding User Check Item



If the user check item is added by clicking the <OK> button, a new check item is
added in the setup screen.
Figure19.11 Added User Check Item
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19.5.5.

Modifying User Check Items
The registered user check items can be modified. This can be performed in the following
manner.


Click the <Modify Item…> button.



Modify the registered check item.
Figure19.12 Modifying User Check Item

Memo

19.5.6.

The default check item other than the user check item cannot be
modified.

Deleting User Check Item
The registered user check item can be modified. This can be performed in the following
manner.
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Click the <Delete Item> button.



Click the <Yes> button to delete the corresponding item.

PM Manager

Memo

19.5.7.

The item other than the user check item cannot be deleted.

Saving Changed Item
If there is changed setups in the Setup Screen, the <Save> button is enabled.


When there is no changed item



When there is changed item

When saving the changed item, click the <Save> button.
If the following window appears, click the <Yes> button to save the setups.

19.5.8.

Scheduled Check Function
The scheduled check function informs the user of the items to be checked at the time set by
the user. When the time set by the user comes, the number of check items and items to be
checked are indicated as follows.
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Figure19.13 Scheduled Check Informing Screen

If the <Open> button is clicked the PM Manager window is indicated. If the <Ignore>
button is clicked, the PM Manager window is not indicated.

19.5.8.1. Using Scheduled Check Function
When using the scheduled check function, select the <Use Scheduled Check> function

When it is not desired to use the scheduled function, release the check of the <Use
Scheduled Check> box.

19.5.8.2. Setting Time for Scheduled Check
The time for scheduled check can be set in the following manner.
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When setting the time informing the scheduled check at 14: 20 every day.

PM Manager


When setting the time informing the scheduled check at 14: 20 every Friday.



When setting the time informing the scheduled check at 14: 20 every 28th day of the
month.

Memo

19.5.9.

The scheduled check time cannot be set in seconds.

Language Setup
The language setup of the PM Manager user interface can be changed. Select the desired
language from the Setup Screen.
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19.6.

History Screen
All check histories can be inquired in the History Screen.
Figure19.14 History Screen

When inquiring the check history, input the search condition and click the <Search>
button.
Figure19.15 Check History Inquiry Screen
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19.6.1.

Search Condition
The check history can be inquired by selecting the following check boxes and entering the
search condition.


All
Indicates all check histories.



Group
Selects a group of check items.



Item
Selects check items.



Operator
Checks the user.



Action
Selects whether to take action for the check item.



Result
Indicates the status of the check item.



Date
Selects the date for inquiry.
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19.6.2.

Outputting Check History in File Format
Searched check history and all check histories can be outputted in the text file format. This
can be performed in the following manner.


Click the <Print to File> button.



Text file is created.
Figure19.16 Check History Output Screen
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Appendix A.Open Source Announcement
OPEN SOURCE LICENSE NOTIFICATION ON THE PRODUCT
The software included in this product contains copyrighted software that is licensed under
the BSD 2.0, Historical Permission Notice and Disclaimer, Info-ZIP License, Indiana
University Extreme! Lab Software License, Code Project Open 1.02 License, zlib/libpng
License, LGPL 2.1, Dr Dobbs Journal License.

License

Component

BSD 2.0

Arabica XML Toolkit, StackWalker - Walking the
callstack

Historical Permission
Notice and Disclaimer

The Standard Template Library

Info-ZIP License

threeoaks, Zip

Indiana University
Extreme! Lab Software
License

XPP - XML Pull Parser

Code Project Open 1.02
License

Code Project - a File Switch Tabbar for Source
Insight, Code Project - A Java Language IDE, Code
Project - C++ Header Guard, Code Project Resource ID Organiser Add-In for Visual C++ 5.0/6.0/
.NET, Code Project - Round Buttons, Code Project The Ultimate Toolbox Communication Classes, Code
Project - XZip and XUnzip - Add zip and/or unzip to
your app with no extra .lib or .dll

zlib/libpng License

Code Project - TOOL, CSS:RPG Mod, zlib

LGPL 2.1

CppUnit - C++ port of JUnit

Dr Dobbs Journal License Dr. Dobb's Journal - SIMULATION AND DEVICE
DRIVER DEVELOPMENT
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BSD 2.0
Copyright (c) 2005-2009, Jochen Kalmbach
All rights reserved.
Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are
permitted provided that the following conditions are met:


Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of
conditions and the following disclaimer.



Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of
conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials
provided with the distribution.



Neither the name of the Regents of the University of California nor the names of its
contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software
without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND
CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,
INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE
DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR
CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,
SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT
NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;
LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)
HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN
CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR
OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE,
EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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Historical Permission Notice and Disclaimer


Copyright (c) 1994, Hewlett-Packard Company. All rights reserved.
Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute and sell this software and its
documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that the above
copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and this
permission notice appear in supporting documentation. Hewlett-Packard Company
makes no representations about the suitability of this software for any purpose. It is
provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.



Copyright (c) 1996-1999 Silicon Graphics Computer Systems, Inc. All rights
reserved.
Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute and sell this software and its
documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that the above
copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and this
permission notice appear in supporting documentation. Silicon Graphics makes no
representations about the suitability of this software for any purpose. It is provided "as
is" without express or implied warranty.
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Info-ZIP License
This is version 2009-Jan-02 of the Info-ZIP license. The definitive version of this
document should be available at ftp://ftp.info-zip.org/pub/infozip/license.html indefinitely
and a copy at http://www.info-zip.org/pub/infozip/license.html.
Copyright (c) 1990-2009 Info-ZIP. All rights reserved.
For the purposes of this copyright and license, "Info-ZIP" is defined as the following set of
individuals:
Mark Adler, John Bush, Karl Davis, Harald Denker, Jean-Michel Dubois, Jean-loup
Gailly, Hunter Goatley, Ed Gordon, Ian Gorman, Chris Herborth, Dirk Haase, Greg
Hartwig, Robert Heath, Jonathan Hudson, Paul Kienitz, David Kirschbaum, Johnny
Lee, Onno van der Linden, Igor Mandrichenko, Steve P. Miller, Sergio Monesi,
Keith Owens, George Petrov, Greg Roelofs, Kai Uwe Rommel, Steve Salisbury,
Dave Smith, Steven M. Schweda, Christian Spieler, Cosmin Truta, Antoine
Verheijen, Paul von Behren, Rich Wales, Mike White.
This software is provided "as is," without warranty of any kind, express or implied. In no
event shall Info-ZIP or its contributors be held liable for any direct, indirect, incidental,
special or consequential damages arising out of the use of or inability to use this software.
Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose, including
commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it freely, subject to the above
disclaimer and the following restrictions:
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Redistributions of source code (in whole or in part) must retain the above copyright
notice, definition, disclaimer, and this list of conditions.



Redistributions in binary form (compiled executables and libraries) must reproduce
the above copyright notice, definition, disclaimer, and this list of conditions in
documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution. Additional
documentation is not needed for executables where a command line license option
provides these and a note regarding this option is in the executable's startup banner.
The sole exception to this condition is redistribution of a standard UnZipSFX binary
(including SFXWiz) as part of a self-extracting archive; that is permitted without
inclusion of this license, as long as the normal SFX banner has not been removed from
the binary or disabled.



Altered versions--including, but not limited to, ports to new operating systems,
existing ports with new graphical interfaces, versions with modified or added
functionality, and dynamic, shared, or static library versions not from Info-ZIP--must
be plainly marked as such and must not be misrepresented as being the original source
or, if binaries, compiled from the original source. Such altered versions also must not
be misrepresented as being Info-ZIP releases--including, but not limited to, labeling of
the altered versions with the names "Info-ZIP" (or any variation thereof, including, but
not limited to, different capitalizations), "Pocket UnZip," "WiZ" or "MacZip" without

Open Source Announcement
the explicit permission of Info-ZIP. Such altered versions are further prohibited from
misrepresentative use of the Zip-Bugs or Info-ZIP e-mail addresses or the Info-ZIP
URL(s), such as to imply Info-ZIP will provide support for the altered versions.


Info-ZIP retains the right to use the names "Info-ZIP," "Zip," "UnZip," "UnZipSFX,"
"WiZ," "Pocket UnZip," "Pocket Zip," and "MacZip" for its own source and binary
releases.
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Indiana University Extreme! Lab Software License
Copyright (c) 2002 Extreme! Lab, Indiana University. All rights reserved.
Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are
permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
1) Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of
conditions and the following disclaimer.
2) Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of
conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials
provided with the distribution.
3) The end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if any, must include the
following acknowledgment:
"This product includes software developed by the Indiana University Extreme! Lab
(http://www.extreme.indiana.edu/)."
Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself, if and wherever
such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.
4) The names "Indiana Univeristy" and "Indiana Univeristy Extreme! Lab" must not be
used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without prior written
permission. For written permission, please contact http://www.extreme.indiana.edu/.
5) Products derived from this software may not use "Indiana Univeristy" name nor may
"Indiana Univeristy" appear in their name, without prior written permission of the
Indiana University.
THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED
WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED
WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS,
COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,
INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL
DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF
SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR
BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF
LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT
(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF
THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
SUCH DAMAGE.
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The Code Project Open License (CPOL) 1.02


Copyright (c)
Code Project - a File Switch Tabbar for Source Insight(2009, Simon.W)
Code Project - A Java Language IDE(2004, mystro_AKA_kokie)
Code Project - C++ Header Guard(2009, T800G)
Code Project - Resource ID Organiser Add-In for Visual C++ 5.0/6.0/.NET(2005,
Anna-Jayne Metcalfe)
Code Project - Round Buttons(2003, Chris Maunder)
Code Project - The Ultimate Toolbox Communication Classes(2007, The Ultimate
Toolbox)
Code Project - XZip and XUnzip - Add zip and/or unzip to your app with no
extra .lib or .dll(2007, Hans Dietrich)

Preamble
This License governs Your use of the Work. This License is intended to allow developers
to use the Source Code and Executable Files provided as part of the Work in any
application in any form.
The main points subject to the terms of the License are:


Source Code and Executable Files can be used in commercial applications;



Source Code and Executable Files can be redistributed; and



Source Code can be modified to create derivative works.



No claim of suitability, guarantee, or any warranty whatsoever is provided. The
software is provided "as-is".



The Article accompanying the Work may not be distributed or republished without the
Author's consent

This License is entered between You, the individual or other entity reading or otherwise
making use of the Work licensed pursuant to this License and the individual or other entity
which offers the Work under the terms of this License ("Author").

License
THE WORK (AS DEFINED BELOW) IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS
CODE PROJECT OPEN LICENSE ("LICENSE"). THE WORK IS PROTECTED BY
COPYRIGHT AND/OR OTHER APPLICABLE LAW. ANY USE OF THE WORK
OTHER THAN AS AUTHORIZED UNDER THIS LICENSE OR COPYRIGHT LAW IS
PROHIBITED.
BY EXERCISING ANY RIGHTS TO THE WORK PROVIDED HEREIN, YOU
ACCEPT AND AGREE TO BE BOUND BY THE TERMS OF THIS LICENSE. THE
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AUTHOR GRANTS YOU THE RIGHTS CONTAINED HEREIN IN
CONSIDERATION OF YOUR ACCEPTANCE OF SUCH TERMS AND
CONDITIONS. IF YOU DO NOT AGREE TO ACCEPT AND BE BOUND BY THE
TERMS OF THIS LICENSE, YOU CANNOT MAKE ANY USE OF THE WORK.
1. Definitions.
a."Articles" means, collectively, all articles written by Author which describes how the
Source Code and Executable Files for the Work may be used by a user.
b."Author" means the individual or entity that offers the Work under the terms of this
License.
c."Derivative Work" means a work based upon the Work or upon the Work and other
pre-existing works.
d."Executable Files" refer to the executables, binary files, configuration and any
required data files included in the Work.
e."Publisher" means the provider of the website, magazine, CD-ROM, DVD or other
medium from or by which the Work is obtained by You.
f."Source Code" refers to the collection of source code and configuration files used to
create the Executable Files.
g."Standard Version" refers to such a Work if it has not been modified, or has been
modified in accordance with the consent of the Author, such consent being in the
full discretion of the Author.
h."Work" refers to the collection of files distributed by the Publisher, including the
Source Code, Executable Files, binaries, data files, documentation, whitepapers
and the Articles.
i."You" is you, an individual or entity wishing to use the Work and exercise your rights
under this License.
2. Fair Use/Fair Use Rights. Nothing in this License is intended to reduce, limit, or
restrict any rights arising from fair use, fair dealing, first sale or other limitations on
the exclusive rights of the copyright owner under copyright law or other applicable
laws.
3. License Grant. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, the Author hereby
grants You a worldwide, royalty-free, non-exclusive, perpetual (for the duration of the
applicable copyright) license to exercise the rights in the Work as stated below:
a.You may use the standard version of the Source Code or Executable Files in Your
own applications.
b.You may apply bug fixes, portability fixes and other modifications obtained from the
Public Domain or from the Author. A Work modified in such a way shall still be
considered the standard version and will be subject to this License.
c.You may otherwise modify Your copy of this Work (excluding the Articles) in any
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way to create a Derivative Work, provided that You insert a prominent notice in
each changed file stating how, when and where You changed that file.
d.You may distribute the standard version of the Executable Files and Source Code or
Derivative Work in aggregate with other (possibly commercial) programs as part
of a larger (possibly commercial) software distribution.
e.The Articles discussing the Work published in any form by the author may not be
distributed or republished without the Author's consent. The author retains
copyright to any such Articles. You may use the Executable Files and Source Code
pursuant to this License but you may not repost or republish or otherwise
distribute or make available the Articles, without the prior written consent of the
Author.
Any subroutines or modules supplied by You and linked into the Source Code or
Executable Files this Work shall not be considered part of this Work and will not be
subject to the terms of this License.
4. Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Author
hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free,
irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use,
import, and otherwise transfer the Work.
5. Restrictions. The license granted in Section 3 above is expressly made subject to and
limited by the following restrictions:
a.You agree not to remove any of the original copyright, patent, trademark, and
attribution notices and associated disclaimers that may appear in the Source Code
or Executable Files.
b.You agree not to advertise or in any way imply that this Work is a product of Your
own.
c.The name of the Author may not be used to endorse or promote products derived
from the Work without the prior written consent of the Author.
d.You agree not to sell, lease, or rent any part of the Work. This does not restrict you
from including the Work or any part of the Work inside a larger software
distribution that itself is being sold. The Work by itself, though, cannot be sold,
leased or rented.
e.You may distribute the Executable Files and Source Code only under the terms of
this License, and You must include a copy of, or the Uniform Resource Identifier
for, this License with every copy of the Executable Files or Source Code You
distribute and ensure that anyone receiving such Executable Files and Source
Code agrees that the terms of this License apply to such Executable Files and/or
Source Code. You may not offer or impose any terms on the Work that alter or
restrict the terms of this License or the recipients' exercise of the rights granted
hereunder. You may not sublicense the Work. You must keep intact all notices that
refer to this License and to the disclaimer of warranties. You may not distribute the
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Executable Files or Source Code with any technological measures that control
access or use of the Work in a manner inconsistent with the terms of this License.
f.You agree not to use the Work for illegal, immoral or improper purposes, or on pages
containing illegal, immoral or improper material. The Work is subject to
applicable export laws. You agree to comply with all such laws and regulations
that may apply to the Work after Your receipt of the Work.
6. Representations, Warranties and Disclaimer. THIS WORK IS PROVIDED "AS IS",
"WHERE IS" AND "AS AVAILABLE", WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED
WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OR GUARANTEES. YOU, THE USER,
ASSUME ALL RISK IN ITS USE, INCLUDING COPYRIGHT INFRINGEMENT,
PATENT INFRINGEMENT, SUITABILITY, ETC. AUTHOR EXPRESSLY
DISCLAIMS ALL EXPRESS, IMPLIED OR STATUTORY WARRANTIES OR
CONDITIONS, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES OR
CONDITIONS OF MERCHANTABILITY, MERCHANTABLE QUALITY OR
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR ANY WARRANTY OF TITLE OR
NON-INFRINGEMENT, OR THAT THE WORK (OR ANY PORTION THEREOF)
IS CORRECT, USEFUL, BUG-FREE OR FREE OF VIRUSES. YOU MUST PASS
THIS DISCLAIMER ON WHENEVER YOU DISTRIBUTE THE WORK OR
DERIVATIVE WORKS.
7. Indemnity. You agree to defend, indemnify and hold harmless the Author and the
Publisher from and against any claims, suits, losses, damages, liabilities, costs, and
expenses (including reasonable legal or attorneys' fees) resulting from or relating to
any use of the Work by You.
8. Limitation on Liability. EXCEPT TO THE EXTENT REQUIRED BY
APPLICABLE LAW, IN NO EVENT WILL THE AUTHOR OR THE PUBLISHER
BE LIABLE TO YOU ON ANY LEGAL THEORY FOR ANY SPECIAL,
INCIDENTAL, CONSEQUENTIAL, PUNITIVE OR EXEMPLARY DAMAGES
ARISING OUT OF THIS LICENSE OR THE USE OF THE WORK OR
OTHERWISE, EVEN IF THE AUTHOR OR THE PUBLISHER HAS BEEN
ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.
9. Termination.
a.This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically upon any
breach by You of any term of this License. Individuals or entities who have
received Derivative Works from You under this License, however, will not have
their licenses terminated provided such individuals or entities remain in full
compliance with those licenses. Sections 1, 2, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 and 11 will survive any
termination of this License.
b.If You bring a copyright, trademark, patent or any other infringement claim against
any contributor over infringements You claim are made by the Work, your License
from such contributor to the Work ends automatically.
c.Subject to the above terms and conditions, this License is perpetual (for the duration
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of the applicable copyright in the Work). Notwithstanding the above, the Author
reserves the right to release the Work under different license terms or to stop
distributing the Work at any time; provided, however that any such election will
not serve to withdraw this License (or any other license that has been, or is
required to be, granted under the terms of this License), and this License will
continue in full force and effect unless terminated as stated above.
10. Publisher. The parties hereby confirm that the Publisher shall not, under any
circumstances, be responsible for and shall not have any liability in respect of the
subject matter of this License. The Publisher makes no warranty whatsoever in
connection with the Work and shall not be liable to You or any party on any legal
theory for any damages whatsoever, including without limitation any general, special,
incidental or consequential damages arising in connection to this license. The
Publisher reserves the right to cease making the Work available to You at any time
without notice.
11. Miscellaneous
a.This License shall be governed by the laws of the location of the head office of the
Author or if the Author is an individual, the laws of location of the principal place
of residence of the Author.
b.If any provision of this License is invalid or unenforceable under applicable law, it
shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the remainder of the terms of this
License, and without further action by the parties to this License, such provision
shall be reformed to the minimum extent necessary to make such provision valid
and enforceable.
c.No term or provision of this License shall be deemed waived and no breach
consented to unless such waiver or consent shall be in writing and signed by the
party to be charged with such waiver or consent.
d.This License constitutes the entire agreement between the parties with respect to the
Work licensed herein. There are no understandings, agreements or representations
with respect to the Work not specified herein. The Author shall not be bound by
any additional provisions that may appear in any communication from You. This
License may not be modified without the mutual written agreement of the Author
and You.
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The zlib/libpng License


Copyright (c)
1995-2002 Jean-loup Gailly and Mark Adler
1995-2002 Gao Dasheng
1995-2002 Jean-loup Gailly
1998-2002 Gilles Vollant
Andrzej Markowski
Mark C. Malburg

This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied warranty. In no event will
the authors be held liable for any damages arising from the use of this software.
Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose, including
commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it freely, subject to the following
restrictions:
1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not claim that you
wrote the original software. If you use this software in a product, an acknowledgment
in the product documentation would be appreciated but is not required.
2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be
misrepresented as being the original software.
3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.
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GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Since we, at Hanwha Precision Machinery Co., Ltd., used the CppUnit and ELFIO
component as a dynamic link without modifying the source code according to the LGPL
2.1 license, we are not obliged to provide the source code of the corresponding component
and the object code of the application program.
Version 2.1, February 1999
Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but
changing it is not allowed.
[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL. It also counts as the successor of the
GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence the version number 2.1.]
Preamble
The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and
change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public Licenses are intended to guarantee your
freedom to share and change free software—to make sure the software is free for all its
users.
This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some specially designated
software—typically libraries—of the Free Software Foundation and other authors who
decide to use it. You can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether
this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better strategy to use in any
particular case, based on the explanations below.
When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use, not price. Our
General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute
copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish); that you receive source
code or can get it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of it in
new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do these things.
To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid distributors to deny you
these rights or to ask you to surrender these rights. These restrictions translate to certain
responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.
For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must
give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too,
receive or can get the source code. If you link other code with the library, you must
provide complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them with the library
after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these
terms so they know their rights.
We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the library, and (2) we
offer you this license, which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify
the library.
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To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that there is no warranty for the
free library. Also, if the library is modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients
should know that what they have is not the original version, so that the original author's
reputation will not be affected by problems that might be introduced by others.
Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of any free program. We
wish to make sure that a company cannot effectively restrict the users of a free program by
obtaining a restrictive license from a patent holder. Therefore, we insist that any patent
license obtained for a version of the library must be consistent with the full freedom of use
specified in this license.
Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General
Public License. This license, the GNU Lesser General Public License, applies to certain
designated libraries, and is quite different from the ordinary General Public License. We
use this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those libraries into non-free
programs.
When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using a shared library, the
combination of the two is legally speaking a combined work, a derivative of the original
library. The ordinary General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the
entire combination fits its criteria of freedom. The Lesser General Public License permits
more lax criteria for linking other code with the library.
We call this license the Lesser General Public License because it does Less to protect the
user's freedom than the ordinary General Public License. It also provides other free
software developers Less of an advantage over competing non-free programs. These
disadvantages are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many
libraries. However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain special
circumstances.
For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to encourage the widest
possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes a de-facto standard. To achieve this,
non-free programs must be allowed to use the library. A more frequent case is that a free
library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries. In this case, there is little to
gain by limiting the free library to free software only, so we use the Lesser General Public
License.
In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free programs enables a greater
number of people to use a large body of free software. For example, permission to use the
GNU C Library in non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU
operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating system.
Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the users' freedom, it
does ensure that the user of a program that is linked with the Library has the freedom and
the wherewithal to run that program using a modified version of the Library.
The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay
close attention to the difference between a “work based on the library” and a “work that
uses the library”. The former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter
must be combined with the library in order to run.
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND
MODIFICATION
0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program which
contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it
may be distributed under the terms of this Lesser General Public License (also called
“this License”). Each licensee is addressed as “you”.
A “library” means a collection of software functions and/ or data prepared so as to be
conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and
data) to form executables.
The “Library”, below, refers to any such software library or work which has been
distributed under these terms. A “work based on the Library” means either the Library
or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the
Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated
straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without
limitation in the term “modification”.)
“Source code” for a work means the preferred form of the work for making
modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for
all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts
used to control compilation and installation of the library.
Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this
License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is
not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute
a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing
it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that
uses the Library does.
1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library’s complete source code as
you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately
publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep
intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and
distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.
You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your
option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.
2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a
work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under
the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:
a.The modified work must itself be a software library.
b.You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you
changed the files and the date of any change.
c.You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties
under the terms of this License.
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d.If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be
supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument
passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to
ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the
facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains
meaningful. (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a
purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore,
Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this
function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root
function must still compute square roots.)
These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of
that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered
independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not
apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you
distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library,
the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions
for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part
regardless of who wrote it.
Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work
written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the
distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.
In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the
Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution
medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.
3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead
of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices
that refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public
License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the
ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version
instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.
Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the
ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative
works made from that copy.
This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a
program that is not a library.
4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section
2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above
provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable
source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a
medium customarily used for software interchange.
If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated
place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place
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satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even though third parties are not
compelled to copy the source along with the object code.
5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to
work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is called a “work that uses
the Library”. Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and
therefore falls outside the scope of this License.
However, linking a “work that uses the Library” with the Library creates an executable
that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather
than a “work that uses the library”. The executable is therefore covered by this
License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.
When a “work that uses the Library” uses material from a header file that is part of the
Library, the object code for the work may be a derivative work of the Library even
though the source code is not. Whether this is true is especially significant if the work
can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The threshold for
this to be true is not precisely defined by law.
If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts and
accessors, and small macros and small inline functions (ten lines or less in length),
then the use of the object file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a
derivative work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the Library
will still fall under Section 6.)
Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may distribute the object
code for the work under the terms of Section 6. Any executables containing that work
also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.
6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or link a “work that uses
the Library” with the Library to produce a work containing portions of the Library, and
distribute that work under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit
modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse engineering for
debugging such modifications.
You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in
it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy
of this License. If the work during execution displays copyright notices, you must
include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference
directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:
a.Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source
code for the Library including whatever changes were used in the work (which
must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an
executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine readable “work
that uses the Library”, as object code and/or source code, so that the user can
modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable containing
the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents of
definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the
application to use the modified definitions.)
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b.Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A suitable
mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a copy of the library already present on
the user’s computer system, rather than copying library functions into the
executable, and (2) will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if
the user installs one, as long as the modified version is interface-compatible with
the version that the work was made with.
c.Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the
same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more
than the cost of performing this distribution.
d.If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated
place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same
place.
e.Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have
already sent this user a copy.
For an executable, the required form of the “work that uses the Library” must include
any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However,
as a special exception, the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is
normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components
(compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs,
unless that component itself accompanies the executable.
It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other
proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a
contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an
executable that you distribute.
7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a
single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and
distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work
based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and
provided that you do these two things:
a.Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the
Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed
under the terms of the Sections above.
b.Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work
based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined
form of the same work.
8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as
expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify,
sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate
your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights,
from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such
parties remain in full compliance.
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9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However,
nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative
works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.
Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the
Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and
conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.
10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the
recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute,
link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not
impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.
You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.
11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any
other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by
court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License,
they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so
as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other
pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all.
For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the
Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the
only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from
distribution of the Library.
If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular
circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a
whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.
It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other
property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole
purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is
implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous
contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance
on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or
she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot
impose that choice.
This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence
of the rest of this License.
12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by
patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the
Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation
excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries
not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in
the body of this License.
13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Lesser
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General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit
to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.
14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose
distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for
permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write
to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our
decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives
of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.
NO WARRANTY
15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO
WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY
APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE
COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY
“AS IS” WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR
IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES
OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE
ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY
IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME
THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.
16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO
IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY
WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED
ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL,
SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF
THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT
LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR
LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE
LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH
HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
SUCH DAMAGES.
END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries
If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the
public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change.
You can do so by permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the
terms of the ordinary General Public License).
To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them
to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and
each file should have at least the “copyright” line and a pointer to where the full notice is
found. one line to give the library’s name and an idea of what it does.
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Copyright (C) year name of author
This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the
GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either
version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.
This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY
WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS
FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more
details.
You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along with
this library; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth
Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA.
Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.
You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any,
to sign a “copyright disclaimer” for the library, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the
names:
Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library ‘Frob’ (a library for
tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.
signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1990 Ty Coon, President of Vice.
That's all there is to it!
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Dr Dobbs Journal License
Copyright (c) 1997, Dr. Dobb's Journal. All rights reserved.
Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, is
permitted, courtesy of CMP Media LLC and Dr. Dobb's Journal. Neither the name of Dr.
Dobb's Journal or CMP Media LLC nor the names of its contributors may be used to
endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written
permission.
This software is provided by the copyright holders and contributors "as is" and any express
or implied warranties, including, but not limited to, the implied warranties of
merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose are disclaimed. In no event shall the
copyright owner or contributors be liable for any direct, indirect, incidental, special,
exemplary, or consequential damages (including, but not limited to, procurement of
substitute goods or services; loss of use, data, or profits; or business interruption) however
caused and on any theory of liability, whether in contract, strict liability, or tort (including
negligence or otherwise) arising in any way out of the use of this software, even if advised
of the possibility of such damage.
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